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CASE

1

ZINN 1969 (2) SA 537 (A)

Citation 1969 (2) SA 537 (A)

Court Appellate Division

Judge Steyn CJ, Ogilvie Thompson JA and Rumpff JA

Heard March 21, 1969

Judgment March 31, 1969

Flynote

Criminal procedure—Sentence—Court over-emphasising effect of crime—Underestimation of accused’s per-
son—Such a misdirection—Duty of Judge in imposing sentence outlined.

Headnote

Where in an appeal from a sentence of 15 years imposed on the appellant, aged 58 years, who had pleaded
guilty to several counts of fraud, theft and a count of contravening the Insolvency Act, the Court held that
there had been an over-emphasis of the effect of the appellant’s crime and an underestimation of the
person of the appellant.

Held, that this constituted a misdirection entitling the Court to set

Held, further, regard being had to the appellant’s age and illness, that the sentence should be reduced to 12
years.

The duties of a Judge in imposing sentence outlined.

JUDGMENT
F RUMPFF, JA

[1] The appellant in this case was charged in the Cape of Good Hope Provincial Division with (1) 63 counts
of fraud, (2) 291 counts of theft and (3) a contravention of sec. 135 (3) (a) of Act 24 of 1936 read with
sec. 185 of Act 46 of 1926 (1 count). He appeared before the learned JUDGE-PRESIDENT of that
Division and pleaded guilty to, and was found guilty of, 14 counts of fraud, 221 counts of theft and the
one count under Act 24 of 1936. He was sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment and he now appeals,
with leave of the learned JUDGE-PRESIDENT, against the sentence imposed on him.

[2] It was argued on behalf of the appellant that the learned JUDGE-PRESIDENT misdirected himself, inter
alia, in that his approach to the question of sentence was coloured by irrelevant considerations, in
that he did not have a proper regard to the appellant’s health and age, and in that, generally, his
reaction was coloured by emotional extravagance. It was submitted, in the alternative, that the
sentence was excessively severe having regard to the following factors: (i) the age of the appellant; (ii)
the appellant’s state of health; (iii) the appellant was subjected to a crippling interest burden; (iv) that
it was apparent from the balance sheets that a vigilant shipper should have realised that the
company’s borrowings were excessive having regard to its turnover. On the issue of misdirection it
was submitted that the reference in the judgment on sentence to ’thousands of little men who must
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suffer’ was irrelevant, because there was no evidence at all that in the present case thousands of little
men had suffered. It is true that there was no evidence that because of the collapse of the company
many employees were thrown on the streets, but if it is realised that the remarks of the learned
JUDGE-PRESIDENT were made, in reply as it were, to the suggestion that the people who suffered
most were ’loan sharks’, the reference to ’thousands of little men’ was, in my view, intended to
emphasise the potential damage that could be caused, by the type of fraud committed by the
appellant, to employees of furniture manufacturers.

[3] The reference in the second passage from the judgment, quoted above, to the appellant’s being no
longer young and a man who ’spits blood from his bronchial tubes’, is the only reference in the
judgment on sentence to the appellant’s age and malady, and, having regard to the context in which
the reference is made, one is driven to the conclusion that the learned JUDGE-PRESIDENT considered
the crimes committed to be of such magnitude that, if any weight were given to the personal
circumstances of the appellant, business and industry in the whole of Cape Town would come to a
disastrous end. I think that this conclusion of the learned JUDGE-PRESIDENT is not merely the strongly
worded but justified condemnation of the indignant censor, but rather a hyperbole, exaggerating
beyond permissible limits the nature and effect of the crime, and minimising the personality of the
offender and the effect that punishment might have on the offender. The over-emphasis of the effect
of the appellant’s crimes, and the underestimation of the person of the appellant, constitutes, in my
view, a misdirection and in the result the sentence should be set aside.

[4] It then becomes the task of this Court to impose the sentence which it thinks suitable in the
circumstances. What has to be considered is the triad consisting of the crime, the offender and the
interests of society. The learned JUDGE-PRESIDENT in the Court below, at the request of counsel for
the appellant, regarded all the crimes committed by the appellant as one course of conduct for
purposes of sentence. Although the concept of one course of conduct is really only valid in respect of
the frauds committed, I shall adopt the same approach.

[5] There can be no doubt that in this case the large amounts involved and the persistent falsification of
balance sheets and bills for so long a period and the incurring of vast debts knowing that the
company was insolvent call for a very heavy sentence. ...

[6] Appellant’s age undoubtedly requires consideration. He is 58 years old and, as has been submitted, a
very long period of imprisonment, particularly if regard be had to his physical condition, would
probably not offer him the opportunity to reform and begin life anew. It has also been submitted that
the purpose of punishment, in a case like the present, should not be to destroy the offender
completely.

[7] As regards the duties of a Judge in imposing punishment, we have been referred, inter alia, to Voet,
vol. 1, p. 57, where, in a note, it is said (Gane’s translation, vol. 2, p. 72):

‘It is true, as Cicero says in his work on Duties, Bk. 1, Ch. 25, that anger should be especially kept
down in punishing, because he who comes to punishment in wrath will never hold that middle
course which lies between the too much and the too little. It is also true that it would be
desirable that they who hold the office of Judges should be like the laws, which approach
punishment not in a spirit of anger but in one of equity.’

[8] Having regard to his age and the fact that he deliberately committed fraud over a period of nearly
eight years, involving large sums of money, the appellant’s claim to a sentence which would give him
the opportunity to reform and to start life afresh is necessarily greatly weakened.

[9] The appellant’s physical condition is certainly a matter which must be considered because it will make
imprisonment considerably more disagreeable to him than to a healthy man of his age. There is
nevertheless the fact that in gaol the appellant will be under constant medical supervision and there
is the possibility that his release from business problems may actually benefit his condition. It is to be
noted in this connection that the appellant consulted his specialist physician for the first time in 1966,
i.e. when his company had collapsed.

[10] The interests of society, in my opinion, demand that a man like the appellant must be put away for a
long time, not only to protect society against a man who has no conscience in respect of people who
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lend him money or to whom he owes money, but also as punishment for crimes committed over an
extended period and as a warning to businessmen who might feel inclined to abuse the confidence
that must necessarily exist in a civilised state in the field of business and industry, particularly when
substantial credit is required and when the credit is given on the strength of accounts that carry
signed audit certificates.

[11] Had the appellant been ten years younger and in good health, I would have been of the opinion that
the facts of the present case justified a sentence of 15 years’ imprisonment. Having regard to
appellant’s age and his illness, I consider that justice will be done if the sentence is 12 years’
imprisonment.

[12] For the reasons stated, the sentence imposed by the learned JUDGE-PRESIDENT is set aside, and, in
substitution thereof, a sentence of 12 years’ imprisonment is imposed.

[13] STEYN, C.J., and OGILVIE THOMPSON, J.A., concurred.
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MASIYA 2007 (2) SACR 435 (CC)

FANUEL SITAKENI MASIYA Applicant

versus

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (PRETORIA) First Respondent

MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT Second Respondent

and

CENTRE FOR APPLIED LEGAL STUDIES First Amicus Curiae

TSHWARANANG LEGAL ADVOCACY CENTRE Second Amicus Curiae

Heard on: 9 November 2006

Decided on: 10 May 2007

JUDGMENT

NKABINDE J

[1] This case is about the constitutional validity of the common law definition of rape to the extent that it
excludes anal penetration and is gender-specific. The case concerns the manner in which the
definition of rape has been understood, developed and interpreted in South African law. The
definition has been debated by the courts,

Legislature and civil society over the years. Essentially, this matter comes before this Court on
two bases. First, confirmation proceedings in terms of section 172(2)(a)1 of the Constitution.
Second, an application for leave to appeal2 against the whole of the judgment and order of the
Pretoria High Court3 in which that Court confirmed the applicant’s conviction by the Regional
Court.4

[2] The full terms of the order against which leave to appeal is sought read as follows:

‘‘1. The common law definition of rape is declared to be unconstitutional as it currently stands,
for the reasons given by the learned Magistrate in his judgment and for the further reasons
set out in this judgment.

2. The definition of rape is extended to include acts of non-consensual sexual penetration of
the male penis into the vagina or anus of another person.

1 Section 172(2)(a) provides: ‘‘The Supreme Court of Appeal, a High Court or a court of similar status may make an order
concerning the constitutional validity of an Act of Parliament, a provincial Act or any conduct of the President, but an order
of constitutional invalidity has no force unless it is confirmed by the Constitutional Court.’’

See also section 167(5) of the Constitution which provides: ‘‘The Constitutional Court makes the final decision whether an
Act of Parliament, a provincial Act or conduct of the President is constitutional, and must confirm any order of invalidity
made by the Supreme Court of Appeal, a High Court, or a court of similar status, before that order has any force.’’

2 In terms of section 172(2)(d) of the Constitution. The section reads: ‘‘Any person ... with a sufficient interest may appeal, or
apply, directly to the Constitutional Court to confirm or vary an order of constitutional invalidity by a court in terms of this
subsection.’’

3 S v Masiya 2006 (11) BCLR 1377 (T); 2006 (2) SACR 357 (T).
4 S v Masiya case no SHG 94/04 11 July 2005, unreported.
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3. The provisions of Act 105 of 1997 and its schedules and Section 261(1)(e) and (f) and (2)(c)
of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 and the schedules to the latter Act relating to bail
provisions are declared to be invalid and are inconsistent with the Constitution to the
extent that they are gender specific.

4. Where the provisions referred to in (3) above are gender specific there be a reading in of
‘person’ wherever reference is made to a specific gender.

5. The proceedings in the Court a quo are determined to be in accordance with justice in
terms of the provisions of Section 52 of Act 105/1997.

6. Sentencing of the accused is postponed until the Constitutional Court has made a
determination on the order of Constitutional invalidity referred to in (3) of this order.’’

[3] As apparent from paragraphs 1 and 3 of the order, the declarations of invalidity relate to whether the
definition of rape is constitutionally invalid and whether the specified provisions of the Criminal
Procedure Act 1977 (the CPA)5 and of the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1997 (the Act)6 and their
relevant Schedules re inconsistent with the Constitution to the extent that they are gender-specific. ....

Background
[6] Mr Masiya, 44 years of age, was initially brought before the District Court at Sabie on a charge of rape.

The state alleged that on or about 16 March 2004 at or near Sabie he wrongfully and unlawfully had
sexual intercourse with a nine-year old girl (the complainant), without her consent. The case was
transferred to the Regional Court at Graskop where he was tried on that charge. At the trial Mr Masiya,
represented by an attorney from the Nelspruit Justice Centre, pleaded not guilty. He elected to
remain silent and did not advance a statement explaining his plea. The evidence established that the
complainant was penetrated anally.

[7] Mr Masiya neither gave evidence nor called witnesses to testify. The state applied that he be
convicted of indecent assault, a competent verdict on a charge of rape.7 The defence contended that
if Mr Masiya were to be found guilty he should be convicted of indecent assault.

[8] The Regional Court, of its own accord, considered whether the common law needed to be developed.
The defence contended that Magistrates’ Courts do not have the power to pronounce on the
constitutionality of a rule of the common law. The Regional Court remarked that the court, ‘‘albeit a
creature of statute, has jurisdiction in terms of the Constitution to judge the constitutionality of a legal
principle under common law and, if necessary to develop the principle so that it conforms with the
constitutional values enshrined in our Constitution’’.8 The Court remarked that there is nothing in the
Constitution or other legislation that precludes it from enquiring into or ruling on the constitutional-
ity of a rule of the common law and developing it where necessary. It pointed out that sections 8(3)9

and 39(2)10 of the Constitution speak, respectively, of ‘‘a court’’ and ‘‘every court, tribunal or forum’’.

[9] The Regional Court remarked further that—

‘‘[I]n terms of the existing common law definitions of crime, the non-consensual anal
penetration of a girl (or a boy) amounts only to the (lesser) common law crime of indecent

5 Act 51 of 1977.
6 Act 105 of 1997.
7 Section 261 of the CPA provides: ‘‘(1) If the evidence on a charge of rape or attempted rape does not prove the offence of

rape or, as the case may be, attempted rape, but— ... . (b) the offence of indecent assault; the accused may be found guilty of
the offence so proved.’’

8 Above n 4 at para 43.
9 Section 8(3) provides: ‘‘When applying a provision of the Bill of Rights to a natural or juristic person in terms of subsection (2),

a court—

(a) in order to give effect to a right in the Bill of Rights, must apply, or if necessary develop, the common law to the extent
that legislation does not give effect to that right; and

(b) may develop rules of common law to limit the right, provided that the limitation is in accordance with section 36(1).’’
10 Section 39(2) provides: ‘‘When interpreting any legislation, and when developing the common law or customary law, every

court, tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights.’’
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assault, and not rape, because only non-consensual vaginal sexual intercourse is regarded as
rape. One’s initial feelings of righteousness would however immediately rebel against such
thought. Why must the unconsensual sexual penetration of a girl (or a boy) per anum be
regarded as less injurious, less humiliating and less serious than the unconsensual sexual
penetration of a girl per vaginam? The distinction appears on face value to be irrational and
totally senseless, because the anal orifice is no less private, no less subject to injury and abuse,
and its sexual penetration no less humiliating than the vaginal orifice. It therefore appears that
the common law definition of rape is not only archaic, but irrational and amounts to arbitrary
discrimination with reference to which kind of sexual penetration is to be regarded as the most
serious, and then only in respect of women.’’11 (Footnote omitted.)

[10] The Regional Court held that the definition should be developed to promote constitutional
objectives, and that courts may develop the current definition of rape given Parliament’s lengthy
delay in promulgating the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Amendment Bill of 2003 (the 2003 Bill)12 so
as to afford society the full protection of the Constitution. The Court held that although the
development would impact on Mr Masiya’s fair trial rights in terms of section 35(3)(n)13 of the
Constitution those fair trial rights could be limited on the basis that—

(a) non-consensual anal penetration already constitutes an offence, namely indecent assault,
and is manifestly immoral and unjust;

(b) retroactive punishment could have been foreseen by Mr Masiya;

(c) such development will be consistent with foreign law;

(d) the rights of society are weightier than those of Mr Masiya not to be convicted of and
sentenced to a more serious offence;

(e) less restrictive means to achieve the purpose sought to be achieved by the extension of the
definition of rape would have been for Parliament to address the lacuna with an
appropriate law, but Parliament has dragged its feet; and

(f) the developed definition would become law of general application if endorsed by the High
Court upon referral.

[11] The Regional Court thus extended the definition of rape to include—

‘‘... acts of non-consensual sexual penetration of the male sexual organ into the vagina or anus
of another person’’.14

It expressly refrained from ruling on whether non-consensual oral penetration should constitute the
crime of rape as that was not an issue in the proceedings. Having convicted Mr Masiya of rape in terms
of the extended definition, the Regional Court stopped the proceedings and committed him to the
High Court in terms of section 5215 of the Act for the purpose of sentence.

[15] Regarding the need to extend the definition of rape, the High Court found that indecent assault
attracts more lenient sentences than rape. This distinction in sentencing, the Court said, results in

11 Above n 4 at para 17.
12 Bill B50–2003.
13 Section 35(3)(n) provides: ‘‘Every accused person has a right to a fair trial, which includes the right—... to the benefit of the

least severe of the prescribed punishments if the prescribed punishment for the offence has been changed between the
time that the offence was committed and the time of sentencing’’.

14 Above n 4 at para 45.
15 Section 52 of the Act provides: ‘‘(1) If a regional court, following on— (a) a plea of guilty; or (b) a plea of not guilty, has

convicted an accused of an offence referred to in— (i) Part I of Schedule 2; or (ii) Part II, III or IV of Schedule 2 and the court is of
the opinion that the offence concerned merits punishment in excess of the jurisdiction of a regional court in terms of section
51 (2), the court shall stop the proceedings and commit the accused for sentence as contemplated in section 51 (1) or (2), as
the case may be, by a High Court having jurisdiction.

(2)(a) Where an accused is committed under subsection (1) (a) for sentence by a High Court, the record of the proceedings
in the regional court shall upon proof thereof in the High Court be received by the High Court and form part of the record of
that Court, and the plea of guilty and any admission by the accused shall stand unless the accused satisfies the Court that
such plea or such admission was incorrectly recorded.

(b) Unless the High Court in question—
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‘‘inadequate protection and discriminatory sentencing.’’16 On the question of legality the Court held
that the principles are not applicable and need not be considered as an obstacle to the extension of
the definition of rape since no new crime is created. As a prelude to the order set out in paragraph 2
above, the High Court said—

‘‘[T]he unlawful deed the accused committed is simply given another name ... The accused
knew very well that he was acting unlawfully. It has never been a requirement that an accused
should know, at the time of the commission of an unlawful deed, whether it is a common law or
statutory offence, or what the legal/official terminology is in naming it.’’ Id at para 73.

The Court then referred the declaration of invalidity set out in paragraph 3 of the order to this Court
for confirmation. The imposition of sentence was postponed pending the determination of the
matter. ....

Issues
[20] It is useful to examine the historical perspective of the criminalisation of rape so as to determine its

developmental direction. The word rape originates from the Latin words raptus, rapio, and rapina –
respectively meaning ‘‘tearing off, rending away, carrying off, abduction, rape, plundering″; ‘‘to seize,

(i) is satisfied that a plea of guilty or an admission by the accused which is material to his or her guilt was incorrectly
recorded; or

(ii) is not satisfied that the accused is guilty of the offence of which he or she has been convicted and in respect of
which he or she has been committed for sentence, the Court shall make a formal finding of guilty and sentence the
accused as contemplated in section 51 (1) or (2), as the case may be.

(c) If the Court—

(i) is satisfied that a plea of guilty or any admission by the accused which is material to his or her guilt was incorrectly
recorded; or

(ii) is not satisfied that the accused is guilty of the offence of which he or she has been convicted and in respect of
which he or she has been committed for sentence or that he or she has no valid defence to the charge, the Court
shall enter a plea of not guilty and proceed with the trial as a summary trial in that Court: Provided that any
admission by the accused the recording of which is not disputed by the accused, shall stand as proof of the fact
thus admitted.

(d) The provisions of section 112 (3) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977), shall apply with reference to
the proceedings under this subsection.

(3)(a) Where an accused is committed under subsection (1) (b) for sentence by a High Court, the record of the proceedings
in the regional court shall upon proof thereof in the High Court be received by the High Court and form part of the record of
that Court.

(b) The High Court shall, after considering the record of the proceedings in the regional court, sentence the accused as
contemplated in section 51 (1) or (2), as the case may be, and the judgment of the regional court shall stand for this purpose
and be sufficient for the High Court to pass such sentence: Provided that if the judge is of the opinion that the proceedings
are not in accordance with justice or doubt exists whether the proceedings are in accordance with justice, he or she shall,
without sentencing the accused, obtain from the regional magistrate who presided at the trial a statement setting forth his
or her reasons for convicting the accused. ....

(d) The Court in question may at any sitting thereof hear any evidence and for that purpose summon any person to appear
to give evidence or to produce any document or other article.

(e) Such Court, whether or not it has heard evidence and after it has obtained and considered a statement referred to in
paragraph (b), may—

(i) confirm the conviction and thereupon impose a sentence as contemplated in section 51 (1) or (2), as the case may
be;

(ii) alter the conviction to a conviction of another offence referred to in Schedule 2 and thereupon impose a sentence
as contemplated in section 51 (1) or (2), as the case may be;

(iii) alter the conviction to a conviction of an offence other than an offence referred to in Schedule 2 and thereupon
impose the sentence the Court may deem fit;

(iv) set aside the conviction;

(v) remit the case to the regional court with instruction to deal with any matter in such manner as the High Court may
deem fit; or

(vi) make any such order in regard to any matter or thing connected with such person or the proceedings in regard to
such person as the High Court deems likely to promote the ends of justice.’’

16 Id at para 71.
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snatch, tear way, to plunder a place, to hurry along a person or thing’’; and ‘‘robbery, pillage, booty
plunder’’.17 As such, raptus18 in Roman law was generally understood as an offence consisting of the
violent ‘‘carrying away’’ of women and is better translated as ‘‘abduction’’.19 The crime of rape in
Roman law was based on a prohibition of unchaste behaviour. Punishment of non-consensual sexual
intercourse protected the interests of the society in penalising unchaste behaviour, rather than the
interests of the survivor.

[19] The primary questions to be considered relate to—

(a) whether the current definition of rape is inconsistent with the Constitution and whether
the definition needs to be developed;

(b) whether Mr Masiya is liable to be convicted in terms of the developed definition;

(c) whether the declaration of invalidity of the relevant statutory provisions should be
confirmed;

(d) whether the merits of the criminal conviction should be dealt with by this Court; and

(e) appropriate relief.

Constitutionality of the definition
[21] In this period, patriarchal societies criminalised rape to protect property rights of men over women.20

The patriarchal structure of families subjected women entirely to the guardianship of their husbands
and gave men a civil right not only over their spouses’ property, but also over their persons.21

Roman-Dutch law placed force at the centre of the definition with the concomitant requirement of
‘‘hue and cry’’ to indicate a woman’s lack of consent.22 Submission to intercourse through fear, duress,
fraud or deceit as well as intercourse with an unconscious or mentally impaired woman did not
constitute rape but a lesser offence of stuprum.23

[22] In English law the focus originally was on the use of force to overcome a woman’s resistance. By the
mid-eighteenth century force was no longer required for the conduct to constitute rape and the
scope of the definition was increased to include cases of fraud or deception. This latter definition was
adopted in South Africa.24

[23] In indigenous law25 rape was restrictively defined. Generally, the law stresses the responsibility of a
group rather than of the individual. For instance in Pedi law, in rape cases women must be assisted by
their fathers or husbands and compensation accrues not to the survivor but to her household under
the guardianship of the husband or the father.26 The law excluded cases of sodomy and marital rape.

17 See Simpson Cassell’s New Compact Latin-English English-Latin Dictionary (Cassel & Company Ltd, London 1963) 189–190.
18 S v Ncanywa 1992 (2) SA (Ck) at 185E-G citing De Wet and Swanepoel Strafreg 3 ed (Butterworths, Durban 1975) 242 and Voet

Commentarius ad Pandectas 48.6.4, Van der Keessel Praelectiones ad Jus Criminale (1809) 46.6.7 (Beinart and Van Warmelo’s
translation (1972) 883). Voet and Van der Keessel treated rape as a species of public violence (vis publicae).

19 See Hiemstra and Conin Trilingual Legal Dictionary 2 ed (Juta, Cape Town 1986).
20 Kaganas and Murray ‘‘Rape in Marriage – Conjugal Rights or Criminal Wrong?’’ 1983 Acta Juridica 125 at 126.
21 Id.
22 In terms of South African law, violence is not an element of the crime of rape.
23 Ncanywa above n 38 at 185G-I. Stuprum violentum, translated as meaning ‘‘rape’’ by Hiemstra and Conin above n 39, was

distinguished as a form of seduction against the will of a woman. It was regarded as closely related to violent raptus and
punished as such. It would seem that the Roman-Dutch authorities treated the actus reus of rape as a form of stuprum being
one of a whole group of offences based on illicit sexual intercourse. Stuprum was regarded as seduction or coition with
women of certain classes but married women and prostitutes were excluded. See also Burchell and Milton Principles of
Criminal Law 3 ed (Juta, Cape Town 2000) 702.

24 Burchell and Milton above n 43 at 703.
25 The Constitution recognises customary law and enjoins the courts, in section 211(3) to ‘‘... apply customary law when that

law is applicable, subject to the Constitution and any legislation that specifically deals with customary law.’’
26 Mönnig The Pedi (JL van Schaik Limited, Pretoria 1967) 320 suggests that a woman would have an action for rape if assisted

by her husband. Even though one cannot assume that all the systems of indigenous law in South Africa are uniform,
seduction, according to Seymour, is the primary offence dealing with sexual violence. Seymour Native Law in South Africa
(Juta and Co. Limited, Cape Town and Johannesburg 1960) 228.
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In some communities intercourse with a prepubescent girl-child was also excluded from the
definition. These acts often merely constituted assault or ‘‘unnatural sexuality’’.27

[24] It is evident from the history of the law of rape that the object of the criminalisation of rape was to
protect the economic interests of the father, husband or guardian of the female survivor of rape, to
perpetuate stereotypes, male dominance and power and to refer to females as objects.

[25] With the advent of our constitutional dispensation based on democratic values of human dignity,
equality and freedom, the social foundation of these rules has disappeared. Although the great
majority of females, for the most part in rural South Africa, remain trapped in cultural patterns of
sex-based hierarchy, there is and has been a gradual movement towards recognition of a female as
the survivor of rape rather than other antiquated interests or societal morals being at the core of the
definition.28 The focus is on the breach of ‘‘a more specific right such as the right to bodily integrity’’29

and security of the person and the right to be protected from degradation and abuse. The crime of
rape should therefore be seen in that context.

The current law of rape

[26] In our law, rape is understood as the non-consensual penetration of a vagina by a penis. The generally
accepted definition of rape, according to Heath J in Ncanywa,30 is ‘‘the (a) intentional (b) unlawful (c)
sexual intercourse with a woman (d) without her consent.’’ Heath J remarked that ‘‘[t]he element of
unlawfulness is based essentially on the absence of consent.’’31 The four elements in the definition of
rape were echoed by Van der Merwe J in S v Zuma32 in which the absence of mens rea was relevant.33

Burchell and Milton state that the definition of rape is ‘‘the intentional unlawful sexual intercourse
with a woman without her consent.’’34 Snyman prefers this definition: ‘‘Rape consists in a male having
unlawful and intentional sexual intercourse with a female without her consent.’’35 Both share an
understanding of ‘‘sexual intercourse’’ as the ‘‘penetration of the woman’s vagina by the male
penis’’.36

[27] The definitions presuppose non-consensual sexual penetration of a vagina by a penis. The definition
of rape is not unconstitutional in so far as it criminalises conduct that is clearly morally and socially
unacceptable. In this regard it is different from the common law crime of sodomy which was declared
unconstitutional by this Court37 because it subjected people to criminal penalties for conduct which
could not constitute a crime in our constitutional order. There is nothing in the current definition of
rape to suggest that it is fatally flawed in a similar manner. The current definition of rape criminalises
unacceptable social conduct that is in violation of constitutional rights. It ensures that the constitu-
tional right to be free from all forms of violence, whether public or private,38 as well as the right to

27 Myburgh and Prinsloo Indigenous Public Law in KwaNdebele (JL van Schaik (Pty) Ltd, Pretoria 1985) 101 – 102.
28 Milton ‘‘Re-defining the crime of rape: The Law Commission’s proposals’’ (1999) 12 SACJ 364 at 366.
29 See Dawood and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others; Shalabi and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others;

Thomas and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC); 2000 (8) BCLR 837 (CC) at para 35. Some
protagonists of women’s rights however argue that the focus on the woman only as the victim of rape still perpetuate
patriarchal interests in controlling a woman’s sexuality. It is not necessary to consider that argument for the purpose of the
present case.

30 Above n 38.
31 Id at 186A-B. See also R v K 1958 (3) SA 420 (A) at 423B-C and the remarks by Wessels CJ regarding the element of consent in R

v Mosago and Another 1934 AD 32 at 34.
32 2006 (7) BCLR 790 (W) at 828E.
33 Id at 828F-G. The Court stated that: ‘‘[t]he element of intention is vital because rape can only be committed intentionally. A

principle of our criminal justice system is expressed in the maxim actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea – the act is not wrongful
unless the mind is guilty.’’

34 Above n 43 at 699 and 705.
35 Snyman Criminal Law 4 ed (Butterworths, Durban 2002) 445.
36 Id at 446. See also Burchell and Milton above n 43 at 706.
37 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality v The Minister of Justice and Others 1999 (1) SA 6 (CC); 1998 (12) BCLR 1517 (CC).
38 Above n 33.
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dignity39 and equality40 are protected. Invalidating the definition because it is under-inclusive is to
throw the baby out with the bath water. What is required then is for the definition to be extended
instead of being eliminated so as to promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights.

[28] Moreover the current law of rape has been affected by statutory developments in recent decades. In
1993 the rule that a husband could not rape his wife, the so- called marital rape exemption, was
abolished;41 and the presumption that a boy is incapable of committing rape was abolished in 1987.42

There have also been changes to the law of evidence relating to sexual offences.43 These changes
reflect our society’s changing understanding of rape. Due in no small part of the work of women’s
rights activists, there is wider acceptance that rape is criminal because it affects the dignity and
personal integrity of women. The evolution of our understanding of rape has gone hand in hand with
women’s agitation for the recognition of their legal personhood and right to equal protection. To this
end, women in South Africa and the rest of the world have mobilised against the patriarchal
assumption that underlay the traditional definition of rape. They have focused attention on the
unique violence visited upon women. Much of this activism focused on creating support systems for
women, such as rape crisis centres and abuse shelters; and also on the process whereby rape is
investigated and prosecuted. It is now widely accepted that sexual violence and rape not only offends
the privacy and dignity of women but also reflects the unequal power relations between men and
women in our society.

[29] The facts of the present case deal with penetration of the anus of a young girl. The issue before us then
is whether the current definition of rape needs to be developed to include anal penetration within its
scope. The facts do not require us to consider whether or not the definition should be extended to
include non-consensual penetration of the male anus by a penis. Strong arguments were presented
to us to the effect that gender-specificity in relation to rape reflected patriarchal stereotypes
inconsistent with the Constitution. This Court44 has stressed that it is not desirable that a case should
be dealt with on the basis of what the facts might be rather than what they are.

[30] It can hardly be said that non-consensual anal penetration of males is less degrading, humiliating and
traumatic and, to borrow the phrase by Brownmiller, ‘‘a lesser violation of the personal private inner
space, a lesser injury to mind, spirit and sense of self.’’45 That this is so does not mean that it is
unconstitutional to have a definition of rape which is gender-specific. Focusing on anal penetration of
females should not be seen as being disrespectful to male bodily integrity or insensitive to the trauma
suffered by male victims of anal violation, especially boys of the age of the complainant in this case.
Extending the definition to include non-consensual penetration of the anus of the male by a penis
may need to be done in a case where the facts require such a development. It needs to be said that it is
not constitutionally impermissible to develop the common law of rape in this incremental way. This
Court has stated that in a constitutional democracy such as ours the Legislature and not the courts has
the major responsibility for law reform and the delicate balance between courts’ functions and
powers on one hand and those of the Legislature on the other should be recognised and respected.46

The terrains of the courts and Legislature, Chaskalson P said in Ferreira v Levin NO and Others;
Vryenhoek and Others v Powell NO and Others,47 should be kept separate even though they may
overlap. The issue of male rape is therefore a matter that will no doubt be dealt with in an appropriate
fashion either by the Legislature or the courts when the circumstances make it appropriate and
necessary to do so.

39 Above n 31.
40 Above n 32.
41 Section 5 of the Prevention of Family Violence Act 133 of 1993.
42 Section 1 of the Law of Evidence and the Criminal Procedure Act Amendment Act 103 of 1987.
43 Abolition of the cautionary rule. See S v Jackson 1998 (1) SACR 470 (SCA) at para 476E-F.
44 Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security and Another (Centre for Applied Legal Studies Intervening) 2001 (4) SA 938 (CC); 2001

(10) BCLR 995 (CC) at para 81.
45 Albertyn et al ‘‘Women’s Freedom and Security of the Person’’ in Albertyn and Bonthuys Gender, Justice and Equality (Juta,

Cape Town 1996) Chapter 9 at 26 quoting Brownmiller Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape (1975) at 378.
46 Du Plessis and Others v De Klerk and Another 1996 (3) SA 850 (CC); 1996 (5) BCLR 658 (CC) at para 61.
47 1996 (1) SA 984 (CC); 1996 (1) BCLR 1 (CC) at para 183.
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[31] The constitutional role of the courts in the development of the common law must be distinguished
from their other role in considering whether legislative provisions are consistent with the Constitu-
tion.48 The latter role is one of checks and balances on the power provided for in our Constitution,
whereby courts are empowered to ensure that legislative provisions are constitutionally compliant.
The development of the common law on the other hand is a power that has always vested in our
courts. It is exercised in an incremental fashion as the facts of each case require. This incremental
manner has not changed, but the Constitution in section 39(2) provides a paramount substantive
consideration relevant to determining whether the common law requires development in any
particular case. This does not detract from the constitutional recognition, as indicated above, that it is
the Legislature that has the major responsibility for law reform. Courts must be astute to avoid the
appropriation of the Legislature’s role in law reform when developing the common law. The greater
power given to the courts to test legislation against the Constitution should not encourage them to
adopt a method of common-law development which is closer to codification than incremental,
fact-driven development.

[32] Accordingly, I conclude that the definition is not inconsistent with the Constitution but needs to be
adapted appropriately. The question remains whether the facts of this case require that the definition
be developed so as to include anal penetration of a female.

Development of the common law

[33] The question of development of the common law was comprehensively discussed by Ackermann and
Goldstone JJ in Carmichele49 in which the duty of courts that is derived from sections 7, 8(1), 39(2) and
173 of the Constitution was stressed. The Court sounded a reminder to judges when developing the
common law to ‘‘be mindful of the fact that the major engine for law reform should be the Legislature
and not the Judiciary.’’50 The Court repeated with approval the remarks of Iacobucci J in R v
Salituro,51—

‘‘Judges can and should adapt the common law to reflect the changing social, moral and
economic fabric of the country. Judges should not be quick to perpetuate rules whose social
foundation has long since disappeared. Nonetheless there are significant constraints on the
power of the Judiciary to change the law ... In a constitutional democracy such as ours it is the
Legislature and not the courts which has the major responsibility for law reform ... The Judiciary
should confine itself to those incremental changes which are necessary to keep the common
law in step with the dynamic and evolving fabric of our society.’’52

The Court however said that ‘‘courts must remain vigilant and should not hesitate to ensure that the
common law is developed to reflect the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights ... whether or
not the parties in any particular case request the Court to develop the common law under s 39(2).’’53

Where there is deviation from the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights, courts are obliged to
develop the common law by removing the deviation.54

[34] The High Court emphasised the alleged inequality and discrimination engendered by the definition
and the resultant inadequate and discriminatory sentences.55 In oral argument counsel for Mr Masiya
argued against the development only if the developed definition of rape were to apply to him. The

48 Cases in which this Court has decided on the validity of legislative provisions and therefore been at liberty to provide relief
beyond the facts of the case include: Mabaso v Law Society, Northern Provinces and Another 2005 (2) SA 117 (CC); 2005 (2) BCLR
129 (CC) and Mohlomi v Minister of Defence 1997 (1) SA 124 (CC); 1996 (12) BCLR 1559 (CC).

49 Above n 64.
50 Id at para 36.
51 (1992) 8 CRR (2d) 173; [1991] 3 SCR 654, as cited by Kentridge AJ in Du Plessis above n 66.
52 Carmichele above n 64 at para 36 citing Du Plessis above n 66 at para 61.
53 Id.
54 On the development of the common law see S v Thebus and Another 2003 (6) SA 505 (CC); 2003 (10) BCLR 1100 (CC) at paras

28–31.
55 Above n 3 at para 71.
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DPP and amici substantially supported the judgment of the High Court and argued that the definition
perpetuates gender inequality and promotes discrimination. The DPP further contended that the
definition perpetuates leniency in sentencing.56

[36] The amici, likewise, contended that apart from the gendered nature of the origins of the definition,
the elements of the crime of rape perpetuate gender stereotypes and discrimination because they are
suggestive of the fact that only males can commit the crime and only females can be raped. They
argued that once it is recognised that the primary motive for rape is not sexual lust but the desire to
gain power or control over another person, with sex being the violent means by which the power is
exercised, the rationale for maintaining the gender distinction falls away. That might be so. However,
for the reasons given above, it would not be appropriate for this Court to engage with these
questions. In this respect there are three important considerations that favour restraint on the part of
this Court. The first is that what is at issue is extending the definition of crime, something a Court
should do only in exceptional circumstances.57 The second is that the development would entail
statutory amendments and necessitate law reform. The third is that, historically, rape has been and
continues to be a crime of which females are its systematic target. It is the most reprehensible form of
sexual assault constituting as it does a humiliating, degrading and brutal invasion of the dignity and
the person of the survivor.58 It is not simply an act of sexual gratification, but one of physical
domination. It is an extreme and flagrant form of manifesting male supremacy over females.

[37] The Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women59 specifically enjoins member States
to pursue policies to eliminate violence against women. Non-consensual anal penetration of women
and young girls such as the complainant in this case constitutes a form of violence against them equal
in intensity and impact to that of non-consensual vaginal penetration. The object of the criminalisa-
tion of this act is to protect the dignity, sexual autonomy and privacy of women and young girls as
being generally the most vulnerable group in line with the values enshrined in the Bill of Rights – a
cornerstone of our democracy.

... .

[39] The consequences caused by non-consensual anal penetration might be different to those caused by
non-consensual penetration of the vagina but the trauma associated with the former is just as
humiliating, degrading and physically hurtful as that associated with the latter. The inclusion of
penetration of the anus of a female by a penis in the definition will increase the extent to which the
traditionally vulnerable and disadvantaged group will be protected by and benefit from the law.
Adopting this approach would therefore harmonise the common law with the spirit, purport and
objects of the Bill of Rights.

....

[46] The question of extending the definition so as to include acts of non-consensual anal penetration of a
penis into the anus of a male person is left open for future consideration where the facts might call for
its resolution. The question then remains whether the extended definition should apply to Mr Masiya.

Retrospective application of the definition
[47] Essentially, the question is whether the conviction of rape is in accordance with justice even though

the definition of rape did not include non-consensual anal penetration at the time the crime was
committed. The High Court held that the principle of legality has no application in this case since no

56 ...
57 See in this regard S v Jordan and Others (Sex Workers Education and Advocacy Task Force and Others as Amici Curiae) 2002 (6)

SA 642 (CC); 2002 (11) BCLR 1117 (CC) at para 45. The remarks are echoed by Snyman above n 55 at 48: ‘‘[a] court is not free to
extend the definition or field of application of a common-law crime by means of a wide interpretation of the requirements
for the crime.’’

58 See S v Chapman 1997 (3) SA 341 (A) at 344I-345B. This Court has said in S v Baloyi (Minister of Justice and Another
Intervening) 2000 (2) SA 425 (CC); 2000 (1) BCLR 86 (CC) at para 12 that rape, like domestic violence, is ‘‘systemic, pervasive
and overwhelmingly gender-specific ... [and] reflects and reinforces patriarchal domination, and does so in a particularly
brutal form.’’.

59 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 48/104 of 1993, 20 December 1993.
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new crime is created. It held that Mr Masiya knew he was acting unlawfully when he assaulted the
complainant and that it has never been a requirement that an accused person should know, at the
time of the commission of the crime, whether it is a common-law or statutory crime or what its legal
definition is. Mr Masiya contended that the extended definition should not apply to him as the
application would constitute a violation of his rights in terms of section 35(3)(l) of the Constitution.

[48] The ordinary principle of common law is that when a rule is developed it applies to all cases, not only
those which arise after the judgment in which the law has been developed has been handed down. As
Kentridge AJ observed in Du Plessis:60

‘‘In our Courts a judgment which brings about a radical alteration in the common law as
previously understood proceeds upon the legal fiction that the new rule has not been made by
the Court but merely ‘found’, as if it had always been inherent in the law. Nor do our Courts
distinguish between cases which have arisen before, and those which arise after, the new rule
has been announced. For this reason it is sometimes said that ‘Judge-made law’ is retrospective
in its operation. In all this our Courts have followed the practice of the English Courts ... [I]t may
nonetheless be said that there is no rule of positive law which would forbid our Supreme Court
from departing from that practice.’’

[49] Indeed, as Kentridge AJ pointed out, members of the Judicial Committee of the House of Lords in the
United Kingdom have accepted that it may be appropriate when the interests of justice require for a
new rule of law developed by the courts to operate prospectively only.61

[50] R v Governor of Brockhill Prison, ex parte Evans62 was a matter involving the unlawful detention of a
prisoner. The governor had sentenced the prisoner on the basis of an interpretation of a statute which
had originally been supported by the courts but which had subsequently been held to be wrong. It
was clear that the governor was blameless but the sentence raised questions as to whether the new
interpretation of the statute should apply prospectively only. The majority of the Law Lords held that
on the facts of that case it was not appropriate for the interpretation to apply prospectively only, but
all also accepted that the development of a rule might in appropriate circumstances apply
prospectively. Lord Slynn of Hadley reasoned that—

‘‘... there may be decisions in which it would be desirable, and in no way unjust, that the effect of
judicial rulings should be prospective or limited to certain claimants.’’63

[51] Under our constitutional order, of course, the remedy of prospective overruling of a law that is
inconsistent with the Constitution is permitted by the terms of section 172(1)(b) of the Constitution.64

In this case, we are not dealing with the Court’s remedial powers under section 172 as no order of
constitutional invalidity has been made. The question is whether when developing the common law
it is possible to do so prospectively only. In my view, it is. In this case, if the definition of rape were to be
developed retrospectively it would offend the constitutional principle of legality as I have demon-
strated above. On the other hand, if we were to accept that the principle of legality is a bar to the
development of the common law, the courts could never develop the common law of crimes at all. In
my view, such a conclusion would undermine the principles of our Constitution which require the
courts to ensure that the common law is infused with the spirit, purport and objects of the
Constitution.65 The impasse can be avoided by accepting that in these circumstances it is appropriate
to develop the law prospectively only. I accept that it is only in rare cases that it will be appropriate to
develop the common law with prospective effect only, as the Law Lords suggested in the Brockhill
Prison decision. However, in my view this is one of those cases where fairness to an accused requires
that the development not apply to him, but only to those cases which arise after judgment in this
matter has been handed down.

60 Above n 66 at para 65.
61 Id, citing Jones v Secretary of State for Social Services; Hudson v Secretary of State for Social Services [1972] AC 944 (HL) at 1015

(per Lord Diplock) and 1026 (per Lord Simon). See also the later decision of R v Governor of Brockhill Prison, Ex parte Evans (No
2) [2001] 2 AC 19 (HL(E)).

62 Id.
63 Id at 26. See also Lord Steyn at 29, Lord Hope at 35–37 and Lord Hobhouse at 47–48. See also Royal Bank of Scotland plc v

Etridge (No 2) [2002] 2 AC 773 (HL(E)).
64 Above n 22.
65 Section 39(2) of the Constitution.
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[52] One of the central tenets underlying the common-law understanding of legality is that of foreseeabil-
ity – that the rules of criminal law are clear and precise so that an individual may easily behave in a
manner that avoids committing crimes.66 In this regard, the amici referred to the decision of the
European Court of Human Rights in SW v United Kingdom67 where the Court held—

‘‘However clearly drafted a legal provision may be, in any system of law, including criminal law,
there is an inevitable element of judicial interpretation. There will always be a need for
elucidation of doubtful points and for adaptation to changing circumstances ... provided that
the resultant development is consistent with the essence of the offence and could reasonably
be foreseen’’.

The Court used the element of foreseeability and Article 17 of the Convention,68 which is intended to
exclude the abuse of any specific rights safeguarded by the Convention for any of the purposes set
out in the Article, to find that the accused’s conviction of the rape of his wife was not an infringement
of the principle of legality as contained in Article 7(1) of the Convention.69 The Court, in coming to
their decision, emphasised the distinction between reinterpretation and clarification of the common
law and the creation of a new common-law offence. It appears that the Court found the surprise
element entailed by the retroactive application of the common law to be an unacceptable feature in
this case.

...

[54] Section 35(3)(l)70 of the Constitution confirms a long-standing principle of the common law that
provides that accused persons may not be convicted of offences where the conduct for which they
are charged did not constitute an offence at the time it was committed. Although at first blush this
provision might not seem to be implicated by finding Mr Masiya guilty of rape in this case, because the
act he committed did constitute an offence both under national law and international law at the time
he committed it, in my view, the jurisprudence of this Court would suggest otherwise.

[55] In the first case in which the Court addressed section 35(3)(l) and its counterpart in respect of
sentence, section 35(3)(n), Veldman v Director of Public Prosecutions,71 the Court held that the principle
of legality is central to the rule of law under our Constitution. That case concerned the question of
whether, where the sentencing jurisdiction of a court had been increased after an accused had
pleaded, the accused could be sentenced in terms of the increased jurisdiction. The Court held it
could not. The Court observed that once an accused has pleaded, the constitutionally enshrined
principle of legality requires that the sentencing jurisdiction of a court cannot be varied to the
detriment of the accused, even where it was clear that the increased sentence was a permissible
sentence for the charge involved. The Court held that—

66 Snyman above n 55 at 41.
67 SW v United Kingdom; CR v United Kingdom (1995) 21 EHRR 363 at para 36/34 at 399. The applicant in SW, a United Kingdom

citizen, was charged and convicted with the offence of raping his wife. His conviction was confirmed by the House of Lords.
He subsequently referred a complaint to the European Commission of Human Rights, where he complained that in breach of
Article 7(1) of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms he was convicted in
respect of conduct which at the relevant time did not constitute an offence, breaching the principle of legality. The case was
ultimately decided upon by the European Court of Human Rights in favour of the United Kingdom, unanimously holding
that there had been no violation of Article 7(1) of the Convention. The factual circumstances in CR concerned a case of marital
rape, where the wife had left the husband and had returned to her parents’ home. The husband forced his way into the
home, assaulted and attempted to have sexual intercourse with her against her will. He was charged with attempted rape
and assault occasioning actual bodily harm. He pleaded guilty and subsequently unsuccessfully appealed to the House of
Lords. The applicant then referred a complaint to the European Commission of Human Rights. The European Court of
Human Rights decided this case similarly to SW.

68 Article 17 states: ‘‘Nothing in this Convention may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to
engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein or at
their limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the Convention.’’

69 Article 7(1) states: ‘‘No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not
constitute a criminal offence under national or international law at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier
penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal offence was committed.’’

70 Above n 35.
71 2006 (2) SACR 319 (CC).
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‘‘[t]o retrospectively apply a new law, such as section 92(1)(a), during the course of the trial, and
thereby to expose an accused person to a more severe sentence, undermines the rule of law
and violates an accused person’s right to a fair trial under section 35(3) of the Constitution.’’72

[56] The strong view of legality adopted in Veldman suggests that it would be unfair to convict Mr Masiya
of an offence in circumstances where the conduct in question did not constitute the offence at the
time of the commission. I conclude so despite the fact that his conduct is a crime that evokes
exceptionally strong emotions from many quarters of society. However, a development that is
necessary to clarify the law should not be to the detriment of the accused person concerned unless he
was aware of the nature of the criminality of his act. In this case, it can hardly be said that Mr Masiya
was indeed aware, foresaw or ought reasonably to have foreseen that his act might constitute rape as
the magistrate appears to suggest.73 The parameters of the trial were known to all parties before the
Court and the trial was prosecuted, pleaded and defended on those bases. It follows therefore that he
cannot and should not bear adverse consequences of the ambiguity created by the law as at the time
of conviction.

[57] The evidence adduced at the trial established that Mr Masiya was guilty of indecent assault. To convict
him of rape would be in violation of his right as envisaged in section 35(3)(l) of the Constitution. I
conclude therefore that the developed definition should not apply to Mr Masiya.

....
[61] I have concluded that the definition of rape should be extended so as to include anal penetration of a

female, but that the question of non-consensual penetration of the penis into the anus of another
male should be left open. That being so, there is no need for this Court to address the declaration of
invalidity of the statutory provisions made by the High Court.

[62] In conclusion, I decline to confirm the declarations of invalidity in paragraph 3 of the order.

Order
[74] In the result, the following order is made:

1. The application for leave to appeal against the declarations of invalidity and the order and
judgment of the High Court confirming the conviction of Mr Masiya of rape is granted.

2. The application for leave to appeal against the conviction on the merits is dismissed.
3. The order of the High Court is set aside in its entirety.
4. The order of the Regional Court referring the criminal proceedings to the High Court for

purposes of sentence in terms of section 52(1)(b)(i) of the Criminal Law Amendment Act
105 of 1997, is set aside.

5. The common-law definition of rape is extended to include acts of non- consensual
penetration of a penis into the anus of a female.

6. The development of the common law referred to in paragraph 5 above shall be applicable
only to conduct which takes place after the date of judgment in this matter.

7. The conviction of Mr Masiya by the Regional Court of rape is set aside and replaced with a
conviction of indecent assault.

8. The case is remitted to the Regional Court for Mr Masiya to be sentenced in the light of this
judgment.

Moseneke DCJ, Kondile AJ, Madala J, Mokgoro J, O’Regan J, Van der Westhuizen J, van Heerden AJ and
Yacoob J concur in the judgment of Nkabinde J.

LANGA CJ

Introduction
[75] I have had the opportunity of reading and reflecting on the judgment of Nkabinde J. I agree with her

that the definition falls short of the spirit, purport and objects enshrined in the Bill of Rights. I associate

72 Id at para 37.
73 See above para 10.
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myself particularly with her eloquent exposition of the patriarchal origin of the definition as well as for
placing it in the particular context of South Africa today. I also agree with her findings on legality and
the role of the Magistrates’ Courts. However, I believe that the development she proposes must be
taken further so that it includes the anal rape of men.

What is wrong with the common law

[77] In order to determine how the common law should be developed, it is necessary to determine
precisely what is wrong with the current position. To my mind the problem is not about males and
females; it is about altering our understanding of why rape is prohibited. There are two elements to
this: first that rape is about dignity and power and second, that anal rape is equivalent to vaginal rape.

[78] As expressed in the judgment of Nkabinde J, the historical reason why rape was criminalised was to
protect the proprietary rights of men in women. However, over the years the courts have gradually
focused less on the proprietary interests and more on the sexual nature of the crime. Today rape is
recognised as being less about sex and more about the expression of power through degradation and
the concurrent violation of the victim’s dignity, bodily integrity and privacy. In the words of the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda74 the ‘‘essence of rape is not the particular details of the
body parts and objects involved, but rather the aggression that is expressed in a sexual manner under
conditions of coercion.’’75

[79] Coupled with this approach to rape is the recognition that anal penetration is as severe an attack on a
person’s dignity, bodily integrity and privacy as vaginal penetration. There is a line of case law76 that
equates ‘‘the gross humiliation and indignity’’77 of anal rape and vaginal rape. To use the words of
Nkabinde J:

‘‘It can hardly be said that non-consensual anal penetration of males is less degrading,
humiliating and traumatic and, to borrow the phrase by Brownmiller, ‘a lesser violation of the
personal private inner space, a lesser injury to mind, spirit and sense of self.’’’78 (Footnote
omitted.)

[80] Nkabinde J’s decision to extend the definition of rape is based on precisely these two imperatives. My
only point of disagreement is that I find that the inescapable conclusion of these imperatives is that
the anal penetration of a male should be treated in the same manner as that of a female. In my view, to
do otherwise fails to give full effect to the constitutional values of dignity, equality and freedom:
dignity through recognition of a violation; equality through equal recognition of that violation; and
freedom as rape negates not only dignity, but bodily autonomy. All these concerns apply equally to
men and women and necessitate a definition that is gender-neutral concerning victims.

[81] Nkabinde J gives three reasons why this Court should not extend the definition to male survivors in
this particular case. First, courts should be wary to extend the reach of crimes. Second, women remain
the primary victims of rape which entails that rape remains, and must be identified as, an exercise of
male supremacy. Third, she holds that this Court should restrict itself to the facts before it, namely the
anal penetration of a female. To tread beyond this would exceed the judiciary’s limited constitutional
role. While there is much to be said for these concerns, I remain unconvinced that in this case such
restraint is warranted.

74 The Prosecutor v Alfred Musema Case No ICTR-96–13-A (27 January 2000).
75 Id at para 226. See also The Prosecutor v Jean-Paul Akayesu Case No ICTR-96–4-T (2 September 1998); (1998) 37 ILM 1401 at

para 597.
76 Director of Public Prosecutions v Tshabalala Case No A1955/04 (TPD) 7 February 2005, unreported as referred to in S v Masiya

2006 (11) BCLR 1377 (T); 2006 (2) SACR 357 (T) at para 67; S v Pieters 1987 (3) SA 717 (A) at 721F-H; S v M (2) 1990 (1) SACR 456
(N) at 457–458.

77 M above n 3 at 458b.
78 Nkabinde J above at para 30.
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Extending the reach of crimes

[82] As was noted in S v Jordan,79 courts should not lightly criminalise conduct that was not previously
criminal. But, as is clear from the majority’s extension of the definition to female anal penetration, that
concern should not prevent courts from giving effect to the rights and values of the Constitution. The
only difference between my judgment and that of the majority is what those rights and values
demand.

[83] In addition, this is not truly an extension. Non-consensual anal penetration of men already constitutes
the criminal offence of indecent assault. There is no question, as there may have been in Jordan, of
criminalisation or decriminalisation; the act was already, and will remain criminalised. This judgment
simply re-categorises it.

Women as the primary target of rape

[84] Women have always been and remain the primary target of rape. That is not a fact that this Court can
or should ignore. Nor can we deny that male domination of women is an underlying cause of rape. But
to my mind that does not mean that men must be excluded from the definition. Firstly, as was noted
above, this case goes to the very reason for the existence of rape as a crime. To the extent that
Nkabinde J concludes that the ‘‘object of the criminalisation of [rape] is to protect the dignity, sexual
autonomy and privacy of women and young girls as being generally the most vulnerable group’’,80 I part
ways. To my mind the criminalisation of rape is about protecting the ‘‘dignity, sexual autonomy and
privacy’’ of all people, irrespective of their sex or gender. When considering the boundaries of the
definition of rape, the ICTY held that ‘‘[t]he essence of the whole corpus of ... human rights law lies in
the protection of the human dignity of every person, whatever his or her gender.’’81 I agree.

[85] Secondly, there is no reason to believe that including men in the definition will in any way decrease
the protection afforded to women. Indeed, limiting the definition to female survivors might well
entrench the vulnerable position of women in society by perpetuating the stereotype that women are
vulnerable, which in turn enforces the dangerous cycle of abuse and degradation that has historically
led to placing women in this intolerable position. The unintended effect is to enforce the subordinate
social position of women which informed the very patriarchy we are committed to uproot. The social
reality of women cannot be ignored, but we should be wary not to worsen it.

[86] Thirdly, the groups of men who are most often the survivors of rape, young boys, prisoners and
homosexuals, are, like women, also vulnerable groups in our society. Moreover, they, and most other
male victims, are raped precisely because of the gendered nature of the crime. They are dominated in
the same manner and for the same reason that women are dominated; because of a need for male
gender-supremacy. That they lack a vagina does not make the crime of male rape any less
gender-based. The gendered basis of rape, rightly identified by Nkabinde J, requires that male victims
are given equal rather than lesser protection.

[87] Finally, the extension to male survivors is in line with both recent foreign experience, as Nkabinde J
notes,82 and international criminal and humanitarian law. The International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda83 (ICTR) and the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia84 (ICTY) have both
defined rape as including male anal penetration. The Elements of Crimes of the International Criminal

79 S v Jordan and Others (Sex Worker Education and Advocacy Task Force and Others as Amici Curiae) 2002 (6) SA 642 (CC); 2002
(11) BCLR 1117 (CC) at para 45.

80 At para 37. (Emphasis added.)
81 Prosecutor v Anto Furundzija Case No IT-95–17/1-T (10 December 1998); (1999) 38 ILM 317 at para 183.
82 Nkabinde J above at n 71.
83 Akayesu above n 2 at para 598; Musema above n 1 at paras 225–226; The Prosecutor v Laurent Semanza Case No ICTR-97–20-T

(15 May 2003) at paras 344–345.
84 Prosecutor v Dragoljub Kunarac Radomir Kovac and Zoran Vukovic Case Nos IT-96–23 and IT-96–23/1-A (12 June 2002) at paras

127–128.
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Court (ICC)85 also include male anal penetration under the definition of rape.86 Indeed, these
international bodies have extended the definition of rape far beyond what is suggested in this
judgment.87

[88] For all these reasons I do not believe that limiting the extension of rape to the anal penetration of
women is in line with the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights.

85 Adopted by the Assembly of States Parties, 1st session New York (3–10 September 2002) ICC-ASP/1/3. The Elements of
Crimes were adopted by the state parties to the ICC Statute and will assist the ICC in interpreting the crimes created by
statute

86 The elements both of the crime against humanity of rape (art 7(1)(g)) and the war crime of rape in both international (art
8(2)(b)(xxii)) and non-international (art 8(2)(e)(vi)) armed conflicts include: ‘‘The perpetrator invaded the body of a person by
conduct resulting in penetration, however slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual
organ, or of the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body.’’ (Footnote omitted.)

87 The ICTY, ICTR and ICC include oral penetration by a sexual organ and vaginal or anal penetration by any object in their
understandings of rape. See nn 10,11 and 13 above.
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Killing of an unborn child not murder—no prospective declaration to extend current definition or application of
murder to include such killing made—legislature better suited to reform law in that regard if considered
necessary—injury to unborn child can be dealt with at sentencing stage where assault perpetrated on mother.

JUDGMENT

FRONEMAN J ( sitting with two assessors).

[1] On the morning of 14 February 2006 Ms. Melissa Shelver, a young pregnant mother, and the baby’s
father, Mr. David Best, consulted the gynaecologist monitoring Ms. Shelver and the baby’s progress at
a medical facility in Southernwood, East London. They had been doing so regularly during the
pregnancy. The examination revealed that things were going well with both mother and baby. The
would-be parents had been following the progress of the baby in Ms. Shelver’s womb by way of
modern technology and they knew it would be a daughter. They had decided to name her Jenna-May.
The baby was in the 38th week of pregnancy and her birth was imminent. There were no
complications during the pregnancy and an uneventful birth was anticipated.

[2] They returned to and entered their car after visiting the gynaecologist. Having done so, Mr. Ludwe
Mshumpa also got into the back of the car. He threatened them with a gun and ordered Mr. Best to
drive to an isolated area near Fort Jackson outside East London. There he and Mr. Best got out of the
car. Mr. Best was then shot in the shoulder by Mr. Mshumpa. Mr. Mshumpa returned to the driver’s side
of the vehicle and shot Ms. Shelver twice through the stomach from her right side to her left. He then
made off with certain goods of Mr. Best, namely his watch, wallet and cell phone, without taking
anything from Ms. Shelver. Mr. Best got back into the car and with some difficulty managed to drive to
an emergency medical aid station. Both he and Ms. Shelver were taken from there to hospital. They
were fortunate. Both of them survived. The shot to Mr. Best’s shoulder missed his lungs by a couple of
millimetres. Ms. Shelver would have died had she not received medical treatment.

[3] The unborn child in Ms. Shelver’s womb was not so fortunate. Despite apparently excellent
immediate emergency treatment by two teams of doctors, treating both mother and child, the baby
did not survive. A caesarean section was performed in theatre, but despite valiant efforts at
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resuscitation the baby’s life could not be saved. She was stillborn, a result of the two gunshots fired
into Ms. Shelver’s stomach shattering parts of her cervical spine. Poignancy was added to this tragedy
by the fact that Ms. Shelver held the baby after birth, thinking that she was alive, only to be told later
that she had indeed been stillborn.

[4] The kind of attack perpetrated on 14 February 2006 is unfortunately not so uncommon to South
Africans, but the shooting of a baby in the mother’s stomach as part of the exercise is nevertheless
quite unusual and shocking. The shooting of an unborn child in the mother’s womb raises the vexing
legal question of whether such a killing constitutes a separate crime of murder, besides the offence
aimed at the mother carrying the unborn child. So, even on the undisputed facts thus far described,
the case would have been out of the ordinary. ...

...

The killing of the unborn child
[48] At the start of this judgment I referred to the uncontested evidence that both mother and baby were

doing well before the shooting on 14 February 2006. The evidence of Dr. Kirsten, a neo-natal medical
expert, established that the baby was viable, in the sense that it was almost absolutely certain that had
she been delivered by caesarean birth on the day of the incident, she would have been born alive and
healthy. Generally speaking medical science now considers a foetus viable—in lay terms, considers it
a baby—by the 25th week of pregnancy. ... In medical terms she was alive in the womb of her mother
and died there as a result of the gunshot wounds to her body. Medically speaking her life and death
inside the womb did not differ in nature from life and death of a normal person living in the outside
world, but only in the location where that life and death occurred.

[49] Both Mr. Mshumpa and Mr. Best, when asked their views on what such a killing amounted to, replied
that they considered it to be murder. I have no doubt that if I have to give expression to what is
described in legal language as ‘the legal convictions of the community’ it might result in the view that
the killing of an unborn child not by the mother, but by an outsider in the circumstances described in
this case, amounts to murder. Whether the killing of an unborn child by the mother would also be
regarded as murder too, is a much more contested issue, because here the rights of the mother to her
physical and psychological integrity comes into countervailing play.

[50] In a passionate, eloquent, and temptingly persuasive argument, Mr. Marais urged that the time has
come for the law to give proper reflection to medical reality and community conviction, and to
declare that the killing of an unborn child in circumstances such as the present constituted the crime
of murder in our law. He candidly conceded that there are formidable obstacles in the way of doing
this, but nevertheless argued that these impediments could legitimately be overcome.

[51] Argument in this matter was heard on Wednesday (8 May 2007) and we indicated that we would hand
down our judgment today, Friday (10 May 2007). Yesterday judgment was delivered in the
Constitutional Court in the matter of Masiya v Director of Public Prosecutions and others, Case CCT
54/06. Although it dealt with the definition of rape, it is a judgment that has a material bearing on the
legal issue of whether it is competent and proper for me to develop the common law to include the
killing of an unborn child under the definition of murder. In view of its outcome it is not necessary for
me to deal in the same detail as I would otherwise have done with the difficulties standing in the way
of the development of the common law in the manner advocated by Mr. Marais.

[52] In brief summary some of the most important impediments are the following.

[53] The present definition of the crime of murder is that it consists in the unlawful and intentional killing
of another person (Burchell, Principles of Criminal Law 3rd ed., at 667; Snyman, Strafreg, 5th ed., at 423
(″die wederregtelike en opsetlike veroorsaking van die dood van ‘n ander mens″)). That has always
been understood as requiring that the person killed had to be born alive. In terms of the present
application of the definition of murder, the killing of an unborn child by a third party thus does not
amount to murder.

[54] The extension of the definition of a crime, or the extension its application to new circumstances was
frowned upon even in our pre-constitutional common law, primarily upon the basis that it offended
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against the principle of legality (R v Sibiya 1955 (4) SA 247 (AD) at 256H—257A); S v Von Molendorff and
another 1987 (1) SA 135 (T) at 169C—170D). In textbooks it is stated that the courts do not have the
power to create new crimes any more (Snyman, Srafreg, 5th ed., at 45; Burchell, Principles of Criminal
Law, 3rd ed., at 96).

[55] Although the Constitution expressly expects the higher courts to develop the common law in order to
bring it into line with the foundational values stated in the Constitution ( for example in sections 8, 39
and 173 of the Constitution), the principle of legality is enshrined in section 35 (3) (l) of the
Constitution. This section provides for the inclusion, as part of the fair trial rights of an accused, the
right ‘‘not to be convicted for an act or omission that was not an offence under either national or
international law at the time it was committed or omitted’’. It is one thing to develop the common law
in civil matters to eradicate patterns of unequal personal, social and economic domination on the
ground that these patterns offend against the foundational values of the Constitution, but it is quite
another thing to bring about this development in the face of the legality principle explicitly
recognized as a fundamental right itself in section 35 (3) (l) of the Constitution.

[56] The Constitution does not expressly confer any fundamental rights, most importantly the right to life,
on an unborn child. As far as I am aware no South African court has ever held that an unborn child that
was not born alive holds any right in its unborn state (an extensive discussion of, and reference to, the
case law and literature on the subject both here and in other countries is contained in Road Accident
Fund v Mtati 2005 (6) SA 215 (SCA) ).

[57] The ‘born alive’ principle has never been discarded or developed in the manner Mr. Marais suggests,
in those countries where murder is a common law crime (compare Attorney Generals’s Reference (No. 3
of 1994) [1997] 3 All ER 936 (HL) ). Nor, as far as I am aware, have the courts developed or interpreted
statutory homicide laws to do away with the ‘born alive’ principle where they did not contain express
words to that effect ( compare the Californian case of Keeler v Superior Court 2 Cal. 3d 619). The
dominant trend where unborn baby killing has been criminalized has been to enact specific ‘feticide
laws’ aimed at killing by third parties and not the mother, and not to change the definition of the
crime of murder to accommodate such instances.

[58] Failure to develop the law in order to include the killing of an unborn child as murder will not leave
such an act unpunished and thus bring the law into disrepute. The act may still be punished as part of
the offence committed against the mother, whether that may be murder, attempted murder or any
other kind of assault upon the mother. The aggravation of the assault on the mother, in the form of
harm to the foetus in her stomach, may suitably be taken into consideration at the sentencing stage.

[59] There are practical difficulties in formulating a reasonably precise extended definition of murder to
include the killing of an unborn child. These issues include whether the definition should require the
viability of unborn babies as a prerequisite, whether it should be restricted to only third party killings
and exclude the mother, and to what extent and how it fits in with the criminal offence and sanction
for illegal abortion under The Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act 92 of 1996.

[60] The Constitutional Court judgment in Masiya, referred to above, has now fortunately made my task
much easier by its clarification of the extent to which the Constitution allows our High Courts to
develop the criminal law. As I understand the judgment it states, in a nutshell, that such a
development of the common law of crimes must be done incrementally and cautiously in accordance
with the dictates of the Constitution (paras. [30] to [33]); that the development should not have
retrospective effect, dealing with the past, because that would offend the principle of legality, but
that it is competent to effect the development prospectively, to operate only in future (paras. [47] to
[51]).

[61] The application of these principles to the particular facts of the matter before it in the Masiya case is
also instructive for present purposes. Although in issue there, was the extended meaning given to the
definition of the crime of rape, the effect of the application of the extended definition to the accused
there is similar to the position of the accused here. The act of the accused in Masiya constituted
indecent assault under the old definition of rape, but fell within the new extended definition of rape,
which now also includes anal penetration of a female without her consent. The Constitutional Court
held that because of the principle of legality as set out in section 35 (3) (l) of the Constitution Mr.
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Masiya could only be found guilty of indecent assault and not of rape under the extended definition
(para [71]). It also commented that the fact that he has been convicted of indecent assault did not
‘‘automatically mean that the sentence imposed upon him should be more lenient than if he had
been convicted of rape’’ (para [72]).

[62] On an application of the Masiya judgment to the present case it seems clear that I cannot
retrospectively declare the killing of an unborn child to constitute the crime of murder. Nor may I find
the accused guilty of murder, for the simple reason that it would offend the principle of legality
enshrined in section 35 (3) (l) of the Constitution. When the unborn child was killed on 14 February last
year the acts or omissions of the accused did not constitute the offence of murder at the time. The
accused cannot therefore be guilty of murder on count 2.

[63] The only remaining issue on this aspect is whether I should make a prospective declaration that the
definition of murder should be extended to include the killing of an unborn child. I think not. The first
reason for declining to do so is substantive in nature; the others perhaps based more on pragmatic
considerations.

[64] The prospective extension of the definition of rape in Masiya effectively extended the ambit of
protection from the crime to an existing class of persons in society, namely women. Rape is a crime
which impinges upon the fundamental rights of dignity, privacy and physical integrity of woman in a
brutal and degrading manner. There is no counterpart in the Constitution for the protection of the
rights of an unborn child. What is protected in the Constitution, however, is everyone’s right to bodily
and psychological integrity, which includes the right to make decisions concerning reproduction, and
to security and control over one’s body ( section 12 (2) (a) and (b)). The case of an assault, in whatever
form, by a third party on a pregnant woman with a view to injuring the child in her womb, is an
outrage even if viewed simply from the perspective of the injury to the mother. The wonder of
pregnancy lies not in the separateness of the mother and the child in her womb, but in their unique
togetherness during that period. An assault by an outsider on one is at the same time an assault on
both, in their togetherness. Our existing common law of crimes of assault, in its various forms, already
provides protection in this regard. And, as pointed out in Masiya, the extent and nature of the
particular assault in any given case may have a more important role to play in determining an
appropriate sentence, rather than the formal name given to the particular crime involving the assault.
The appropriate development in respect of appropriately punishing third parties who intentionally
harm or kill unborn babies may thus in my judgment be done within the ambit of existing crimes of
assault against the pregnant mother. Such an approach would not only avoid the formal difficulties of
formulating a precise definition for an extended crime of murder, but would also not make the
punishment of an injury or killing of an unborn child dependent on the stage the pregnancy has
reached.

[65] The pragmatic considerations include the problem of precise definition that I have just referred to.
Another is the possible uncertainty that a prospective declaration of a new or extended crime by a
High Court of first instance will create. There is no provision in the Constitution for an automatic
referral for confirmation by the Constitutional Court in such a case, as there is when national or
provincial legislation or the conduct of the President is declared constitutionally invalid (section 172
of the Constitution). I am not saying that there is no merit in making the killing of an unborn child a
crime, either as part of the crime of murder or as a separate offence, only that in my view the
Legislature is, as the major engine for law reform (Masiya, para [33], referring to Carmichele v Minister
of Safety and Security and another 2001 (4) SA 938 (CC)), better suited to effect that radical kind of
reform than the courts.
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Neutral citation: DPP v Prins (Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development & two amici curiae

intervening) (369/12) [2012] 106 ZASCA (15 June 2012)

JUDGMENT

WALLIS JA (MPATI P and NAVSA, BRAND and MALAN JJA concurring)

[1] No judicial officer sitting in South Africa today is unaware of the extent of sexual violence in this
country and the way in which it deprives so many women and children of their right to dignity and
bodily integrity and, in the case of children, the right to be children; to grow up in innocence and, as
they grow older, to awaken to the maturity and joy of full humanity. The rights to dignity and bodily
integrity are fundamental to our humanity and should be respected for that reason alone. It is a sad
reflection on our world, and societies such as our own, that women and children have been abused
and that such abuse continues, so that their rights require legal protection by way of international
conventions1 and domestic laws, as South Africa has done in various provisions of our Constitution2

and in the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act 32 of 2007 (the Act). It
was rightly stressed in argument, in the light of evidence tendered and admitted in this appeal, that
the Act is a vitally important tool in the ongoing fight against this scourge in our society.3 The issue in
this appeal is whether, as the high court held, the Act is fatally flawed in consequence of the
legislature not having expressly specified the penalties attracted by the commission of the offences
set out in chapters 2, 3 and 4 thereof.

...

Background to the appeal
[3] Mr Arnold Prins was charged, before the regional court at Riversdale, with contravening s 5(1) of the

Act in that he sexually assaulted the complainant by touching her breasts and private parts without

1 The principal ones to which we were referred by counsel for the first amicus were the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (Article 19) and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (Article 16). Counsel for the
second amicus referred us principally to articles 4 and 23 of the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights
on the Rights of Women in Africa, Article 2 of the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women and Article 4 of the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women.

2 Particularly ss 9, 10, 12(2), 28(1)(d) and 28(2) of the Constitution.
3 Since the Act came into operation, there have been over 12 000 convictions for offences under it, of which rape and sexual

assault provide the bulk. There are some 297 pending cases involving offences under the Act in courts across South Africa.
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her consent. Prior to his being called upon to plead, he objected to the charge sheet in terms of s 85 of
the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. His objection was based on the fact that neither s 5(1) itself, nor
any other provision of the Act, provides for a penalty for the offence created by s 5(1). The magistrate
upheld the objection; apparently on the basis that the absence of a penalty infringed Mr Prins’ fair trial
rights in terms of the Constitution, although his reasons are not entirely clear. The Director of Public
Prosecutions, Western Cape appealed to the Western Cape High Court against that decision. That
court (per Blignault J, Fortuin J and Mantame AJ concurring), concluded that, in the absence of a
penalty in the Act, the charge failed to disclose an offence and dismissed the appeal. This further
appeal is with the leave of the high court.

[4] The appeal has been heard urgently by this court in view of its implications for all prosecutions arising
under the various provisions of the Act. None of the 24 sections describing sexual offences in chapters
2, 3 and 4 of the Act prescribes a penalty, nor does the Act contain a general penalty clause.
Accordingly, if the judgment of the court below is correct, the Act will be rendered largely ineffective,
because, in terms of that judgment, the absence of specified penalties means that it will have failed in
one of its purposes, that of creating criminal offences. That has serious implications for the ability to
prosecute those who have committed sexual offences since the Act came into operation on 16
December 2007 and have not yet been prosecuted. They could at most be prosecuted for lesser
common law offences and perhaps not prosecuted at all. It could also potentially affect the validity of
convictions and sentences under the Act since that date. All this was spelled out in an affidavit by the
appellant that was admitted by consent at the commencement of the appeal. The statistics provided
by the South African Police Service to the Women’s Legal Centre, and referred to in footnote 3, show
the potential scale of the problem.

...

The principle of legality
[6] I have already outlined the importance of this case from the perspective of the right of all people, but

in particular women and children, who are the most vulnerable and the most affected, to be protected
against sexual violence. But that alone cannot be decisive of this appeal. The reason is that the
decision by the high court flows from a constitutional principle that is equally fundamental, namely
the principle of legality.4 The power of the state to prosecute people and the power of courts to try;
convict and sentence offenders are public powers of the greatest importance. In the history of the
struggle for basic human rights the abuse of the criminal process by governments to suppress dissent
and stifle the views of those opposed to the regime in power is notorious. One can trace this in the
history of many countries, but our own experience suffices to underline the fact that abuse of power,
including abuse of the criminal process, lies at the heart of tyranny and oppression. In the light of that
history our Constitution demands that the ‘Legislature and Executive in every sphere are constrained
by the principle that they may exercise no power and perform no function beyond that conferred
upon them by law’.5 The courts, as the guardians of the Constitution, are likewise constrained.
Accordingly, it is essential to ensure that the powerful feelings of disgust that sexual assault and
sexual abuse arouse do not overwhelm the need for the State, in the form of the prosecuting authority
in this case, to satisfy us that it would be lawful for a court trying Mr Prins, not only to convict him, but
also to sentence him in a lawful manner. Just as we cannot invent new punishments,6 so also we
cannot invent a power to impose a punishment if none exists.

[7] Both the magistrate and the court below founded their judgments on the principles encapsulated in
the maxims nullum crimen sine lege (no crime without a law) and nulla poena sine lege (no punishment
without a law). These maxims can be traced back to the French Revolution7 and the provision in
Articles 7 and 8 of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 26 August 1789, which in
translation read:

4 Fedsure Life Assurance Ltd v Greater Johannesburg Metropolitan Council 1999 (1) SA 374 (CC) paras 56 to 59.
5 Fedsure para 58.
6 S v Malgas 2001 (2) SA 1222 (SCA) para 2.
7 Or possibly earlier. See Aly Mokhtar ‘Nullum Crimen, Nulla Poena Sine Lege: Aspects and Prospects’ (2005) Statute Law

Review 41 at 46–7.
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‘7 No person shall be accused, arrested, or imprisoned except in the cases and according to
the forms prescribed by law ...

8 The law must prescribe only the punishments that are strictly and evidently necessary, and
no one may be punished except by virtue of a law drawn up and promulgated before the
offence is committed, and legally applied.’8

The principles embodied in these maxims have subsequently been embodied in a number of human
rights instruments. They are part of our law and are contained in ss 35(3)(l) and (n) of the Constitution,
which read as follows:

‘(3) Every accused person has a right to a fair trial, which includes the right—

(l) not to be convicted for an act or omission that was not an offence under either national or
international law at the time it was committed or omitted;

(m) ...

(n) to the benefit of the least severe of the prescribed punishments if the prescribed
punishment for the offence has been changed between the time that the offence was
committed and the time of sentencing.’

[8] The two maxims are, within their respective spheres, reflections of the principle of legality. In S v
Dodo,9Ackermann J summed up their effect, insofar as the imposition of sentences for crimes is
concerned, as follows:

‘[T]he nature and range of any punishment, whether determinate or indeterminate, has to be
founded in the common or statute law; the principle of legality nulla poena sine lege requires
this.’

In other words the imposition of a sentence by a court must have its justification in either the common
law or statute. In the absence of a provision that empowers the court to impose a sentence it is
powerless to do so. This is not a new principle created by the Constitution. As long ago as 1924 the
authors of the leading textbook on criminal law and procedure10 wrote:

‘The punishment to be inflicted for an offence must be of the nature and extent authorised by
law.’

[9] The issue in the present case is whether our courts have power to impose a sentence for offences
under the Act. That question is complicated by the fact that certain of those offences11 are specifically
referred to in Schedule 2 to Criminal Law Amendment Act 105 of 1997 (the minimum sentencing
legislation). The court below thought that this resolved any problem related to those offences, but it is
unclear whether that is correct, as the legislation merely provides for a minimum sentence, not a
general power to impose a sentence for these offences. However, whatever the position in those
cases, the offence constituted by s 5(1) of the Act and the bulk of the offences in chapters 2, 3 and 4 of
the Act are not affected by the minimum sentencing legislation and raise in unadulterated form the
fundamental question of whether the courts have any power to sentence offenders for these
offences.

The courts’ sentencing powers
[10] Conduct is criminal either under the common law or by statute. In the latter case it is usual for the

legislature both to define the criminal conduct and to specify the penalty or range of penalties that
may be imposed by courts trying the statutory offence. Where that occurs the powers of the court in

8 Uttley, R (on the application of) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2004] UKHL 38; [2004] 4 All ER 1 (HL) para 39. The
incorporation of these provisions in the Declaration of the Rights of Man is hardly surprising. The French kings were absolute
monarchs and summary imprisonment and other forms of punishment were commonplace. The defining moment of the
revolution was the storming of the Bastille, a symbol of royal tyranny.

9 S v Dodo 2001 (3) SA 382 (CC) para 13.
10 Frederick G Gardner and Charles W H Lansdown South African Criminal Law and Procedure Vol 1 at 420.
11 Those constituted under ss 3, 4 17, 23, 20(1) and 26(1) of the Act.
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regard to sentence are, generally speaking, clear, although problems can arise.12 In the case of
common law crimes the position is different, because it has never been the practice for parliament, as
the only legislative body having power to deal with this question, to prescribe the sentences that
courts may impose for such crimes. In such cases courts imposed sentence in the exercise of a judicial
discretion within the limits of their jurisdiction. I will first examine the nature and extent of that
discretion.

[11] The jurisdiction of the high courts in regard to sentence for common law offences was in general not
circumscribed by statute.13 In regard to magistrates’ courts, where most criminal cases were
prosecuted, the constraints within which the courts operated in imposing sentences on offenders
were laid down in the statute prescribing the scope of their jurisdiction and their general powers.

...
[13] Within these general constraints our courts, both the high courts and the various levels of

magistrates’ courts, have continued to impose sentences across the whole spectrum of common law
criminal offences from murder to common assault; robbery, housebreaking, theft and malicious
injury to property; kidnapping; fraud, forgery and uttering, and extortion; sexual offences, ranging
from rape to indecent assault; and many others. In doing so they exercised a judicial discretion on the
basis that ‘the measure of punishment is a matter for the judge who imposes it’.14 The rules governing
the exercise of that discretion were set out in countless decisions of this court. It is appropriate to
reflect on how Mr Prins, if convicted, would have been dealt with under that regime. He was charged
on the basis of an allegation that he had fondled the complainant’s breasts and private parts without
her consent. Such conduct (if proven) has always constituted a crime in South Africa. Until the coming
into force of the Act it was prosecuted as the common law crime of indecent assault, which was
repealed and replaced by the offence of sexual assault in s 5(1) of the Act.15 There was no statutorily
prescribed sentence for this offence. Accordingly under the law as it stood prior to the coming into
force of the Act Mr Prins would have been prosecuted for the common law offence of indecent assault
and, if convicted, sentenced by the regional magistrate to a sentence within his statutory powers.

[14] None of this is controversial. Problems arise when statutory offences are created without specifying a
penalty. That is the problem in the present instance. Although the instances where this arose are rare,
where a criminal offence was created by legislation, but no penalty was prescribed in that legislation,
there were judgments that held that the court could impose a sentence, within the limits of its general
jurisdiction.16 That also had some academic support. Thus Professor Snyman writes:
‘If a statutory provision creates a criminal norm only, but remains silent on the criminal sanction ... the
punishment is simply in the court’s discretion, that is, the court itself may decide what punishment to
impose.’17

The high court’s decision effectively holds that this latter proposition is incorrect and that, in the
absence of a statutorily prescribed penalty, no offence is created, however clear the language of the
statutory provision. That is necessarily implicit in its conclusion that the charge sheet failed to disclose
an offence. In other words it held that the absence of a penalty provision in the Act in respect of these
offences meant that the relevant sections did not give rise to an offence at all.

[15] This conclusion conflates the operation of the two maxims. One can readily see that, when a court is
confronted with the question whether a statutory provision prohibiting particular conduct is a crime,

12 S v Van Dyk 2005 (1) SACR 35 (SCA).
13 There was a limited exception to this general rule in regard to the death sentence. Until 1935 the death sentence was

mandatory for murder. Under s 277(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 the death sentence was mandatory for the
crime of murder without extenuating circumstances until this provision was struck down by the Constitutional Court in S v
Makwanyane & Another 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC). There were a number of notorious statutory offences for which minimum
sentences were prescribed.

14 I Lionel Swift and A B Harcourt QC The South African Law of Criminal Procedure (1st ed, 1957) at 479.
15 The long title to the Act says inter alia that it repeals the offence of indecent assault and replaces it with the offence of sexual

assault.
16 R v Forlee 1917 TPD 52 and the cases cited in paras 40 and 41 of the judgment of Blignault J in the high court.
17 C Snyman Criminal Law 5 ed 41. This passage, appearing in the third edition, was cited by Ackermann J in S v Francis 1994 (1)

SACR 350 (C) at 355d-h, with apparent approval. See also Milton and Cowling South African Criminal Law and Procedure
Volume III Statutory Offences 2 nd edition para 1–20; M A Rabie and M C Maré Rabie and Strauss Punishment: An Introduction
to Principles (4 ed) 81–82.
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the failure of the legislature to attach a penalty to non-compliance is an important factor in
determining whether a crime was constituted thereby. This was the determining factor in this court in
R v Zinn,18 where it was held that a Besluit by the Transvaal Volksraad, prohibiting the use or
occupation of land in townships by ‘Coloured’ people, did not, in the absence of a criminal penalty,
create a criminal offence. Greenberg JA, who gave the judgment of the court, carefully refrained from
deciding whether, in the absence of both an express statement of criminality and a penalty, it was
permissible for a court to construe a legislative prohibition on particular conduct as creating a crime
by necessary implication.

[16] That issue arose in the controversial decision in R v Forlee supra, which concerned a statute that
prohibited the sale of opium, save by a pharmacist under a prescription, but did not say that such a
sale was a crime nor provided for a penalty for making such a sale. Mason J pointed out that the sale of
opium in such circumstances had always been a crime and that the possession of opium, other than
by a pharmacist or under a prescription, was said specifically to be a crime. He concluded that the
absence of a penalty did not mean that the sale of opium was not an offence punishable by the courts
within their ordinary powers. I agree with Greenberg JA in Zinn’s case, supra,19 that:

‘The final conclusion, in Rex v Forlee (supra), that the enactment constituted an offence was
based on the broad ground that the act in question (viz., the sale of opium) was ’’expressly
prohibited in the public interest and with the evident intention of constituting an offence’’.’

The approach of the court was that an inference of an intention to criminalise the prohibited conduct
could be drawn from the language of the statute even though there was no clear statement to that
effect.

[17] The decision in R v Forlee has been the subject of considerable academic, and some judicial, criticism
on the basis that to hold that a statute creates a crime by necessary implication infringes the principle
of legality.20 However, it is unnecessary to decide whether the criticism is justified, because that
question does not arise in the present case. We are not asked to infer that s 5(1) and the other relevant
provisions of the Act render the conduct described therein criminal. The problem in the present case
is the effect of the absence of a penalty provision on the offences created by the Act. Before turning to
address that issue I will briefly indicate why it is clear that the Act creates criminal offences in chapters
2, 3 and 4 thereof.

The Act creates criminal offences and contemplates offenders being sentenced

[18] There can be no doubt that the Act in express terms created criminal offences in ss 2 to 26 thereof, all
of which are couched in similar terms.

...

[20] It is convenient, in considering a more specific example, to look at the charge facing Mr Prins. He was
charged with a contravention of s 5(1) of the Act, which provides that:

‘(1) A person (″A″) who unlawfully and intentionally sexually violates a complainant (″B″),
without the consent of B, is guilty of the offence of sexual assault.’

Nothing could be clearer than that this provision creates a criminal offence. The same is true of each of
the other provisions that define criminal offences in chapters 2, 3 and 4 of the Act. They are all
couched in language that proclaims unequivocally that their purpose is to render criminal the
conduct described therein. This is not a case where the intention to criminalise the conduct in
question must be inferred. It is expressly stated. The language of the sections is unequivocal and the
context provided by the need to protect vulnerable people against sexual attacks in the light of the

18 R v Zinn 1946 AD 346.
19 At 355.
20 JC de Wet and H L Swanepoel, Strafreg 4 ed 46–47; C Snyman Criminal Law 5 ed 41–42; S v Francis supra at 355d-h.
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Constitution and South Africa’s international obligations reinforces the construction that each of the
relevant sections creates a criminal offence.21 No other construction has been suggested.

[21] The Act is equally unequivocal in its contemplation that on conviction the courts will impose an
appropriate sentence on the accused. ...

[22] The Act thus expressly renders criminal the conduct described in the various sections in chapters 2, 3
and 4 thereof and contemplates the imposition of sentences on offenders. Its aim is the prosecution
and sentencing of persons who commit these offences. This is not a matter of implication but is
expressly stated in the Act. The difficulties raised by R v Forlee do not arise in this case.

The issues
[23] Against this background, the conclusion by the high court that the charge sheet did not disclose an

offence was, on the face of it, incorrect. It undoubtedly disclosed an offence, unless the absence of a
penalty in the Act itself, or elsewhere in other legislation, has the effect of displacing the clear
language of these sections and rendering their statement that particular conduct is a criminal offence
nugatory. That raises two separate issues. The first is whether, notwithstanding the absence of an
express penalty provision in the Act, there is a legal basis in either the common law or an applicable
statute for the imposition of sentences on persons convicted of the various offences set out in the Act.
If there is, the basis for the high court’s decision falls away as it was entirely founded on the absence of
any penalty. The second issue arises if the high court was correct in holding that there is no legal basis
for imposing a penalty on offenders. If that is so the effect of this on the validity of charge sheets in
relation to offences set out in the relevant sections of the Act must be determined.

...

A legal basis for sentencing offenders under the Act
[26] I turn then to deal with the first question, namely, whether there is any provision of the common law,

or of a statute, that provides for the imposition of sentence on a person convicted of an offence under
the Act, for which no penalty is expressly stipulated and which does not fall within the minimum
sentencing legislation. The debate before us revolved around this question and in particular the
state’s reliance on s 276 of the CPA. It is appropriate to note that this argument was not raised before
the high court (and presumably before the magistrate). Had it been, I have no doubt that a judge, as
experienced as Blignault J, would have dealt with it and possibly the outcome of the case would have
been different. Although there was some muted protestation on behalf of Mr Prins about the fact that
in the high court reliance had not been placed on s 276 counsel accepted that the argument was one
of law that can properly be raised before us.

[27] Section 276(1) provides that:

‘Subject to the provisions of this Act and any other law and of the common law, the following
sentences may be passed upon a person convicted of an offence...’.

The sub-section goes on to specify imprisonment, periodical imprisonment, declaration as an
habitual criminal, committal to an institution established by law, a fine, correctional supervision and
imprisonment from which a person may be placed under correctional supervision, as permissible
sentences. Sub-section (2) makes these powers in regard to sentence subject to other provisions
requiring a court to impose a specific sentence or limiting its powers in regard to sentence or
derogating from powers conferred under legislation to impose some other type of sentence or order
a forfeiture in addition to any other punishment.

[28] The State argued that s 276(1) is a general penalty provision empowering courts to impose sentences
in all situations where there is no other provision in law prescribing the sentence that can be imposed

21 The language of the sections must always be read in the light of the context. Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni
Municipality [2012] 2 All SA 262 (SCA) paras 18 and 24. Here language and context converge.
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for an offence.22 It contends that the section provides the legal foundation for the imposition of
sentences in relation to common law crimes as well as statutory crimes, where no sentence is
otherwise prescribed. Beyond that the precise scope of the court’s sentencing powers depend upon
whether it is a high court, a regional court or a magistrates’ court. In this way it was submitted that the
principle of legality is satisfied. It is immaterial, so this argument proceeded, that the provisions in
regard to sentence are derived from a statute other than the Act and need to be garnered from s 276,
read with the jurisdictional limitations on the court before which the accused is charged. That is the
case with, for example, rape, where the sentencing powers of courts are derived from the minimum
sentencing legislation. It is the case with all common law crimes, where the elements of the offence
are derived from the common law and the sentencing powers of the court derive from s 276 of the
CPA. The State contended that the same position prevails when a statute creates a crime but does not
itself provide for a penalty. The permissible penalties are then to be found in s 276 read with the
relevant provisions (if any) regarding the powers of the court concerned in regard to sentence.

[29] Counsel for Mr Prins joins issue with this argument. They contend that the opening words of s 276(1),
namely:

‘Subject to the provisions of this Act and any other law and of the common law, the following
sentences may be passed upon a person convicted of an offence...’

contain a general enabling provision, as far as the various forms of punishment are concerned, but are
not meant as a source of the power to sentence an offender for a statutory crime. They rely on the
following passage from the judgment of this court in S v Van Dyk:23

‘The correct interpretation of the section must be determined from the context of s 276 as a
whole.

It is headed: ‘‘Nature of Punishments’’. Section 276(1) lists, in general terms, various forms of
punishment available for consideration and imposition by a court which has convicted a person of an
offence either in terms of a particular statute or under the common law. The use of the words ‘‘subject
to’’ at the beginning of subsec (1) indicates that the subsection will be subservient to any provision of
the common law, the Act or another statute in case of conflict (cf S v Marwane 1982 (3) SA 717 (A) at
747H – 748B).’ They submit that if s 276 may be invoked in respect of any offence for which no other
sentence is prescribed then it renders the penalty provisions in all other legislation superfluous and
contend that the proposition that it resolves the question of a legal basis for sentencing offenders
under the provisions of the Act ‘is simply not correct’. They also point out that the charge sheet makes
no reference to this section.

[30] I start, as with the interpretation of any other statutory provision, with the language of s 276(1). Its
operative words are ‘the following sentences may be passed upon a person convicted of an offence’.
There is nothing obscure or unclear about that language. It identifies the sentences that our law
permits and says that those sentences may be imposed upon a person convicted of an offence. It
echoes the similar language of the earlier Criminal Procedure Acts. Thus s 338(2) of the Criminal
Procedure Act 31 of 1917 read:

‘Sentences to the following punishments may be passed upon a convicted offender subject to
the provisions of this Act or of any other law or of the common law ...’

Section 329(3) of the Criminal Procedure Act 56 of 1955 read:

‘The following sentences may subject to the provisions of this Act or any other law or of the
common law be passed upon a person convicted of any offence ...’

The section has a twofold purpose. In the first place it empowers courts to impose sentences upon
persons convicted of crimes. It is the embodiment of the principle nulla poena sine lege. Second it

22 E du Toit, F J de Jager, A Paizes, A St Q Skeen and S van der Merwe Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act (loose-leaf)
p28–9 (Service 47, 2011).

23 S v Van Dyk fn 16 above, para 10.
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limits the punishments that courts may impose to those set out in the section and no others. That is
what, as was said in S v Malgas supra,24 prevents the courts from devising new punishments.

[31] That these sections have been, and s 276 now is, the source of the power of our courts to impose
sentences is apparent from looking at the case of common law crimes. There is no other provision of
our law dealing with the power of courts to impose sentences for such crimes. Absent s 276 neither
the magistrates’ courts nor the high courts would be entitled to impose sentences on people who
commit common law crimes. Counsel for Mr Prins accepted that this is correct. But that poses an
insuperable problem for his argument. The language of s 276(1) does not restrict its field of operation
to common law crimes. It is an entirely general empowering provision. An offence is defined in s 1 of
the Act as ‘an act or omission punishable by law’ and is not confined to common law offences. Counsel
was unable to point to anything in the section or elsewhere in the CPA or in any material extraneous to
the CPA that would suggest that the power to sentence offenders, conferred by s 276(1), should be
confined to common law crimes. However, his argument necessarily requires that we give a restrictive
interpretation to the section to confine the scope of its operation to common law crimes.

[32] We were referred to the opening words of s 276(1) that make its provisions subject to the other
provisions of the CPA or any other law. The first part of this provision is there to make it clear, for
example, that s 276(1) does not override the power of a court, in terms of s 297, to postpone the
passing of sentence or to discharge the person with a caution and reprimand. The latter subordinates
the court’s general sentencing powers to specific legislation dealing with offences. Thus, a court is not
entitled to exercise its powers under s 276(1) to sentence to imprisonment a person convicted of the
offence of contravening their licence in terms of s 74(1) of the Electronic Communications Act 36 of
2005, in the face of the provisions of s 74(2) of the latter Act, which state that the penalty for an offence
under s 74(1) is that the licensee must outsource the construction or placing into service of the
relevant electronic communications facility or electronic communications network to a third party.
Similarly the provisions of s 276(2), upon which some reliance was also placed, do not warrant the
restrictive construction of s 276(1) for which counsel contended. The opening words also make it clear
that courts are bound to have regard to specific penal provisions in legislation. It does not follow that
the absence of specific statutory penal provisions renders the court’s power to impose the sentences
provided for in s 276 nugatory. On the contrary it is to those powers that courts must turn in imposing
sentence. This has always been accepted in respect of common law crimes and there is no reason to
confine it to those crimes.

[33] Nor is there anything in the context of the statute to justify a restrictive construction. Historically the
section is derived from s 242 of the Criminal Procedure Code enacted in Ordinance 1 of 1903 of the
Transvaal. However that section simply specified the range of permissible sentences and did not say
that courts were empowered to impose those sentences on offenders. Similarly there appears not to
have been a provision in either of the Criminal Procedure Ordinances25 in the Cape or the Criminal
Procedure Ordinance 18 of 1845 (Natal) specifically empowering courts to impose sentences on
offenders. When the Criminal Procedure Act 31 of 1917 was passed it took the earlier provision in the
Transvaal Code as its basis but recast the section to say that the specified punishments ‘may be passed
upon a convicted offender’.26 That was done at a time when it was known that there were a number of
statutory offences on the statute books and the possibility that the legislation in which they were
contained might lack a penalty provision had arisen in some cases. The general language used is only
consistent with its applying to both common law and statutory crimes. The historical background is
therefore inconsistent with the limitation of language for which counsel contended.

[34] The next important contextual matter is the principle of legality and the need for the power to impose
punishment and the extent of that power to be contained in a law. Section 276(1) recognises and
embodies that principle in relation to common law crimes. There seems to be no reason why it should
not also be taken to ensure that the principle is recognised and complied with in relation to any
statutory crimes where the legislature has, for whatever reason, not incorporated a specific penalty

24 Para 2.
25 Ordinance 40 of 1828 and Ordinance 73 of 1830.
26 The 1917 Act was passed a few months after the decision in R v Forlee supra.
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provision in the statute creating the offence. An interpretation of the section in compliance with the
principle of legality is constitutionally mandated.27

...

[38] For all those reasons the argument that s 276(1) must be construed as being a provision empowering
courts to impose sentences in relation only to common law crimes must be rejected. In my opinion it is
a general empowering provision authorising courts to impose sentences in all cases, whether at
common law or under statute, where no other provision governs the imposition of sentence. I reject
the argument that the Act, in creating the offences set out in chapters 2, 3 and 4 thereof, infringed the
principle of legality by not prescribing the penalties to be imposed for those offences. I also reject the
contention, unsupported by authority, that a statutory offence can only be created by parliament if it
includes a penalty in the enacting legislation. That may be a requirement in countries where the
criminal law is codified, but that is not the position in South Africa.

[39] It follows that the decisions of the magistrate and the high court were wrong and must be set aside.
The order I make is as follows:

1 The appeal is upheld.

2 The order of the high court is set aside and replaced by the following order:

‘The appeal succeeds and the order of the magistrate is altered to one dismissing the objection
to the charge.’

27 Section 39(2) of the Constitution.
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The appellant was charged in the High Court with two counts of murder and a third count of pointing a
firearm in contravention of the Arms and Ammunition Act 75 of 1969. The deceased mentioned in the
indictment were his former wife (’the first deceased’) and her mother (’the second deceased’). The appellant
and the first deceased were divorced in October 1993, and both of them thereafter became involved in
relationships with new partners. They saw little of each other. There were three daughters born of the
marriage, to whom the appellant had access in terms of the decree of divorce. The first deceased adopted a
flexible attitude to the appellant’s rights of access, and, especially in regard to the youngest of the
daughters, R, who had maintained a close relationship with her father, permitted him greater access than
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countenanced in the decree. R spent the weekend of 27–29 January 1995 with the appellant. During the
evening of Sunday 29 January, when she was scheduled to return home, R telephonically asked the first
deceased for permission to remain with the appellant until the following morning. However, the first
deceased indicated that she wanted her daughter to return home that evening. Two further such requests,
one voiced by the appellant himself, were similarly dismissed. The appellant drove R to her mother’s house.
He announced himself at the door and, after he had spoken to his two elder daughters, entered the house,
intending yet again to seek the first deceased’s permission for R to remain with him until the following
morning. He was in possession of a firearm, which was strapped down in its holster. When he encountered
the first deceased there was a confrontation. According to the appellant she shouted at him to leave the
house, and started pushing him out. He also remembered her grabbing at the holster, and a struggle taking
place. Thereafter, according to the appellant, he became enraged, and ’just heard this noise zinging in my
ears and there was shouting going on’. He also claimed that he had heard ’banging’ noises, and that he had
seen ’this blur coming towards (him)’. What he remembered after this was looking for the exit, because he
knew something must have taken place. He stormed by mistake into the second deceased’s room, where he
observed one D (the complainant in the third count). It was common cause that the appellant shot both the
first and second deceased (each three times), and pointed his firearm at D. He then ran outside and drove
away from the scene. On these facts the appellant raised the defence of sane automatism, claiming that he
had no recollection of the shooting or, for that matter, of pointing his firearm at D. The defence was rejected
by the trial Court, and the appellant was convicted as charged. On appeal:

Held, that it was trite law that a cognitive or voluntary act was an essential element of criminal responsibility,
and that where the commission of such an act was put in issue on the ground that the absence of
voluntariness was attributable to a cause other than mental pathology, the onus was on the State to
establish that element beyond reasonable doubt.

Held, however, that the State was assisted, in discharging this onus, by the natural inference that, in the
absence of exceptional circumstances, a sane person who engaged in conduct which would ordinarily give
rise to criminal liability did so consciously and voluntarily. Common sense dictated that before this inference
would be disturbed a proper basis had to be laid, which was sufficiently cogent and compelling to raise a
reasonable doubt as to the voluntary nature of the alleged actus reus and, if involuntary, that this was
attributable to some cause other than mental pathology.

Held, further, that it had been repeatedly emphasised that defences such as non-pathological automatism
required careful scrutiny. The ipse dixit of the accused, to the effect that his act was involuntary and
unconsciously committed, had to be weighed up and considered in the light of all the circumstances and
particularly against the alleged criminal conduct viewed objectively. It was not sufficient that there should
merely have been a loss of temper. Criminal conduct arising from an argument or some or other emotional
conflict was usually preceded by some sort of provocation. Loss of temper in the ordinary sense was a
common occurrence. It might in appropriate circumstances mitigate, but it did not exonerate. On the other
hand, non-pathological loss of cognitive control or consciousness arising from some emotional stimulus
and resulting in involuntary conduct, he, psychogenic automatism, was most uncommon. The two ought
not to be confused.

Held, further, that although it was generally accepted that automatism resulted in amnesia, the converse
was not true. One had to bear in mind the relatively common occurrence of psychogenic amnesia, viz, the
subconscious repression of an unacceptable memory. Amnesia was therefore not necessarily indicative of
automatism. An accused person might genuinely have no subsequent recollection of a volutary act giving
rise to criminal responsibility.

Held, further, that a moment’s reflection revealed that the stimulus or trigger required to induce a state of
psychogenic automatism had to be of an extreme nature. There had to be some emotionally charged event
or provocation of extraordinary significance to the person concerned, and the emotional arousal it caused
had to be of such a nature as to disturb the consciousness of the person concerned to such an extent that it
resulted in unconscious or automatic behaviour with consequential amnesia. If the position were otherwise,
psychogenic automatism would not be the extremely uncommon occurrence that it undoubtedly was.
Held, further, on the facts, that the evidence—both objectively and on the appellant’s own account of his
emotions—revealed nothing to suggest a stimulus of the kind required to trigger a state of automatism.
Held, further, on the facts, that even if one disregarded the acts necessary to bring the firearm into readiness
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for firing, the fact that both deceased were shot was a clear indication of a conscious act of aiming and firing.
Moreover, there were indications that the appellant knew what he had done, for example, his ’avoidance
behaviour’ in hurriedly leaving the scene even before (on his own version) he had found out what had
happened.

Held, therefore, in the absence of evidence of an identifiable trigger mechanism, and in the light of
indications of conscious behaviour inconsistent with automatism, that the evidence did not reveal a
reasonable possibility that the appellant was in a state of automatism at the relevant time. The appeal
accordingly had to be dismissed.

JUDGMENT
SCOTT JA

[1] ...It is apparent from the aforegoing that the basis upon which the appellant sought to avoid criminal
responsibility was not lack of capacity in the sense that he could not distinguish between right and
wrong or, if he could, that he was incapable of acting accordingly (cf S v Campher 1987 (1) SA 940 (A) at
966F—I) but that at the critical time he was ’acting’ in a state of automatism attributable to a cause
other than mental pathology. It is trite law that a cognitive or voluntary act is an essential element of
criminal responsibility. It is also well established that where the commission of such an act is put in
issue on the ground that the absence of voluntariness was attributable to a cause other than mental
pathology, the onus is on the State to establish this element beyond reasonable doubt. (See e g S v
Kalogoropoulos 1993 (1) SACR 12 (A); S v Potgieter 1994 (1) SACR 61 (A); S v Kensley 1995 (1) SACR 646
(A); S v Cunningham 1996 (1) SACR 631 (A).) As was pointed out in the Cunningham case at 635j-636b,
however, the State, in discharging this onus,

‘is assisted by the natural inference that in the absence of exceptional circumstances a sane
person who engages in conduct which would ordinarily give rise to criminal liability does so
consciously and voluntarily. Common sense dictates that before this inference will be disturbed
a proper basis must be laid which is sufficiently cogent and compelling to raise a reasonable
doubt as to the voluntary nature of the alleged actus reus and, if involuntary, that this was
attributable to some cause other than mental pathology.’

[2] It has been repeatedly emphasised in the past that defences such as non-pathological automatism
require to be carefully scrutinised. (See e g S v Potgieter (supra) at 73c.) By the very nature of things the
only person who can give direct evidence as to the level of consciousness of an accused person at the
time of the commission of the alleged criminal act, is the accused himself. His ipse dixit to the effect
that his act was involuntarily and unconsciously committed must therefore be weighed up and
considered in the light of all the circumstances and particularly against the alleged criminal conduct
viewed objectively. It is not sufficient that there should merely have been a loss of temper. Criminal
conduct arising from an argument or some or other emotional conflict is more often not preceded by
some sort of provocation. Loss of temper in the ordinary sense is a common occurrence. It may in
appropriate circumstances mitigate, but it does not exonerate. On the other hand, non-pathological
loss of cognitive control or consciousness arising from some emotional stimulus and resulting in
involuntary conduct, i e psychogenic automatism, is most uncommon. The two must not be confused.
Generally speaking expert evidence of a psychiatric nature will be of much assistance to the court in
pointing to factors which may be consistent, or inconsistent as the case may be, with involuntary
conduct which is non-pathological and emotion-induced. These, for example, may relate to such
matters as the nature of the emotional stimulus which it is alleged served as a trigger mechanism for
the condition, or the nature of the behaviour or aspects of it which may be indicative of the presence
or absence of awareness and cognitive control.

[3] The task of the Court is not made easier by what was described in evidence as the relatively common
occurrence of psychogenic amnesia, viz the subconscious repression of an unacceptable memory.
While it would appear from the evidence to be generally accepted that automatism results in amnesia
it follows that the converse is not true. In other words, amnesia is not necessarily indicative of
automatism. An accused person therefore may quite genuinely have no subsequent recollection of a
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voluntary act giving rise to criminal responsibility. Here, too, expert evidence may be of assistance.
Ultimately, however, it is for the Court to decide the true nature of the alleged criminal conduct which
it will do not only on the basis of the expert evidence but in the light of all the facts and the
circumstances of the case.

[4] Against this background I turn to the only issue in the appeal, viz whether the appellant was ’acting’ in
a state of psychogenic automatism at the relevant time and accordingly could not commit an act or
acts giving rise to criminal responsibility. Mr Reyner van Zyl, a clinical psychologist of Cape Town who
gave evidence on behalf of the appellant, was of the view that the appellant was indeed in such a state
at the time of the shooting. Dr Jedaar, who was called by the State in rebuttal, was of the opposite
view. The latter is a psychiatrist employed by the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Cape
Town and a consultant in the forensic unit at Valkenberg Hospital.

[5] It appears from the evidence that there was no difference of opinion of any significance between Mr
Van Zyl and Dr Jedaar as to the nature of the stimulus or trigger mechanism that was required to
induce a state of psychogenic automatism. There had to be some emotionally charged event or
provocation of extraordinary significance to the person concerned and the emotional arousal that it
caused had to be of such a nature as to disturb the consciousness of the person concerned to the
extent that it resulted in unconscious or automatic behaviour with consequential amnesia. A
moment’s reflection, I think, reveals the extreme nature of the stimulus that is required. If the position
were otherwise, psychogenic automatism would not be the extremely uncommon occurrence that it
undoubtedly is. ...

[6] The appellant testified that he had no recollection of the shooting or for that matter pointing his
firearm at Mr Davids. But on his own version he told Robyn immediately on reaching the car that he
thought that he had shot Mrs Henry. He said that he had repeated this to a relative in Plumstead a
short while later and again to a police officer in Hout Bay. If the appellant had indeed no recollection of
the shooting and did not know what had happened there would have been no reason for him to
believe that he had shot Mrs Henry. His explanation that he merely assumed this cannot be accepted.
On his version, for all he knew, he may have done no more than fire shots into the ceiling. His conduct
after the shooting, including his surrender to the police, was clearly that of a person who appreciated
what he had done. Two possible inferences arise. The one is that the appellant’s evidence that he had
no recollection of the shooting was false. The other is that this memory had been subconsciously
repressed, i e his amnesia was psychogenic. In either event he would have

[7] ...The Court a quo was unimpressed by the appellant as a witness and rejected his evidence as false. In
doing so it found that he had made a ’clumsy attempt’ to fit his evidence ’into the framework required
for the defence of automatism’. There was, however, no need for the State to have to establish that the
appellant was dishonest in professing to have no memory of committing the offences with which he
was charged. If, as postulated above, his amnesia was psychogenic, he could well have believed that
he was being truthful. But that would not exonerate him. As I have already indicated, not only is there
an absence in the evidence of an identifiable trigger mechanism but the conduct of the appellant
both at the time of the shooting and immediately thereafter is indicative of conscious behaviour
which is inconsistent with automatism. I interpose that this conclusion is not dependent upon the
acceptance of Robyn’s evidence to the effect that she heard the appellant say as he left the house, ’I
should have done it a long time ago’, and it is accordingly unnecessary to deal with the arguments
advanced with regard to it. In the result, no factual basis was established which served to displace the
natural inference of voluntariness arising from the appellant’s apparently goal-directed behaviour.
Expressed differently, the evidence adduced in the Court a quo did not establish a reasonable
possibility that at the relevant time the appellant was in a state of automatism. It follows that in my
view the appellant was correctly convicted on all three counts.

[8] The appeal is dismissed.

[9] Streicher JA and Ngoepe AJA concurred.
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CASE

6

MINISTER VAN POLISIE v EWELS 1975 (3) SA
590 (A)

Citation 1975 (3) SA 590 (A)

Court Appèlafdeling

Judge Rumpff HR, Jansen AR, Trollip AR, Muller AR en

Van Zijl Wn AR

Heard March 17, 1975

Judgment May 23, 1975

Sleutelwoorde

Delik—Wat uitmaak—Wanneer ’n late as onregmatige gedrag beskou word—Staat—Verantwoordelikheid
van Staat vir dade van sy werkers—Gewone burger deur ’n polisieman wat nie op diens was nie in polisiekantoor
aangerand—Aanranding in aanskou van ander polisiemanne—Plig op hulle om aanranding te verhoed—
Versuim om die plig na te kom—Minister van Polisie aanspreeklik vir skadevergoeding wat van hom geëis is.

Kopnota

Die stadium van ontwikkeling in ons reg is bereik waarin ’n late as onregmatige gedrag beskou word ook
wanneer die omstandighede van die geval van so ’n aard is dat die late nie alleen morele verontwaardiging
ontlok nie maar ook dat die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap verlang dat die late as onregmatig beskou
behoort te word en dat die gelede skade vergoed behoort te word deur die persoon wat nagelaat het om
daadwerklik op te tree. Om te bepaal of daar onregmatigheid is, gaan dit, in ’n gegewe geval van late, dus nie
oor die gebruiklike ‘‘nalatigheid’’ van die bonus paterfamilias nie, maar oor die vraag of, na aanleiding van al
die feite, daar ’n regsplig was om redelik op te tree.

Waar die respondent, ’n gewone burger, deur ’n sersant van die polisie wat nie op diens was nie in die
polisiekantoor onder die beheer van die polisie aangerand was en ten aanskoue van ’n aantal polisiemanne
van wie gesamentlik redelik moontlik, selfs maklik, was om die aanval op die respondent te verhoed of te
beëinding,

Beslis, dat die plig wat op die polisiemanne gerus het om die respondent te hulp te kom ’n regsplig was en
dat omdat dit ’n versuim was wat plassgevind in die loop van die diens van die polisiemanne dat die
appellant aanspreeklik is vir die skadevergoeding wat deur die respondent geëis is.

Die beslissing in die Oos-Kaapse Afdeling in Minister of Police v Ewels, bevestig.

Flynote

Delict—What constitutes—When an omission is to be regarded as unlawful conduct—State—Liability of State
for acts of servants—Ordinary citizen assaulted in police station by a policeman not on duty—Assault taking
place in presence of other policemen—Duty on them to have prevented assault—Failure to perform such
duty—Minister of Police liable for damages claimed from him.

Headnote

Our law has developed to the stage wherein an omission is regarded as unlawful conduct when the
circumstances of the case are of such a nature that the omission not only incites moral indignation but also
that the legal convictions of the community demand that the omission ought to be regarded as unlawful
and that the damage suffered ought to be made good by the person who neglected to do a positive act. In
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order to determine whether there is unlawfulness the question, in a given case of an omission, is thus not
whether there was the usual ‘‘negligence’’ of the bonus paterfamilias but whether, regard being had to all
the fact, there was a duty in law to act reasonably.

Where the respondent, an ordinary citizen, had been assaulted by a sergeant of police, who was not on duty,
in a police station under the control of the police and in the presence of several members of the police from
who it was jointly reasonably possible, even easily, to have prevented or to have put an end to the attack,

Held, that the duty which rested on the policemen to have come to the assistance of the respondent was a
legal duty and as it was a failure which had taken place in the course of the policemen’s duty that the
appellant was liable for the damages claimed by the respondent.

The decision in the Eastern Cape Division in Minister of Police v Ewels, confirmed.

JUDGMENT
RUMPFF HR

[1] As uitgangspunt word aanvaar dat daar in die algemeen geen regsplig op ’n persoon rus om te
verhinder dat iemand anders skade ly nie, al sou so ’n persoon maklik kon verhinder dat die skade gely
word en al sou van so ’n persoon verwag kon word, op suiwer morele gronde, dat hy daadwerklik
optree om die skade te verhinder. Ook word egter aanvaar dat in sekere omstandighede daar ’n
regsplig op ’n persoon rus om te verhinder dat iemand anders skade ly. Versuim hy om daardie plig uit
te voer, ontstaan daar ’n onregmatige late wat aanleiding kan gee tot ’n eis om skadevergoeding.
Hierdie gevalle is nie beperk tot ’n eienaar van grond wat deur sy late veroorsaak dat iemand anders
deur iets wat in verband staan met sy grond skade ly nie of, in die algemeen, tot gevalle waar daar ’n
sekere voorafgaande gedrag (‘‘prior conduct’’) was nie. ’n Sekere voorafgaande gedrag of die beheer
oor eiendom mag ’n faktor wees in die totaal van omstandighede van ’n bepaalde geval waarvan
onregmatigheid afgelei word, maar is nie ’n noodwendige onregmatigheidsvereiste nie. Dit skyn of
dié stadium van ontwikkeling bereik is waarin ’n late as onregmatige gedrag beskou word ook
wanneer die omstandighede van die geval van so ’n aard is dat die late nie alleen morele
verontwaardiging ontlok nie maar ook dat die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap verlang dat die
late as onregmatig beskou behoort te word en dat die gelede skade vergoed behoort te word deur die
persoon wat nagelaat het om daadwerklik op te tree. Om te bepaal of daar onregmatigheid is, gaan
dit, in ’n gegewe geval van late, dus nie oor die gebruiklike ‘‘nalatigheid’’ van die bonus paterfamilias
nie, maar oor die vraag of, na aanleiding van al die feite, daar ’n regsplig was om redelik op te tree ...

[2] Net so goed as wat ’n reddingsplig in sekere omstandighede ’n regsplig mag wees, sou ’n
beskermingsplig ’n regsplig kan wees. En dit sou van al die feite afhang of so ’n plig ’n regsplig sou
wees of nie. Klaarblyklik is dit onmoontlik om in die algemeen vas te stel wanneer so ’n regsplig sou
ontstaan. In die onderhawige geval het ons te doen met ’n aantal polisiemanne wat diens doen in ’n
polisiekantoor, ’n gebou waaroor die Polisie beheer het en waarheen ’n gewone burger, onder ander,
kan en moet gaan om ’n klagte te lê. Luidens die bepalings van art. 5 van die Polisiewet is een van die
werksaamhede van die polisie die voorkoming van misdaad. Vir sover dit ’n gewone burger betref,
sou daar dus tussen hom en ’n polisieman, wat diens doen, ’n ander verhouding kon ontstaan as dié
tussen hom en ’n belanglose vreemdeling. Wat misdaad betref, is die polisieman nie net afskrikker of
opspoorder nie, maar ook beskermer. Die eiser is aangerand in die polisiekantoor onder beheer van
die Polisie en ten aanskoue van ’n aantal polisiemanne van wie dit gesamentlik redelik moontlik, selfs
maklik, was om die aanval op eiser te verhoed of te beëindig. Ook is dit in hierdie saak ’n bykomende
faktor dat Wood, in die besondere omstandighede, as sersant gesag kon uitoefen oor Barnard. Dit
dien egter opgemerk te word dat die posisie van die polisiemanne teenoor eiser in die onderhawige
saak, in beginsel, dieselfde sou gewees het indien die aanrander van eiser nie ’n polisieman was nie.

[3] Wanneer al die omstandighede in aanmerking geneem word, meen ek dat die plig wat op die
polisiemanne gerus het om eiser te hulp te kom ’n regsplig was en dat, omdat dit ’n versuim was wat
plaasgevind het in die loop van die diens van die polisiemanne, verweerder aanspreeklik is.

[4] ... Die appèl word afgewys met koste.
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CASE

7

MOKGETHI 1990 (1) SA 32 (A)

Citation 1990 (1) SA 32 (A)

Judge Van Heerden AR, Vivier AR, MT Steyn AR, Kumleben AR, Friedman Wn AR

Heard August 22, 1989

Judgment September 18, 1989

Sleutelwoorde

Strafreg—Moord—Veroorsaking—Verwyderdheid van gevolg—In die reël is ’n handeling wat ’n sine qua non
van oorledene se dood was te ver verwyderd vir die ontstaan van strafregtelike aanspreeklikheid waar die
oorledene se versuim om mediese advies in te win of instruksies na te kom die onmiddellike oorsaak van sy dood
was; waar die verwonding nie insigself lewensgevaarlik was nie of dit nie meer op die tersaaklike tydstip was nie;
en die versuim relatief onredelik was met inagneming van die eienskappe ens van die oorledene.

Kopnota

In die reël is ’n dader se handeling wat ’n sine qua non van die slagoffer se dood was, te ver verwyderd van die
gevolg om tot strafregtelike aanspreeklikheid daarvoor te lei indien:

(a) ’n versuim van die slagoffer om mediese of soortgelyke advies in te win, behandeling te ondergaan of
instruksies na te kom die onmiddellike oorsaak van sy dood was;

(b) die verwonding nie in sigself lewensgevaarlik was nie of dit nie meer op die tersaaklike tydstip was nie;
en

(c) die versuim relatief onredelik was, dit wil sê onredelik ook met inagneming van die eienskappe,
oortuigings ensovoorts van die slagoffer.

Die appellante is in ’n Provinsiale Afdeling skuldig bevind aan onder andere moord wat tydens ’n rooftog
gepleeg is en is ter dood veroordeel. Die oorledene was ’n bankteller en is deur een van die appellante
tussen die skoublaaie geskiet. Die oorledene het nie onmiddellik beswyk nie en is eers ongeveer ses maande
daarna oorlede. Op appèl is dit namens die appellante aangevoer dat, alhoewel die skietwond ’noorsaak van
die oorledene se dood was, dit nie regtens sy dood veroorsaak het nie. Volgens die getuienis het die
oorledene as gevolg van die skoot ’n parapleeg geword en moes gebruik maak van ’n rolstoel. Sy toestand
het tot so ’n mate verbeter dat hy later sy werk by die bank hervat het. Hy is egter later weer in die hospitaal
opgeneem weens erge druksere en septisemie wat ontstaan het omdat hy versuim het om homself in die
rolstoel genoegsaam te verskuif in weerwil van die mediese advies tot dien effekte wat aan hom gegee is.

Beslis, op ’n toepassing van die bostaande beginsels op die feite van die onderhawige saak, dat die
verwonding van die oorledene nie as regsoorsaak van sy dood vir die doeleindes van ’n aanklag van moord
beskou kon word nie.

Beslis, gevolglik, dat die skuldigbevindings aan moord en die doodsvonnisse ter syde gestel moes word en
vervang moes word met skuldigbevindings aan poging tot moord. Die appellante is elkeen gevonnis tot
tien jaar gevangenisstraf ten opsigte van hierdie aanklag.

Flynote

Criminal law—Murder—Causation—Remoteness of result—Generally speaking an act which is a sine qua non
for the deceased’s death is too remote to give rise to criminal liability where the deceased’s failure to obtain
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medical advice or to comply with treatment is the immediate cause of his death; where the wounding in itself did
not pose a threat to life or at the relevant time had ceased to pose such a threat; and where the deceased’s failure
was relatively unreasonable considering the characteristics etc of the deceased.

Headnote

In general, a perpetrator’s action which is a sine qua non for the death of the deceased is too remote from the
result to give rise to criminal liability in respect thereof if:

(a) a failure on the part of the deceased to obtain medical or similar advice, to undergo treatment or to
follow instructions as to his treatment is the immediate cause of his death;

(b) the wounding was not in itself lethal or was no longer lethal at the relevant time; and

(c) such failure was relatively unreasonable, that is unreasonable also taking into account the characteris-
tics, convictions etc of the deceased.

The appellants had been convicted in a Provincial Division of inter alia murder which had been committed
during a robbery and were sentenced to death. The deceased was a bank teller and was shot between the
shoulder blades during the robbery by one of the appellants. The deceased did not die immediately but only
some six months later. On appeal it was contended on behalf of the appellants that, although the shooting
of the deceased was a cause of the deceased’s death, it did not in law cause his death. According to the
evidence the deceased had become a paraplegic as a result of the shot and had to make use of a wheelchair.
His condition improved to such an extent that he later resumed his work at the bank. He was, however, later
readmitted to hospital suffering from serious pressure sores and septicaemia which had developed because
he failed sufficiently to shift his position in the wheelchair as he had been advised to do by the medical
practitioners who treated him.

Held, on an application of the above principles to the facts of the case, that the wounding of the deceased
could not be regarded as a juridical cause of the deceased’s death for the purposes of a charge of murder.

Held, accordingly, that the convictions of murder and the death sentences had to be set aside and replaced
with convictions of attempted murder. The appellants were each sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment in
respect of this count.

JUDGMENT

VAN HEERDEN AR

[1] Ten gunste van die appellante moes dus aanvaar word dat die druksere gevorm het weens die
oorledene se nalatige versuim om ooreenkomstig mediese instruksies gereeld van sitposisie in sy
rolstoel te verander.

[2] Ek kom dan by die vraag of, in die lig van al die gebeure, die skietwond regtens die oorsaak van die
dood van die oorledene was. Dat dit wel ’n conditio sine qua non was, val nie te betwyfel nie. Hierdie
Hof het egter reeds bevind dat feitlike veroorsaking nie altyd voldoende is om die handeling die dader
as regsoorsaak van die gevolg toe te reken nie. In Minister of Police v Skosana 1977 (1) SA 31 (A) op 34,
waarin deliktuele aanspreeklikheid ter sprake was, het Corbett AR die volgende gesê:

‘Causation in the law of delict gives rise to two rather distinct problems. The first is a factual one
and relates to the question as to whether the negligent act or omission in question caused or
materially contributed to ... the harm giving rise to the claim. If it did not, then no legal liability
can arise and cadit quaestio. If it did, then the second problem becomes relevant, viz whether
the negligent act or omission is linked to the harm sufficiently closely or directly for legal
liability to ensue or whether, as it is said, the harm is too remote. This is basically a juridical
problem, in which considerations of legal policy may play a part.’

In S v Daniëls en ’n Ander 1983 (3) SA 275 (A) op 331, ’n strafappèl, het Jansen AR hom soos volg
uitgelaat:
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‘Daar kan weinig twyfel bestaan dat in ons regspraak die bepaling van ’feitelike’ oorsaaklike
verband op die grondslag van die conditio sine qua non geskied ... Sonder sodanige verband
tussen die dader se handeling en die beweerde, gewraakte gevolg is daar in die algemeen geen
aanspreeklikheid nie. Aan die ander kant is dit ook duidelik dat ’n dader nie aanspreeklik gestel
behoort te word vir alle gevolge waarvan sy handeling ’n conditio sine qua non is nie—sy
aanspreeklikheid sou dan te wyd strek en die grense van redelikheid, billikheid en regverdig-
heid oorskry. Beleidsoorwegings verg dat iewers ’n grens gestel moet word.’

[3] Alhoewel sommige skrywers van mening is dat, wat oorsaaklikheid betref, die conditio sine qua non
toets voldoende is, en dat aanspreeklikheid afdoende beperk word deur die addisionele vereistes van
Iskuld en wederregtelikheid, gee hulle gewoonlik aan laasgenoemde begrippe ’n ander betekenis of
trefwydte as wat dié normaalweg dra. Meeste skrywers gaan egter akkoord dat naas die genoemde
toets ’n verdere afgrensingsmaatstaf nodig is om juridiese kousaliteit te bepaal.

[4] In die regspraak en die literatuur—hier te lande en in die buiteland—is daar dan ook voorstanders van
’n reeks kriteria vir die bepaling van juridiese kousaliteit; so bv die afwesigheid van ’n novus actus
interveniens, ’proximate cause’, ’direct cause’, voorsienbaarheid en adekwate veroorsaking ... . Die
voorstanders van die verskillende kriteria het dit in gemeen: ’n handeling wat ’n conditio sine qua non
van ’n gevolg is, kan te ver verwyderd van die gevolg wees om regtens as oorsaak daarvan beskou te
word. Hulle meen egter dat ’n maatstaf waarvolgens ’n genoegsame noue verband tussen die dader
se handeling en die gevolg vereis word, te vaag is. Vandaar die soeke na meer eksakte kriteria ...

[5] Wat die onderskeie kriteria betref, kom dit my ook nie voor dat hulle veel meer eksak is as ’n maatstaf
(die soepele maatstaf) waarvolgens aan die hand van beleidsoorwegings beoordeel word of ’n
genoegsame noue verband tussen handeling en gevolg bestaan nie. Daarmee gee ek nie te kenne nie
dat een of selfs meer van die kriteria nie by die toepassing van

[6] In die onderhawige geval moet bepaal word of die toediening van die skietwond as regsoorsaak van
die oorledene se dood beskou moet word vir doeleindes van toerekening van strafregtelike
aanspreeklikheid. ’n Mens het egter met ’n bepaalde soort geval te doen, nl een waarin die slagoffer se
nalate die onmiddellike oorsaak van sy dood was. Die kwessie is nou of so ’n nalate kan meebring dat
vir bogenoemde doeleindes ’n te ver verwyderde verband tussen die dader se handeling en die
slagoffer se dood bestaan. Indien nie, vanselfsprekend cadit quaestio. Met die oog op die feite van
hierdie appèl kan die vraag soos volg verfyn word: Is die dader se handeling (’die verwonding’), wat ’n
feitlike oorsaak van die dood van die slagoffer is, ook die regsoorsaak daarvan indien (i) die slagoffer
versuim het om mediese bystand te verkry, behandeling te ondergaan of instruksies na te kom en (ii)
daardie versuim die onmiddellike oorsaak van sy dood was? (Ten einde herhaling te vermy, verwys ek
voortaan na ’n versuim wat aan (i) en (ii) voldoen kortweg as ’n versuim van die slagoffer. Om dieselfde
rede ebruik ek soms ’n frase soos ’verbreking van die kousale ketting’ ter aanduiding van ’n situasie
waarin ’n tussengebeurtenis meebring dat ’n conditio sine qua non nie as regsoorsaak van die gevolg
geld nie.)

[7] Bogenoemde vraag het nog nie dikwels in ons regspraak opgeduik nie. ....

[8] Soos reeds telkens aangedui, is die uiteindelike vraag of daar ’n genoegsame noue verband tussen die
dader se handeling en die gevolg bestaan. Hierdie maatstaf is so elasties dat by sy toepassing op
feitekomplekse, en bepaaldelik dié waarin ’n versuim van die slagoffer figureer, daar wel ruimte vir
ingeligte meningsverskille is. Voorts is dit nie duidelik nie dat wanneer juriste dit het oor ’n nalatige of
onredelike versuim, hulle altyd dieselfde konsep in gedagte het. Moet die al of nie redelikheid van die
slagoffer se versuim gemeet word aan ’n objektiewe standaard? Of is die toets relatief in die sin dat
gevra moet word of, gegee sy omstandighede, eienskappe, oortuigings ensomeer, die slagoffer
onredelik opgetree het?

[9] Veronderstel byvoorbeeld dat A met moorddadige opset na B steek. Laasgenoemde koes en kry slegs
’n skrams snywond op sy arm. Infeksie tree egter in en B gaan spreek ’n geneesheer. Laasgenoemde
gee hom ’n inspuiting en deel hom mee dat die besondere soort infeksie slegs deur twee inspuitings
beheer kan word. B word voorts gewaarsku dat hy binne ’n week ’n verdere inspuiting moet kry, by
gebreke waaraan die infeksie lewensgevaarlik kan word. Desnieteenstaande verkies B, ’n uiterste
maar onrealistiese optimis, om met vakansie te vertrek na ’n afgeleë oord waar daar volgens sy wete
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geen mediese fasiliteite beskikbaar is nie. Weens sy versuim om ’n tweede inspuiting binne die
genoemde tydperk te laat toedien, ruk die infeksie onomkeerbaar hande uit. Hy sterf, maar
deskundiges is dit eens dat indien hy die geneeskundige instruksie gevolg het, sy lewe glad nie in
gevaar sou verkeer het nie.

[10] In die gepostuleerde geval sou min, indien enige, juriste aanvaar dat A nogtans skuldig aan moord is.
Hy het wel vir B wederregtelik verwond; hy het die direkte opset gehad om B te dood, en die
verwonding was ’n conditio sine qua non van B se dood. Nietemin was B se versuim so onredelik en het
dit so ’n onnodige lewensgevaarlike toestand geskep dat die verwonding regtens nie in ’n
genoegsaam noue samehang met B se dood staan nie.

[11] Aan die ander kant van die skaal val die geval waarin B ’n gevaarlike wond, maar nie noodwendig ’n
noodlottige een nie, toegedien word. ’n Redelike persoon in die plek van B sou die erns van die wond
besef en mediese bystand inroep. Vanweë sy primitiewe agtergrond en leefwyse dring dit egter nie
tot B deur dat sy lewe moontlik in gevaar kan wees nie. Komplikasies tree in en B sterf. Dit blyk dan dat
indien B wel ’n geneesheer geraadpleeg het, wat vir hom prakties moontlik was, hy nie sou gesterf het
nie. Nieteenstaande B se nalatigheid—volgens ’n objektiewe standaard—sou meeste juriste waar-
skynlik nie huiwer om B se dood oorsaaklik aan A se handeling toe te reken nie.

[12] Tussen, en waarskynlik ook aan weerskante van, bogenoemde gevalle kan ’n groot verskeidenheid
situasies voorkom waarin ’n versuim van die slagoffer die onmiddellike of ’n medewerkende oorsaak
van sy dood is. Ek betwyfel dan ook of ’n reël geformuleer kan word wat in alle denkbare gevalle
beslissend is; dws, ’n reël aan die hand waarvan altyd bepaal kan word of ’n versuim van die slagoffer
die oorsaaklikheidsverband tussen die verwonding en die slagoffer se dood vir doeleindes van
strafregtelike aanspreeklikheid ophef. Te veel faktore kan ’n rol speel; soos byvoorbeeld die erns van
die verwonding; die omstandighede, ontwikkelingspeil, oortuigings ens van die slagoffer; die mate
waartoe die versuim objektief onredelik is, en selfs die tydsverloop tussen die verwonding en die
slagoffer se dood.

[13] In die lig van bostaande oorsig en voorbeelde meen ek nietemin dat die volgende kriterium nuttiglik
in ’n aantal situasies aangewend kan word: In die reël is ’n dader se handeling wat ’n conditio sine qua
nonvan die slagoffer se dood is, te ver verwyderd van die gevolg om tot strafregtelike aanspreeklik-
heid daarvoor te lei indien (i) ’n versuim van die slagoffer om mediese of soortgelyke advies in te win,
behandeling te ondergaan of instruksies na te kom die onmiddellike oorsaak van sy dood was; (ii) die
verwonding nie in sigself lewensgevaarlik was nie of dit nie meer op die tersaaklike tydstip was nie, en
(iii) die versuim relatief onredelik was, dws onredelik ook met inagneming van eienskappe,
oortuigings ens van die slagoffer. Daarmee gee ek nie te kenne dat indien een of meer van die
vereistes nie bevredig is, die kousale ketting nie verbreek kan wees nie. Met die oog op die feite van
hierdie appèl is dit egter onnodig om addisionele of meer uitputtende rigsnoere te probeer
formuleer.

[14] Indien bogenoemde kriterium nou in casu toegepas word, kan die verwonding van die oorledene nie
as regsoorsaak van sy dood vir die doeleindes van die derde aanklag beskou word nie. Ek sê dit om die
Cvolgende redes:

(1) Uit die getuienis kan afgelei word dat die wond aanvanklik lewensgevaarlik was in die sin dat,
sonder mediese bystand, die oorledene waarskynlik daaraan sou beswyk het. Daardie attribuut
van die wond is egter deur behandeling uit die weg geruim. Die gevolg was dat toe die
oorledene uit die hospitaal ontslaan is, daar nie enige onmiddellike lewensgevaar bestaan het
nie. Trouens, solank hy ooreenkomstig mediese instruksies druksere sou vermy, sou hy,
afgesien van sy verlamming, gesond kon bly.

(2) Dit was nou juis die oorledene se versuim om die instruksies na te kom wat die druksere tot
gevolg gehad het. Op hul beurt het die druksere tot septisemie en die oorledene se dood gelei.
Dit septisemie was dus nie ’n direkte uitvloeisel van die oorspronklike verwonding nie.
Inteendeel was die druksere en die samehangende septisemie die onmiddellike oorsaak van die
oorledene se dood.

(3) Die appellant was ’n opgevoede Swart man wat gematrikuleer het en ’n betrekking in ’n
kommersiële bank beklee het. Uit die oogpunt van ’n parapleeg was sy geriewe tuis ongetwy-
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feld haglik, maar die gebrek aan behoorlike geriewe het nie ’n rol by sy nie-nakoming van die
instruksies gespeel nie. Presies wat die instruksies was, is nie in die getuienis uitgespel nie, maar
dit kom voor dat hy aangesê is om met baie kort tussenposes van sitposisies te verander. Dit kon
hy doen want hy het volle gebruik van sy arms gehad. Soos reeds genoem, is nie bewys dat sy
versuim om soos aangesê van posisie te verander aan ’n voorafgaande depressiewe toestand te
wyte was nie. Dit blyk ook nie dat die oorledene enige eienskappe gehad het wat ’n
noemenswaardige verduideliking vir sy versuim kan bied nie. Ten gunste van die appellante
moet dus gekonkludeer word dat die versuim objektief sowel as relatief onredelik was.

[15] In die lig van hierdie gevolgtrekking moet die appellante se skuldigbevindings en vonnisse op die
derde aanklag ter syde gestel word. Die advokate was dit tereg eens dat die appellante hulle nietemin
aan poging tot moord op die oorledene skuldig gemaak het. Gevolglik moet die bevinding van
skuldig aan moord vervang word met ’n skuldigbevinding aan poging tot moord. ’n Gepaste vonnis is
een van tien jaar gevangenisstraf.
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Criminal law—causation—appellant inflicting wound which without medical treatment would be fatal—later
medical treatment negligent and possibly even grossly negligent—does not exempt assailant from responsibility
for death—murder conviction confirmed

Neutral citation: This judgment may be cited as S v Tembani [2006] SCA 151 (RSA)

JUDGMENT

CAMERON JA

[1] The appellant was convicted of murder in the High Court in Johannesburg and sentenced to 18 years’
imprisonment. 1 This is an appeal with the leave of the trial judge, against his conviction. The appeal
turns on whether an assailant, who inflicts a wound which without treatment would be fatal, but
which is readily treatable, can escape liability for the victim’s death because the medical treatment in
fact received is sub-standard and negligent.

[2] The murder conviction arose from an incident late on Friday night 14 December 1996 at the Ivory Park
informal settlement near Kempton Park in which the appellant shot his 28 year old girlfriend, Ms
Thandi Lamani, at least twice. One bullet entered her chest between the fifth and sixth ribs. It
penetrated her right lung, diaphragm and abdomen, perforating the duodenum. The other entered
her calf, fracturing her tibia and fibula. At his trial, the appellant pleaded not guilty, reserved his
defence and chose not to testify; but the trial court (Hellens AJ with two assessors) rightly accepted
the first-hand accounts of the deceased’s two sisters, Ms Ntombixolo Lamani and Ms Zodwa Lamani.
The former witnessed the appellant shoot the deceased a number of times at point-blank range in the
one-roomed shack they shared, while the latter hastened to the scene from close by while the
accused was still there, armed and uttering murderous imprecations against the injured woman.

[3] She was admitted to Tembisa Hospital on the night of her shooting, and died there fourteen days
later. The evidence established beyond doubt that the appellant intended to kill, and the sole issue on

1 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W).
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appeal is whether he is responsible for her death. If he is, the conviction of murder stands. If not, it
must yield to attempted murder, and his 18-year sentence must be reconsidered.2

[4] The cause of death was officially recorded, and proved at the trial, to be septicaemia in consequence
of a gunshot wound through the chest and abdomen. On appeal the appellant’s main submission was
that the hospital staff and doctors were grossly negligent and that this broke the chain of causation
between his attack on 14 December and her death on 28 December, thus exempting him from liability
for murder.

[5] On the night of the deceased’s admission, the medical personnel at Tembisa cleaned the wound,
inserted an intercostal drain and put her on antibiotic medication; but then—even though the next
day she vomited and complained of abdominal pains, sure signs of peril—she was left insufficiently
attended in the ward until Tuesday. By that time, four long days later, peritonitis (infection of the
abdominal lining) had set in. Only then was a laparotomy (a surgical incision opening the abdominal
cavity) performed, and the gunshot wound properly tracked and sutured, though the sufficiency of
what was done even then is doubtful. Though she was belatedly transferred to the intensive care unit
on 23 December, and a second laparotomy performed on 24 December, it was all too little, far too late.
In the graphic words of the district surgeon who performed the post mortem, Dr Peters, by then
‘everything had gone septic’ (alles het septies geraak), and Thandi Lamani died in what must have been
acute pain and discomfort on 28 December.

[6] The medical evidence makes pitiful reading, and the conclusion is unavoidable that the deceased
received inadequate and negligent care at Tembisa Hospital. The trial court sympathetically observed
that the doctor in charge, Dr Jovanovic—who attempted on the one hand to justify his interventions
and the hospital’s standard of care, while on the other apologising for inadequate treatment and
facilities—was ‘on a cleft stick’.3 Despite his anguished explanations of the arduous conditions under
which medical personnel are obliged to work at Tembisa, the judge found that it had been prima facie
established that the nursing staff and doctors were negligent. His findings may be summarised thus:4

(a) If the gunshot wound had not been treated at all, the deceased would have died from the injury
the appellant inflicted.

(b) The gunshot wound was an indispensable pre-condition (a sine qua non) of the death of the
deceased.

(c) Proper, timeous and adequate medical treatment would with a high degree of probability have
been effective to render it non- fatal.

(d) On admission to Tembisa, the penetrating injury of the abdomen (haemothorax) was
adequately treated by an inter- costal drain.

(e) But appropriate care on admission should have included close observation for at least the first
12 hours, as well as a laparotomy, very soon after admission, in order to trace the path of the
gunshot wound and to establish what damage it had caused. [The defence expert, Dr du Toit,
testified that a laparotomy, promptly performed with proper attendant treatment, would have
ensured a 95% chance of survival.]

(f) The mere insertion of the inter-costal drain was inadequate and was short of the normal
standard of medical care that one is entitled to expect of a reasonably competent hospital and
of reasonably competent doctors.

(g) The deceased was left in an ordinary ward for four days after her admission with nothing but
basic care being given to her and without being properly attended on by a medical practitioner.

(h) The first occasion on which she was properly examined was on Tuesday 18 December, four days
after she was admitted.

2 The delay in the appeal (which we condoned at the hearing) was due; we were informed from the Bar, to the change-over
from the old pro deo system to the new system administered by the Legal Aid Board.

3 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 202d.
4 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 200-201.
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(i) By this time significant peritonitis had set in—probably throughout the abdomen.

(j) The operative procedure a reasonably proficient surgeon should have employed was either an
anastomosis (excising the damaged [necrotic] tissue and joining the duodenum) at a very early
stage, or a gastro-jujunostomy (bypass).

(k) A simple repair of the entry and exit duodenal wounds (as performed on 18 December) was not
appropriate because the tissue would already have been necrotic, and suturing at that stage
was therefore ineffective.

(l) A bypass procedure on 18 December would have given the deceased a significantly higher
chance of survival.

(m) The major fault in the deceased’s care lay with (i) the admitting doctors in not performing a
laparotomy as soon as possible; and (ii) the hospital and doctors in allowing her to lie in an
ordinary ward over four days—during which peritonitis set in.

(n) The totality of the treatment by the hospital and medical staff was substantially short of the
standard of practice that a member of the public is entitled to expect from a reasonably
proficient hospital and reasonably proficient doctors.

(o) The failure to perform timeous and appropriate surgery was a contributing cause to the death in
that with proper care peritonitis and septicaemia could have been avoided.

[7] The judge noted that the hospital was under-staffed, especially over weekends, and that the
doctor/patient and nurse/patient ratios were woefully inadequate. The medical records were
deficient and no proper discipline was enforced in keeping them. The standard of nursing care was
evidently poor. Even though these shortcomings resulted partly from budgetary constraints and lack
of resources, with consequent enforced prioritisation, the judge did not consider he could find the
standard excusably low. It was indeed—

‘a sad experience for me to realise that many of our citizens and members of our society
critically injured or wounded might find themselves by dint of their financial circumstances
exposed to so woefully inadequate [a] system of medical care’.5

[8] These careful findings have rightly not been challenged on appeal and they must form the basis of our
decision. The question is whether the pitiable record of medical neglect and malmanagement they
reveal exculpates the deceased’s assailant from guilty of murder. The trial court held that it did not.
Hellens AJ found that it was of overriding importance that the original wound remained an operating
and substantial cause of death even though the poor medical treatment was also an operating cause:

‘It seems to me not practical to say that a hospital which is overworked and understaffed and
which by virtue of those factors delivers sub-standard medical treatment to a patient can be
held in the circumstances of this case to have been the juridical or legal cause of the death of the
deceased. The deceased died in the same manner and from the same wound with the same
cause as she would have died from had she not been taken to hospital. It seems to me not
logical nor practical to say that the original wounding was merely the setting in which another
cause operated and that the death did not result from the wound’6

[9] The judge accordingly found that the hospital’s and doctors’ negligence was not in the circumstances
‘so overwhelming as to make the original wound merely part of the history behind the patient’s
presence in the hospital so that it could be said that death did not flow from the wound’. Applying a
‘flexible approach to causation’—one that was ‘practical’ rather than ‘over-theoretical’—he consid-
ered it in accord with justice to hold that in the juridical sense the medical negligence did not oust the
causal connection between the shooting and the deceased’s death.7 The appellant was accordingly
convicted of murder.

5 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 202g-h.
6 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 203a-b.
7 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 203c-e.
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Causation, medical negligence and responsibility for murder
[10] It is now well established that a two-stage process is employed in our law to determine whether a

preceding act gives rise to criminal responsibility for a subsequent condition. The first involves
ascertaining the facts; the second imputing legal liability. First it must be established whether the
perpetrator as a matter of fact caused the victim’s death. The inquiry here is whether, without the act,
the victim would have died (that is, whether the act was a conditio sine qua non of the death).8 But the
perpetrator cannot be held responsible for all consequences of which his act is an indispensable
pre-condition. So the inquiry must go on to determine whether the act is linked to the death
sufficiently closely for it to be right to impose legal liability. This is a question of law, which raises
considerations of legal policy.9

[11] In most cases of murder, the first stage of the causation inquiry presents no problem. There can be no
doubt that without the appellant’s murderous attack Thandi Lamani would not have died. Ques-
tioned by the judge, the pathologist for the defence, Dr Du Toit, confirmed that had there been no
medical intervention at all, the gunshot wound would have proved fatal, with ensuing septicaemia
and peritonitis. The wound the appellant inflicted was thus intrinsically fatal.10 What is in issue is legal
responsibility for the death in the manner in which it in fact ensued; and in the form this case presents,
the problem is novel in this court.11

[12] This court has given consideration to the broader problem whether a subsequent intervening act or
omission can exculpate an earlier fatal attacker from liability for death. To the question whether a later
deliberate fatal wounding can exempt a previous fatal assailant from responsibility, it has given no
conclusive answer. In S v Mbambo12 the court expressed the view that, where two assailants
independently inflict injuries on a victim, if it is uncertain whether death ensued as a result of the
combined effect of both injuries or as a result of only one or other of them (it being uncertain which
injury in fact caused death), neither perpetrator can be held responsible for the death, even though it
is medically established that either injury could have caused death.13 The court also considered that
even where the first injury would inevitably have resulted in death, a second independent injury that
operates with decisive and fatal effect before the first injury could result in death, operates as a nova
causa (thus breaking the causal chain and exempting the first assailant from responsibility for the
death).14 On the medical evidence, however, the court in Mbambo found that the first injury (a stone
to the head fracturing the skull) was not in fact a cause of death, while the second (a four-inch stab
wound penetrating the left lung) was. The stone-thrower was therefore not responsible for the killing,
but the stabber was.

[13] In S v Daniëls15 the first accused shot the deceased in the chest. Without emergency medical
treatment (which was inaccessible), the chest wounds would have resulted in death within half an
hour; but the victim then received a second gunshot to the head. This caused instant death. Since it
was reasonably possible that it was not the first accused, but the second, who inflicted the head injury,
the question was whether the first accused bore responsibility for the death. The court split. Nicholas
AJA and Botha JA considered that the perpetrators acted with common purpose; since their joint

8 Sv Daniëls 1983 (3) SA 275 (A) 331B (statement in minority judgment of Jansen JA, adopted in S v Mokgethi 1990 (1) SA 32 (A)
39G-H).

9 Minister of Police v Skosana 1977 (1) SA 31 (A) 34G-H per Corbett JA (‘This is basically a juridical problem, in which
considerations of legal policy may play a part’).

10 The wound was in other words ‘mortal per se’ in the sense identified by Beadle J in R v Mubila 1956 (1) SA 31 (SR) 33E-F (‘an
intrinsically dangerous wound from which the injured person is likely to die if he receives no medical attention’). HLA Hart
and Tony Honoré Causation in the Law (2 ed, 1985) pp 241-242 and 353 identify three other senses of ‘mortal wound’: (i)
sufficient to cause the death of a person of average constitution under normal circumstances; (ii) highly likely to cause the
death of a particular victim, given his constitution and the likelihood of medical assistance; (iii) in fact causing death even
though not mortal in senses (i) and (ii) (eg a scratch the victim neglected).

11 In S v Mini 1963 (1) SA 188 (A) 189D-G the appellant stabbed the deceased who died of a pulmonary embolism ten days later,
after receiving medical treatment. It was argued that the deceased would have had a better chance of recovery had he been
treated earlier, but the court dismissed the argument on the basis that the evidence showed not that the medical treatment
caused the death, but merely that other treatment might have prevented the death.

12 1965 (2) SA 845 (A).
13 at 855B-C, per Wessels JA, Steyn CJ concurring.
14 at 857E-F, Rumpff JA at 846H expressing no apparent disagreement on these issues.
15 1983 (3) SA 275 (A).
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conduct caused the death the first accused was guilty of murder; but without the common purpose
the reasoning in Mbambo applied, with the result that he could not have been found guilty of
murder.16 Van Winsen AJA and Jansen JA disagreed. They treated the views expressed in Mbambo as
obiter,17 but in any event dissented from them: they considered that, as a matter of policy, a
perpetrator who inflicts a wound that will in the circumstances cause death should not escape liability
for the death merely because a subsequently inflicted mortal wound hastens death.18 Trengove JA
however agreed with Nicholas AJA that the first wound could not be considered a cause of death
because of the supervention of the second; but finding no common purpose he held that a conviction
only of attempted murder was competent.19

[14] Because of the findings on the medical evidence in Mbambo, the views expressed on the criminal
liability of the first attacker were in my view indeed not necessary for that decision; nor, in the light of
the finding of Nicholas AJA and Botha JA in Daniëls that the perpetrators in that case acted with a
common purpose, was it pivotal to their decision whether the first or the second wound was the cause
of death: the views of those judges on the binding status of Mbambo were accordingly not
indispensable to their decision.20

[15] As a result, the question whether an assailant who inflicts a fatal wound is exempted from liability for
death where a second wound thereafter causes immediate death remains undecided. This leaves
open also the broader question, which this case presents, whether any culpable later intervention (or
omission) can be held to exculpate the earlier actor from liability, and, if so, on what basis.21

[16] In S v Mokgethi 22 it was held that the negligent and unreasonable conduct of the victim himself
interrupted the chain of causation. A gunshot rendered the deceased a paraplegic confined to a
wheelchair. Despite the injury he recovered well, and received instruction on the dangers of pressure
sores and their prevention. But he unreasonably failed to apply proper self- care, and pressure sores
developed that led to septicaemia from which he died six months later. The court held that the
assailants could not be held responsible for his death. Though initially the wound was mortally
dangerous in that without medical intervention the deceased would probably have died because of
it, the threat to his life was eliminated by the proper medical care and instruction he received. The
eventually fatal septicaemia was caused not by the original wound, but by the deceased’s own
unreasonable failure to follow instructions. Even though the gunshot wound was an indispensable
pre-condition of the death, the trial court’s conviction of murder was changed to attempted
murder.23 The outcome may be contrasted with the case where the perpetrator’s own actions impel
the victim to take self-injuring action: the perpetrator remains liable.24

16 at 303–304.
17 at 313–314, per van Winsen AJA; 333B-H, per Jansen JA.
18 at 314B-C. Van Winsen AJA said:

‘I find it, with respect, difficult to reconcile myself with a proposition the effect of which is such that where one person
deliberately inflicts wounds on another which inevitably would cause the death of such person [the former] can only
be found guilty of assault or attempted murder because someone other than that person thereafter also inflicts a
fatal wound which must then be considered a nova causa interveniens.’

Jansen JA endorsed this approach at 330H-331A and 332H-333A (‘In the specific circumstances of this case it seems to me
that no policy reasons exist to exempt the first appellant from responsibility for the consequence, which did ensue in
accordance with his intention, but that it would be just and desirable to hold him responsible and find him guilty of murder’).
(My translations.)

19 at 324–326.
20 This accords with the analysis of Daniëls by JM Burchell in South African Criminal Law and Procedure vol 1 General Principles of

the Criminal Law (3 ed, 1997) pp 60-61.
21 CR Snyman Criminal Law (4 ed, 2002) pp 88–90 treats the problem in Daniëls (subsequent deliberate conduct) and in the

present case (later negligent conduct) as raising in principle similar issues for the prior actor’s criminal responsibility,
whereas other writers deal with ‘medical negligence’ as a separate head.

22 1990 (1) SA 32 (A).
23 at 47C-I.
24 See HLA Hart and Tony Honoré Causation in the Law (2 ed, 1985) pp 144-145; Royall v The Queen (1991) 172 CLR 378 (HC) (an act

by a person in the interests of self-preservation, in the face of violence or threats of violence by another, which results in
his/her death, does not negative a causal connection between the violence or threats of violence and the death: where the
perpetrator induces in the victim a well-founded apprehension of physical harm so as to make it a natural consequence (or
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[17] Mokgethi concerned the victim’s own unreasonable and negligent failure to take self-care, after he
had recovered from the fatal attack, which could therefore not be considered the immediate cause of
death.25 Although the factual setting differs, Mokgethi’s approach to the determination of legal
liability applies; since the court adopted what Van Heerden JA called a ‘supple’ or ‘elastic yardstick’ for
determining whether policy considerations require that legal responsibility should be imputed. The
ultimate question is whether there is a sufficiently close link between the act and the consequence.26

[18] Among South African writers there have long been divergent views as to whether negligent medical
care can be regarded as a supervening cause exempting the original assailant from liability. JRL
Milton, adopting the approach of PMA Hunt, suggests that in general an event (including a natural
event and voluntary human conduct on the part of the victim himself or a third person) is likely to be
held to interrupt causation if it is abnormal—that is, ‘unlikely, in the light of human experience, to
follow an act such as that committed by [the perpetrator]’.27 Regarding medical treatment, he starts
from the express premise that ‘in modern times medical proficiency is normal and that negligent,
improper procedures are abnormal’. On this basis he proposes that the rule should be that—

‘medical treatment which is carried out bona fide is a novus actus only if: (i) it is negligent [in a
footnote the author adds ‘or perhaps ‘‘grossly negligent″’]; and (ii) but for that medical
negligence (and supposing proper, careful treatment) [the victim] would not have died when
he did’.28

[19] If this were accepted, the appellant must be acquitted of murder, since it is plain that the medical
treatment the deceased received at Tembisa was negligent (and perhaps ‘grossly negligent’). The trial
judge however expressly rejected Milton’s approach as ‘too broad and sweeping’, holding that
factually the premise that medical proficiency in South Africa is normal, and negligent improper
procedures abnormal, was wrong.29

[20] CR Snyman approves the trial court’s reasoning and decision:

‘Where the injuries were serious and the victim’s life could have been saved by correct medical
treatment, but the treatment was in fact negligent or improper, he considers that the
perpetrator’s liability for the ensuing death depends on ‘whether, at this time, and in this
country, one can expect medical treatment always to be proper and proficient’. Since the
answer must be No, he considers the trial court’s decision to be correct and realistic. Quite apart
from the possibility of future additional strains on the country’s health care infrastructure, ‘it
seems unjust to allow X, who has intentionally inflicted a lethal or at least very serious injury to
Y, to argue afterwards that the subsequent improper medical care should redound to his
benefit and absolve him from full responsibility for his deed’. 30

Snyman suggests however that the outcome might be different if the medical treatment is not merely
negligent, but grossly negligent.

[21] In his thesis, writing before the decisions of this court that established the two-stage process for the
determination of legal liability, FFW van Oosten presciently drew attention to the distinction between
the purely factual aspect of determining causation and the question of responsibility, of which the
decisions on medical negligence did not always take account.31

reasonable) that the victim would take measures to escape, and is then injured in the course of escaping, that injury is caused
by the accused’s conduct—see the judgment of Mason CJ at 389–390).

25 See 1990 (1) SA 32 (A) 41B-C.
26 at 40–41 and 45G-H, approved in International Shipping Co (Pty) Ltd v Bentley 1990 (1) SA 680 (A) 701, and applied in S v Counter

2003 (1) SACR 143 (SCA) para 29.
27 South African Criminal Law and Procedure vol II Common-law Crimes (3 ed, 1996) (for whose first edition PMA Hunt was

responsible) p 331, following Hart & Honoré Causation in the Law (2 ed, 1985) pp 240 and following.
28 Work cited above p 345
29 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 199g-i.
30 Criminal Law (4 ed, 2002) p 89.
31 Oorsaaklikheid by Moord en Strafbare Manslag (LLD thesis, University of Pretoria, 1981) p 459–460.
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[22] Hart and Honoré observe that ‘some doubt surrounds the effect of improper medical treatment on
the responsibility of the accused person’.32 They note that ‘improper medical treatment is unfortu-
nately too frequent in human experience for it to be considered abnormal in the sense of
extraordinary’.33 After surveying mainly the United States and English cases, they summarise thus:

‘Where, as in England, the distinction between mortal wounds and others is not insisted on,
subsequent negligent treatment if lacking in ‘‘common knowledge or skill’’ may relieve
accused of further liability even if it is not of a character sufficient without the wound to cause
death and a fortiori if it is. Where the distinction is drawn, if the original wound is mortal no
subsequent negligence relieves accused of responsibility for homicide. If it is not mortal,
though ‘‘dangerous’’ some authorities allow subsequent negligence to relieve only if it is of a
character sufficient to have killed the victim independently of the wound.’

[23] The authors refer with apparent approval to the decision of the English military appeal court in R v
Smith,34 which Hellens AJ applied in deciding the present case,35 and which bears out their
proposition that ‘if the original wound is mortal no subsequent negligence relieves accused of
responsibility for homicide’. In Smith, the accused stabbed the victim in the lung. The medical
treatment administered was inappropriate and harmful; if he had received immediate and different
treatment, he might not have died; and with a blood transfusion (which was unavailable) his chances
of recovery might have been 75%. Despite this, the court of appeal held the assailant responsible for
the death. Lord Parker CJ rejected the argument that if something happened that impeded the
chance of the deceased recovering then the death did not result from the original wound:

‘It seems to the court that, if at the time of death the original wound is still an operating and
substantial cause, then the death can properly be said to be the result of the wound, albeit that
some other cause of death is also operating. Only if it can be said that the original wounding is
merely the setting in which another cause operates can it be said that the death does not result
from the wound. Putting it another way, only if the second cause is so overwhelming as to make
the original wound merely part of the history can it be said that the death does not flow from
the wound.’36

[24] In a broader context, Hart and Honoré comment that ‘it is clear that the idea that one who deliberately
wounds another takes on himself the risk of death from that wound, whatever the reason for the
failure to treat it properly, has an attraction which may be only partly penal in origin’:

‘It seems to draw, in addition, on the primitive idea that an omission to treat or to cure, like the
failure to turn off a tap, cannot be called a cause of death or flooding in the same sense as the
infliction of the wound or the original turning on of the tap.’37

[25] ‘Primitive’, in the sense the word shares with ‘prime’ or ‘primal’, merely denotes ‘the earliest times in
history or stages in evolution or development’,38 and I do not understand the authors to disclaim the
idea they describe. On the contrary, it seems to me to illuminate well the basis for imputing liability
both in Smith and in present case. The deliberate infliction of an intrinsically dangerous wound, from
which the victim is likely to die without medical intervention, must in my view generally lead to
liability for an ensuing death, whether or not the wound is readily treatable, and even if the medical
treatment later given is sub-standard or negligent, unless the victim so recovers that at the time of the
negligent treatment the original injury no longer poses a danger to life. In the latter event, as was
found in Smith, the original wounding merely provides a setting in which a further cause takes
substantial effect. In the present case, the trial court rightly found that at the time of the deficient
treatment, the original wound was still an operating and substantial cause of death, and that it could
not be said that it merely provided the ‘setting’ within which the negligent conduct of the hospital
staff operated.

32 Causation in the Law (2 ed, 1985) p 354.
33 Work cited above pp 355–356.
34 [1959] 2 All ER 193 (Courts-Martial Appeal Court).
35 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 198d-f.
36 [1959] 2 All ER 193 at 198D-F.
37 Causation in the Law (2 ed, 1985) p 362.
38 Concise Oxford Dictionary.
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[26] In my view, the justification for this approach may be found in two interconnecting considerations of
policy. The first relates to the culpability of the assailant; the second to the context in which he harms
his victim. First, an assailant who deliberately inflicts an intrinsically fatal wound embraces, through
his conscious conduct, the risk that death may ensue.39 The fact that others may fail to intervene to
save the injured person does not, while the wound remains mortal, diminish the moral culpability of
the perpetrator, and should not in my view diminish his legal culpability. That is so even where those
others fail culpably in breach of a duty they independently owe to the victim. It would offend justice to
allow such an assailant to escape the consequences of his conduct because of the subsequent failings
of others, who owe no duty to him, whose interventions he has no right to demand, and on whose
proficiency he has no entitlement to rely. Their failings in relation to the victim cannot diminish the
burden of moral and legal guilt he must bear.

[27] The second consideration reinforces the first. In a country where medical resources are not only
sparse but grievously maldistributed, it seems to me quite wrong to impute legal liability on the
supposition that efficient and reliable medical attention will be accessible to a victim, or to hold that
its absence should exculpate a fatal assailant from responsibility for death. Such an approach would
misrepresent reality, for it presumes levels of service and access to facilities that do not reflect the
living conditions of a considerable part, perhaps the majority, of the country’s population. To assume
the uniform availability of sound medical intervention would impute legal liability in its absence on
the basis of a fiction and this cannot serve the creation of a sound system of criminal liability.

[28] I therefore endorse the views of those writers40 who regard improper medical treatment as neither
abnormal nor extraordinary and hold that the supervention of negligent treatment does not
constitute an intervening cause that exculpates an assailant while the wound is still intrinsically fatal.

[29] In view of the allusion to it by some of the authorities, I should add that I do not consider that even
gross negligence in the administration of medical treatment should be sufficient to relieve the
original perpetrator of criminal liability for an ensuing death.
The trial judge in the present case did not make a finding that the hospital was ‘grossly’ negligent:
indeed he pointed out that neither the hospital nor the medical personnel were on trial or
represented by counsel who could defend them.41 He did however find, with full justification, that the
total treatment the deceased received was ‘substantially’ short of the standard of practice that a
member of the public is entitled to expect from a reasonably proficient hospital and reasonably
proficient doctors.42

It is not necessary to determine whether ‘substantial’ absence of reasonable proficiency connotes the
presence of gross negligence, since I am prepared to assume in favour of the appellant that a finding
of gross negligence may be warranted. Even so, while the wound remains intrinsically fatal, even
gross negligence should not permit escape from legal liability for its consequences.43

[30] In this regard, for purposes of causation, I would adopt subject to one change the statement in R v
Mabole,44 that an assailant ‘must have regard to the social environment as well as the physical, and the
reasonably predictable consequences of any act of his in the former field’:

‘In this case the reasonably predictable consequences of the accused’s attack on the deceased
were that he would require medical attention; and in the state of present knowledge mistakes
in diagnosis and treatment are a commonplace. Provided, then, that medical attention is given
with goodwill and reasonable efficiency, in my view the accused cannot complain of mistakes
in diagnosis and treatment.’
I would erase ‘and reasonable efficiency’. In my view an assailant is entitled always to expect
that medical attention will be given in good faith, and to hope that it will be given also with

39 See the views of Hart and Honoré set out in para 24* above.
40 See the views of Snyman set out in para 21*, and those of Hart & Honoré in para 22* above.
41 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 200a-c.
42 1999 (1) SACR 192 (W) 201h.
43 It follows that I do not endorse the criticism of the approach of Hellens AJ expressed by Jordaan AJ in S v Counter 2000 (2)

SACR 241 (T) [affirmed by this court without comment on this point: 2003 (1) SACR 143 (SCA)] at 249–250; and in S v
Ramosunya 2000 (2) SACR 257 (T) 264–265 (Bertelsmann J concurring).

44 1968 (4) SA 811 (R) 816D-E, per Young J.
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reasonable efficiency; but where the latter is lacking and death ensues it does not entitle him to
exculpation. I would apply this standard also in the case of ‘gross negligence’, so long as ‘gross’
is not taken to imply absence of good faith.

[31] Existing first-instance authority preponderantly,45 though not universally,46 tends to support the
imposition of liability in the present case, as does the decision of this court in S v Counter.47

[32] The appeal is dismissed.

E CAMERON

JUDGE OF APPEAL

CONCUR: HEHER JA
COMBRINCK AJA
MALAN AJA
THERON AJA

45 R v Mouton 1944 CPD 399; R v Loubser 1953 (2) PH H190; R v Mubila 1956 (1) SA 31 (SR); R v du Plessis 1960 (2) SA 642 (T); S v Norman
1961 (2) PH H262 (GW); R v Formani 1962 PH H252 (SR); S v Mabole 1968 (4) SA 811 (R); S v Dawood 1972 (3) SA 825 (N). The
decisions then available were surveyed by FFW van Oosten, Oorsaaklikheid by Moord en Strafbare Manslag (LLD thesis, University
of Pretoria, 1981) pp 448 and following. In S v Ramosunya 2000 (2) SACR 257 (T) the victim of a stabbing died the day after her
discharge from hospital, of sepsis of the lungs, but there was no proof that the original stab wounds (near the left collar bone) had
caused the death: on appeal the accused was acquitted of murder, but convicted of attempted murder instead.

46 The odd one out is the decision in S v Motomane 1961 (4) SA 569 (W) (medical practitioner taking prudent, but not necessary,
decision in treating stab wound held to have broken causal chain).

47 2003 (1) SACR 143 (SCA).
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Flynote:

Traffic offences—Exceeding speed limit in contravention of s 85(4)(b) of Road Traffic Act 29 of 1989—Defences—
Lack of unlawfulness—Magistrate speeding in order to get to court on time—Magistrate’s action could not be
countenanced by legal convictions of community—His action unlawful.

Court—Judicial officer—Conduct of—Important that court officials, especially judicial officers, should conduct
themselves in such a manner that perceptions not created in the minds of general public that they regard
themselves as being above the law—Magistrate failing to appear for appeal although opposing appeal and
having filed heads of argument.

Headnote

The respondent, a regional court magistrate, had been charged in a magistrate’s court with a contravention
of s 85(4)(b) of the Road Traffic Act 29 of 1989 in that he had driven a motor vehicle in excess of the speed
limit of 80 km per hour by driving at 129 km per hour. He was acquitted at his trial, the magistrate accepting
the respondent’s excuse that, through no fault of his own, he had left home for court later than usual and, in
order to adhere to an undertaking which he had given a witness in a case which was to come before him that
morning, he had travelled in excess of the speed limit. The Director of Public Prosecutions was, however, not
satisfied with the decision of the magistrate acquitting the respondent and invoked the provisions of Rule
67(13) of the Rules promulgated under the Magistrates’ Courts Act 32 of 1944 and appealed against the said
decision. The provisions of Rule 67(13), read together with s 310 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977,
provide that the Director of Public Prosecutions may only appeal against a decision of a lower court on a
question of law. The facts upon which the State case against the respondent was based were not in dispute
and the issues in respect of which the Director of Public Prosecutions appealed related to the application of
the relevant law to those facts.

The Court felt constrained to comment on the respondent’s behaviour in this appeal: He had filed heads of
argument in which he made it quite clear that he was opposing the appeal and that he stood by the heads of
argument filed on his behalf in the court a quo in support of his acquittal. At the same time, he indicated that
he did not intend to appear during the hearing of the appeal. He gave no reasons for this attitude. When the
appeal was called, the respondent did not appear and neither was there any appearance on his behalf. The
Court remarked that it was important to emphasise that court officials, especially judicial officers, should
conduct themselves in such a manner that perceptions were not created in the minds of the general public
that they regarded themselves as being above the law. Such a perception could certainly discredit the
administration of justice in the eyes of the public and, consequently, bring the administration of justice into
disrepute, which we could ill-afford, given the obvious need to improve the image of the judiciary in the
Republic of South Africa.
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As to the merits of the appeal, the respondent denied that his action in exceeding the prescribed speed limit
was unlawful in that his actions, in the circumstances, were not contrary to the legal convictions of the
society. Alternatively, he submitted that, at all material times, he believed that his actions were reasonable
and, therefore, that he did not have the necessary intention to commit the offence. The latter leg of the
defence was not proceeded with. During the trial the parties agreed that the only defence which the
appellant was pursuing was the former one relating to absence of unlawfulness, namely that in spite of the
fact that his action in exceeding the prescribed speed limit corresponded with the definition of the
proscription as set out in the relevant section of the Road Traffic Act, he nevertheless had acted in
accordance with the legal convictions of society and therefore lawfully in the circumstances.

Held, that not only was the magistrate’s treatment of the matter unacceptably superficial, but it was also
evident that he took into consideration factors which were irrelevant for purposes of the enquiry in
question. In either case he had misdirected himself. The Court was therefore at large to disregard his
judgment and to determine the question of unlawfulness afresh.

Held, further, that the preamble to the Road Traffic Act 29 of 1989 provided that the purpose of the Act was,
inter alia, to regulate the traffic on public roads, the primary objective being, no doubt, to ensure safety for
those who utilised such roads. The interest sought to be protected by the legislation, particularly by
s 85(4)(b) thereof, was, therefore, ultimately the physical safety of the members of the public. It was
significant that the Legislature regarded the interests of road safety to be so important that, in s 148 of the
Act, it decreed that not even the State would be exempt from the operation of the provisions thereof. If one
looked at the measures to which the respondent could have resorted in order to avoid the transgression, it
was clear from his own evidence that he could and should have telephoned to report to the court officials
the predicament with which he was faced, a measure much less drastic than the one he chose.

Held, further, that should the decision of the court a quo be upheld, it needed little imagination to envisage
the number and the types of ’defences’ with which the criminal courts would be faced whenever persons
were charged with contravening this type of legislation: this would open the floodgates to a multiplicity of
putative defences.

Held, further, applying the boni mores as a legal standard, the conclusion at which the Court had arrived was
that the respondent’s action could not be countenanced by the legal convictions of the community. It had
to follow that the respondent’s action on the occasion in question was not justified and, therefore, that it
was unlawful. The appeal was upheld. ....

...

JUDGMENT
MSIMANG AJ

[1] The respondent in this appeal is a regional court magistrate stationed at George. During the period
covering 3 March 2000 he was doing duty at the Knysna Circuit Court and had to commute daily from
George for that purpose. It would appear that, due to certain circumstances which he had not
foreseen and through no fault on his part, he departed from George on the morning of 3 March 2000
later than he was wont to do. It so happened that, on the previous day (2 March 2000), he had given an
undertaking to a State witness that, on the following day (3 March 2000), the court proceedings would
commence promptly at 09h00 and that she would begin giving her testimony at that time, thus
enabling her to return to her work on the same day and not forfeit her earnings for that day. Ordinarily,
the respondent would leave home at 08h00 to undertake the 45 minute trip to Knysna. However, on
the day in question, due to the said circumstances, he could only leave home at 08h30. He therefore
found himself compelled to drive faster than he would normally do so as to enable him to make up for
the lost time and arrive at his destination on time. While he was driving on the N2—Keytersnek Road,
which is a public road situate in the district of Knysna, he drove through a speed trap operated by a
traffic officer attached to the Cape Provincial Traffic Department. He was found to have driven at a
speed of 129 kilometres per hour which was in excess of the maximum speed permitted on that
section of the road (namely, 80 kilometres per hour). This incident led to his being charged with a
contravention of s 85(4)(b) of the Road Traffic Act 29 of 1989. He subsequently appeared before the
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Knysna magistrate’s court on this charge and pleaded ’not guilty’. After a trial, during which he was
represented by an attorney, the appellant was found not guilty and acquitted. The Director of Public
Prosecutions was, however, not satisfied with the decision of the magistrate acquitting the
respondent and, on 25 Januay 2001, he invoked the provisions of Rule 67(13) of the Rules
promulgated under the Magistrates’ Courts Act 32 of 1944 and appealed against the said decision. ....

[2] Returning now to the merits of the appeal, the defence which the respondent raised in the court a quo
is set out in para 4 of the written explanation of his plea which was handed in on his behalf in that
court. It amounts to this: he denied that his action in exceeding the prescribed speed limit was
unlawful in that his actions, in the circumstances, were not contrary to the legal convictions of the
society. ... During the trial the parties agreed that the only defence which the appellant was pursuing
was the former one relating to absence of unlawfulness, namely, that in spite of the fact that his action
in exceeding the prescribed speed limit corresponded with the definition of the proscription as set
out in the relevant section of the Road Traffic Act, he nevertheless had acted in accordance with the
legal convictions of society and therefore lawfully in the circumstances.

[3] The best point of departure when dealing with the element of unlawfulness in a crime is, in my view,
the prohibited act. The act must first be prohibited by the law on pain of conviction and punishment.
That is, however, not the end of the enquiry. If indeed the act falls within the definition of the
prohibited act, it must still be shown that the act was not justified. Only then will the act be unlawful.
There are a number of grounds of justification which are recognised in our law, eg self-defence,
necessity, duress etc. The list does not, however, constitute a numerus clausus. As it was pointed out in
Clarke v Hurst NO and Others 1992 (4) SA 630 (D) at 650H—651A:

‘There is, however, not a numerus clausus of grounds of justification. The stereotyped grounds
of justification are specific grounds of justification of otherwise, wrongful conduct which with
the passage of time have become crystallised, with their own rules limiting the scope of their
application. Wrongfulness is, however, a distinct and generally applicable element of delictual
as well as criminal liability on the common law.’

[4] Apart from the fact that it would be impossible to give an exhaustive list of the grounds of
justification, an attempt to do so would, in any event, stultify the development of our common law on
the subject. A number of yardsticks have been suggested for the determination of unlawfulness in
instances falling outside the recognised grounds of justification. The weight of authority is, however,
firmly in favour of the view that, in such instances, the criterion of boni mores (viz the legal (and not
moral) convictions of the community) should be used as a legal standard for determining the
unlawfulness of the act. If, employing the said standard, the act is found to be contrary to the said
convictions; the act is therefore unreasonable and unlawful. If, however, the converse is true, the act
would be lawful. (Clarke v Hurst (supra at 651G—H)). In the ultimate instance, the determination of the
unlawfulness (or otherwise) of a particular act depends on a value judgment as to what is reasonable
in the circumstances based on considerations of morality and policy. ...

[5] It is against these principles that the judgment of the trial court acquitting the respondent should be
tested. Giving the reasons for its finding that the respondent’s actions in the circumstances accorded
with the legal convictions of the community, the trial court put the position as follows (at p 77 of the
record):

‘Die beskuldigde het deurentyd aangevoer dat hy die betrokke wetsvoorskrif doelbewus
oortree het met die uitsluitlike doel om die belange van die regspleging te bevorder. Dit het dus
nie gegaan oor persoonlike belange nie, maar belange van die Staat en meer in besonder die
regspleging. Beskuldigde was deurgaans gedagtig aan sy pligte as regspreker. Om hierdie
oogmerk te kon bereik het hy sy eie veiligheid op die spel geplaas. Beskuldigde was deurentyd
waaksaam onderwyl hy bestuur het en sy aandag was deurentyd op die pad en toestande op
die pad gevestig. Hy het voldoende sorg gedra en sou hy nie in die spoedlokval betrap word nie
sou (soos dit het) bes moontlik sy oogmerk bereik het.’

(Translation: The accused constantly argued that he deliberately violated the legal rule in issue
with the sole purpose of promoting the interests of the administration of justice. It therefore did
not concern personal interests, but interests of the state, and more particularly the administra-
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tion of justice. Accused was always mindful of his duties as magistrate. In order to achieve this
aim, he placed his own safety at risk. Accused was always attentive while driving and his
attention was always focused on the road and road conditions. He took adequate care and if he
had not been caught in the speed trap (as he was), he would very likely have succeeded in his
aim.)

The trial court concluded (at p 78 of the record) that:

‘Ek is verder oortuig dat beskuldigde se optrede onder die omstandighede redelik was en dus
regverdigbaar.’

(Translation: I am further convinced that the accused’s conduct was reasonable and thus
justifiable under the circumstances.)

[6] In my view, not only was the magistrate’s treatment of the matter unacceptably superficial, but it is
also evident that he took into consideration factors which are irrelevant for purposes of the enquiry in
question. In either case he misdirected himself. I am therefore at large to disregard his judgment and
to determine the question of unlawfulness afresh.

[7] The preamble to the Road Traffic Act 29 of 1989 provides that the purpose of the Act is, inter alia, to
regulate the traffic on public roads, the primary objective being, no doubt, to ensure safety for those
who utilise such roads. The interest sought to be protected by the legislation, particularly by s 85(4)(b)
thereof, is, therefore, ultimately the physical safety of the members of the public. On the other hand,
the trial court found that, by transgressing the legislation, the respondent was attempting to keep the
promise he had made to a witness the previous day to the effect that he would start the court
proceedings on time. The court concluded that, in transgressing the law, the respondent was
therefore promoting the interests of the administration of justice. I shall assume (without deciding) in
favour of the respondent that, in transgressing the provisions of s 85(4)(b) of the Road Traffic Act on
the occasion in question, he was promoting the interests of the administration of justice. Can it,
however, be said that those interests are in the circumstances weightier than those sought to be
protected by the provisions of the section itself? What about the fact that the Legislature regarded the
latter interests to be so important that, in s 148 of the Act, it decreed that not even the State would be
exempt from the operation of the provisions thereof? Again, if one looks at the measures to which the
respondent could (and in my view should) have resorted in order to avoid the transgression, it is clear
from his own evidence that he could and should have telephoned to report to the court officials the
predicament with which he was faced, a measure much less drastic than the one he chose. No doubt
all involved would have understood. After all he would have been late only by approximately 15
minutes. This factor was completely ignored by the trial court. Besides, should the decision of the
court a quo be upheld, it needs little imagination to envisage the number and the types of ’defences’
with which the criminal courts would be faced whenever persons are charged with contravening this
type of legislation. In my view, this would open the floodgates to a multiplicity of putative defences.

[8] Applying the boni mores as a legal standard, the conclusion at which I have arrived is that the
respondent’s action cannot be countenanced by the legal convictions of the community. It must then
follow that the respondent’s action on the occasion in question was not justified and, therefore, that it
was unlawful.

[9] I accordingly find that the State indeed proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the respondent was
guilty of contravening s 85(4)(b) of the Road Traffic Act 29 of 1989. In all circumstances of the case, I
would allow the appeal and set aside the judgment of the court a quo in terms whereof the
respondent was acquitted.

[10] Hlophe JP concurred.
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Sleutelwoorde

Strafreg—Persone, verantwoordelikheid van—Noodweer ter verdediging van goed—Wanneer ’n geldige ver-
weer—Bewyslas op Staat om daardie vorm van noodweer ook te weerlê.

Kopnota

Afhangende van omstandighede, is dit geoorloof om ’n ander te dood of te beseer by wyse van noodweer
ter verdediging van goed. Die bewyslas rus op die Staat om daardie vorm van noodweer ook te weerlê.

Nadat ’n winkelier, wat veel te verduur gehad het met winkelbrake, verskeie maatreëls daarteen, sonder
uitwerking, getref het, het hy, met medewete van die polisie, ’n haelgeweer so in sy winkel gestel dat ’n
inbreker die stel sou aftrap wanneer hy by ’n bepaalde venster inkom of goed agter die toonbank kom vat,
en dat die skoot hom dan na verwagting in die been sou tref. Op die winkeldeur het hy in albei landstale ’n
kennisgewing aangebring met die strekking dat ’n haelgeweer in die winkel gestel is en dat enigeen wat
daar ingaan en geskiet raak, dit op sy eie verantwoordelikheid doen. Daar het weer ’n inbreker gekom, die
stel afgetrap en ’n dodelike wond opgedoen. Op ’n aanklag van moord het die winkelier hom op noodweer
beroep en is op grond daarvan vrygespreek. Na aanleiding daarvan het die Minister ingevolge artikel 385
van Wet 56 van 1955 sekere vrae aan die Hof voorgelê. Die Staat het nie bewys dat daar vir die winkelier ’n
ander minder gevaarlike en doeltreffende middel beskikbaar was wat hy redelikerwyse kon gebruik het om
sy goed te beskerm nie, en die moontlikheid dat die oorledene wel van die kennisgewing geweet het, was
nie weerlê nie en kon nie as redelike moontlikheid uitgeskakel word nie.

Beslis, waarmee RUMPFF, A.R. en EILLIAMSON, A.R., nie saamgestem het nie, dat die Staat nie bewys het dat
die perke van noodweer oorskry is nie.

Flynote

Criminal law—Persons, liability of—Self-defence of property—When a valid defence—Onus on State to rebut
that form of self-defence also.

Headnote

Depending on the circumstances, it is permissible to kill or injure another by way of self-defence in the
defence of property. The onus rests upon the State to rebut that form of self-defence also.

After a shopkeeper, who had suffered greatly from shop-breaking, had taken other precautions without
effect, he had, with the knowledge of the police, rigged up a shotgun in such a manner that a person
breaking in would fire it if he came in by a certain window or came to fetch goods behind the counter, and
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that the shot would then be expected to hit him in the leg. He had placed a notice on the shop door in both
official languages to the effect that a shotgun had been placed in the shop and that anybody who entered
and was shot did so at his own risk. A person again broke in, set off the contrivance and received a fatal
wound. On a charge of murder the shopkeeper invoked self-defence and was discharged on that ground. As
a result thereof the Minister put certain questions to the Court in terms of section 385 of Act 56 of 1955. The
State had not proved that there was a less dangerous yet effective means which he could reasonably have
adopted to protect his property, and the possibility that the deceased actually knew of the notice was not
rebutted and was a reasonable possibility which could not be rejected.

Held (RUMPFF, J.A. and WILLIAMSON, J.A., dissenting), that the State had not proved that the limits of
self-defence had been exceeded.

JUDGMENT
STEYN HR

[1] ... Uit die voorgaande blyk dit dat doodslag ter verdediging van goed ongetwyfeld geoorloof is waar
die omstandighede sodanig is dat daar gevaar vir die verdediger se lyf of lewe is, en die aanslag anders
nie afgeweer kan word nie. Dit is die soort geval wat geredelik sal voorkom waar die goed, bv. teen ’n
vasberade dief of brandstigter, verdedig moet word. Waar die dief of brandstigter hom met geweld
teen die verdediger verset, kan geweld beantwoord word met die geweld wat nodig is om dit te bowe
te kom en die goed te behou, en as hy deur niks minder afgeweer kan word nie, sou doodslag
geoorloof wees. Daaroor skyn ons skrywers dit almal eens te wees. Maar dit sou dan ook nie ’n suiwer
geval van verdediging van goed wees nie. Soos Carpzovius tereg opmerk, het ons dan eintlik met
selfverdediging te doen. By die beoordeling van so ’n geval, word die verdediging van die goed bloot
toevallig en insidenteel. Die verskil van mening tree in wanneer lyfs—en lewensgevaar vir die
verdediger van goed uitgeskakel word, soos in die gevalle van die voortvlugtige dief wat die goed
saamvat, deur Clarus, Perezius, Carpzovius, Boehmer en Schorer genoem. Soos ek ons skrywers
verstaan, sou daar ook waar daar geen sodanige gevaar is nie, geen beswaar bestaan teen
noodsaaklike geweld wat die aantaster se lewe nie in gevaar sou stel nie. Dit is oor noodsaaklike
doodslag dat hulle verdeeld is. Wat dit betref, wil dit my voorkom dat die mening van diegene wat
selfs noodsaaklike doodslag as geoorloof beskou, verkieslik is. Indien noodsaaklike geweld in
beginsel wel geoorloof is—soos dit blyk te wees—dan is dit my nie duidelik waarom by noodsaaklike
doodslag van daardie geginsel afgewyk moet word nie. Die beswaar, deur verstaanbare menslike
oorwegings ingegee, teen die oneweredigheid tussen goed en lewe, lyk my as algemene uitsluitings-
grond regtens nie oortuigend nie. De Wet en Swanepoel, S.A. Strafreg, bl. 70, merk op dat dit nie
houdbaar is om by noodweer die waarde van die beskermde belang en die waarde van die
aangerande belang teen mekaar op te weeg nie. Dit moet toegegee word, meen ek, dat so ’n
opweging as deurlopende maatstaf nie aanneemlik is nie. Wat noodweer in die algemeen betref, is
die bedreigde en die aangerande belang te dikwels nie gelyksoortig of ewewaardig nie. ’n Klap kan
weliswaar nie sonder meer doodslag regverdig nie, maar die afweer van ’n ernstige nie-lewensgev-
aarlike letsel, bv., wat dit wel kan doen, sou nouliks teen die lewe van die aanrander kan opweeg; en
hoe meet ’n mens die eer of liggaamlike integriteit van ’n vrou wat verkrag word teen die lewe van
haar verkragter? Eweredige vergelding deug nie as ’n vaste grondslag vir noodweer nie. Die
aanrander van ’n ander se reg, wat die reghebbende se verbod, waarskuwing en verset so hardnekkig
verontagsaam dat hy alleen deur die uiterste optrede afgeweer kan word, kan met goeie rede as die
eintlike bewerker van sy eie onheil beskou word. Dit is hy wat buite die regsorde tree, en as hy die
dood wil trotseer om ’n ander se reg te skend, waarom moet die verdediger, vir wie dit onteenseglik
geoorloof is om sy reg te beskerm, as regsverbreker aangemerk word as hy dan liewer doodslaan as
om sy reg prys te gee? Die op heterdaad betrapte wat self geen geweld in die skild voer nie, sal hom
seker meesal onverwyld uit die voete maak; en die wete dat hy nie straffeloos gedood kan word nie,
sou stellig nie daartoe bydra om ’n vasberade skender van ’n ander se reg van sy wandaad te weerhou
nie. Ek sou om dié redes, en gesien die steun wat daarvoor in ons gemene reg te vind is, meen dat dit
verkeerd is om te sê, soos in R v Schultz, 1942 OPD 56, gedoen is, dat doodslag nooit geoorloof kan
wees om diefstal as sulks af te weer nie ... ... Uit die aard van noodweer beteken dit vanselfsprekend nie
dat die verdediger van goed na willekeur tot die uiterste kan gaan nie. Hy sal nog staan, net soos by
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noodweer teen lewensgevaar, onder die beteueling van inculpata tutela, die voorskrifte van
onberispelike beskerming, en hy sal alleen kan dood as dit werklik noodsaaklik is ...

[2] ... Die voorgelegde geval verskil van die gewone geval slegs hierin dat daar by die verdedigingsdaad,
d.w.s. die stel van die geweer, nie ’n onmiddellik dreigende gevaar was wat ’n aanwesige verdediger
wou afweer nie. Soos ek later meer uitvoerig sal aantoon, was daar egter wel werklik dreigende skade,
wat van Wyk met betreklike sekerheid van inbrekers kon verwag, en wat hy nie redelikerwyse anders
dan in absentia kon afweer nie. Die geweer is gestel met net een doel, nl. beskerming van goed teen
stellig verwagte winkelbraak en diefstal. Na my oordeel is dit wesenlik ’n geval van noodweer, al
ontbreek die reeds gemelde feitelike omstandighede wat in die gewone geval aanwesig is ...

[3] Die bewyslas om noodweer in gewone sin te weerlê, rus op die Staat (R v Patel 1959 (3) SA 121 (AA) op
bl. 123 i.f.). Ek sou meen dat dit ook moet geld by die onderhawige vorm van noodweer ter
verdediging van goed. Die Staat het hom nie van hierdie bewyslas gekwyt nie deur aan te toon dat
daar vir van Wyk ’n ander minder gevaarlike en doeltreffende middel beskikbaar was wat hy
redelikerwyse kon gebruik om sy goed te beskerm. Ek moet byvoeg dat van Wyk ook nie sou kon
verwag het dat ’n onskuldige getref kon word nie. Alleen ’n inbreker sou die stel binne die winkel kon
aftrap. As hy die geweer opsetlik so gestel het dat dit dodelik sou tref, of dit nalatiglik so gestel het dat
dit dodelik kon tref, dan sou hy na my oordeel die perke te buite gegaan het, want dit kon
redelikerwyse verwag word dat verwonding die inbrekers voldoende daarvan sou afskrik om telkens
weer te kom. Hy het dit nie opsetlik so gestel dat dit sou dood nie en dit is nie bewys dat die hoër skoot
aan sy nalatigheid te wyte is nie. Ek sou nie wil bevind dat dit ewe doeltreffend sou gewees het om die
geweer slegs met kruit te laai of so te rig dat die skoot niemand sou tref nie. Van ’n wond in die been
sou iemand ook kan doodbloei, maar as so ’n verwonding waarmee so ’n moontlikheid gepaard gaan
die mins gevaarlike beskikbare middel was, soos dit dan sonder teenbewys blyk te wees, om die
inbrake stop te sit, dan het van Wyk die reg gehad om daardie gevaar vir die inbrekers te skep. Hy het
egter nie die reg gehad om dit sonder voldoende waarskuwing te doen nie. As hy self in die winkel
was, sou hy nie sonder meer kon geskiet het nie. Waar onmiddellik dreigende gevaar vir lyf of lewe,
soos hier, uitgeskakel is, sou hy minstens eers moes waarsku en die dief met mindere geweld probeer
afweer. So ’n poging was hier natuurlik onmoontlik, maar daar is geen rede om die vereiste van ’n
waarskuwing uit te sluit nie. Of die onderhawige waarskuwing voldoende was, val sterk te betwyfel.
Dit was in die landstale, wat ’n Bantoe inbreker moontlik nie sou kon lees of verstaan nie; dit was slegs
op die deur aangebring en die beligting was nie goed nie. Aan die ander kant is daar getuienis dat
voornemende inbrekers dit wel in die nag gelees het en besluit het om nie in te breek nie, dat Dawid
Moyo, wie aan die polisie welbekend was, Afrikaans kon lees, en dat die kennisgewing daardie nag
van die deur verwyder is. Vermoedelik is dit gedoen, om welke rede ook, nadat een van die
aanwesiges, moontlik Dawid self, die kennisgewing as sulks herken het. Hierdie getuienis word in die
uitspraak genoem en nie verwerp nie. Daarby kom die waarskynlikheid dat die bestaan van die
kennisgewing al gou rugbaar sou geword het onder die betrokke bende of bendes. Die moontlikheid
dat Dawid wel van die kennisgewing geweet het, is nie weerlê nie en kan nie as redelike moontlikheid
uitgeskakel word nie; en as hy daarvan geweet het, dan is aan hierdie vereiste voldoen.

[4] ... Dit wil my daarom voorkom dat dit nie bewys is dat van Wyk by die beskerming van sy goed die
perke van wat geoorloof is, oorskry het nie, en ek kan bygevolg nie vind dat die Verhoorhof se
gevolgtrekking in die besondere omstandighede van hierdie geval verkeerd is nie.

[5] Ek wil dit egter duidelik stel dat dit nie uit hierdie uitspraak afgelei moet word dat gewere vryelik ter
beskerming van goed gestel kan word nie. Of dit geoorloof is, sal afhang van die omstandighede van
elke geval.

[6] Op die eerste vraag deur die Minister voorgelê, is die antwoord dat

[7] dit, afhangende van omstandighede, wel geoorloof is om ’n ander te dood of te beseer by wyse van
noodweer ter verdediging van goed. Op die tweede vraag is die antwoord dat die Staat in die
onderhawige saak, S v Van Wyk, nie bewys het dat die perke van noodweer oorskry is nie.
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Headnote

A person has the same right to use force in the defence of another from a threatened danger, as he would
have to defend himself, if he were the person threatened.

In an appeal from a conviction of culpable homicide it appeared that the appellant’s brother had been
struck by the deceased on the back with a hammer and, as he was then in a crouching position, that the next
hammer blow might have landed on his head. Appellant had in this critical situation used the only weapon
to hand—his revolver. He had fired at the deceased and killed him.

Held, that the Crown had failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that in doing this he had exceeded the
bounds of justifiable homicide.

JUDGMENT
HOLMES, AJA

[1] The appellant, a young Indian, appeals against his conviction, by HIEMSTRA, J., and two assessors, of
the crime of culpable homicide, and against his sentence of three years’ imprisonment with
compulsory labour.

[2] The trial Court was confronted with a difficult task because nine of the fifteen witnesses were found,
whether for the Crown or the defence, to be thoroughly unreliable and untruthful.

[3] As to the factual background, the following outline may be pieced together with some probability.
The appellant’s father, Patel senior, owns a shop and, to quote from the judgment, he

‘does business inter alia by selling glassware to various young Indians who barter these for
clothes which are then sole. Out of the proceeds of the clothes they pay Patel Snr. On the
morning of the 14th May the deceased, who had also done some business with Patel Snr., left
his jacket with Patel Snr. as security for the money that he owed. In the evening the deceased
came back to redeem his jacket. When he came there, there were a number of other young
Indians who, during the day, had been engaged on this business which I have described, in
Johannesburg. The deceased first sent in a young girl, Bhagki Govender, with the instructions
that she should get his jacket back from Patel Snr. She was unsuccessful and he then went in
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himself. The jacket was refused because there was a dispute as to whether the deceased was
offering the full amount that he owed. This refusal led to a quarrel (between Patel senior and
the deceased) which was variously described as quite an angry scuffle and by other witnesses
as merely an argument’.

[4] The appellant intervened. The upshot was that the deceased left or was expelled from the shop in
anger, and the door was closed. What happened immediately thereafter is the subject of such flat
contradiction and evasion that one has the impression of being without a compass in an uncharted
sea of falsehood. However at some stage shortly thereafter the deceased was either in the vicinity of
the door of the shop or, as at least one witness put it, noisily banging and kicking at the door. The
appellant’s younger brother, Baboo (aged sixteen years) opened the door (or it may have been
someone else) and there is some evidence that very shortly thereafter Baboo called out for help.
Thereupon the appellant walked through the shop to the door. He says (and the trial Court found in
effect that this might reasonably be true) that the scene which confronted him was as follows: the
deceased had hold of Baboo on the pavement and was busy assaulting him with a hammer. At least
one blow had landed—it was aimed at Baboo’s head but he crouched and it struck him on the back.
The appellant thought that Baboo was in danger and drew his revolver (which he habitually carried
for protection) and fired a shot from a distance of some six to ten feet. The bullet went through the
deceased’s heart and he died. The appellant’s explanation (which the trial Court rejected) was that he
intended firing into the air to frighten the deceased but someone behind him pinioned his arms and
this caused the shot to go low. In my view this explanation was rightly rejected as false beyond
reasonable doubt. However that does not end the matter because, as the trial Court rightly pointed
out, it still had to decide whether the appellant was justified in doing what he did (that is, in
deliberately shooting at the deceased) in defence of his younger brother. The trial Court took the view
that he exceeded the limits of justifiable homicide. That is now the crux of the case.

[5] The issue is not one of self-defence: it is one of killing in defence of another. But the right is the same.
Having consulted the old writers cited in Gardiner and Lansdown, vol. 2 at p. 1549 (6th ed.), I approve of
the following passage in that work:

‘A person has the same right to use force in the defence of another from a threatened danger, as
he would have to defend himself, if he were the person threatened—Moorman 2.3.5 (this
should read 2.2.5.); van der Linden 2.5.9.; Matthaeus 48.5.2.12.; von Quistorp para. 245.’

[6] The general principles mentioned by WATERMEYER, C.J., in R v Attwood, 1946 AD 331 at p. 340, are that
an accused is entitled to an acquittal on the ground that he was acting in self-defence if it appears as a
reasonable possibility on the evidence—

‘(a) that he had been unlawfully attacked and had reasonable ground for thinking that he was
in danger of death or serious injury. (Though there may be cases of lawful self-defence
where the accused was originally the aggressor R v Ndara, 1955 (4) SA 182 (AD) at 184 E.);

(b) that the means of self-defence which he used were not excessive in relation to the danger;

(c) that the means he used were the only or least dangerous means whereby he could have
avoided the danger.’

[7] In considering these, the Court must beware of being an arm-chair critic, and must take into account
the exigencies of the occasion. Thus in Union Government (Minister of Railways & Harbours) v Buur, 1914
AD 273 at p. 286, INNES, J.A. (as he then was) said

‘Men faced in moments of crisis with a choice of alternatives are not to be judged as if they had
had both time and opportunity to weigh the pros. and cons. Allowance must be made for the
circumstance of their position’.

[8] That was said in a civil case dealing with negligence, but it is none the less applicable in cases such as
the present one.

[9] In the same line of thought VAN DEN HEEVER, J.A., in R v Zikalala, 1953 (2) SA 568 (AD) at p. 572,
approved the following passage from Gardiner and Lansdown’s Criminal Law and Procedure:

’Where a man can save himself by flight, he should flee rather than kill his assailant. So think
Matthaeus (48.5.3.7) and Moorman (2.2.12), and see also van der Linden (2.5.9); R v Odgers (1843),
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2 Mood. & R. 479; R v Smith (1837), 8 C. & P. 160; but Damhouber (c. 72), with his ideas of defence
against dishonour, is of a contrary opinion. But no one can be expected to take flight to avoid an
attack, if flight does not afford him a safe way of escape. A man is not bound to expose himself
to the risk of a stab in the back, when by killing his assailant he can secure his own
safety—Moorman (2.2.12); von Quistorp, para. 244... In considering the question of self-defence,
a jury must endeavour to imagine itself in the position in which the accused was’.

[10] In that case the issue was whether the accused could have taken refuge in flight, so it was not
necessary to quote the remainder of the passage from Gardiner and Lansdown. I do so now from p.
1547 of vol. 2 of edition 6, with approval, as it is consistent with what was said by INNES, J.A., supra, and
indeed is sound common sense:

‘The danger may in truth not have been great, but the jury must consider whether a reasonable
man, in the circumstances in which the accused was placed, would have thought that he was in
great danger. A weapon less dangerous than the one used may have been at hand which would
have sufficed to ward off the threatened assault but the jury must not expect too nice a
discrimination or too careful a choice of weapons from a man called upon in a sudden
emergency to act promptly and without opportunity for reflection’.

[11] Lastly, the onus of negativing self-defence in a criminal case is on the Crown. R v Moleko, 1955 (2) SA
401 (AD). Hence an accused is entitled to an acquittal if there is a reasonable possibility that he acted
in self-defence, considered in the light of all the foregoing principles.

[12] The trial Court gave two reasons for holding that the appellant had exceeded the limits of justifiable
homicide. First, he had no reason to shoot at a man who was a few feet away when the assault could
easily have been prevented in another way. Second, he was immediately thereafter at pains to
conceal the fact that he had used a fire-arm, which indicated a very guilty mind. This latter factor is to
be taken into account along with the others, but in my view it is of little probative value, bearing in
mind the circumstances. As to the first of the above two reasons given by the trial Court, it may well be
that the danger could have been averted by less drastic means. But, as already mentioned, one must
beware of being an arm-chair critic. The appellant was suddenly confronted by an emergency not of
his own creating. He had to act quickly. Delay on his part might well have proved fatal to his brother
Baboo: the next hammer blow might have landed on his head, for he was in a crouching position after
the first blow on his back. According to the mark on Baboo’s back, the diameter of the head of the
hammer must have been 1’ to 11/4’. In this critical situation the appellant used the only weapon to
hand—his revolver. He fired at the deceased. In my view the Crown did not prove beyond reasonable
doubt that in doing this he exceeded the bounds of justifiable homicide.

[13] In the result the appeal is allowed. The conviction and sentence are set aside.

[14] STEYN, C.J., and A. B. BEYERS, J.A., concurred.
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about to assault her with a knife—shooting not unlawful.

ORDER

On appeal from: High Court, Port Elizabeth (Nepgen J sitting as court of first instance).

The following order is made:

The appeal succeeds and the appellant’s conviction and sentence are set aside.

JUDGMENT

LEACH AJA (MTHIYANE JA and WALLIS AJA CONCURRING):

[1] On the evening of 9 February 2007, the appellant shot and killed her former husband, a man who for
years had abused her, both mentally and physically, and who had assaulted her earlier that evening.
Pursuant to this incident, the appellant was charged with murder in the High Court, Port Elizabeth.
Her plea that she had acted lawfully in self-defence was rejected and she was convicted of culpable
homicide. In the light of the weighty mitigating circumstances which were present, the appellant was
sentenced to three years imprisonment, wholly suspended on certain conditions. With leave of the
court a quo, she appeals now to this court solely against her conviction.

[2] The appellant, who was 53 years of age at the time of the fatal incident, had married the deceased in
1971, shortly after she had matriculated from the Assumption Convent in Grahamstown. After her
marriage, she and the deceased lived in various towns in the Eastern Cape before they moved to Port
Elizabeth in 1985 and took up residence at 6 Breda Street in the suburb of Vikingvale, the scene of the
fatal incident. By then, their relationship had substantially deteriorated. The deceased, who was
employed on the railways, worked long hours and was often impatient with the children when he
came home. This led to great tension in the home, as did the fact that the deceased was extremely
jealous of the appellant and often accused her of forming relationships with other men. But more
significantly, the deceased drank heavily and continuously abused the appellant, both mentally and
physically. He often told her that he would slit her throat with a smile on his face. He also regularly
locked her in her bedroom, at times for extended periods. So often did this occur that she took to
keeping food in her room to sustain her should she be imprisoned in this way. On one occasion she
was locked in her bedroom for an entire weekend.
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[3] Eventually the appellant felt she could take no more and, in August 2002, she divorced the deceased.
After the divorce, the appellant was admitted to the Lamprecht Clinic in George where she was
treated for depression. Although the appellant and the deceased were the joint owners of the former
matrimonial home, and it had been their intention to convert a section of the house into a ‘granny flat’
in which she would reside, the appellant was advised by a psychiatrist not to return to the house.
Consequently, after returning from George she took up residence in a flat for which the deceased
undertook to pay the rent.

[4] Unfortunately, financial restraints forced the appellant to give up this arrangement and after two
months she moved back to the former matrimonial home where, although she no longer shared a
bedroom with the deceased, her life with him returned to what it had been before. The deceased
continued to abuse her mentally and physically and she did all the domestic duties expected of a
housewife. She often fled to her bedroom, which became both her sanctuary and her prison. At times
she locked herself in to prevent the deceased from assaulting her while, on other occasions, the
deceased ordered her to her room or himself locked her in.

[5] The appellant was not in good health. ...

....

[7] I turn now to the events of Friday 9 February 2007. During the course of the day, the deceased
telephoned the appellant and told her to take meat out of the freezer for him to braai that evening.
She did so, and also prepared potatoes to accompany the meal. The deceased arrived home after
dark. He had clearly been drinking and was not in a good mood. He went to light a fire on which to
cook the meat. Adjacent to the kitchen and the garage of the house was an enclosed outside area,
paved and roofed and referred to in evidence as being the ‘braai room’. On an external wall there was
a fireplace for the making of braaivleis fires and the cooking of meat. The floor level was lower than
that in the house, with access being gained through a door leading from the kitchen down two steps
to the lower level. The braai room was furnished with a wooden picnic table and benches, and padded
benches against two walls.

[8] The appellant poured the deceased a drink, took it to him and then seated herself on one of the
padded benches. She eventually plucked up sufficient courage to tell the deceased that she had
contacted her medical aid to ascertain if it would pay for treatment for her anxiety at the clinic in
George. On hearing this, the deceased erupted. He verbally abused her in foul and offensive terms,
telling her that she had been born mad and would die mad. He then jumped up from where he was
sitting, grabbed her by the throat and began to hit her. When the appellant’s pet German shepherd
dog jumped up, it drew the deceased’s attention away from the appellant, and he released her in
order to chase it out of the room. She seized the moment to make her escape, and ran to her bedroom
where she locked herself in. The deceased shouted after her that she was to stay in her room and that
she would get nothing to eat that night.

[9] At some stage thereafter, the appellant prepared for bed and dressed herself in a nightie. But she
urgently needed to take her prescribed medication and needed to have something to eat before
doing so. Unfortunately she did not have any food in her room that night and, in desperation, decided
for the first time to ignore an instruction from the deceased to remain in her room and go and fetch
one of the cooked potatoes she had earlier left in the kitchen. Scared and upset as a result of the earlier
assault, she armed herself with her .38 revolver which she hoped would dissuade the deceased from
attacking her again.

[10] Having armed herself in this way, the appellant unlocked her bedroom door and set off down the
passage, heading for the kitchen. When she reached the open door leading into the braai room, she
saw the deceased seated at the picnic table eating his supper. He had the pot of potatoes on the table
alongside him. She hesitated and the deceased then looked up. On seeing her standing in the
doorway at the top of the stairs leading into the room, his reaction was both immediate and violent.
He screamed that he had told her to stay in her room and that he had already told her that she would
get nothing to eat. Holding the steak knife that he had been using, he jumped to his feet and rushed at
her, shouting that he was going to kill her, a threat which appeared to be deadly serious. Fearing for
her life, she instinctively raised her revolver and fired a single shot at the deceased before turning and
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fleeing back to her room where she locked herself in. She then telephoned a friend of hers, a
policewoman, who rushed to the house to assist her. It was then ascertained that the deceased had
been fatally injured, the bullet having passed through his hand (which had presumably been held up
in front of him) before entering the body through the right upper anterior chest wall some 9, 5 cm
below the right clavicle, passing through the right lung and exiting the right chest posteriorly about
15 cm above the sacral bone. The bullet caused a right sided haemothorax and the collapse of the
right lung. From the position where he had been shot in the braai room, the deceased managed to get
into the kitchen before he collapsed and died from loss of blood.

[11] This version of events was given by the appellant when she testified. The trial court found her to be a
wholly satisfactory witness who there was no reason to disbelieve. It therefore concluded that her
version could reasonably possibly be true and that her guilt or otherwise had to be determined on her
own version.

....

[16] I therefore turn to consider whether the court quo was correct in concluding that, on her own
evidence, the appellant had acted unlawfully. In denying her guilt, the appellant relied on a plea of
so...called ‘private defence’ (commonly referred to in circumstances such as the present as ‘self...de-
fence‘) which goes to negative unlawfulness and recognises that persons may lawfully use such force
as may be necessary to repel unlawful attacks upon them which have either commenced or are
imminent and which threaten their lives or bodily integrity.1

[17] The court a quo held that when she left her bedroom in order to fetch a potato from the kitchen, a
reasonable person in the appellant’s position would have foreseen the possibility that the deceased,
in the condition and mood he was in, might attempt to attack her. It held that a reasonable person
would therefore not have proceeded to place herself in a position of danger where she might be
forced to use her pistol to defend herself. Accordingly it concluded that the appellant had acted
unreasonably and that the fatal incident could have been avoided if she had telephoned for help and
waited for assistance before she left her room. The reasoning of the court was therefore that the
appellant had acted negligently and was guilty of culpable homicide.

[18] Counsel for the appellant argued that the court a quo had misdirected itself in this regard by
confusing the question of unlawfulness with the test of negligence or culpa, and submitted that the
issue of whether the appellant was guilty of negligence or culpa would only arise once it had first
decided that her conduct was unlawful. This argument is not without substance. It is indeed so that
when an accused raises a plea of private defence, the court’s initial inquiry is to determine the
lawfulness or otherwise of the accused’s conduct and that, if found to be lawful, an acquittal should
follow.2 At the same time, however, it is clear from its judgment that the court a quo specifically turned
its attention to the question of the lawfulness of the appellant’s conduct and, in considering that
issue, the courts often do measure the conduct of the alleged offender against that of a reasonable
person on the basis that reasonable conduct is usually acceptable in the eyes of society and,
consequently, lawful.3 In the light of the circumstances of the present case where the facts are known,
it is unnecessary to decide whether the court a quo misdirected itself in the manner suggested as this
court can itself determine the lawfulness of the appellant’s conduct on those facts.

[19] Every case must be determined in the light of its own particular circumstances and it is impossible to
devise a precise test to determine the legality or otherwise of the actions of a person who relies upon
private defence. However, there should be a reasonable balance between the attack and the
defensive act as ‘one may not shoot to kill another who attacks you with a flyswatter’.4 As Prof J
Burchell has correctly explained ‘ ... modern legal systems do not insist upon strict proportionality
between the attack and defence, believing rather that the proper consideration is whether, taking all

1 See C R Snyman Criminal Law 5 ed at 103...107.
2 J Burchell Principles of Criminal Law 3 ed at 243.
3 Snyman op cit at 113...114.
4 Snyman op cit at 109.
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the factors into account, the defender acted reasonably in the manner in which he defended himself
or his property’.5 Factors relevant to the decision in this regard include the following (the list is by no
means exhaustive):

• the relationship between the parties

• their respective ages, gender and physical strengths the location of the incident

• the nature, severity and persistence of the attack the nature of any weapon used in the attack

• the nature and severity of any injury or harm likely to be sustained in the attack

• the means available to avert the attack

• the nature of the means used to offer defence

• the nature and extent of the harm likely to be caused by the defence.6

[20] Counsel for the state submitted that the appellant had not acted reasonably in warding off the
deceased’s attack. First, she argued that the appellant was a police reservist trained in the use of
firearms and conflict resolution and could therefore either have persuaded the deceased not to attack
her or, at the very least, fired a warning shot to deter him. Secondly, it was argued that the appellant
could have fled to her bedroom and thus avoided being assaulted without the necessity of shooting
at the deceased.

[21] Whether a person is obliged to flee from an unlawful attack rather than entitled to offer forceful
resistance, is a somewhat vexed question.7 But in the light of the facts in this case, it is unnecessary to
consider the issue in any detail. It could not have been expected of the appellant to gamble with her
life by turning her back on the deceased, who was extremely close to her and about to attack her with
a knife, in the hope that he would not stab her in the back.8 She would have had to turn around in
order to return to her bedroom, by which time the deceased would have been upon her and flight
would have been futile. The appellant testified that the deceased would probably have caught her
before she reached her room, and that appears to be a reasonable assumption. That being so, the
appellant cannot be faulted for offering resistance to the deceased rather than attempting to flee
from him.

....

[23] Far more important is the fact that the history of the relationship between the appellant and the
deceased was such that she had never been able to resist him or his unlawful assaults during the many
years that she had been the subject of his abuse. This shows that her training in conflict management
had been of no use to her in her daily life. The appellant must therefore be judged in the light of the
fact that she was a woman who had previously been unable to resist the deceased’s physical abuse
and was both scared of him and thoroughly dominated by him. On the night in question, she urgently
needed to get some food in order to take the medication she required. She was frightened and in an
emotional state as a result of having been assaulted by the deceased. She was entitled to leave her
bedroom, in her own home, and go to the kitchen to get a potato. There was nothing unlawful in her
action in doing so, and it cannot have been expected of her to telephone for assistance every time she
needed to do something in her own home. She then came face to face with the deceased and it was
he, and not she, who acted unlawfully by attempting to attack her with a knife.

[24] In considering the lawfulness of the appellant’s conduct, it is necessary to keep in mind that she was
obliged to act in circumstances of stress in which her physical integrity and indeed her life itself were
under threat. It is necessary in such circumstances to ‘adopt a robust approach, not seeking to
measure with nice intellectual callipers the precise bounds of legitimate self-defence’.9 Adopting that
approach, the appellant in my view did not act unlawfully. She found herself in a position of great
danger in which her life was under direct threat. There can be no doubt that in these circumstances

5 Burchell op cit at 241.
6 S v Trainor 2003 (1) SACR 35 (SCA) at [13]; Snyman op cit at 111...112 and Burchell op cit at 241.
7 See eg Snyman op cit at 107...109.
8 In this regard I endorse the view of Snyman op cit at 108.
9 Per Holmes JA in S v Ntuli 1975 (1) SA 429 (A) at 437.
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she was entitled to use deadly force to defend herself. Had she not done so, it might well have cost her
her life. In these circumstances her instinctive reaction, as she described it, of shooting at the
deceased, who was seemingly hell-bent on killing her, was reasonable and the court a quo erred in
finding otherwise.

[25] For the above reasons, the appellant’s plea of ‘self-defence’ ought to have been upheld. The appeal
succeeds and the conviction and sentence are set aside.

L E LEACH

ACTING JUDGE OF APPEAL
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CASE

13

GOLIATH 1972 (3) SA 1 (A)

Citation 1972 (3) SA 1 (A)

Court Appèlafdeling

Judge Ogilvie Thompson HR, Rumpff AR, Wessels AR, Jansen AR en Trollip AR

Heard September 24, 1971

Judgment March 20, 1972

Sleutelwoorde

Strafreg—Moord—Dwang—Wanneer ’n volkome verweer—Strafproses—Appèl—Regsvrae deur Staat voor-
behou—Regsvrae afhanklik van bepaalde feite—Daardie feite moet in oorkonde uitgesit word—Wet 55 van
1956, art. 366.

Kopnota

Dwang kan as ’n volkome verweer op ’n aanklag van moord geld. Wanneer op so ’n aanklag ’n vryspraak op
grond van dwang kan plaasvind, sal afhang van die besondere omstandighede van elke saak en die hele
feitekompleks sal noukeurig ondersoek moet word en met die grootste omsigtigheid beoordeel moet
word.

Die Staat het geen volle reg van appèl nie en wanneer die Staat ’n regsvraag laat voorbehou kragtens artikel
366 van Wet 55 van 1956, wat steun op die bestaan van bepaalde feite, is dit vir die Staat nodig om daardie
feite behoorlik en volledig in die oorkonde te laat opstel as deel van die uiteensetting van die regsvraag.

Flynote

Criminal law—Murder—Compulsion—When a complete defence—Criminal procedure—Appeal—Questions
of law reserved by the State—Questions dependent on certain facts—Such facts to be set out in the record—Act
55 of 1956, sec. 366.

Headnote

On a charge of murder compulsion can constitute a complete defence. When an acquittal can occur on such
a charge on the ground of compulsion will depend on the particular circumstances of each case and the
whole factual complex must be carefully examined and adjudicated upon with the greatest care.

The State has no full right of appeal and when the State reserves a question of law under section 366 of Act
55 of 1956, which is dependent upon the existence of certain facts, it is necessary for the State to set out
those facts properly and in detail in the record as part of the setting out of the question of law. ...
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JUDGMENT
RUMPFF AR

[1] ... Daarna is op versoek van die aanklaer sekere regsvrae luidens art. 366 van Wet 56 van 1955 vir
oorweging deur hierdie Hof voorbehou wat deur die Verhoorregter soos volg opgestel is:

‘1. Whether the trial Court correctly came to the conclusion

(a) that the circumstances of the present case were such as to constitute the defence of
compulsion in law; and/or

(b) that in the circumstances of the present case the compulsion was such as to justify the
acts of the accused.

2. Whether the special defence of compulsion can ever in law constitute a complete defence
to a charge of murder so as to entitle an accused to an acquittal.’ ...

[2] ... Wat tans in die voorbehoue vrae (met omwisseling van die volgorde) wesenlik gevra word, is of in
ons reg dwang as verweer kan geld op ’n aanklag van moord en of op die feite wat deur die Hof as
bewese bevind is, ’n verweer van dwang redelikerwyse gegrond kon word. In hierdie verband lees ek
nie die woord ’justify’ in vraag 1 (b) in enge sin nie, asof die vraag gestel word of die handelinge van
beskuldigde 2 in die onderhawige geval as regmatig beskou moet word, maar in ’n ander sin, nl., of die
dwang van so ’n aard en sterkte was dat die Verhoorhof geregtig was om te bevind dat die dwang as
verweer kon geld.

[3] In ons regsistematiek word onderskei tussen noodweer en noodtoestand as strafuitsluitingsgronde.
By noodweer tree ’n persoon op om ’n wederregtelike aanval op sy regte, wat deur ’n ander mens
gedoen word, af te weer. By noodtoestand tas ’n persoon die regte van ’n ander aan onder dwang van
omstandighede wat uitgeoefen word deur natuurkragte of ’n ander mens. ...

[4] ... Vir doeleindes van hierdie saak is dit onnodig om al hierdie probleme te bespreek. Wel is dit miskien
wenslik om effens stil te staan by die vraag of in ’n geval soos die onderhawige, die eie lewensbedreig-
ing waaronder ’n persoon ’n medemens doodmaak die daad se wederregtelikheid ophef of as
skulduitsluitingsgrond moet geld. By die vraag of ’n daad wederregtelik is, word die daad van buite af
beskou en beoordeel of dit volgens positiewe reg geoorloof is of nie, terwyl by die skuldvraagstuk die
daad van binne af beskou word, vanuit die psige van die dader. By absolute dwang, fisies of psigies, is
daar geen handeling nie en wat beoordeel moet word is dus relatiewe dwang, m.a.w. die bedreigde
kon die dwang weerstaan as hy wou, maar alleen ten koste van sy eie lewe. ’n Betreklik algemene
opvatting skyn te wees dat, in ’n saak soos die onderhawige, die vraag wat beantwoord moet word, is
of die bedreigde in die betrokke omstandighede redelikerwyse moes weerstand gebied het of nie.
Sou die regsorde verwag dat in die besondere omstandighede die bedreigde redelikerwyse nie
weerstand hoef te bied nie, sou sy handeling onder dwang geoorloof wees en derhalwe regmatig.
Daar is ander wat meen dat in so ’n geval die wederregtelikheid nie opgehef word nie maar wel die
skuld. Dat noodtoestand die wederregtelikheid van die daad ophef, word hier te lande aanvaar deur
de Wet en Swanepoel, Die Suid-Afrikaanse Strafreg, 2de uitg. bl. 72, en Burchell en Hunt, South African
Criminal Law and Procedure, band 1, bl. 283. Wat ook al die benadering is, moet gekonstateer word dat
by die beoordeling van wat die beskuldigde in bepaalde omstandighede behoort te gedoen het of
nie te gedoen het nie, die fiktiewe normale mens in die posisie van die beskuldigde geplaas moet
word onderhewig aan al die uitwendige omstandighede waaraan die beskuldigde blootgestel was en
ook in die posisie waarin die beskuldigde fisies verkeer het. Die posisie van ’n normale volwassene sou
dus ’n ander benadering vereis as ’n normale kind en ’n normale liggaamlike gesonde persoon sou
ook anders benader word as ’n normale liggaamlike siek persoon. ...

[5] ... Dit is opmerklik dat in al die belangrike lande van die Vasteland die probleem waarmee die
Anglo-Amerikaanse regswetenskaplikes nog worstel, betreklik lank gelede opgelos is deur ’n
bepaling dat strafuitsluiting plaasvind ten opsigte van elke strafbare feit wat onder dwang of in
noodtoestand begaan word. Tussen strafregwetenskaplikes heers daar nog verskil van mening of
daardeur die onregmatigheid van die daad of die skuld opgehef word maar daar word nie meer
vasgeklem aan die idee dat moord of hoogverraad as uitsondering op die reël moet geld nie.
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Skynbaar word aanvaar dat die reg nie noodwendig die hoogste etiese vereistes wil afdwing nie en
dat wat die reg betref dit beskou word dat die gewone normale mens se lewe vir hom in doodsangs
van meer belang is as die lewe van ’n ander mens. In iedere konkrete geval moet daar ’n opweeg van
belange wees en dit kan gebeur dat die reg en die hoogste vereistes van die etiek nie altyd
ooreenstem nie. ...

[6] Wat ons eie reg betref, gesien teen sy historiese agtergrond, moet in die eerste plek gekonstateer
word dat die begrip noodtoestand in elke geval ’n konflik impliseer waarby teenstrydige belange in
botsing kom en waarby beoordeel moet word of sekere belange behoort te wyk vir ander of nie. Daar
kan ’n konflik ontstaan tussen ’n eiebelang van die individu en ’n plig wat in ’n strafbepaling vervat is,
bv. hongersnood en diefstal van voedsel, en tussen ’n plig in ’n strafbepaling vervat en ’n plig wat uit
ander belange ontstaan, bv. ’n arts wat as getuie gedagvaar is en nie verskyn nie omdat hy op ’n
ongeluk afgekom het waarby hy ’n lewe probeer red. Uit die aard van die saak moet die Hof volgens
die konkrete feite wat bewys is, die belange wat gedien word deur die pleeg van die daad en die
belange wat deur die pleeg van die daad geskaad word teen mekaar opweeg. In die tweede plek moet
benadruk word dat die probleme wat die begrip noodtoestand kenmerk, ontstaan uit ’n veelheid van
ongelyksoortige gevalle wat onder dié begrip tuisgebring kan word. Dit is dus nodig om die
feitekompleks van elke geval noukeurig te beoordeel omdat elke kompleks sy eie besondere etiese
en juridiese probleme skep. Weens hierdie groot verskeidenheid van feitekomplekse is dit klaarblyklik
onwenslik om te probeer om ’n algemene en omvattende beginsel of formule te skep wat van
toepassing sou kon wees op noodtoestand as grond vir strafopheffing.

[7] In die onderhawige geval het hierdie Hof te doen met ’n bepaalde vorm van noodtoestand, nl. dwang
en wel dwang deur middel van ’n onmiddellike bedreiging met die dood waardeur die bedreigde
gedwing word om die bedreiger te help om die oorledene dood te maak. Volgens die opmerkings wat
verskyn in die hierbo-aangehaalde gewysdes van ons Howe en van die genoemde skrywers sou in ons
reg die verweer van dwang as volkome verweer nie aanvaar kan word nie omdat die aanklag teen die
bedreigde ’n aanklag van moord is. Die standpunt waarvan van uitgegaan word, skyn te wees dat
dwang wel in bepaalde omstandighede as volkome verweer kan geld ten opsigte van alle misdade
behalwe die heel ernstigste, meer in besonder moord. Die vraag is of hierdie absolute reël, wat aan die
hand gedoen word, inderdaad as geldende reg beskou moet word. Wat dwang in die algemeen in die
strafreg betref, is dit by uitstek ’n verskynsel waarby ’n bedreiger die vrye wilsuitoefening van die
bedreigde beïnvloed op sodanige manier dat die bedreigde psigies, hoewel teësinnig, ’n instrument
van die bedreiger word. Vandaar dat reeds van ouds dwang in die algemeen as strafversagtend
beskou is, vgl. Matthaeus, De Criminibus, ad D. 48.18, para. 14. wat Tiraquellus en Menochius noem.
Hierdie opvatting kan teruggevoer word na Aristoteles, (Etiek, boek 3) se ontleding van onvrywillige
handelinge, soos reeds hierbo gemeld, (kyk Matthaeus, Prolegomena, 1.3 en ook Voet, 4.2.1). ...

[8] Wanneer die mening uitgespreek word dat in ons reg dwang as verweer erken word teen alle misdade
behalwe moord, en daardie erkenning geskied op grond van die aanvaarding dat strafopheffing
plaasvind omdat die bedreigde geen wilsvryheid meer het nie, skyn dit my, as gevolg van die
ontwikkeling wat sedert die dae van die ou skrywers van Nederland en Engeland plaasgevind het en
die beslissing in die Hercules saak dit irrasioneel sou wees om dwang as volkome verweer teen moord
uit te sluit indien die bedreigde onder so ’n sterk dwang verkeer het dat ’n redelike persoon onder
daardie dwang nie anders sou gehandel het nie. Die enigste grond vir so ’n uitsluiting sou dan wees
dat nieteenstaande die bedreigde geen voldoende wilsvryheid meer het nie, die daad nogtans aan
hom toegereken moet word omdat hy nie aan wat as die hoogste etiese vereiste beskryf word,
voldoen het nie.

[9] By die toepassing van ons strafreg, in die gevalle wanneer die handeling van ’n beskuldigde volgens
objektiewe standaarde beoordeel word, geld die beginsel dat aan die beskuldigde nooit hoër eise
gestel word nie as wat redelik is en redelik beteken in hierdie verband dit wat van die gewone
deursnee-mens in die besondere omstandighede verwag kan word. Dit word algemeen aanvaar, ook
deur die etici, dat vir die gewone mens in die algemeen sy eie lewe belangriker is as die lewe van ’n
ander. Alleen hy wat met ’n kwaliteit van heroisme bedeeld is, sal doelbewus sy lewe vir ’n ander offer.
Indien die strafreg dus sou bepaal dat dwang nooit as verweer teen ’n aanklag van moord kan geld
nie, sou hy vereis dat ’n persoon wat ’n ander onder dwang dood, afgesien van die omstandighede,
moes voldoen het aan ’n hoër vereiste as die wat aan die deursnee-mens gestel word. So ’n
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uitsondering op die algemene beginsel wat in die strafreg toegepas word, skyn my nie geregverdig te
wees nie. Vir sover dit dwang in ons reg betref, sou die volgende uittreksel uit die artikel van Prof.
Hazewinkel-Suringa, op cit. bl. 195, na aanleiding van D. 4.2.6. nie on van pas wees nie:

‘Gaat het om lijf of leven, om eerbaarheid en vrijheid, dan behoeft een gewoon, behoorlijk
mens geen weerstand meer te bieden. Heroïsme mag niet verlangd worden. En heldenmoed is
niet het beheersen der hevige gemoedsaandoeningen, maar het welbewust op die achter-
grond plaatsen van eigen bestaan ten gerieve van dat van een ander. Dit moge eis der
zedelijkheid zijn, niet van het recht.’

[10] Wanneer op ’n aanklag van moord ’n vryspraak op grond van dwang kan plaasvind, sal afhang van die
besondere omstandighede van elke saak en die hele feitekompleks sal noukeurig ondersoek moet
word en met die grootste omsigtigheid beoordeel moet word. In die eenvoudige geval waar A B dood
net om sy eie lewe te red, sou die sterkte van die dwang ’n deurslaggewende faktor wees en die
dwang sou so sterk moet wees dat, howel dit nie ’n vis absoluta is nie, dit nogtans daarmee
vergelykbaar is in die sin dat die redelike mens dit in die besondere omstandighede nie sou kon
weerstaan nie, vgl. R. v Mtetwa, 1921 T.P.D. 227 op bl. 229—230, en R. v Garnsworthy, 1923 W.L.D. 17.

[11] Dit is onnodig vir die beantwoording van die voorbehoue vrae om vas te stel in watter lig die
strafopheffing weens dwang gesien moet word, nl. of dit weens die regmatigheid van die handeling
onder dwang is of weens die opheffing van die volle skuld. ...

[12] ... ... Omdat gedurende die verhoor die moontlikheid van beskuldigde 2 se ontvlugting na die
bedreiging wel ondersoek is, dink ek dat die tweede vertolking die juiste is en dat by implikasie die
Verhoorhof aanvaar het dat die Staat nie bewys het nie dat dit redelik moontlik was vir beskuldigde 2
om die bedreiging van beskuldigde 1 te ontwyk. Op hierdie basis kan dit m.i. nie gesê word nie dat die
Verhoorhof nie redelikerwyse kon bevind het dat die vorm van die bedreiging in die onderhawige
geval so ’n sterkte aangetoon het dat dit deur ’n gewone mens, in die omstandighede waarin
appellant hom bevind het, nie kon weerstaan word nie.

[13] Weens die oorwegings hierbo uiteengesit, is ek van mening dat die tweede regsvraag wat gestel is,
beantwoord moet word met ’n gekwalifiseerde ’Ja’ in die sin dat ’n volkome verweer sal afhang van
die omstandighede van elke geval. Beide dele van vraag 1 moet m.i. met ’Ja’ beantwoord word.

[14] OGILVIE THOMPSON, H.R., JANSEN, A.R., en TROLLIP, A.R., het met RUMPFF, A.R., saamgestem. ...

WESSELS AR

[15] ... Na my mening behoort die voorbehoue regsvrae soos volg beantwoord te word:

1. Volgens geldende reg dien dwang nie as regverdigingsgrond by doodslag van ’n onskuldige
persoon nie.

2. Die vraag of die feitebevindings in die onderhawige geval beskuldigde nr. 2 se deelneming aan
die moord van oorledene geregverdig het, val dus weg.

3. Die antwoord op die vraag of dwang volgens geldende reg ooit as strafuitsluitingsgrond kan
dien sou daarvan afhang,

(a) of die dwang van so ’n aard en omvang was dat die opset van dader in die omstan-
dighede vanweë die afwesigheid van ’n laakbare gesindheid, geheel en al te verskoon is,
in welke geval hy nòg aan moord nòg aan strafbare manslag skuldig sou wees.

(b) of die dwang van so ’n aard en omvang was dat die dader, in die omstandighede, in ’n
mate, maar nie geheel en al nie, te verskoon is, in welke geval hy aan strafbare manslag
skuldig sou wees.
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CASE

14

CHRETIEN 1981 (1) SA 1097 (A)

Citation 1981 (1) SA 1097 (A)

Court Appèlafdeling

Judge Rumpff HR, Jansen AR, Miller AR, Joubert AR en Van Heerden Wn AR

Heard September 15, 1980

Judgment November 24, 1980

Sleutelwoorde

Strafreg—Persone, aanspreeklikheid van—Dronkenskap—Wanneer ’n besope persoon toerekeningsvatbaar is.

Kopnota

Wanneer ’n persoon, wat ’n gevolghandeling pleeg, so besope is dat hy nie besef nie dat wat hy doen
ongeoorloof is, of dat sy inhibisies wesenlik verkrummel het, kan hy as ontoerekeningsvatbaar beskou word.
Is daar ’n redelike twyfel behoort die beskuldigde die voordeel daarvan te kry.

Iemand wat papdronk is en wat onbewus is van wat hy doen is nie aanspreeklik nie omdat ’n spierbeweging
in dié toestand gedoen nie ’n strafregtelike handeling is nie. Indien iemand ’n handeling verrig (meer as ’n
onwillekeurige spierbeweging) maar so besope is dat hy nie besef wat hy doen nie of dat hy die
ongeoorloofheid van sy handeling nie besef nie, is hy nie toerekeningsvatbaar nie. ’n Hof sal alleen op grond
van getuienis wat dit regverdig tot die konklusie, of redelike twyfel, kom dat wanneer iemand inderdaad ’n
handeling (of omissie) begaan het wat ’n misdaad is, hy dermate besope was dat hy nie toerekeningsvatbaar
is nie.

Die beslissing in die Durban en Kus Plaaslike Afdeling in S v Chretien 1979 (4) SA 871 bevestig.

Flynote

Criminal law—Persons, liability of—Intoxication—When an intoxicated person is criminally responsible.

Headnote

Whenever a person who commits an act is so drunk that he does not realise that what he has done was
unlawful or that his inhibitions have substantially disintegrated, he can be regarded as not being criminally
responsible. If there is a reasonable doubt, the accused ought to be given the benefit thereof.

Someone who is dead drunk and is not conscious of what he is doing is not liable because a muscular
movement which is done in this condition is not a criminal act. If someone does an act (more than an
involuntarily muscular movement) but is so drunk that he does not realise what he is doing or that he does
not appreciate the unlawfulness of his act, he is not criminally responsible. A court will only come to the
conclusion, or have a reasonable doubt, on the ground of evidence which justifies it, that, when someone
indeed commits an act (or omission) which is an offence, he was intoxicated to such an extent that he was
not criminally responsible.

The decision in the Durban and Coast Local Division in S v Chretien 1979 (4) SA 871 confirmed.
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RUMPFF HR

[1] In 1979 (4) SA 871 (D) verskyn daar ’n uitspraak in ’n strafsaak onder die naam S v Chretien. Die Staat
was nie tevrede met die uitspraak toe dit gelewer is nie en het aansoek gedoen om ’n regsvraag te laat
voorbehou wat dan ook toegestaan is in die volgende woorde:

‘‘That the following question of law is reserved in terms of s 319 of the Criminal Procedure Act
51 of 1977 for decision by the Appellate Division: Whether on the facts found proven by the
Court the learned Judge was correct in law in holding that the accused on a charge of
attempted murder could not be convicted of common assault where the necessary intention
for the offence charged had been influenced by the voluntary consumption of alcohol.’’

[2] Dit blyk dat die respondent aangekla was van moord (een klag) en poging tot moord (vyf klagte) en
van sekere oortredings van ’n verkeersordonnansie. Op die een klag van moord is respondent skuldig
bevind aan strafbare manslag. Op die vyf klagte van poging tot moord is hy onskuldig bevind. Die
beweerde verkeersoortredings is nie van belang nie. Uit die uitspraak van die Verhoorhof blyk dit dat
respondent ná ’n partytjie, en terwyl hy onder invloed van drank was, met ’n Volkswagen Combi in ’n
groep mense gery het wat op die partytjie was en wat op ’n straat voor ’n huis gestaan het. Een van die
persone is gedood en vyf is beseer. Wat aanleiding gegee het tot hierdie gebeurtenis word beskryf in
die reeds gerapporteerde uitspraak en dit is onnodig om dit hier te herhaal. Die Verhoorhof het ’n
betoog dat respondent uit nood gehandel het, verwerp. Wel is bevind dat dit nie bewys is dat
respondent opsetlik in die groep mense ingery het nie. Die Verhoorhof het aanvaar dat die
respondent nie sodanig onder invloed van drank was dat hy die gevolge van sy handelinge nie besef
het nie. Nietemin het die Verhoorhof aanvaar dat respondent se verduideliking dat hy verwag het dat
die mense in die straat sou padgee, nie verwerp kan word nie. Die Verhoorhof se probleem is soos
volg in die uitspraak gestel:

‘‘A doubt does exist in our minds as to whether or not the accused is in fact being truthful when
he says he believed that the crowd would disperse, and, whatever may have been the position
in the case of a sober person, having regard to the state of the accused’s intoxication, he may
have believed something which no sober person would have believed. The accused is entitled
to the benefit of this doubt. Whilst therefore there is no doubt that the accused acted in a
grossly reckless manner in his driving, we cannot say that what he did was done deliberately.
This being so it seems to us that on the main count the accused falls to be convicted of the crime
of culpable homicide.’’

[3] Daarna het die Verhoorhof bevind dat daar ten opsigte van die vyf klagte van poging tot moord ook
geen opset bestaan het nie en dat respondent ook nie aan aanranding kon skuldig bevind word nie,
nieteenstaande die bevinding van hierdie Hof in S v Johnson 1969 (1) SA 201 (A).

[4] In hierdie Hof is namens die Staat aangevoer dat die Verhoorhof gefouteer het deur die respondent
onskuldig te bevind op die vyf klagte van poging tot moord en dat die Verhoorhof gebonde was aan
die beslissing van hierdie Hof in S v Johnson (supra). Namens die Staat is gevolglik betoog dat die
respondent op die vyf klagte aan gewone aanranding moes skuldig bevind gewees het. Die betoog
kan nie slaag nie. Hierdie Hof moet van die standpunt uitgaan (soos die Verhoorhof wesenlik bevind
het) dat die respondent, in sy deur drank benewelde toestand, verwag het dat die mense sy Combi
sou sien aankom en uit sy pad gaan. Hy het dus geen opset gehad om hulle raak te ry nie en het hulle
ook nie gedreig dat hy hulle sou raak ry nie. Hy het eenvoudig verwag dat hulle uitmekaar sou gaan.
Selfs gewone aanranding vereis die opset om aan te rand en as so ’n opset nie bestaan nie (of nie
bewys is nie) kan daar geen skuldigbevinding aan gewone aanranding wees nie.

[5] Omdat die Staat hom uitdruklik en direk op die Johnson- saak supra beroep het, waarin beslis is dat
dronkenskap, behalwe as dit tot ’n vorm van kranksinnigheid lei, nie as verweer kan dien nie, is dit
wenslik om die uitspraak in daardie saak in hersiening te neem. Die beslissing wat juridies onsuiwer is,
skep probleme omdat ’n suiwer juridiese en logiese benadering van die probleem vir ’n deel van die
gemeenskap nie aanvaarbaar is nie. Die gemeenskap was van ouds onderwerp aan drankmisbruik
deur sekere lede van die gemeenskap. Hierdie misbruik het nie verminder nie en gaan vandag dikwels
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gepaard met misbruik van dwelmmiddels. Omdat so baie aanrandings en dood veroorsaak word deur
persone onder invloed van drank, het ’n deel van die gemeenskap in die verlede skepties gestaan oor
die ‘‘sagte’’ behandeling van beskonkense en is die opvatting gehuldig dat dronkenskap nooit ’n
verweer kan wees nie behalwe as dit tot ’n vorm van kranksinnigheid gelei het. Vandaar dat hierdie
Hof na bestudering van ons ou skrywers en beslissings van ons Howe in die Johnson- saak nie wou
afsien van die ou benadering nie en tot die volgende konklusie gekom het te 212:

‘‘Die reël dat in ons reg dronkenskap nie as verweer teen ’n aanklag, weens ’n wandaad in
dronkenskap gepleeg, aangevoer kan word nie, is dus nie buite verband met die erkende
vereistes vir strafregtelike aanspreeklikheid nie, maar is daarby aangepas. Daar bestaan
gevolglik geen afdoende redes waarom daar nou van ’n lank in ons reg en gebruik gevestigde
reël afgewyk moet word nie.’’

[6] Die opvatting dat mense gestraf behoort te word vir misdade wat hulle in dronkenskap pleeg, al is
hulle ook hoe dronk, is in die Westerse lande algemeen ’n probleem, vgl bv, ‘‘Strafbaarheid van
Beschonkenen’’ deur Langemeyer in Tijdschrift van Strafrecht deel XLVII (afl 4) te 341; Hazewinkel-
Suringa Inleiding tot die Studie van het Nederlandse Strafrecht 7de druk te 248, en ook te 249, waar die
regsposisie in verskillende Europese lande opgesom word; Smith and Hogan Criminal Law 4de uitg te
184, wat spesifiek die Engelse probleme noem en onder ander verduidelik dat die volgende misdade
nie ’n ‘‘specific intent’’ vereis nie: ‘‘rape; maliciously wounding or inflicting grievous bodily harm; ...
indecent assault; common assault’’. Wat ons reg betref, behoort die hele idee van ‘‘specific intent’’ in
verband met drank, soos dit in die Engelse reg verskyn, as onaanvaarbaar beskou te word. By ’n
behoorlike toepassing van ons reg is daar geen plek vir die besondere benadering nie. Vanselfsprek-
end kan ’n hof volgens ons reg wel bevind dat ’n persoon weens invloed van drank ’n bepaalde gevolg
nie voorsien het nie wat hy wel sou voorsien het indien hy nugter was, en dat hy dus aan ’n minder
ernstige misdaad skuldig is.

[7] Om vas te stel wat die posisie in die strafreg behoort te wees in geval van ’n beskuldigde wat onder
invloed van drank ’n handeling of omissie begaan, is dit wenslik, dink ek, om met die graad van
dronkenskap te begin. En dan handel ek alleen oor gewone vrywillige dronkenskap ...

[8] As begin word by iemand wat as ‘‘smoordronk’’ beskryf word, is dit ook eintlik nog ’n kwessie van
graad. Is hy so dronk dat hy ‘‘papdronk’’ is en net êrens lê en onwillekeurige spierbewegings met sy
arm of voet doen en iemand sou deur so ’n onwillekeurige beweging getref en beseer word, sou daar
in elk geval geen sprake wees van ’n handeling nie. Dit sou net so min ’n handeling wees as die
liggaamsbeweging van ’n slaapwandelaar. In die strafreg is ’n handeling alleen dan ’n handeling
wanneer dit deur die gees beheer word. In die geval van die onwillekeurige spierbeweging van ’n
papdronke is daar geen sweem van beheer nie en is dit dus nie eers nodig om oor skuld te filosofeer
nie. Daar is net geen plek vir skuld nie. Ook toerekeningsvatbaarheid kom nie hier ter sprake nie. Dit is
die een kant van die spektrum. Die ander kant, daarteenoor, sou die geval wees waar ’n beskuldigde ’n
geringe hoeveelheid drank gedrink het wat geen noemenswaardige uitwerking op sy geestesver-
moëns gehad het nie. Tussenin lê ’n groot verskeidenheid van gevalle waarin wel handelinge
plaasgevind het onder invloed van drank, handelinge wat oënskynlik die bereiking van ’n doel of
gevolg aandui, maar waarby die vraag ontstaan tot watter mate die besopene die erns van wat hy
doen besef het en tot watter mate sy inhibisies verminder is. Iemand kan as ‘‘erg besope’’ beskryf
word maar tog so optree dat hy skynbaar rasioneel optree. Hy mag self vergeet het wat hy gedoen het
maar sy gees het wel sy handeling beheer, al is dit dan dat sy inhibisies erg deur drank verminder is.
Dan kom toerekeningsvatbaarheid wel ter sprake....

[9] ... Na my mening is dit verkiesliker om te aanvaar dat, indien dit uit die getuienis blyk dat ’n
beskuldigde werklik so besope was dat hy inderdaad nie besef het wat hy gedoen het nie, die
publieke beleid (die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap) nie vereis dat van die suiwer regswetenska-
plike benadering afgesien moet word nie en dat die beskuldigde ’n straf moet ondergaan bloot
omdat hy vrywillig ’n toestand bereik het waarin hy juridies nie kan handel nie of ontoerekeningsvat-
baar is. Die geval van ’n beskuldigde wat gedrink het om ’n misdaad te kan pleeg is natuurlik nie hier
ter sprake nie. Vir doeleindes van hierdie saak is dit mi ook onnodig om die vraag te bespreek of
dronkenskap of invloed van ander dwelmmiddels wat aanleiding gee tot ongeoorloofde dade, deur
wetgewing strafbaar behoort te word.
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[10] Die probleem lê mi nie soseer in die beginsel wat toegepas behoort te word nie maar in die manier
waarop die beginsel toegepas word. Indien ’n hof geredelik of maklik aanvaar dat ’n besope persoon
wat bv ’n vrou verkrag of probeer verkrag nie bewus is van wat hy doen nie en dus nie
toerekeningsvatbaar is nie, en vry behoort uit te gaan, sou die regspraak baie gou in diskrediet
gebring word. Verminderde toerekeningsvatbaarheid en ’n minder straf is natuurlik iets anders. In De
Wet en Swanepoel se Strafreg 3de uitg word in hierdie verband te 119 in ’n voetnoot verwys na Hall
General Principles of Criminal Law te 534 waar die onderskeid aldus gestel word:

‘‘In the cases relevant to the present problem, the defendant is in a state of intoxication
between these extremes. What he have to deal with is not incapacity to perform simple acts or
such an obliteration of cognitive functions as to exclude any degree of purposive conduct, but
instead a severe blunting of the capacity to understand the moral quality of the act in issue,
combined with a drastic lapse of inhibition. As has been suggested, this closely resembles, if it is
not identical with, insanity.’’

[11] Na my mening behoort dit, wat ons reg betref, ietwat sterker gestel te word. Eers dan wanneer ’n
persoon, wat ’n gevolghandeling pleeg, so besope is dat hy nie besef nie dat wat hy doen ongeoorloof
is, of dat sy inhibisies wesenlik verkrummel het, kan hy as ontoerekeningsvatbaar beskou word. Is daar
’n redelike twyfel, behoort die beskuldigde die voordeel daarvan te kry. Die vraag of die bewyslas nie
verander behoort te word nie, sou ek nie sonder betoog wil beantwoord nie.

[12] Indien mens die Hofverslae nagaan, blyk dit dat alleen in hoogs uitsonderlike gevalle dit bevind word
dat ’n beskuldigde ’n misdaad pleeg terwyl hy so besope is dat hy nie besef dat wat hy doen
ongeoorloof is nie of dat sy inhibisies volkome verdwyn het. In baie gevalle is bevind dat drank nie die
oordeelvermoë van die beskuldigde verminder het nie, in ander gevalle is bevind dat drank
veroorsaak het dat ’n bepaalde gevolg nie voorsien is nie (bv by aanranding, die dood van die
oorledene) en in sekere gevalle waar nieteenstaande die invloed van drank die gevolg wel voorsien is,
word soos, bv, in die geval van moord, tog wel versagtende omstandighede bevind. Daar is dus, na my
mening, geen beswaar op grond van publieke beleid om af te wyk van die benadering van wat in die
Johnson- saak toegepas is nie. Na my mening is iemand wat papdronk is en wat onbewus is van wat hy
doen, nie aanspreeklik nie omdat ’n spierbeweging in dié toestand gedoen nie ’n strafregtelike
handeling is nie. Indien iemand ’n handeling verrig (meer as ’n onwillekeurige spierbeweging) maar
so besope is dat hy nie besef wat hy doen nie of dat hy die ongeoorloofheid van sy handeling nie besef
nie, is hy nie toerekeningsvatbaar nie. Maar ek wil herhaal dat ’n hof alleen op grond van getuienis wat
dit regverdig tot die konklusie, of redelike twyfel, sal kom dat wanneer iemand inderdaad ’n
handeling (of omissie) begaan het wat ’n misdaad is, hy dermate besope was dat hy nie toerekenings-
vatbaar is nie.

[13] ... Een van die probleme in verband met dade gepleeg in dronkenskap is natuurlik dat die beskonkene
wel weet wat hy doen terwyl hy dit doen, maar dikwels later vergeet het wat hy gedoen het. Die blote
feit dat hy vergeet het wat hy gedoen het, maak hom nie ontoerekeningsvatbaar nie. Wel is dit
duidelik dat in elke geval noukeurige aandag aan al die relevante feite gegee moet word. ’n Hof moet
dit doen omdat dit uiteindelik die taak van die hof self is om te beslis of ’n beskuldigde ontoereken-
ingsvatbaar is of nie.

[14] Wat die onderhawige saak betref, moet die gestelde regsvraag bevestigend beantwoord word.

[15] JANSEN AR, MILLER AR, JOUBERT AR en VAN HEERDEN WN AR het saamgestem.
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Flynote

General principles of liability—Criminal capacity—Temporary non-pathological incapacity—Proof of—Absurd
to postulate that succumbing to temptation may excuse one from criminal liability—Courts must be careful to
rely on sound evidence and to apply the principles set out in the decisions of the Supreme Court of Appeal—The
message that must reach society is that consciously giving in to one’s anger or to other emotions and
endangering the lives of motorists or other members of society will not be tolerated and will be met with the full
force of the law.

Headnote

The appellant stood trial in a Provincial Division of the High Court on a charge of murder and on a charge of
obstructing the ends of justice. In respect of the second charge it was alleged that after the commission of
the murder the appellant disposed of a hockey stick which he used in the attack on the deceased so that it
could not be found by the police, and further, that he attempted to mislead the police by falsely showing
them a pair of jeans other than the blood splattered pair he was wearing at the relevant time. The appellant
admitted that he assaulted and killed the deceased. His defence was one of temporary non-pathological
criminal incapacity resulting from a combination of severe emotional stress, provocation and a measure of
intoxication, thus placing in dispute that at the material time he could distinguish between right and wrong
and that he could act in accordance with that distinction. The appellant’s defence was rejected and he was
convicted on both charges. On the murder charge the appellant was sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment,
five years of which were conditionally suspended. On the charge of obstructing the ends of justice, the
appellant was sentenced to imprisonment for nine months. It was ordered that this sentence run
concurrently with the sentence imposed in respect of his conviction on the murder charge.

The appellant appealed against his conviction on the charge of murder. On appeal, the primary issue was
whether the appellant lacked criminal capacity at the time that he killed the deceased. It was conceded on
behalf of the appellant that at the relevant time he was able to distinguish between right and wrong but it
was contested that he was able to act in accordance with that appreciation. It was submitted in the
alternative (in the event of a finding that the appellant did not lack criminal capacity), that the State failed to
prove beyond reasonable doubt that the appellant had dolus in either the form of dolus directus or dolus
eventualis and that it should be found that a proper verdict in the totality of the circumstances of the case is
one of culpable homicide.

The Court remarked that it was absurd to postulate that succumbing to temptation may excuse one from
criminal liability. One had free choice to succumb to or resist temptation. If one succumbed one had to face
the responsibility for the consequences.
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The Court held that the time had come to face up to the fact that in some instances our Courts, in dealing
with accused persons with whom they have sympathy, either because of the circumstances in which an
offence has been committed, or because the deceased or victim of a violent attack was a particularly vile
human being, have resorted to reasoning that is not consistent with the approach of decisions of the
Appellate Division and Supreme Court of Appeal. Mitigating factors should rightly be taken into account
during sentencing. When an accused acts in an aggressive goal-directed and focused manner, spurred on by
anger or some other emotion, whilst still able to appreciate the difference between right and wrong and
while still able to direct and control his actions, it stretches credulity when he then claims, after assaulting or
killing someone, that at some stage during the directed and planned manouevre he lost his ability to control
his actions. Reduced to its essence it amounts to this: the accused is claiming that his uncontrolled act just
happens to coincide with the demise of the person who prior to that act was the object of his anger, jealousy
or hatred. As demonstrated, Courts have accepted such versions of events from accused persons.

The Court held further that there was no doubt that in the present case the appellant was provoked and that
the deceased behaved badly. The deceased and the appellant had no business being on the road in their
state of insobriety. The deceased’s aggressive and provocative behaviour did not entitle the appellant to
behave as he did. It must now be clearly understood that an accused can only lack self-control when he is
acting in a state of automatism. It is by its very nature a state that will be rarely encountered. In future, courts
must be careful to rely on sound evidence and to apply the principles set out in the decisions of the Supreme
Court of Appeal. The message that must reach society is that consciously giving in to one’s anger or to other
emotions and endangering the lives of motorists or other members of society will not be tolerated and will
be met with the full force of the law.

The appeal was dismissed.

S v Eadie (1) 2001 (1) SACR 172 (C) upheld on appeal.

JUDGMENT

NAVSA JA

[1] During the very early hours of the morning of Saturday 12 June 1999 on Ou Kaapseweg near Fish
Hoek, the appellant assaulted Kevin Andrew Duncan (’the deceased’) and beat him to death in
circumstances described in popular language as ’road rage’. The appellant stood trial in the Cape
Provincial Division of the High Court, before Griesel J, on a charge of murder and on a charge of
obstructing the ends of justice. In respect of the second charge it was alleged that after the
commission of the murder the appellant disposed of a hockey stick which he used in the attack on the
deceased so that it could not be found by the police, and further, that he attempted to mislead the
police by falsely showing them a pair of jeans other than the blood splattered pair he was wearing at
the relevant time. The appellant admitted that he assaulted and killed the deceased. His defence was
one of temporary non-pathological criminal incapacity resulting from a combination of severe
emotional stress, provocation and a measure of intoxication, thus placing in dispute that at the
material time he could distinguish between right and wrong and that he could act in accordance with
that distinction. The appellant’s defence was rejected and he was convicted on both charges. On the
murder charge the appellant was sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment, five years of which were
conditionally suspended. On the charge of obstructing the ends of justice the appellant was
sentenced to imprisonment for nine months. It was ordered that this sentence run concurrently with
the sentence imposed in respect of his conviction on the murder charge. The judgment of the Court
below is reported as S v Eadie (1) 2001 (1) SACR 172 (C). The appellant appeals, with the leave of the
Court below, against his conviction on the charge of murder. The primary issue in this appeal is
whether the appellant lacked criminal capacity at the time that he killed the deceased. Before us it was
conceded on behalf of the appellant that at the relevant time he was able to distinguish between right
and wrong. It was contested that he was able to act in accordance with that appreciation. It was
submitted, before us, in the alternative (in the event of a finding that the appellant did not lack
criminal capacity), that the State failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the appellant had
dolus in either the form of dolus directus or dolus eventualis and that it should be found that a proper
verdict in the totality of the circumstances of the case is one of culpable homicide.
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[2] It is well established that when an accused person raises a defence of temporary non-pathological
criminal incapacity, the State bears the onus to prove that he or she had criminal capacity at the
relevant time. It has repeatedly been stated by this Court that:

(i) in discharging the onus the State is assisted by the natural inference that in the absence of
exceptional circumstances a sane person who engages in conduct which would ordinarily give
rise to criminal liability, does so consciously and voluntarily;

(ii) an accused person who raises such a defence is required to lay a foundation for it, sufficient at
least to create a reasonable doubt on the point;

(iii) evidence in support of such a defence must be carefully scrutinised;

(iv) it is for the Court to decide the question of the accused’s criminal capacity, having regard to the
expert evidence and all the facts of the case, including the nature of the accused’s actions during
the relevant period.

S v Calitz 1990 (1) SACR 119 (A) at 126h–127c; S v Wiid 1990 (1) SACR 561 (A) at 564b–g; S v Potgieter
1994 (1) SACR 61 (A) at 72j–73h; S v Cunningham 1996 (1) SACR 631 (A) at 635i–636c; S v Francis 1999 (1)
SACR 650 (SCA) at 652c–h.

[3] I will in due course deal with the test for criminal capacity as laid down in this Court and with
contributions by academic writers. In the course of this judgment I will consider whether the
boundaries of the defence in question have been inappropriately extended, particularly in decisions
of Provincial or Local Divisions of the High Court, so as to negatively affect public confidence in the
administration of justice.

[4] At this stage it is necessary to consider the facts of the present case and the basis on which the Court
below reached its conclusions. It is not disputed that at the time of the attack on the deceased the
appellant was subjected to a number of stressors. He was experiencing financial difficulties, problems
at work, tensions in his marriage and was in a depressed state. The events that led to the death of the
deceased and the surrounding circumstances are largely common cause. There is a dispute about the
manner in which the assault was perpetrated, which is dealt with in the summary that follows.

[5] The appellant, presently 37 years old, is a keen sportsman and a competitive hockey player. On Friday
11 June 1999, accompanied by his wife, he attended a function of the Fish Hoek Hockey Club held at
the Holiday Inn in Woodstock, Cape Town. During the course of the night he consumed at least seven
bottles of beer. After the function the appellant and his wife joined another couple for a late meal at a
restaurant in Rondebosch, where he consumed at least two more bottles of beer and two Irish coffees.
In the early hours of Saturday morning the appellant and his wife drove home in their Volkswagen
Jetta motor vehicle (’the Jetta’), stopping at his mother’s house to pick up their two young children.
They drove along Ou Kaapseweg in a southerly direction towards Fish Hoek. As they travelled home
with the children asleep on the back seat they became aware of the headlights of a motor vehicle
coming up behind them. The deceased was the driver and sole occupant of this vehicle, a Toyota
Corolla (’the Toyota’). He drove right up to the Jetta, overtook them, and in the process flashed his
headlights, which were on bright. The deceased then slowed down considerably. The appellant
remained behind him for a short distance. When the deceased reduced his speed to approximately 40
kmph the appellant overtook him. The deceased increased his speed and once again drove up close
to the Jetta’s rear bumper, keeping his headlights on bright. The appellant accelerated but could not
put distance between them. The Toyota overtook the Jetta once more and the process described
earlier was repeated—the deceased slowed down and the appellant overtook him but could not get
away. The appellant became angry and concerned about his family’s safety. He stopped the Jetta at a
set of traffic lights relatively close to his home. The Toyota stopped behind him. The appellant got out
of the Jetta, took a hockey stick from behind the driver’s seat, and walked towards the Toyota. At this
point the appellant’s wife drove off in the Jetta. The deceased remained seated behind the steering
wheel of the stationary Toyota. The appellant initially intended to smash the Toyota’s headlights. He
changed his mind and decided to smash the windscreen. When the appellant got close to the Toyota
the deceased opened the driver’s door, prompting him to divert his attention from the windscreen
and to lunge at the deceased with the hockey stick, which broke into two parts as it struck the vehicle.
The appellant became extremely angry. He succeeded in opening the driver’s door of the Toyota after
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it was kicked at him and closed again by the deceased. The appellant punched the deceased against
the head whilst he was still in the Toyota and continued the assault by punching him repeatedly. He
pulled the deceased out of the vehicle and into the road. The deceased fell. The appellant repeatedly
and savagely stamped on the deceased’s head with the heel of his shoe. The appellant broke the
deceased’s nose by stamping on it with his heel.

[6] The appellant testified that whilst he was assaulting the deceased he could feel himself shouting but
did not hear any sound. He could see some things clearly whilst others were blurred. He felt as if he
was in a fish bowl. When he pulled the deceased out of the Toyota he felt no weight. In perpetrating
the assault he felt that he was ’going, going, going’. He experienced these sensations from the time
that the hockey stick broke. The appellant could nevertheless recall and relate what happened in the
detail set out above.

[7] Mr Graham Hill (’Hill’), a motorist who drove past the scene witnessed at least part of the attack on the
deceased and testified in support of the State’s case. He supplied a slightly different version of the
assault, testifying that the appellant used the hockey stick as a weapon, jabbing it at the deceased
whilst he was still seated in the Toyota.

[8] The appellant testified that after he assaulted the deceased he did not realise where he was. His wife
returned to the scene a short while after her initial departure and repeatedly called his name without
receiving a response. The appellant eventually heard his wife call his name and walked to the Jetta. His
wife drove him home in silence. After the appellant arrived at home he decided almost immediately to
return to the scene. There was no one else at the scene. He established that the deceased was dead
and unsuccessfully attempted to dial an emergency number on his cell-phone. Soon thereafter a
tow-truck driven by Mr Jan Eksteen (’Eksteen’) arrived at the scene. Eksteen saw that the jeans worn by
the appellant were blood-splattered. The appellant told Eksteen that he was at the scene attempting
to assist the deceased, deliberately creating the impression that he was an innocent bystander. The
police arrived a short while later and the appellant repeated his explanation for being at the scene. He
supplied the police with his personal particulars and departed, but not before surreptitiously
removing the hockey stick from the scene. He disposed of the stick by throwing it into bushes some
distance away. Later, he was requested by the police to return to the scene to point out the position of
the hockey stick. He was also requested to bring along with him the blood-splattered jeans he had on
earlier. He returned and could of course not point out where he had left the hockey stick. He
presented the police with jeans different from the pair he wore at the time of the assault on the
deceased. Eksteen pointed this out to the police, resulting in the appellant eventually disclosing the
truth. He was arrested and thereafter gave his full co-operation to the police. He took the police to the
place where he had disposed of the broken hockey stick. Only one part of the stick was recovered.

[9] Blood-alcohol tests conducted on the appellant, the results of which are uncontested, revealed that
his blood-alcohol level at the time of the assault was in the region of 0,15 grams/100 ml. A
post-mortem examination of the deceased revealed that his blood-alcohol level at the time of death
was 0,17 grams /100ml. Both blood-alcohol levels are significantly beyond the legal limit. The
post-mortem examination established that the deceased sustained significant fractures of the facial
bones and skull. The deceased died as a result of these injuries, which, according to Dr Van der Heyde
who conducted the post-mortem examination, were caused by the application of a considerable
degree of blunt force.

[10] The appellant sought to persuade the Court below that an incident that occurred in Johannesburg
during 1990 played a part in precipitating the assault which led to the deceased’s death. I set out a
summary of his version of that incident. The appellant and a friend who were in Johannesburg on
business, found, upon their return to their vehicle in a parking lot, that they were parked in by another
motorist. When that motorist eventually arrived he drove off without an apology. The appellant and
his friend drove after the offending motorist to seek an explanation for his behaviour. The other
motorist was unrepentant. There was an exchange of verbal abuse and offensive gestures. In a
sudden twist the other motorist ended up pursuing the appellant and his friend, flashing his lights at
them. The appellant’s vehicle struck the pavement and he was forced to stop. The other motorist
confronted and assaulted the appellant. Within a short while other vehicles and people surrounded
the appellant and his friend. One of the persons who arrived on the scene was dressed in a police
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uniform. The others appeared to be policemen in civilian dress. The appellant was assaulted by the
policemen and rendered unconscious. He sustained a fractured cheekbone, a broken nose, a
dislocated jaw and a number of bruises and abrasions.

[11] To complete the historical background it is necessary to record that during 1986, after a term of
border duty as a national serviceman in the army, the appellant suffered a mental breakdown—he
held a firearm to his chin and held people at bay. In consequence he was admitted to 1 Military
Hospital and was assessed as suffering from an adjustment disorder with mood and behavioural
changes. Psychometric testing revealed compulsive traits, poor impulse control and a potential for
destructive behaviour. He received no treatment to address this condition and the results of the tests
were not conveyed to him.

[12] I turn to deal with the evidence in the Court below, of a psychologist and two psychiatrists who all
conducted interviews with the appellant and who were supplied with the background and historical
details set out earlier in this judgment. Mr Stephen Lay (’Lay’), a psychologist employed at Valkenberg
Hospital’s forensic unit, testified in support of the State’s case. He assessed the appellant as someone
who bottled up his emotions and who had personality problems, which gave rise to difficulties in his
employment, family and other relationships. Lay thought it highly unlikely that the incident in
Hillbrow in 1990 played any part as a trigger or otherwise in the appellant’s assault on the deceased.
There were no indications that it resulted in a post- traumatic stress syndrome in the appellant. On the
contrary, the appellant was emphatic that in assaulting the deceased he was motivated by anger and
that the anger was caused by the fact that the deceased had attempted to run him off the road. Lay
accepted that the intake of alcohol during the time preceding the assault on the deceased played
some role in the appellant’s conduct.

[13] Lay considered it important that the appellant approached the Toyota with the intention of
perpetrating a violent act. His actions were rational, purposeful and goal-directed. The appellant had
the ’cognitive wherewithal’ to realise that the deceased had fallen after the first blow and had been
rendered unconscious. His assertions of being disoriented after the assault on the deceased should be
seen against this background. Lay thought it relevant that the appellant had a full recall of the events
in question yet stated that he was disoriented after the event and could not hear his wife calling him.
Lay was unwilling to concede that the appellant had ’lost control’ at the time he perpetrated the
assault on the deceased. He stated that this expression, which is not a clinical term, is used much too
loosely—it is vague and too general. Even though Lay stated that the question of whether or not the
appellant had criminal capacity at the relevant time was debatable, it is clear from his evidence as a
whole that he held the view that the appellant exercised poor impulse control. Lay did not accept that
the appellant lacked criminal capacity when he assaulted and killed the deceased.

[14] Dr Sean Kaliski (’Kaliski’), a psychiatrist and head of the forensic psychiatric unit at Valkenberg
Hospital, also testified in support of the State’s case. In his view, the appellant was able to appreciate
the wrongfulness of the acts perpetrated by him and to act accordingly. It is clear from his evidence
that he is sceptical of the defence in question. In 90 percent of cases in which he testified the defence
was the same as the one raised in the present case. In his experience the defence has never been
successfully established—he conceded that this conclusion was based on an assumption that courts
accepted his view on the validity of the defence. Kaliski saw no difference in a defence of sane
automatism and the defence asserted in the present case and went on to describe the characteristics
of sane automatism. A person who acts in a state of sane automatism would typically have been
subjected to a great deal of stress producing a state of internal tension building to a climax which in
most cases is reached after the person concerned has endured ongoing humiliation and abuse. The
climax is triggered by an event unusual in its intensity or unpredictable in its occurrence. When one
acts in this state one’s cognitive functions are absent. This means that actions are unplanned and one
is unable to appreciate surrounding events. Acts perpetrated in this state may appear to be
purposeful but should typically be out of character. When the period of automatism has passed the
person concerned comes to his senses, is bewildered and horrified by the results of such actions and
lends assistance to the victim. There would be no concerted effort to escape from the scene. Persons
acting in this manner usually claim amnesia.
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[15] Kaliski commented on the appellant’s claim that he lost control over his physical acts as follows. If the
appellant did not know what he was doing his actions would have been less goal-directed. He would
have been flailing about indiscriminately and the deceased would have been struck by chance. The
appellant’s assertion that he ’lost control’ must be carefully examined. The expression itself is used too
loosely. It is common for people to lose their temper and to commit regrettable acts when they should
have known better. An example is that of a sportsman who commits a blatant foul in full view of a
referee. The appellant did not show any signs of a post-traumatic stress syndrome following on the
incident in Johannesburg in 1990. There were no recurring thoughts, nightmares or flashbacks
related to that incident supportive of this assertion. Even though the appellant had in the past not
engaged in acts involving the degree of violence seen in the attack on the deceased, he nevertheless
had a history of engaging in regrettable conduct and acting impulsively. After the attack on the
deceased the appellant did not show signs of true disorientation because he eventually responded to
his wife’s shouts and found his way to the Jetta. The appellant and his wife took their children home
before he returned to the scene. This indicates that he had presence of mind. The appellant would
have been more convincing had he not made an attempt to deceive the police. The appellant was
subjected to provocation and other stressors but faced no more than that faced by scores of people
who do not resort to this kind of behaviour. The sensations experienced by him during and
immediately after the assault are not unusual in persons who are extremely angry.

[16] Kaliski accepted that courts have held that in certain circumstances a combination of factors such as
stress, provocation and the disinhibiting effects of alcohol may cause a person to lack criminal
capacity. His experience, however, led him to conclude that temper and rage disinhibits people but
does not rob them of control. Kaliski stated that he may be willing to concede the validity of a defence
of non-pathological criminal incapacity due to stress and provocation in the face of compelling facts.

[17] Dr Ashraf Jedaar (’Jedaar’), a psychiatrist employed at Valkenberg Hospital’s forensic unit from
1992–1999 and presently in private practice, testified in support of the appellant’s case. In his view the
appellant’s description of the sensations experienced by him during the attack on the deceased is
indicative of an altered state of consciousness, referred to in psychiatry as a dissociative state. It
indicated a heightened emotional state, which affected his cognitive functions and led to an inability
to control his behaviour. I quote the following part of his evidence:

‘So although there was a perception or at least a recognition that there was an injury inflicted
on the deceased, he was unable to control the continued assault on the deceased due to his
disturbed cognition.’

[18] Jedaar considered it important that the appellant was concerned about the safety of his family. Jedaar
was of the view that whilst the deceased was pursuing him the appellant re-experienced the event
that took place in Hillbrow during 1990. He took issue with Kaliski and stated that a defence of sane
automatism differs from the defence asserted by the appellant, in that a person acting in a state of
sane automatism has an absolute absence of cognitive control due to intense emotional arousal
whereas the appellant had intact but disturbed cognition due to emotional factors. Jedaar was of the
view that the appellant’s purposeful, goal-directed and well-co-ordinated behaviour masks the fact
that his cognition had been disturbed.

[19] The essence of Jedaar’s conclusions is that given the stressors operating on the appellant, the effect of
the alcohol consumed by him, his personality and the provocation by the deceased, he reached a
point where his emotional state was such that his actions were involuntary. Jedaar conceded that in
this heightened emotional state the appellant would have been able to make decisions about what
and whom he wanted to attack. According to Jedaar the appellant lost his power to make decisions
from the time that the hockey stick broke due to the perceived threat from the deceased. This was the
trigger that deprived him of the power to make decisions. Jedaar stated, without substantiation that
from that moment on the appellant was unable to change his decision.

[20] Jedaar accepted that the success of the appellant’s defence depended on the Court’s acceptance of
his evidence that he was unable to control his actions at the relevant time. Jedaar conceded that
persons who have not had their cognitive ability disturbed might well experience the sensations
experienced by the appellant. He accepted that if a person was enraged he or she could be
concentrating so heavily on perpetrating an assault that external stimuli such as being called by name
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would be excluded. Jedaar conceded that in the absence of the dissociative sensations experienced
by the appellant his actions are consistent with conscious decision-making. He accepted that there
was nothing exceptional about the depression and anxiety experienced by the appellant. Jedaar
expressed the view that the event that occurred in Johannesburg in 1990 had to be viewed as part of
the totality of circumstances in order to assess whether the appellant lacked criminal capacity at the
relevant time.

[21] Counsel for the State referred Jedaar to his evidence in another case in which he testified that it is only
in the context of mental illness that a person can be driven by an irresistible impulse. He attempted to
distinguish his evidence in the present case by stating that the appellant was acting with his cognitive
faculties intact but distorted. According to Jedaar the assault flowed from the appellant’s heightened
emotional state, not from a conscious decision. However, Jedaar accepted that the appellant’s
detailed description of the assault perpetrated by him negatives any suggestion of automatism.

[22] Griesel J, at 178a–b of the judgment in the Court below, referred to the ’confusion’ between the
defence of temporary non-pathological criminal incapacity and sane automatism. He dealt with the
view adopted by writers like Snyman in Criminal Law 3rd ed at 54, 152 and 153 that sane automatism
and temporary non-pathological criminal capacity are separate and distinct defences. With reference,
inter alia, to S v Francis (supra at 651h), where Schutz JA equated non-pathological incapacity to sane
automatism, the learned Judge concluded that the distinction might be one without a difference.
Griesel J states the following at 178b:

‘At the same time, however, it is clear that in many instances the defences of criminal incapacity
and automatism coincide. This is so because a person who is deprived of self-control is both
incapable of a voluntary act and at the same time lacks criminal capacity.’

[23] Griesel J reminded himself that Courts have scrutinised the asserted defence with circumspection and
went on to assess the psychiatric and other evidence. He considered that the appellant’s behaviour at
the relevant time was focused and goal-directed and took into account against the appellant his
deceitful behaviour after the incident. The learned Judge formed the view that the appellant’s
blow-by-blow account of events indicated conscious behaviour. He took into account that witnesses
who saw the appellant at the scene after the assault, described him as behaving normally. The learned
Judge accepted Hill’s account of the assault and rejected the appellant’s to the extent that it
conflicted with Hill’s evidence. Griesel J thought Hill’s version of events was probable and was
corroborated by the accused’s efforts to get rid of the hockey stick. He formed the view that neither
the Court nor the psychiatrists could rely on the appellant’s version relating to his defence of criminal
incapacity. He rejected the appellant’s claim that the stressors referred to earlier in this judgment
contributed to his incapacity at the relevant time stating (at 183i):

‘Hundreds of thousands of people daily find themselves in similar or worse situations, yet they
do not go out clubbing fellow-motorists to death when their anger may be provoked.’

Griesel J concluded that the incident that occurred in Johannesburg in 1990 played no part in the
attack on the deceased and concluded that the appellant did not lose control—he simply lost his
temper. Having rejected the appellant’s defence of criminal incapacity, the learned Judge considered
whether the appellant had the necessary intention to commit murder. Having regard to the savage
and sustained nature of the attack on the deceased and that it was directed at the head of the
deceased, he concluded that the appellant had the necessary intention to kill.

[24] Appellant’s counsel submitted that the Court below confused the defence of automatism and the
defence of non-pathological criminal incapacity and that Griesel J failed to appreciate that since the
appellant was able to distinguish between right and wrong his cognitive faculties were in place and
goal-directed behaviour could be expected. It was contended that the learned Judge misdirected
himself when he took into account, against the appellant, that his behaviour was focused and
goal-directed. It was submitted that he should have concluded that the appellant was unable to
control himself due to the emotional stress and provocation he was subjected to. Reliance was placed
on the following statement in South African Criminal Law and Procedure 2nd ed vol 1 by Burchell and
Hunt at 274:

‘... it does not have to be shown that the accused’s conduct was involuntary in the sense that it
was automatic or purely reflexive, for then the accused would be exempt from criminal liability
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on the ground that his act was not one of which the criminal law takes cognisance, and the
question of criminal capacity (’’toerekeningsvatbaarheid’’) does not arise. The determining
factor, it seems, is the question of self-control—whether, in all the circumstances of the case the
accused ’’could not resist or refrain from this act, or was unable to control himself to the extent
of refraining from committing the act’’. (Emphasis added.)

Counsel for the appellant also relied on the following decisions of the Provincial and Local Divisions of
the High Court in which, he submitted, the defence of non-pathological criminal incapacity was
upheld, notwithstanding that the accused persons conducted themselves in a goal-directed manner:
S v Arnold 1985 (3) SA 256 (C); S v Nursingh 1995 (2) SACR 331 (D); S v Moses 1996 (1) SACR 701 (C); S v
Gesualdo 1997 (2) SACR 68 (W).
Reliance was also placed on the minority judgment in a decision of this Court in S v Campher 1987 (1)
SA 940 (A) where, at 956C, the following appears:

‘As leek op hierdie gebied meen ek egter dat die feit dat die appellante na die tyd besef het dat
sy die oorledene geskiet het die Hof nie verhinder om tot ’n bevinding te geraak dat die
appellante se emosies so ’n breekpunt bereik het en haar so oorweldig het dat sy nie op die
kritieke oomblik kon weerstand bied nie.’

Appellant’s counsel submitted that the decision of this Court in S v Wiid 1990 (1) SACR 561 (A)
supported his case.

[25] There is a great deal of confusion about the proper application of the test for criminal capacity. What
follows is an examination of the historical development of the asserted defence, a consideration of
relevant judgments of this Court and of the other decisions referred to in the preceding paragraph.
Thereafter I will refer to criticisms by academic writers about the manner in which the test has been
applied.

[26] In our law, criminal incapacity due to mental illness is classified as pathological incapacity. Where it is
due to factors such as intoxication, provocation and emotional stress it is termed non-pathological
incapacity. The term non-pathological incapacity was coined for the first time by Joubert JA in S v
Laubscher 1988 (1) SA 163 (A) at 167D–I. As pointed out by Snyman in Criminal Law (op cit at 152),
Joubert JA wanted to separate this defence from that of mental illness created by s 78 of the Criminal
Procedure Act 51 of 1977. In S v Chretien 1981 (1) SA 1097 (A), which preceded the Laubscher case, it
was determined by this Court that persons who were so intoxicated that their acts were merely
uncontrolled muscular movements are not criminally liable, because their acts are not recognised as
such for purposes of criminal liability and that those who committed acts which were more than mere
uncontrolled muscular movements but were so intoxicated so as not to appreciate what they were
doing, or were unable to appreciate the difference between right and wrong would lack criminal
capacity and would accordingly escape criminal liability. Reacting to the charge that it would be
against the public interest if courts were to encourage the idea that drunkenness can be an excuse for
crime, Rumpff CJ said the following at 1105F–1106H:

‘Na my mening is dit verkiesliker om te aanvaar dat, indien dit uit die getuienis blyk dat ’n
beskuldigde werklik so besope was dat hy inderdaad nie besef het wat hy gedoen het nie, die
publieke beleid (die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap) nie vereis dat van die suiwer
regswetenskaplike benadering afgesien moet word nie en dat die beskuldigde ’n straf moet
ondergaan bloot omdat hy vrywillig ’n toestand bereik het waarin hy juridies nie kan handel nie
of ontoerekeningsvatbaar is. ... Die probleem lê myns insiens nie soseer in die beginsel wat
toegepas behoort te word nie maar in die manier waarop die beginsel toegepas word. Indien ’n
hof geredelik of maklik aanvaar dat ’n besope persoon wat bv ’n vrou verkrag of probeer verkrag nie
bewus is van wat hy doen nie en dus nie toerekeningsvatbaar is nie, en vry behoort uit te gaan, sou
die regspraak baie gou in diskrediet gebring word. Verminderde toerekeningsvatbaarheid en ’n
minder straf is natuurlik iets anders.’ (Emphasis added.)

[27] Since Chretien’s case the Legislature has intervened statutorily to deal with intoxication as a defence
by way of the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1 of 1988. It is beyond the scope of this judgment to
examine the changes brought about by statutory intervention. I consider the following quotation
from South G African Law and Procedure vol 1 3rd ed by J M Burchell at 188 to be important to bear in
mind:
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‘While Chretien cannot be faulted on grounds of logic or conformity with general principles, the
judgment might well have miscalculated the community’s attitude to intoxication.’

[28] It was but a short jump from the acceptance that intoxication could result in an individual losing the
ability to distinguish between right and wrong and to act in accordance with that distinction, to an
acceptance that emotional stress combined with provocation or intoxication or both could excuse
criminal liability on the same basis. Severe emotional stress, in combination with factors such as
provocation and/or intoxication resulting in non-pathological criminal incapacity, has become a very
popular defence as a perusal of the law reports on the subject and a further reading of this judgment
will confirm.

[29] I now proceed to deal chronologically and in some detail with decisions of this Court in which the
defence of non-pathological criminal incapacity was considered. It is necessary, in the quest for
greater clarity and precision, to distill the common threads in these judgments.

[30] In S v Van Vuuren 1983 (1) SA 12 (A) Diemont AJA referred to Chretien’s case, and said the following at
17G–H:

‘I am prepared to accept that an accused person should not be held criminally responsible for
an unlawful act where his failure to comprehend what he is doing is attributable not to drink
alone, but to a combination of drink and other facts such as provocation and severe mental or
emotional stress. In principle there is no reason for limiting the enquiry to the case of the man
too drunk to know what he is doing.’

The appellant in that case shot his ex-wife and her friend, injuring the former and killing the latter. The
shooting took place after growing tensions between the appellant and the persons shot by him.
Diemont AJA noted that the appellant’s actions, after he shot two people were rational and
responsible: he conveyed his daughter to his parents’ house; he telephoned the police and the
ambulance; he reported to a policeman that he had shot two women and accompanied his father
back to the house where the shooting took place. Diemont AJA took into account that, even though
the appellant stated that he had no knowledge of the actual shooting, he gave the court a detailed
account of his activities during the evening; before and after the event. It was held that the trial court
was correct in its conclusion that the appellant did not lack criminal capacity. Dealing specifically with
the effect of emotional stress coupled with provocation and intoxication Diemont AJA said the
following at 20D–E:

‘These factors, the drink, the provocation and the emotional stress all serve to mitigate his
moral turpitude, but I am not persuaded that they caused such mental turmoil that the
appellant had no understanding or knowledge of what he was doing. There is evidence,
persuasive evidence, which supports the State’s contention that the appellant not only was
fully aware of his actions but that there was a measure of premeditation.’

[31] In S v Campher 1987 (1) SA 940 (A) the appellant shot and killed her husband who had repeatedly
subjected her to physical and psychological abuse. In the time immediately preceding the shooting
he had subjected her to further humiliation and physical abuse. On appeal, the question whether she
lacked criminal capacity at the relevant time was addressed. Viljoen JA accepting that at the critical
moment the appellant was aware of the difference between right and wrong said the following (at
956B):

‘Die vraag is egter of sy die vermoë gehad het om ooreenkomstig daardie besef op te tree, met
ander woorde die nodige weerstandskrag gehad het. In die huidige geval word die ondersoek
gereduseer tot die vraag of sy onder die geweldige emosionele druk wat sy op daardie oomblik
beleef het die vermoë gehad het om weerstand te bied teen die drang om hierdie ’’monster’’ te
vernietig.’ (Emphasis added.)

The learned Judge of Appeal stated the following (at 958C):

‘Haar getuienis noop my tot die gevolgtrekking dat haar gees op die kritieke oomblik erg
versteurd was en dat haar weergawe van haar gemoedbewegings bestaanbaar is met ’n drang
waarteen sy nie kon weerstand bied nie.’ (Emphasis added.)
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In the view of Viljoen JA the appellant was entitled to an acquittal. Boshoff AJA was of the view that the
appellant had the capacity to distinguish between right and wrong and to act accordingly. At 967C
Boshoff AJA states:

‘Trouens, uit haar getuienis is af te lei dat sy deurgaans die vermoë gehad het om die
ongeoorloofdheid van haar handeling te besef en dat sy versuim het om haar wilsbeheer, ’n
vermoë waaroor sy subjektief beskik het, uit te oefen.’

Jacobs JA was of the view that where an accused had the ability to distinguish between right and
wrong, the defence of irresistible impulse (which he considered to be the basis of the appellant’s
defence) would only be available where a mental illness or defect was present. On the facts of the case
Jacobs JA and Boshoff AJA constituted the majority, dismissing the appeal. On the law Boshoff JA and
Viljoen JA formed the majority holding that in principle emotional stress could lead to an absence of
criminal capacity and an acquittal.

[32] S v Laubscher 1988 (1) SA 163 (A) is an oft-cited case on the test for non-pathological criminal capacity
based on a psychological breakdown. In that case a 23-year-old medical student whose intelligence
level was that of a genius, discharged 21 rounds of ammunition into various rooms of a house in which
his wife and parents-in-law resided. In consequence, his father-in-law was killed. At his trial on
charges, inter alia, of murder and attempted murder, it was contended that at the relevant time he
had suffered a total psychological breakdown or disintegration of his personality, of a temporary
nature, with the effect that he acted involuntarily. The incident in question was preceded by verbal
exchanges and a protracted struggle by the appellant to have his wife and child return to him from
her parental home. Joubert JA states the following (at 166G–167A):

‘Om toerekeningsvatbaar te wees, moet ’n dader se geestesvermoëns of psigiese gesteldheid
sodanig wees dat hy regtens vir sy gedrag geblameer kan word. Die erkende psigologiese
kenmerke van toerekeningsvatbaarheid is:

1. Die vermoë om tussen reg en verkeerd te onderskei. Die dader het die onderskeidingsver-
moë om die regmatigheid of onregmatigheid van sy handeling in te sien. Met ander
woorde, hy het die vermoë om te besef dat hy wederregtelik optree.

2. Die vermoë om ooreenkomstig daardie onderskeidingsvermoë te handel deurdat hy die
weerstandskrag (wilsbeheervermoë) het om die versoeking om wederregtelik te handel, te
weerstaan. Met ander woorde, hy het die vermoë tot vrye keuse om regmatig of
onregmatig te handel, onderworpe aan sy wil.

Ontbreek een van hierdie twee psigologiese kenmerke dan is die dader ontoerekeningsvatbaar,
bv waar hy nie die onderskeidingsvermoë het om die ongeoorloofheid van sy handeling te
besef nie. Insgelyks is die dader ten spyte daarvan dat hy wel die onderskeidingsvermoë het tog
ontoerekeningsvatbaar waar sy geestesvermoë sodanig is dat hy nie die weerstandskrag het
nie.’

For reasons that will be discussed later in this judgment, it is perhaps unfortunate that the word
’weerstandskrag’ was used. This follows on the use of the same word by Viljoen JA in Campher’s case,
supra. Considering the appellant’s conduct against the aforementioned test, Joubert JA found that
although the appellant’s actions had been irrational and not in keeping with his normal personality,
he had acted voluntarily as he had powers of discernment and restraint, so that he was criminally
accountable. Joubert JA held that the trial Court was correct to take into account the goal-directed
and purposeful acts by the appellant, before and during the shooting incident, as well as the fact that
he managed to drive away from the house in his motor vehicle afterwards. The following is stated at
173B:

‘Ofskoon die appellant se optrede irrasioneel was en nie in ooreenstemming met sy gewone
persoonlikheid was nie, het hy wel willekeurig opgetree omdat hy onderskeidingsvermoë en B
weerstandskrag (wilsbeheervermoë) gehad het sodat hy nie ontoerekeningsvatbaar was nie
maar wel verminderd toerekeningsvatbaar. Na my oordeel het die Verhoorhof tereg tot hierdie
bevinding op die bewese feite bo redelike twyfel geraak.’ (Emphasis added.)

[33] In S v Calitz 1990 (1) SACR 119 (A) the accused, a sergeant in a counter-insurgency unit in the army,
assaulted and beat a villager in Ovamboland to death. He raised the defence of non-pathological
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criminal incapacity, due to a raging anger that was said to have arisen because the deceased had
exchanged words with him after he drove an army vehicle over a pole that had a ritual significance for
the village. The appellant in that case recalled details of the event in question. After he killed the
deceased he involved his men in a cover-up operation. He planted a Libyan uniform and arms and
ammunition in the vicinity of the deceased’s house. He radioed his base and informed them that he
had killed one of the enemy. After the deceased’s family laid a charge of murder the appellant
admitted killing the deceased and resorted to the defence of non-pathological criminal incapacity,
due to his anger. After considering the psychiatric evidence for the State and on behalf of the
appellant, Botha JA concluded as follows (at 127g):

‘Volgens die getuienis van die psigiaters sou ’n mens nie van iemand wat in so ’n toestand
verkeer het, verwag om ’n deurlopende gedetailleerde relaas van die gebeure tydens so ’n
episode te kan verstrek nie. In die getuienis van die appellant, is daar egter ’n aansienlike mate
van redelike fyn detail van die verloop van die aanval. Dit is verder voor die hand liggend, soos
dr Fourie ook getuig het, dat waar iemand normaalweg baie kwaad is sonder dat hy in sy
onbeheerstheid in ’n verstandelike beneweling verkeer, hy nie elke fyne besonderheid van die
gebeure sal kan onthou nie. Met dié mate van bewustheid van wat om hom aangegaan het, en
van sy handeling tydens die aanval, wat die appellant in sy getuienis kon weergee, was die
Verhoorhof, na my mening, geregtig gewees om tot die gevolgtrekking te kom dat die
appellant nie in ’n tydelike verstandelike beneweling verkeer het nie, en dat hy wel toereken-
ingsvatbaar was.’

[34] S v Wiid (supra) is the only case in this Court in which the defence of non-pathological criminal
incapacity due, inter alia, to emotional stress was upheld on the facts. In that case the appellant shot
and killed her husband. The deceased had been unfaithful throughout their marriage. He had
assaulted the appellant on two occasions before the shooting incident. Shortly before the incident
the appellant discovered that the deceased was conducting yet another affair. On the day of the
incident when the deceased returned home she confronted him. He denied the accusation and
shortly thereafter attempted to record their conversation on a tape recording machine. She
attempted to stop him from doing so and in the result the machine fell to the ground. The deceased
assaulted the appellant quite severely, breaking her nose and a tooth, and splintering other teeth in
the process. Her spectacles were broken and her mouth was bleeding. After the assault the deceased
chased the appellant out of their bedroom, threatening her with a further assault. Shortly thereafter
she shot him. After the shooting she was heard to ask: ’Wat het ek gedoen?’ A policeman testified that
when he arrived at the scene she appeared bewildered and disoriented. The appellant’s recollection
of the day on which the incident occurred was vague and she was unable to recall the shooting itself.
She recalled that the deceased had said he was going to kill her. She saw his pistol nearby but could
not recall that she picked it up. She remembered hearing shots. In the time leading up to the incident
the appellant was in a state of anxiety and was highly emotional. The psychiatric evidence was to the
effect that given the intake of sedatives and alcohol and lack of eating, combined with the severe
assault and the threat of death, the appellant may well have lacked criminal capacity altogether and
that she may well not have been able to distinguish between right and wrong. The trial Court held
that it was reasonably possible that the appellant may have been concussed after the assault and
during the time that she fired the fatal shot. Goldstone JA said the following at 569c–e:

‘Na my mening, indien al die feite in ag geneem word, bestaan daar redelike twyfel oor die
vraag of die appellante willekeurig opgetree het. Dat sy bewustelik en opsetlik die oorledene
wou doodskiet is nie met appellante se persoonlikheid en karaktertrekke te versoen nie. Dit is
die effek van haar eie getuienis en word deur Gillmer en Plunkett gestaaf. Haar oorblywende en
steeds sterk liefde vir die oorledene rym nie met die doelbewuste doodmaak van die oorledene
nie. Die feit dat sy sewe skote geskiet het, is aanduidend van onbeheersde optrede.’ (Emphasis
added.)

The appeal was upheld and the appellant acquitted.

[35] In S v Kalogoropoulos 1993 (1) SACR 12 (A) the appellant was a jealous husband who shot and killed his
domestic servant and his business partner. He also shot and wounded his wife and his partner’s wife.
He was convicted by the trial Court, inter alia, on charges of murder and attempted murder. The
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appellant suspected that his wife was having an affair with his business partner. After consuming a
quantity of alcohol he armed himself with a revolver and confronted his wife and partner with an
accusation that they had been intimate that afternoon. They denied it and a heated altercation
ensued. The appellant fired a shot that struck and wounded his wife. Thereafter he fired a number of
shots in quick succession, killing his business partner and wounding his partner’s wife. He then drove
home where he opened his safe, armed himself with a pistol and proceeded to the domestic servant’s
quarters. On his way there he shot and killed a dog. On his arrival at the room where the servant lived
he shot and killed her, saying that he could not trust her anymore. The appellant’s defence to the
charges was that owing to the vast quantity of alcohol consumed by him and the provocation to
which he had been subjected he lacked the necessary criminal capacity. The appellant’s defence was
rejected and the appeal dismissed. Botha AJ in rejecting the appeal reasoned as follows (at 25h–26a):

‘The shooting in the office could not have lasted for more than a couple of seconds.
Immediately before that short space of time the appellant was in control of himself; that is not
in doubt. Immediately after it he was again in control of himself; so Dr Vorster says herself (as I
have indicated, for good and compelling reasons). He then replaces the emptied revolver with a
loaded pistol and, having just shot three people, proceeds to shoot a fourth. On the face of his
conduct before and after, it seems to me almost inconceivable that in the brief interval in
between he was deprived of self-control. ... The appellant shot Dora (and the dog) because he
was angry and emotionally upset, but while in a frame of mind where he could exert
self-control.’

[36] In S v Potgieter 1994 (1) SACR 61 (A) the appellant, a 36-year-old woman, admitted that she shot and
killed her lover who had abused her physically and emotionally over a number of years. In the trial
Court she raised a defence of ’sane automatism’ and in the alternative, that she was impelled by an
irresistible impulse and that she therefore lacked the legal capacity to commit a criminal act. The trial
Court rejected her defence and she was found guilty of murder. On appeal, Kumleben JA equated the
defence raised by the appellant with the defence dealt with in the Laubscher, Calitz and Wiid cases. At
73g–i, Kumleben JA cited the following passage from Hiemstra’s Suid Afrikaanse Strafproses 4th ed at
189 with approval:

‘Daar moet getuienis van die kant van die beskuldigde wees wat sterk genoeg is om twyfel te
laat ontstaan oor die vrywilligheid van die beweerde daad of versuim. Dit moet gerugsteun
word deur geneeskundige of ander deskundige getuienis wat aantoon dat die onwillekeurige
gedraging heel moontlik te wyte was aan oorsake anders as geestesongesteldheid of
geestesgebrek. As aan die einde van die verhoor daar twyfel bestaan of die gedraging
willekeurig was of nie, moet die beskuldigde die voordeel van die twyfel geniet.’ (Emphasis
added.)

The learned Judge of Appeal also cited Prof CWH Schmidt’s article ’Laying the Foundation for a
Defence of Sane Automatism’ in the 90 (1973) SALJ 329 at 333 where the learned author states:

‘... the accused has to adduce evidence from which a reasonable alternative inference can be
drawn that he acted unconsciously.’

Kumleben JA states the following at 73j–74b:
‘The need for careful scrutiny of such evidence is rightly stressed. Facts which can be relied
upon as indicating that a person was acting in a state of automatism are often consistent with,
in fact the reason for, the commission of a deliberate, unlawful act. Thus—as one knows—
stress, frustration, fatigue and provocation, for instance, may diminish self-control to the extent
that, colloquially put, a person ’’snaps’’ and a conscious act amounting to a crime results.
Similarly, subsequent manifestations of certain emotions, such as fear, panic, guilt and shame,
may be present after either a deliberate or an involuntary act has been committed.’ (Emphasis
added.)

The Court held that the appellant was an untruthful witness in many respects and concluded that the
factual foundation for the defence was absent. The Court took into account that the appellant’s
actions were complex and goal-directed and had difficulty in accepting that it could all have been
executed automatically. The appellant’s defence was rejected and the appeal against her conviction
dismissed.
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[37] In S v Kensley 1995 (1) SACR 646 (A) the appellant shot and killed two people, after he discovered that
the objects of his affections were female impersonators. His defence was that he lacked criminal
capacity attributable to non-pathological factors, namely a combination of severe emotional stress
and intoxication. Van den Heever JA in dealing with the onus resting on the State, to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt not only that an accused could distinguish between right and wrong but that he
was capable of acting in accordance with that distinction, after reference to the decisions in the Calitz,
Campher and Wiid cases, said the following at 658g–j:

‘Those decisions cannot possibly mean that the ipse dixit of an accused that in the given
situation, whatever that might be, he was unable to control himself (giving rise to a theoretical
possibility as postulated by Dr Teggin that that could be so) must lead to an acquittal. Criminal
law for purposes of conviction—sentence may well be a different matter—constitutes a set of
norms applicable to sane adult members of society in general, not different norms depending
upon the personality of the offender. Then virtue would be punished and indiscipline
rewarded: the short-tempered man absolved for the lack of self-control required of his more
restrained brother. As a matter of self-preservation society expects its members, even when
under the influence of alcohol, to keep their emotions sufficiently in check to avoid harming
others and the requirement is a realistic one since experience teaches that people normally do.
Compare S v Swanepoel 1983 (1) SA 434 (A) at 458A-D. It follows that the evidence, on which a
defence of sane criminal incapacity due to intense emotion is based, should be viewed with
circumspection.’

The Court held that the State had discharged the onus and that the appellant had been rightly
convicted.

[38] In S v Henry 1999 (1) SACR 13 (SCA) the appellant shot his ex-wife and her mother after an argument at
her home. He was charged with two counts of murder and a contravention of the Arms and
Ammunition Act 75 of 1969. He raised a defence of sane automatism and testified that he was in a
rage, heard loud noises zinging in his ear and heard shouting. The trial Court rejected his defence and
convicted him on all three counts. In dealing with his appeal Scott JA said the following (at 20c–e):

‘By the very nature of things the only person who can give direct evidence as to the level of
consciousness of an accused person at the time of the commission of the alleged criminal act, is
the accused himself. His ipse dixit to the effect that this act was involuntarily and unconsciously
committed must therefore be weighed up and considered in the light of all the circumstances
and particularly against the alleged criminal conduct viewed objectively. It is not sufficient that
there should merely have been a loss of temper. Criminal conduct arising from an argument or
some or other emotional conflict is more often than not preceded by some sort of provocation.
Loss of temper in the ordinary sense is a common occurrence. It may in appropriate
circumstances mitigate, but it does not exonerate. On the other hand, non-pathological loss of
cognitive control or consciousness arising from some emotional stimulus and resulting in
involuntary conduct, i e psychogenic automatism, is most uncommon. The two must not be
confused.’ (Emphasis added.)

The Court considered the absence of a trigger mechanism and concluded that the appellant’s
conduct at the time of and after the shooting was indicative of conscious behaviour and inconsistent
with automatism. His appeal was dismissed.

[39] In S v Cunningham 1996 (1) SACR 631 (A) the appellant was an accountant in his late thirties. After a
collision between a motor vehicle driven by the appellant and two cyclists he was charged in the trial
court with murder, attempted murder and three contraventions of the Road Traffic Act 29 of 1989. The
appellant was driving on the wrong side of the road and went through a red traffic light before
colliding with the cyclists. One of the cyclists was killed and another was left paralysed. The statutory
offences related to the appellant’s failure to stop immediately after the collision and ascertain the
nature and extent of the damage and injury sustained in the collision. At his trial the appellant raised a
defence of ’sane automatism’. The trial court rejected this defence and held that he had been
negligent. On the count of murder he was convicted of culpable homicide. He was acquitted on the
charge of attempted murder. The impact of the collision had been severe and the appellant had been
in a confused state thereafter. He was consequently acquitted on the statutory charges. On appeal to
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the Cape Provincial Division the appellant’s conviction of culpable homicide was confirmed. The
appellant appealed to this Court against his conviction of culpable homicide. In the trial court a
psychiatrist who testified in support of the appellant’s case held the view that the most plausible
explanation for the appellant’s behaviour was automatism. A psychiatrist who testified on behalf of
the State held the view that an inference of automatism was not justified. The magistrate in the trial
court preferred the view of the psychiatrist who testified in support of the State’s case. Scott JA who
delivered the judgment of this Court stated the following at 635g–h:

‘Criminal responsibility presupposes a voluntary act (or omission) on the part of the wrongdoer.
Automatism therefore necessarily precludes criminal responsibility.’ (Emphasis added.)

The learned Judge of Appeal, in dealing with the natural inference that assists the State, said the
following at 635j:

‘In discharging the onus upon it the State, however, is assisted by the natural inference that in
the absence of exceptional circumstances a sane person who engages in conduct which would
ordinarily give rise to criminal liability does so G consciously and voluntarily. Common sense
dictates that before this inference will be disturbed a proper basis must be laid which is
sufficiently cogent and compelling to raise a reasonable doubt as to the voluntary nature of the
alleged actus reus and, if involuntary, that this was attributable to some cause other than mental
pathology.’ (Emphasis added.)

Scott JA accepted that before the collision the appellant was emotionally upset and was preoccupied
with problems to the extent that he was not concentrating on what was happening around him. He
considered the lack of an event that would serve as a trigger for automatism. The learned Judge of
Appeal had regard to the manner of theappellant’s driving before the collision and held that no
factual foundation was established to displace the inference of voluntariness. The defence was
rejected.

[40] In S v Francis 1999 (1) SACR 650 (SCA) the appellant shot and killed a woman with whom he had a
relationship. Before killing her he shot her father in the elbow. In the trial Court the appellant was
convicted of murder and assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm. His defence that he acted in a
state of non-pathological criminal incapacity was rejected. Schutz JA in discussing the appellant’s
defence states the following at 651h:

‘He contends that he acted in a state of non-pathological criminal incapacity (’’sane automa-
tism’’) with the result that either he was unable to distinguish right from wrong or, if he could,
that he was unable to control his actions.’

As can be seen, the learned Judge equated sane automatism with non-pathological criminal
incapacity. A psychiatrist who was called by the State pointed to various actions of the appellant
which he said showed an awareness of what he was doing, were purposeful and some of them of
some complexity. Schutz JA agreed that there was a series of deliberate actions by the appellant
before, during and after the acts in question and he was able to distinguish his victims. The appellant
was also found to have lacked credibility. His defence was rejected.

[41] In S v Kok 2001 (2) SACR 106 (SCA) this Court accepted that the appellant, a policeman who shot and
killed a colleague and her husband, was subjected to stress at work and was in a depressed state at the
time of the shooting. It concluded that when he arrived at the deceased’s’ home he was in a
confrontational and belligerent mood. He recalled going to the front door. He testified that he lost his
temper as a result of something one of the deceased had said to him. Scott JA said the following at
115j–116a:

‘Loss of temper, that is to say a failure to control one’s emotional reactions, is not to be confused
with a loss of cognitive control (see S v Henry 1999 (1) SACR 13 (SCA) at 20d–f). The fact that he
could recall these events some days later indicates that he knew what he was doing and is
inconsistent with the hypothesis that he was re-enacting some memory in a dissociative state.’

The Court rejected the appellant’s assertion that he had no recollection of the shooting, concluding
that his behaviour after the shooting was not what one would have expected of someone who had no
recollection of the crucial event. The Court rejected his defence.
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[42] From the judgments of this Court referred to in the preceding paragraphs it is clear that in order for an
accused to escape liability on the basis of non-pathological criminal incapacity he has to adduce
evidence, in relation to the second leg of the test in Laubscher’s case, from which an inference can be
drawn that the act in question was not consciously directed, or put differently, that it was an
involuntary act. It is clear from the decisions in the H Potgieter, Henry, Cunningham and Francis cases
that the defence has been equated with the defence of automatism.

[43] The decisions in the preceding paragraphs show that this Court has approached defences of
non-pathological criminal incapacity with caution. In the Henry case the phenomenon is said to be
’most uncommon’. In dealing with a natural inference that people act consciously and voluntarily this
Court has repeatedly stated that the inference is disturbed in ’exceptional cases’. In the Wiid case,
supra, the only case in this Court in which the defence was upheld, there was doubt whether the
appellant had the ability to distinguish between right and wrong and to act in accordance with that
distinction. In that case not only were the stressors severe and aggravated by the intake of a sedative,
but also the immediate circumstances and the concussion suffered by the appellant were so extreme
so as to persuade the psychiatrists and the Court that there was a reasonable doubt about her criminal
capacity. It is perhaps because of his repeated exposure to the asserted defence that Dr Kaliski is so
sceptical. His call for a set of compelling facts before he concedes the validity of the defence in a given
case is in line with the dicta referred to above. Dr Kaliski equated automatism with the defence
asserted by the appellant in the present case and his explanation makes it clear that in his view the
only circumstance in which one could ’lose control’ is where one’s cognitive functions are absent and
consequently one’s actions are unplanned and undirected. His view is in line with the decisions of this
Court.

[44] The approach of this Court in the decisions discussed in this judgment has been to carefully consider
the accused’s actions before, during and after the event. It took into account whether there was
planned, goal-directed and focused behaviour. In the decisions referred to, a determination was
made about whether an accused was truly disorientated—an indicator of temporary loss of cognitive
control over one’s actions and consequent involuntary behaviour. This Court has repeatedly stated
that a detailed recollection of events militates against a claim of loss of control over one’s actions.

[45] In the Henry, Kensley and Kok cases, this Court warned against confusing loss of temper with loss of
control. In the Henry and Kensley cases, as can be seen from the dicta referred to earlier in this
judgment, this Court, in assessing an accused person’s evidence about his state of mind, weighed it
against his actions and the surrounding circumstances and considered it against human experience,
societal interaction and societal norms. Griesel J at 183h–i of his judgment did the same, when he
considered the appellant’s behaviour against the behaviour of hundreds of thousands of people who
on a daily basis find themselves in the appellant’s position and who do not respond as he did. I will in
due course deal with criticisms of this approach.

[46] I turn to consider decisions of the High Court on which the appellant relies. In S v Arnold 1985 (3) SA
256 (C) a case decided a year after the decision in S v Van Vuuren 1983 (1) SA 12 (A) the accused, a
41-year-old man, shot and killed his 21-year-old wife. The accused claimed that at the time the fatal
shot was fired, because of emotional stress, he did not have criminal capacity. He claimed that he
could not remember aiming the firearm and pulling the trigger. His description of events prior to and
after the shooting was detailed and precise. After the shooting he was shocked and remorseful but
showed presence of mind, attempting to summon the police and an ambulance. He had entered his
home with a firearm in his hand. He was emotionally distraught and angry about earlier events and
was subjected to a number of stressors such as financial problems and his deteriorating relationship
with his mother-in-law. His wife enjoyed flaunting her natural assets and taunting him. Shortly before
the shooting she had leant over while talking to him, provocatively revealing her breasts while stating
her intention to take up a career as a stripper. It is clear from a reading of the judgment that the court
saw the accused in a sympathetic light. The psychiatric evidence on behalf of the appellant was to the
effect that his conscious mind was so ’flooded’ by emotions that it interfered with his capacity to
appreciate what was right or wrong, and because of his emotional state he may have lost the capacity
to exercise control over his actions. The State did not call any psychiatrist nor contest the opinions
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expressed by the psychiatrist who testified in support of the appellant. Burger J concluded that there
was reasonable doubt that when the accused killed the deceased that he was acting unconsciously.
The learned Judge then stated (at 263H–I):

‘Assuming, however, that the accused was acting consciously, the further question arises as to
whether he had criminal capacity (’’toerekeningsvatbaarheid’’). A person is said to be criminally
responsible or to have criminal capacity when he is able to appreciate the wrongfulness of his
act and act accordingly.’

By putting it in these terms the learned Judge created the impression that one can act consciously but
at the same time not be able to act in accordance with one’s appreciation of what is right and wrong.
The accused’s ipse dixit about his state of mind was readily accepted by Burger J. His focused and
goal-directed behaviour before, during and after the event was not given adequate weight. The test
for criminal incapacity as laid down in the decisions of this Court was misapplied.

[47] In S v Nursingh 1995 (2) SACR 331 (D) the accused, a university student, shot and killed his mother,
grandfather and grandmother. He raised the defence of non-pathological criminal incapacity. The
accused had a predisposition to emotional outbursts. His evidence shed very little light on events
immediately before the shooting. The evidence of a young friend, Soni, who was elsewhere in the
house, assisted the Court to piece together the events that led to the death of the deceased. There
was evidence that the accused’s mother abused him sexually and it was possible that he may have
rejected overtures from her immediately before the shooting took place. Soni heard an argument
take place and heard the accused’s mother’s voice raised to a screaming pitch. Soni arrived at the
scene after the shooting had occurred. He found the accused in a bewildered state, at times babbling
incoherently. They both fled the scene. According to Soni, when they realised the enormity of what
had occurred they formed a plan to avoid implication. It is clear that the abuse, sexual and otherwise
that the accused suffered at the hands of his mother over a long period weighed heavily with the
Court. The evidence of a psychiatrist and a psychologist was that having regard to the appellant’s
predisposition to emotional outbursts and the sudden and immediate threat to him by his mother, in
the context of the prior abuse, he might have undergone a state of altered consciousness with a
temporary destruction of his intellect. The State did not call an expert in rebuttal. The Court saw the
firing of the pistol as a mere motor function. The accused and Soni were believed in their version of
events and the appellant was acquitted.

[48] The Nursingh case does leave one with a sense of disquiet at an acquittal in the face of the enormity of
the deed. The case however does not provide support for the appellant. In that case there was
evidence that the accused’s intellect had been destroyed. The goal-directed actions by the accused
were limited to the multiple shooting. Subsequent to the event he was babbling incoherently and
was crying. The trigger was one that apparently had built up from years of physical, emotional and
sexual abuse. The combination of factors was extreme and unusual.

[49] Less easy to explain is the case of S v Moses 1996 (1) SACR 701 (C). The accused and the deceased
developed a homosexual relationship. On the night in question, immediately after unprotected anal
intercourse, the deceased announced that he had AIDS. This angered the accused and a flood of
thoughts entered his mind. He thought about his own death and about breaking the news to his
family. In his fury he attacked the deceased with an ornament. Thereafter he ran to the kitchen and
obtained a small knife with which he stabbed the deceased. He returned to the kitchen to fetch a
bigger knife with which he cut the deceased’s throat and wrists. The accused testified that when he
cut the deceased’s throat and wrists he saw what he was doing and could not stop himself. After the
event he was shocked and sat in the passage realising that he had committed what he thought was a
crime. He tried to remove his fingerprints from objects he had touched and attempted to clean blood
stains. He drove off in a motor vehicle and gave a hitchhiker a lift, unsuccessfully attempting to seduce
him to create an alibi. After his arrest he made a false statement to a magistrate, later deciding to tell
the truth. The hitchhiker testified and stated that the accused looked relaxed and normal. A
post-mortem examination confirmed that the deceased was HIV positive. The accused testified that
his father had sexually abused him. A clinical psychologist who testified in support of the accused’s
case stated that the accused was prone to rage reactions and had poor impulse control. When
provoked he would know what he was doing but would have been unable to stop himself. The clinical
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psychologist did not contend that the accused had acted in a state of automatism. A psychiatrist who
testified in support of the accused’s case agreed with the psychologist. He saw the pronouncement
by the deceased of his HIV condition as a trigger to the accused’s conduct, which in his view, the
accused related to the abuse at the hands of his father. The psychiatrist testified that in a state of rage
one’s capacity to ’retain control’ is ’definitely impaired’. Against this evidence the State led the
evidence of Dr Jedaar, who at that time was still employed at Valkenberg Hospital. He postulated the
view that one can never lose control except in a state of automatism. He stated that even in a state of
extreme rage one still has cognitive ability. Following upon a state of automatism one is usually
bewildered. Jedaar held the view that the accused’s conduct was not uncontrolled or involuntary and
that the killing was not committed in a state of automatism. Each act was planned, goal-directed and
controlled. The Court in the Moses case dismissed Jedaar’s view, stating that it flies in the face of South
African law. The mistake that Jedaar is accused of making is that the bulk of his evidence was directed
at showing that the accused had not acted in a state of sane automatism. The Court in the Moses case
referred to the Wiid, Laubscher, Campher and Potgieter cases as support for its view that the defence of
non-pathological criminal incapacity is distinct from the defence of automatism. Jedaar, as we can
see, has undergone a conversion since he testified in that case.

[50] Another case that is difficult to explain is S v Gesualdo 1997 (2) SACR 68 (W). In that case the accused
shot and killed his friend. Their relationship deteriorated when the deceased attempted to cut the
accused out of a business venture, which was the latter’s idea in the first place. They had engaged in
public arguments and the deceased resorted to foul language. There were stormy conversations on
the telephone. The deceased had threatened the accused, which resulted in the accused visiting the
police for assistance. Two days before the shooting the accused was involved in a discussion with the
deceased and became very angry. In the presence of a witness he said he would visit the deceased at
his factory and that the witness should not get involved. The witness, a Mr Molina, testified that the
accused’s anger had been building up progressively as a result of the deceased’s behaviour. The
accused testified that on the morning of the shooting he drove around aimlessly. He had his firearm
on him. From the time he arrived at work he recalled breaking a machine but recalls nothing of the
shooting incident. Mr Molina testified that the accused entered the deceased’s premises carrying a
packet in his hand. He pulled a firearm from it and pointed it at the deceased. The deceased taunted
the accused and challenged him to discharge the firearm. The accused shot and killed the deceased
and pointed the firearm at Mr Molina before running away. He was found several hours later
wandering around and did not appear to comprehend why he was being arrested. The accused was
taken to his flat where he pointed out the firearm. The Court accepted that he was disoriented after
the event. The two psychiatrists who testified did not doubt the genuineness of the accused’s
amnesia. The psychiatrist who testified in support of the accused’s case stated that he was to some
extent aware of what he was doing and able to distinguish between right and wrong but was unable
to act in accordance with that distinction because he had lost control of himself. He did not contend
that the accused acted in a state of automatism. Dr Vorster, who was called by the State, testified that
the accused had not acted in a state of automatism as he was capable of taking complex decisions and
his actions were goal-directed. Like the Court in the Moses case, the Court in the Gesualdo case
rejected the view of the State psychiatrist on the basis that it flew in the face of decisions of this Court,
which in its view held that persons who could distinguish between right and wrong and who had not
acted automatically may nevertheless, because of emotional stress, have lost control of their actions
to such an extent that they would escape criminal liability.

[51] In South African Criminal Law and Procedure vol 1 by J M Burchell the learned author, in dealing with
provocation and emotional stress expresses disquiet at the growing trend in court decisions,
excusing acts committed by people driven to them by emotions such as jealousy and anger. The
following appears at 202:

‘The general approach in most legal systems is that provocation does not excuse from criminal
liability. People are expected to control their emotions. Furthermore, in many cases the
response to the provocation is in the nature of a revenge for harm suffered. Since it is a
fundamental principle of modern systems of criminal justice that vengeance for harm suffered
must be sought through the public criminal process and not by personal self-help, the criminal
law is precluded from admitting the provocation should be a justification for unlawful conduct.’
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In the Moses and Gesualdo cases we appear to have moved from the fundamental position that
provocation is a mitigating factor to a position where it has become an exculpatory factor. The
approach adopted by this Court in the decisions discussed earlier was not followed in the Arnold,
Moses and Gesualdo cases.

[52] In an article in South African Journal of Criminal Justice (2001) 14 pp 206–16 entitled ’S v Eadie: Road
Rage, Incapacity and Legal Confusion’ Ronald Louw, of the University of Natal, takes a critical look at
the judgment of the Court below and the judgments in the Nursingh and Moses cases. He is
particularly critical of the decision in the Moses case, stating the following (at 216):

‘The acquittal in Moses leaves us with a dangerous precedent. In future whenever a person flies
into an ’’annihilatory rage’’ and kills somebody, irrespective of the reason for the rage and the
relationship between the accused and the deceased, the killing will be permissible. This
subjects society to the whims of the short-tempered. This is wrong. If we follow Moses then,
unlike in Eadie, those who kill in circumstances of road rage, can expect to be acquitted.’

[53] This unsatisfactory state of affairs arose because of a misapplication and a misreading of decisions of
this Court. Burchell and Hunt in South African Criminal Law and Procedure 2nd ed vol 1, in the passage
quoted in para [24] of this judgment, adopt the position that when one is dealing with a reflexive or
automatic act an accused would be exempt from criminal liability on the ground that his act was not
one of which the criminal law takes cognisance. The second leg of the test in Laubscher’s case is read to
mean that one looks to see whether in all the circumstances of the case the accused could not resist or
refrain from his act or was unable to control himself to the extent of refraining from committing the
act.

[54] Likewise, Snyman in Criminal Law (op cit at 152–3) states:

‘The (a) inability to act in accordance with an appreciation of the wrongfulness of the act (in
other words the absence of the conative mental function) must not be confused with (b) the
inability of a person to subject his bodily movements to his will or intellect. Inability (b) deals
with the question of whether X has committed an act in the criminal-law sense of the word. If
inability (b) is absent, it means that X has acted involuntarily and that there was no act or
conduct as these terms are understood in the criminal law. An example of this is where X walks
in his sleep. The crucial question is whether X is capable of controlling his physical (or motor)
movements through his will. On the other hand inability (a) has nothing to do with the question
of whether X has acted or not, but forms part of the test to determine capacity. Here X does have
the power to subject his bodily movements to his will, but what he is not capable of doing, is to
properly resist the temptation to commit a crime. In short, in (a) the mental power of resistance
which a normal person has is absent, whereas in (b) the power or ability physically to control
one’s bodily movements is lacking.’ (Emphasis added.)

[55] Ronald Louw, in taking a critical look at the judgment of the Court below states (at 207) of his article,
supra:

‘This lack of clarity has been exacerbated by confusing decisions of our courts. This confusion is
partly a result of its application in practice. This note seeks to identify some of the confusion in
an attempt to chart a clearer way forward. The Court in Eadie acknowledges this confusion and
tries to clarify the problem to some extent. Unfortunately I think the Court adds to the
confusion in two respects, namely in the lack of a clear distinction between automatism and
incapacity and, secondly, in the implied assumption of an objective test for provocation
defences.’

In dealing with the now vexed question of automatism versus non-pathological criminal incapacity
the learned author states the following at 207:

‘However, in one respect, capacity appears to be similar to conduct. This relates to the second
leg of the capacity inquiry: whether the accused was able to control himself in accordance with
his appreciation of right and wrong. In other words, capacity is absent where the accused lacks
self-control. It is far from clear in our law when self-control is absent.’

The learned author refers to the attempt by Griesel J to explain the distinction between automatism
and the defence of non-pathological criminal incapacity and the learned Judge’s conclusion that it is a
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distinction without a difference. He suggests that this added to the confusion and states that we must
decide whether the two defences are identical or distinct.

[56] In Ronald Louw’s view the decisions in the Nursingh and Moses cases supra significantly added to the
confusion. He submits that in the Nursingh case the Court failed to distinguish between capacity and
intention and furthermore confused the capacity test itself. In this regard, at 208, he refers to the
following passage from that judgment (at 334b–c):

‘Now, although the onus is on the State to show that the accused had the necessary criminal
capacity to establish and found the mens rea necessary to commit an offence, where an accused
person relies on non-pathological causes in support of a defence of criminal incapacity, then he
is required to lay a factual foundation for it in evidence, sufficient at least to create a reasonable
doubt on the issue as to whether he had that mental capacity.’

In the Moses judgment the Court drew a very clear distinction between automatism and the lack of
self-control. The learned author argues that in the wake of these cases we are left with no clear
understanding of what ’loss of control’ means. He submits that logic dictates that we cannot draw a
distinction between automatism and lack of self-control. He argues that if the two were distinct it
would be possible to exercise conscious control over one’s actions (the automatism test) while
simultaneously lacking self-control (the incapacity test). Louw submits that if there is no distinction
then the second leg of the test in the Laubscher case should fall away: capacity would then be
determined solely on the basis of whether the person is able to appreciate the difference between
right and wrong. It follows, so he argues, that once an accused has been shown to have capacity he
may then raise involuntariness as a defence. At 211 he states:

‘We will then also have a sounder principle and body of law to rely on in assessing the defences.
Such a clearer distinction will, I argue below, deal correctly with the more controversial
judgments that have recently dogged the provocation defence.’

[57] I agree with Ronald Louw that there is no distinction between sane automatism and non-pathological
incapacity due to emotional stress and provocation. Decisions of this Court make that clear. I am,
however, not persuaded that the second leg of the test expounded in Laubscher’s case should fall
away. It appears logical that when it has been shown that an accused has the ability to appreciate the
difference between right and wrong, in order to escape liability, he would have to successfully raise
involuntariness as a defence. However, the result is the same if an accused’s verified defence is that his
psyche had disintegrated to such an extent that he was unable to exercise control over his
movements and that he acted as an automaton—his acts would then have been unconscious and
involuntary. In the present contest, the two are flip sides of the same coin. The judgments of this Court
referred to earlier, as the highlighted parts of relevant dicta show, see it as such.

[58] It appears to me to be clear that Joubert JA was concerned to convey, in the second leg of the test set
in the Laubscher case, that the State has to prove that the acts which are the basis for the charges
against an accused were consciously directed by him. Put differently, the acts must not have been
involuntary. It is therefore not surprising that the defence is described as sane automatism, first in the
Potgieter case and then later in the Cunningham, Henry and Francis cases. In South African Criminal Law
and Procedure vol 1 General Principles E of Criminal Law 3rd ed J M Burchell, in discussing voluntary
conduct (at 41–2) states the following:

‘Modern western philosophy derives the notion of individual responsibility from the doctrine of
free will. This holds that all humans are born with the ability freely to choose between different
courses of action. Having this freedom the individual can justifiably be held to be responsible
for the consequences of his chosen actions. It follows from this that persons will only be held
criminally liable if their actions are determined by their own free will. This principle is expressed
by the requirement that for the purposes of the criminal law, a human act must be voluntary in
the sense that it is subject to the accused’s will. Where for some reason or another he is deprived
of the freedom of his will, his actions are ’’involuntary’’ and he cannot be held liable for them.’

Later on, at 42, the learned author sets out terms used by South African courts to describe involuntary
conduct: ’mechanical activity’, ’unconsciousness’, ’automatic activity’, ’onwillekeurige handeling’,
and ’involuntary lapse of consciousness’. The learned author states that it is clear from these terms
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that voluntary conduct must be regarded as conduct controlled by the accused’s conscious will. In my
view the insistence that one should see an involuntary act unconnected to the mental element, in
order to maintain a more scientific approach to the law, is with respect, an over-refinement.

[59] Whilst it may be difficult to visualise a situation where one retains the ability to distinguish between
right and wrong yet lose the ability to control one’s actions it appears notionally possible.

[60] The view espoused by Snyman and others, and reflected in some of the decisions of our Courts, that
the defence of non-pathological criminal incapacity is distinct from a defence of automatism,
followed by an explanation that the former defence is based on a loss of control, due to an inability to
restrain oneself, or an inability to resist temptation, or an inability to resist one’s emotions, does
violence to the fundamentals of any self-respecting system of law. This approach suggests that
someone who gives in to temptation may be excused from criminal liability, because he may have
been so overcome by the temptation that he lost self-control—a variation on the theme: ’the devil
made me do it’. It is for this reason that it was suggested earlier that the use by Joubert JA in
Laubscher’s case, supra, of the word ’weerstandskrag’ was unfortunate. So too was the use of the word
’drang’ in Campher’s case at 956B, referred to in para [32] of this judgment. These words suggest a
resistance to urges or temptation. No self-respecting system of law can excuse persons from criminal
liability on the basis that they succumbed to temptation. Against the fundamental principles restated
by J M Burchell (quoted in para [58] of this judgment) it is with respect, absurd to postulate that
succumbing to temptation may excuse one from criminal liability. One has free choice to succumb to
or resist temptation. If one succumbs one must face the responsibility for the consequences.

[61] The time has come to face up to the fact that in some instances our Courts, in dealing with accused
persons with whom they have sympathy, either because of the circumstances in which an offence has
been committed, or because the deceased or victim of a violent attack was a particularly vile human
being, have resorted to reasoning that is not consistent with the approach of the decisions of this
Court. Mitigating factors should rightly be taken into account during sentencing. When an accused
acts in an aggressive goal-directed and focused manner, spurred on by anger or some other emotion,
whilst still able to appreciate the difference between right and wrong and while still able to direct and
control his actions, it stretches credulity when he then claims, after assaulting or killing someone, that
at some stage during the directed and planned manoeuvre he lost his ability to control his actions.
Reduced to its essence it amounts to this: the accused is claiming that his uncontrolled act just
happens to coincide with the demise of the person who prior to that act was the object of his anger,
jealousy or hatred. As demonstrated, courts have accepted such versions of events from accused
persons.

[62] It is necessary to deal with one further aspect raised by the appellant, namely that in terms of our law a
purely subjective test should be applied when the question of incapacity is raised, and that Griesel J
erred in resorting to objective criteria such as the behaviour of hundreds of thousands of other
motorists.

[63] In his article supra, Ronald Louw submits that a second aspect of confusion in the judgment of the
Court below is the use of an objective test for determining criminal capacity. The learned author refers
to the Kensley case, where in his view a more explicit objective test for capacity was set out at 658h–j.
He asks the question: should our law include some objective criterion in the capacity enquiry? He
refers to Burchell and Milton who, in Principles of Criminal Law 2nd ed (1997), suggest that such a shift
might be appropriate but state that legislation or a bold judicial reassessment is necessary. Ronald
Louw’s view is that neither development is likely, nor necessary. At 212 he states:

‘Part of the current uneasiness with the provocation defence is that it is one that seems easily to
lead to an acquittal contrary to a common sense feeling of injustice... .’

In the learned author’s view the problem does not lie in the subjective aspect of the test but in its
application.

[64] I agree that the greater part of the problem lies in the misapplication of the test. Part of the problem
appears to me to be a too-ready acceptance of the accused’s ipse dixit concerning his state of mind. It
appears to me to be justified to test the accused’s evidence about his state of mind, not only against
his prior and subsequent conduct but also against the court’s experience of human behaviour and
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social interaction. Critics may describe this as principal yielding to policy. In my view it is an acceptable
method for testing the veracity of an accused’s evidence about his state of mind and as a necessary
brake to prevent unwarranted extensions of the defence. The Kensley and Henry cases adopted this
approach.

[65] To maintain the confidence of the community in our system of justice the approach of this Court,
established over almost two decades and described earlier in this judgment, should be applied
consistently. Courts should bear in mind that the phenomenon of sane people temporarily losing
cognitive control, due to a combination of emotional stress and provocation, resulting in automatic
behaviour, is rare. It is predictable that accused persons will in numbers continue to persist that their
cases meet the test for non-pathological criminal incapacity. The law, if properly and consistently
applied, will determine whether that claim is justified.

[66] In the present case it is common cause that the appellant did not at the relevant time act in a state of
automatism. Jedaar was emphatic about this. In any event the facts are such that the appellant should
be held responsible for his actions. Griesel J may not have been completely accurate in his description
of the asserted defence. However, his conclusions on the facts of the case cannot be faulted. He
displayed the necessary caution in his approach to the appellant’s evidence. He was right to consider
the appellant’s goal-directed and focused behaviour, before, during and after the incident in
question, as indicating presence of mind. The appellant was angry with the deceased and intended to
vent that anger. He intended to be violent and destructive. All of his actions were performed with
presence of mind. How can we believe him when he says that his directed and planned behaviour was
suddenly interrupted by a loss of control over his physical actions when those actions are consistent
with the destructive path he set out on when he was admittedly conscious? The learned Judge
correctly considered the appellant’s detailed account of the assault as an indicator of consciousness.
Griesel J was correct to conclude that there were no signs of true disorientation subsequent to the
event. The learned Judge’s conclusion that the appellant’s deceitful behaviour immediately after the
event should count against him cannot be faulted. His finding that the appellant could not be
believed about his state of mind at the relevant time is wholly justified, as is the conclusion that the
psychiatrists’ evidence has to be viewed against that fact. In any event, Kaliski’s approach to the
asserted defence is to be preferred to that of Jedaar. The dismissal of Jedaar’s view of non-
pathological criminal incapacity by the Court in the Moses case, appears to be an explanation for his
more recent view. A close reading of his evidence in the present case reveals a number of
inconsistencies and unsatisfactory explanations, particularly where he is attempting to justify the
appellant’s conduct. Jedaar sought to persuade the Court below that the event in 1990 played a part
in the assault on the deceased. Even though the appellant testified about that event he did not in his
evidence in the Court below state that he relived that experience as testified to by Jedaar. I agree with
the conclusions reached by the Court below that the event played no part in the appellant’s conduct.
Jedaar testified that the appellant acted involuntarily because of the absence of a directing mind, due
to disturbed cognition, but was unwilling to equate the appellant’s actions with that of someone
acting in a state of automatism. I find Jedaar’s evidence wholly unpersuasive. It appears to me to be
clear, as found by Griesel J, that the appellant lost his temper and did not lose control over his actions.
The appellant is someone who is inclined to lose his temper. Finally, I agree with Griesel J’s conclusion
that the appellant had the necessary intention to kill, particularly if regard were had to the viciousness
of the attack. I agree with the learned Judge that Hill’s evidence is probable and that the attack took
place as described by Hill, notwithstanding the discrepancies in his evidence concerning, inter alia,
the number of blows he witnessed. It does however make no difference if one were to accept the
appellant’s version of how he perpetrated the assault. When he gave vent to his anger and engaged in
the savage attack, directing blows and kicks at the head of the deceased, he must have foreseen the
resulting death of the deceased.

[67] In sentencing the appellant, Griesel J dealt with the phenomenon of road rage. His judgment on
sentence is reported as S v Eadie (2) 2001 (1) SACR 185 (C). At 189b–c the learned Judge refers to the
intense public and media interest in the appellant’s trial. At 189c–e he states the following:

‘Part of the reason for this interest is, no doubt, because so many people can identify with the
phenomenon of so-called ’’road rage’’. This is not a phenomenon that is unique or limited to our
society. On one of the many Internet websites dealing with the topic the following appears:
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‘‘Road rage is ubiquitous in America today. Evidently the average commuter in our cities, towns,
villages and on our highways across the country is filled with anxiety, stress, antagonism,
discontent and fear that encourages such incidents. Most of the victims recognise a dramatic
increase in road rage. What causes aggressive driving and habitual road rage? And everybody
points to the same factors: more cars, more traffic, more frustration, more stress, more I anger,
more hostility, more violence. More cars lead to more aggression on the roads, sort of like rats
fighting in a crowded colony.’’

‘These symptoms sound all too familiar and similar to situations encountered on our own roads
every day.’

[68] Shannon Hoctor of the University of Port Elizabeth, in an article entitled ’’Road rage and reasoning
about responsibility’’ SACJ (2001) 14 at 195, deals with the phenomenon of road rage. We were
referred to this article by counsel for the appellant as support for the argument that the Court below
improperly conflated automatism and non-pathological criminal incapacity. That argument has
already been dealt with. My reference to the article is limited to the following description of the
phenomenon of road rage at 195:

‘Whilst the exact ambit of the term is rendered somewhat vague by misuse, it is clear that road
rage is a product of the confluence of a number of factors—aggression, increasing frustration,
the feeling of power associated with driving—which converge to create a cauldron of stressful
conditions... .’

[69] In S v Sehlako 1999 (1) SACR 67 (W) an accused was convicted of murder after he shot and killed the
driver of a car that collided with his. In sentencing the accused Borchers J said the following at 71i–j:

‘As far as the offence is concerned, the murder can on the facts before me only be attributed to
what has come to be called ’’road rage’’. It was obviously not premeditated. It arose directly
from the fact that the accused believed that the deceased was responsible for the collision
which occurred between their respective vehicles. It was, however, a cold-blooded and wholly
unnecessary killing. This country is suffering from an epidemic of violence which cannot be
tolerated.’

Later, at 72b–c, the following appears:

‘Each and every person who drives a vehicle can expect to be involved in a collision at some or
other time. It is wholly unacceptable that such a person, even if he is the cause of such collision,
can be executed on the scene by the other driver. In my view even where an accused’s personal
circumstances are extremely favourable, as they are in this case, they must yield to society’s
legitimate demand that its members be entitled to drive the roads without risk of being
murdered by other irate drivers.’

I agree with these sentiments.

[70] There is no doubt that in the present case the appellant was provoked and that the deceased behaved
badly. The deceased and the appellant had no business being on the road in their state of insobriety.
The deceased’s aggressive and provocative behaviour did not entitle the appellant to behave as he
did. It must now be clearly understood that an accused can only lack self-control when he is acting in a
state of automatism. It is by its very nature a state that will be rarely encountered. In future, courts
must be careful to rely on sound evidence and to apply the principles set out in the decisions of this
Court. The message that must reach society is that consciously giving in to one’s anger or to other
emotions and endangering the lives of motorists or other members of society will not be tolerated
and will be met with the full force of the law.

[71] For all the reasons mentioned earlier in this judgment the appeal is dismissed.

Olivier JA and Streicher JA concurred.
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Criminal law—Murder—What amounts to—Accused strangling deceased—Deceased placed on a bed—
Accused setting bed and house on fire—Cause of death carbon-monoxide poisoning derived from fumes of
fire—Accused erroneously believing deceased dead—Defence that latter act not accompanied by any intent to
kill—Invalidity of—Criminal procedure—Evidence—Of foreign law—Cannot be adduced by handing in the
written opinion of an expert.

Headnote

The appellants had been charged with murder. The evidence showed that they had assaulted the deceased
by striking him over the head and throttling him with a tie pulled down around his neck. After throwing him
on the bed and covering him with a blanket they proceeded to ransack the house. After setting fire to, and
under, the bed whereon the deceased lay and other portions of the house, they made off with the money
found in the house and articles of clothing. The next morning the house was seen to be on fire, the fire was
extinguished but the deceased had long since been dead, his body being extensively charred. The
post-mortem examination revealed some potentially serious injuries to his head and that his neck had been
broken. There were also indications of strangulation and attempted strangulation. According to the medical
evidence led at the trial these injuries probably only rendered the deceased unconscious: the actual cause of
death was carbon-monoxide poisoning derived from the fumes of the fire. The trial Court found the
appellants guilty as charged without extenuating circumstances. In an appeal on a question of law reserved
by the State as to whether the crime committed by the appellants was murder,

Held, that the appellants were guilty of murder even though their intention to kill was concerted, not
previously but as ’a matter of improvisation in the course of the execution of their robbery’. Question
accordingly answered in the State’s favour.

Held, further, per RUMPFF, J.A., that, in this sort of case where the accused and nobody else causes the death,
the accused’s mistake as to the precise manner in which and time when death occurred is not a factor on
which he can rely.

Semble: Opinions on foreign law obtained from an expert in such law should not, as such, be placed before
the Court by the accused’s legal representatives. Such opinions, though intended as information, take the
form of expert evidence which cannot be adduced in such a manner.
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JUDGMENT

OGILVIE THOMPSON JA

[1] ... The contention advanced on behalf of the appellants is that the State failed to establish the mens rea
necessary to support a conviction for murder, and that, on the facts found, the State was, at best,
entitled only to a conviction for attempted murder. The essence of the argument in support of this
contention is that appellants’ proved intention to kill by strangulation did not achieve its object and
that, so far as concerns the deceased’s death as a result of carbon-monoxide poisoning, no intention
to kill can be attributed to the appellants because, at the time they lit the fire, they believed the
deceased to be already dead. Inasmuch as the well-established definition of murder is ’the unlawful
killing of a human being with intent to kill’, it is at once obvious that appellants’ contention is not
without some apparent substance. For it is seemingly only logical to claim that the intention to kill the
deceased by strangling was but incompletely implemented and, on the trial Court’s assumption that
the appellants believed that they were then dealing with a corpse, that their lighting of the fire and
the resultant poisoning and charring of the deceased is incapable of demonstrating any intention by
appellants to kill him. ...

[2] ...Thabo Meli’s case, supra, was an appeal by four appellants who had been convicted of murder in the
High Court of Basutoland (now Lesotho) which, at the time, applied South African Criminal Law. The
facts, as reflected in the head-note, were:

‘The appellants, in accordance with a preconceived plan, took a man to a hut, gave him beer so
that he was partially intoxicated, and then struck him over the head. They then, believing him to
be dead, took his body and rolled it over a low cliff, dressing up the scene to make it look like an
accident. In fact, the man was not then dead, it being established from medical evidence that
the final cause of his death was exposure when he was left unconscious at the foot of the cliff.’

In the course of delivering the judgment of the Privy Council rejecting the contention that the
appellants had in the circumstances been wrongly convicted of murder, Lord REID observed:

‘It is said that the mens rea necessary to establish murder is an intention to kill, and that there
could be no intention to kill when the accused thought that the man was already dead, so their
original intention to kill had ceased before they did the act which caused the man’s death. It
appears to their Lordships impossible to divide up what was really one series of acts in this way.
... Their Lordships must, therefore, humbly advise Her Majesty that this appeal should be
dismissed.’ ...

[3] ... It is, however, important to bear in mind that in Thabo Meli’s case there would appear to have been a
preconceived plan to kill the deceased in the hut and thereafter to simulate an accident by throwing
him over a cliff. The decision was, on that ground, distinguished by the Federal Supreme Court in R v
Chiswibo, 1961 (2) SA 714 (FC). In that case, the accused had hit the deceased on the head with the
blunt side of an axe. The blow rendered the deceased unconscious and the accused, genuinely
believing that the deceased was dead, put his body down an ant-bear hole, wherein he died. The trial
Court, following the earlier Rhodesian decision in R v Shorty, 1950 S.R. 280, had convicted Chiswibo of
attempted murder and, in an appeal by the Attorney-General as to whether, on the facts, murder had
not been committed, the verdict of the trial Court was held to have been correct. In Shorty’s case, the
first accused had violently assaulted the deceased with intent to kill him. Thereafter the first accused,
assisted by second and third accused, disposed of the deceased, whom all of the three accused
mistakenly believed to be already dead, by putting him down a sewer, where he died of drowning.
The first accused was held by TREDGOLD, J., to be guilty, not of murder, but of attempted murder, and
the second and third accused to be accessories after the fact to attempted murder. In considering
Chiswibo’s case it must be borne in mind that, unlike Shorty’s case where an express intention to kill
was proved, only constructive intention to kill with the axe was established; and, further, that the trial
Court had made no finding as to the time which had elapsed between the axe-assault and the placing
of the deceased in the ant-bear hole, and no precise finding as to the exact cause of death. As regards
this latter, the Court of Appeal proceeded upon the basis that the blow with the axe might not in itself
have been fatal, and that
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‘the death may have been caused by the subsequent interment in the hole’ (see p. 714G).

In the Court’s view, those facts precluded any consideration of the first act being one of the causes of
death (see at p. 715H). ...

[4] ... On the evidence, it is clear that appellants’ initial attack upon the deceased consisted of striking him
over the head with some undetermined object, immediately followed by the strangling with a
neck-tie. Exactly when the deceased’s neck was broken, remains undetermined. The only reasonable
inference from the evidence is, however, that the head injuries were designed to facilitate the
strangling process, and that the broken neck occurred at some stage during that process. It was, in my
opinion, thus established beyond reasonable doubt that the deceased’s head injuries and his broken
neck were caused by appellants within the ambit of their proved intention to kill which the learned
trial Judge described as an intention to kill by strangling. From the terms of NICHOLAS, J.’s judgment
as a whole, I entertain no doubt that the finding expressed in the terms that

‘the two accused had the subjective intention of killing the deceased by strangling him’

was not intended to confine that intention to strangling alone, to the exclusion of the incidental head
and neck injuries, but was intended to comprehend everything done by the appellants up to the
stage when they threw the deceased on to his bed.

[5] Unlike some of the examples advanced by the text-book writers when dealing with this subject, no
question arises here either of the intervention of any third party or of any subsequent unintentional
act. Both the first act (comprising the head and neck assault and the strangling) and the second act
(the setting fire to the deceased’s bed and house) were intentionally done by the appellants acting in
concert. The two acts were closely associated in time and place, and they constituted subsidiary, but
integral, parts of the appellants’ overall plan to steal money (and other valuables) from the deceased’s
house and to conceal their crime in the burnt ashes of that dwelling. In that sense, and without as yet
seeking to define the ambit of appellants’ intention to kill, the facts reveal, in my opinion, a series of
acts by the two appellants which constitute a single course of conduct. ...

[6] Upon the facts as above analysed, the State, in my opinion, duly established its charge of murder
against the appellants. That the appellants by their deliberately intended actions caused the death of
the deceased is indisputable. To accede, on the facts of the present case, to the contention advanced
on behalf of the appellants that, once they erroneously believed that they had achieved their object
by strangling the deceased, their proved intention to kill him fell away and can no longer support a
charge of murder, would, in my opinion, be wholly unrealistic. ... Nor, on the facts of this case, do the
principles of our law, in my judgment, compel one to any such unrealistic conclusion. For, as I have
pointed out above, the strangulation injuries sustained by the deceased at the hands of the
appellants were a directly contributory cause of his death from carbon-monoxide poisoning. Those
injuries were—on the express finding of the trial Court—administered by appellants with an
intention to kill. In my judgment, it follows that, having regard to the facts as above analysed, the
charge of murder was duly made out against both appellants ....

[7] In any enquiry of the present kind, the particular facts are, of course, vital. Subject to that overriding
consideration, it follows from what I have said that I find myself unable to agree with the decisions, as
reported, in R v Shorty ..., or to share the views of learned authors who are of opinion that, in cases such
as those and the present one, only attempted murder is committed. ...

[8] The conclusion which I have reached may, in a sense, be said to be an extension of the principle of
Thabo Meli’s case, supra, in that in the present case the trial Court was unable to find positively that
there was a pre-conceived plan to kill the deceased. In my judgment, however, this Court should, on
the facts of the present case and for the reasons I have given above, not hesitate to make that
extension. I am accordingly in full agreement with NICHOLAS, J., that the appellants were guilty of
murder even although their intention to kill was concerted, not previously, but as ’a matter of
improvisation in the course of the execution of the robbery’. In my judgment, the appellants were
rightly convicted of murder.

[9] ....

[10] POTGIETER, J.A., concurred in the above judgment.
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Headnote

In the course of a drunken altercation appellant, having been provoked and taunted by a much bigger man,
P, had aimed a blow at P with a pocketknife. At that stage appellant’s friend W had moved forward slightly to
intervene and the stab landed in W’s chest, as the result whereof he died. Appellant had made a clean breast
of the matter in a statement to a magistrate. On a charge of murder, the accused pleaded guilty to culpable
homicide, and, after some evidence had been led, this plea was accepted, there being no evidence that
appellant intended to kill P, but merely to hurt him. In an appeal against a sentence of ten years’
imprisonment and eight strokes,

Held, that the sentence was so strikingly inappropriate that the Court was bound to interfere.

Held, further, that the sentence should be reduced to five years’ imprisonment.

The nature of the mens rea which rendered such killing criminally culpable, the manner in which the accused
could be charged and the definition of murder and culpable homicide, discussed per HOLMES, J.A.

JUDGMENT
HOLMES JA

[1] This is an appeal against sentence.

[2] After the day’s work on an afternoon in July, 1969 three young Bantu men repair to a Chinese store in
Johannesburg to have a drink.

[3] They are Ronald and the appellant and the latter’s best friend, Wilfred. Ronald and Wilfred arrive first,
and sit at a table drinking brandy and beer with one Peter. When the appellant joins them Wilfred
pours a drink for him. Peter objects on the ground that the appellant has not paid. The appellant
responds by buying a nip of brandy and pouring it into the bottle on the table. Thereupon they all
drink. Then an argument starts between Peter and the appellant about a girlfriend. The argument
waxes heated and Peter goes so far as to refer to the appellant as a ’Lekoapa’. According to the
evidence, this is a gravely insulting term which a Sotho sometimes uses towards a Zulu or a Xhosa. It is
regarded as a challenge and usually leads to a fight. The appellant is a Xhosa. Peter is stronger and
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much bigger than the appellant, who remarks to his two friends that he is not looking for trouble and
will drink elsewhere. He stands up to go. The drinking party has lasted a fairly considerable time and
they are all under the influence of intoxicating liquor. It seems however that some degree of peace is
restored and they all leave together, homeward bound but pausing to buy more liquor at an Indian
bottle store where the prices are not so high. But neither they nor the Indian have any small change, so
the appellant sends Ronald off to buy a pocket knife in order to come by some change. Ronald does
so, and the appellant hands him the change for the purchase of more liquor. This the four of them
drink in the street. Then the argument flares up again between Peter and the appellant. It develops
into a drunken altercation. Peter, ready to fight, taunts the appellant:

‘You are so small, what do you think you can do?’

And, referring to the pocket knife, he adds:

‘What do you think you are going to do with that thing?’

Thus provoked, the appellant aims a blow at Peter with the pocketknife. At that stage Wilfred, who is
standing very close to them, moves forward slightly to intervene; and the stab lands in Wilfred’s chest.
He falls to the ground, and is removed by ambulance to hospital, where he soon dies of the stab
wound, which has entered his heart.

[4] The appellant is arrested. He makes a clean breast of the matter in a statement to a magistrate. He is
charged with the murder of Wilfred. He pleads guilty to culpable homicide. The State case consists of
the evidence of Ronald and the statement by the appellant and the admitted report of the post
mortem examination. At the conclusion of the evidence, counsel for the State accepts the plea of
guilty to culpable homicide. The trial Court holds that the knife was not purchased with the object of
killing Peter; that it cannot be said at what part of Peter’s body the appellant aimed; that there is no
proof that he intended to kill Peter; that he wanted to hurt Peter; and that he is therefore guilty of
culpable homicide in respect of Wilfred.

[5] He is sentenced to imprisonment for ten years and to receive eight strokes. The appeal is directed
against that sentence.

[6] The verdict is not challenged on appeal and indeed the appellant pleaded guilty to culpable
homicide. In any event, the verdict is in order. There is no doubt but that the appellant caused
Wilfred’s death; but causation by itself is not enough: there must also be mens rea in relation to such
death. Such mens rea is present in this case, on the authority of S v Bernardus, 1965 (3) SA 287 (AD),
because, on the evidence—

(a) the juxtaposition of the men was such that the appellant, in aiming at Peter, ought to have
foreseen the reasonable possibility of the blow landing on Wilfred;

(b) he ought also to have foreseen the reasonable possibility of such stab being fatal to Wilfred.

As was said in S v Bernardus, supra at p. 307A, ’The possibility of serious injury being reasonably
foreseeable, the appellant ought also to have foreseen the possibility of death hovering in
attendance. The two are sombrely familiar as cause and effect in the walks of human experience’.
(Whether foreseeability of injury less than serious would suffice is not here relevant: in the present
case, as in Bernardus’s case, serious injury was foreseeable).

[7] Thus the appellant’s mens rea, in relation to the man Wilfred whom he killed, consisted of culpa, which
renders such killing criminally culpable.

[8] I turn now to the question of the sentence of ten years and eight strokes in respect of the verdict of
culpable homicide. ...

[9] In this Court Mr. Heher, for the appellant, in contending for a reduction in the sentence, submitted that
the trial Judge had misdirected himself. He said that the learned Judge, during the course of the trial,
and in his judgment in convicting the appellant, referred to R v Kuzwayo, 1949 (3) SA 761 (AD), and
observed that, if the appellant had intended to kill Peter, he would have been guilty of murder in
relation to Wilfred; but that, as he only intended to injure Peter, he was only guilty of the culpable
homicide of Wilfred. Mr. Heher submitted that this observation was wrong in law, and that it must
have coloured the trial Court’s mind in the matter of sentence. Mr. Heher further submitted that the
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learned Judge overlooked the fact that the appellant’s mens rea in this case was culpa; and that
therefore he was unduly influenced by the fact that three of the appellant’s previous convictions were
in respect of assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm. Mr. Heher further invited us to hold that
the ratio in S v Kuzwayo, supra, was wrong.

[10] ... The present case (like Kuzwayo’s) is one of aberratio ictus. This is a convenient Latin expression
descriptive of the situation where a blow aimed at A misses him and lands on B. The subject is fully
dealt with by De Wet and Swanepoel, Die Suid-Afrikaanse Strafreg, 2nd ed., pp. 131 to 134. Now
Kuzwayo’s case was decided before this Court had moved away from the old doctrine of versari in re
illicita, in S. Bernardus, supra; and before this Court had finally formulated the principles of dolus
eventualis, in the form in which it is now applied, in S v Malinga and Others, 1963 (1) SA 692 (AD) at p.
694F–H.

[11] The facts in Kuzwayo’s case were that the accused fired a shotgun at his intended victim with intent to
kill him. He only wounded him, however, and, in firing a second shot to give him the coup de grace, he
missed him but hit and killed a Native woman who was passing by. He was convicted of murder of the
woman and was sentenced to death. His appeal to this Court failed. As to the ratio of the judgment of
this Court, VAN DEN HEEVER, J.A., referred at p. 771 to several Roman-Dutch authorities to the effect
that a person who commits an act by which he intends to kill A but kills B, is guilty of the murder of B;
that it is irrelevant whether the accused should have foreseen the likelihood of killing the deceased;
and that it is immaterial whether the accused killed his intended victim or another. In my respectful
opinion this ratio can no longer be supported because it was based on the outworn doctrine of versari
in re illicita. As pointed out in Die Leer van versari in re illicita in die Strafreg, by Swanepoel, (1944), over
the centuries this doctrine assumed various forms in several of the Continental countries and in
England, and its sway has progressively abated. Without attempting a precise definition in relation to
any given period, for the purposes of this case it is sufficient to indicate that its basis was to the effect
that a person who commits an unlawful act is criminally responsible for its unlawful consequences,
whether or not the latter were intended, foreseen or foreseeable. In South Africa this outmoded
concept was finally swept away by this Court in S v Bernardus, supra. The result is that nowadays
criminal liability is not regarded as attaching to an act or a consequence unless it was attended by
mens rea. (I am not here referring to statutory offences; cf. S v Qumbella, 1966 (4) SA 356 (AD) at pp.
365–6). Accordingly, if A assaults B and in consequence B dies, A is not criminally responsible for his
death unless—

(a) he foresaw the possibility of resultant death, yet persisted in his deed, reckless whether death
ensued or not; or

(b) he ought to have foreseen the reasonable possibility of resultant death.

In (a) the mens rea is the type of intent known as dolus eventualis, and the crime is murder; in (b) the
mens rea is culpa, and the crime is culpable homicide; see S v Sigwahla, 1967 (4) SA 566 (AD) at p.
570B–E.

[12] The traditional concept of culpable homicide is the unlawful killing of a person without intent to kill;
see Gardiner and Lansdown, 6th ed., vol. 2, p. 1537, and also sec. 196 (1) of the Code. But once such
intent to kill or dolus is absent, the only relevant mens rea to render his homicide criminally punishable
is culpa. And, inasmuch as it is better to define a crime by reference to what it is than what it is not, I
consider it appropriate to adopt the statement in De Wet and Swanepoel, supra at p. 211 in fin., that
culpable homicide is the unlawful negligent causing of the death of a fellow being.

[13] In Kuzwayo’s case the Court might have had in mind that the accused’s mens rea could have existed as
dolus eventualis, although the formulation of that form of dolus was incorrectly stated. At p. 669 in fin.
to p. 770, first three lines, the judgment reads:

‘As I interpret the recorded evidence it seems plain that at the time of the shooting the
circumstances were such that the appellant must necessarily have contemplated the likelihood of
killing some person other than his intended victim, though not necessarily the deceased.’

A correct formulation would have substituted, for the words which I have italicised, the words
’foresaw the possibility’; and would have added the requirement of recklessness as to that result.
However, any such ratio was disavowed in the next sentence, with the words:
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‘In view of my concept of the law on the subject it is unnecessary to discuss that evidence.’

Hence the decision was based on the ratio mentioned earlier herein. Indeed, that was also the opinion
of this Court in R v Koza, 1949 (4) SA 55 (AD), in which CENTLIVRES, J.A., who had sat in Kuzwayo’s case,
cited the latter as authority for the proposition that

‘... where a person commits an act intending to murder one person and kills another he is guilty
of murdering that other person’; ...

[14] ... Turning to Mr. Heher’s attack on the sentence imposed on the appellant, I consider that his
submission that the learned trial Judge misdirected himself is well founded. (In fairness to the learned
Judge I emphasise that he can hardly be blamed for this, since he was influenced by the ratio of this
Court’s judgment in Kuzwayo’s case, supra). In my opinion it emerges clearly, from the remarks of the
learned Judge in the present case, that he was applying the old versari in re illicita doctrine of that
decision, and therefore he did not appreciate that the appellant’s mens rea consisted of culpa. ...

[15] ...In the result it seems to me clear that, in the mind of the learned Judge, the appellant’s mens rea lay in
the fact that he had aimed a blow at Peter, intending to injure him; that therefore he was criminally
responsible for the resultant death of Wilfred; that he was not guilty of murder because he had not
intended to kill Peter; and that, therefore, he was only guilty of culpable homicide. Negligence was
regarded as irrelevant. This is the reasoning of the versari in re illicita doctrine; and in my view it cannot
but have coloured the approach of the learned Judge in the matter of sentence, as Mr. Heher
contended. Hence the wholly inappropriate sentence of ten years and eight strokes.

[16] It follows that there was a misdirection in the trial Court’s reasons in the matter for the appellant’s guilt
of culpable homicide, and in his approach in the matter of sentence. The position therefore is that, the
conviction being in order for other reasons, this Court is at large to consider and impose its own
sentence. ...

[17] ...The relevant facts and contentions are set out in the judgment of HOLMES, J.A. Counsel for the
appellant has not satisfied me that the trial Judge misdirected himself in the manner contended for. ...
... In finding the appellant guilty of culpable homicide, the trial Judge dealt briefly in his judgment
with the circumstances leading up to the fatal stabbing of the deceased by appellant. In dealing with
the assault upon Peter, the trial Judge stated that in the circumstances it had not been established
that appellant intended to kill him. The trial Judge then stated that, if the evidence were to have
established such an intention on appellant’s part, his killing of the deceased would in the circum-
stances have constituted the crime of murder. It was in this context that he referred to the judgment in
the case of Rex v Kuzwayo, 1949 (3) SA 761 (AD), and more particularly to the followingt paragraph in
the head-note, viz.:

‘Held, further, that, where a person commits an act intending to kill one person, and kills
another, it is not necessary, on a charge of murder, to prove that the accused should reasonably
have contemplated that he would kill the other.’

It is by no means clear to me why the trial Judge found it necessary to refer to Kuzwayo’s case, because
he does not purport to base his verdict on any principle laid down therein. Having regard to the
judgment as a whole, it appears to me that he probably referred thereto for the limited purpose of
distinguishing it on the facts from the appellant’s case. He held in effect that, inasmuch as the
evidence did not establish an intention to kill Peter, the rule in Kuzwayo’s case was not applicable to
the facts of the case before him. The appellant pleaded guilty to culpable homicide, and the evidence
(including the appellant’s confession to a magistrate) proved that his negligent conduct in the
circumstances resulted in the deceased’s death. I am not satisfied that this did not form the basis of
the trial Judge’s verdict.

[18] In passing sentence, the trial Judge did not refer to Kuzwayo’s case, and counsel has not satisfied me
that, in exercising his discretion in regard to sentence, he was in any way improperly influenced by the
rule in that case. It is true that the trial Judge does refer to the fact that, after appellant had obtained
possession of the knife, he became aggressive and wanted to injure Peter. In my opinion, however,
the trial Judge was merely referring to one of the circumstances (as a matter of history) leading up to
the stabbing of the deceased; it was not an oblique reference to Kuzwayo’s case, giving rise to an
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inference that, because of what was laid down therein, the trial Judge considered that the appellant
had to be dealt with more severely than would otherwise have been the case.

[19] The application for leave to appeal against the sentence was not based on the misdirection
contended for on appeal before this Court, but on the sole ground that the sentence induced ’a sense
of shock’. ... I were to have regarded it as necessary to determine the issue of misdirection I would
probably have considered the advisability of first obtaining a report from the trial Judge in regard
thereto. However, I do not regard it as necessary to determine that issue, inasmuch as I agree with the
conclusion of HOLMES, J.A., that in the circumstances a sentence of five years’ imprisonment is
adequate punishment. The sentence of ten years’ imprisonment and eight strokes is, in my opinion,
so strikingly inappropriate that this Court is bound to interfere.

[20] In the result, I agree with the order proposed by HOLMES, J.A.

[21] TROLLIP, J.A., concurred in the judgment of WESSELS, J.A.
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Sleutelwoorde

Strafreg—Persone, aanspreeklikheid van—Statutêre oortredings—Vereiste van mens rea—Geen grond vir
bestaan van cliché dat ‘‘every person is presumed to know the law’’—Opvatting dat ‘‘ignorance of the law is no
excuse’ nie regtens toepaslik nie—Persoon wat hom op ’n besondere gebied begeef behoort homself op hoogte te
hou van die regsvoorskrifte wat betrekking het op daardie gebied.

Deviesebeheer—Deviesebeheerregulasie in G.K. R1111 van 1 Desember 1961 uitgevaardig kragtens art. 9 van
Wet 9 van 1933, en ‘‘Bevele en Reëls’’ kragtens sodanige regulasies in G.K. R1112 van 1 Desember 1961
uitgevaardig—Staatspresident deur art. 9 (5) (a) gemagtig om by regulasie ’n persoon aan te wys wat die
bevoegdheid het om bevele en reëls uit te vaardig—Sodanige persoon het ook die bevoegdheid om deur bevele
en reëls instansies of persone te benoem om hom by te staan in die uitoefening van sy bevoegdhede—Minister
van Finansies as Tesourie geregtig om sodoende SA Reserwebank aan te stel met bevoegdhede genoem in Reël 2
van die ‘‘Bevele en Reëls’’.

Deviesebeheer—Deviesebeheerregulasies in G.K. R1111 van 1 Desember 1961 uitgevaardig kragtens art. 9 van
Wet 9 van 1933—Neem van Amerikaanse dollars uit die Republiek in oortreding van reg. 3 (1) (a)—Neem van
juwele wat R600 in waarde te bowe gaan uit die Republiek in oortreding van reg. 10 (1) (b)—Uitwerking van reg.
10 (1) (b)—Oortreding van sodanige regulasies kragtens reg. 22 strafbaar—Skuldlose oortreding van regulasies
nie strafbaar nie—Benadering van Hof wanneer getuienis dat verbode handeling begaan is, voorgelê is—Bewys-
las.

Kopnota

In hierdie stadium van ons regsontwikkeling moet dit aanvaar word dat die cliché dat ‘‘every person is
presumed to know the law’’ geen grond vir bestaan het nie en dat die opvatting ‘‘ignorance of the law is no
excuse’’ regtens nie van toepassing kan wees nie in die lig van die hedendaagse skuldbegrip in ons reg. Maar
die benadering kan onderskryf word dat van ’n persoon wat hom in ’n moderne staat, waarin talle fasette
van die regsonderdaan se doen en late deur regsvoorskrifte beheers word, op ’n besondere gebied begeef,
verwag kan word om homself op hoogte te hou van die regsvoorskrifte wat betrekking het op daardie
besondere gebied.

Wanneer artikel 9 (5) (a) van die Wet op Betaalmiddels en Wisselkoerse, 9 van 1933, bepaal dat die
Staatspresident by regulasie ’n persoon kan aanwys wat die bevoegdheid het om bevele en reëls uit te
vaardig vir dieselfde doeleindes as waarvoor die Staatspresident gemagtig is om regulasies uit te vaardig,
dan volg dit, by noodwendige implikasie, dat so ’n persoon ook die bevoegdheid het om deur bevele en
reëls instansies of persone te benoem om hom by te staan om sy ’bevoegdhede behoorlik uit te oefen.
Volgens die ‘‘Bevele en Reëls″, wat op 1 Desember 1961 in Goewermentskennisgewing R1112 uitgevaardig is
kragtens die Deviesebeheerregulasies wat by Goewermentskennisgewing R1111 van 1 Desember 1961 deur
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die Staatspresident kragtens artikel 9 van Wet 9 van 1933 uitgevaardig is, het die Minister van Finansies die
Suid-Afrikaanse Reserwebank aangewys om uitvoering te gee aan die bevoegdhede of funksies wat by
regulasies 2, 3 (1), 4 (2), 5, 6 en 14 (1) aan die Tesourie (wat die Minister van Finansies is) toegewys is. Die
Minister van Finansies was dus ten volle geregtig om die Suid-Afrikaanse Reserwebank aan te stel met die
bevoegdhede genoem in Reël 2 van die ‘‘Bevele en Reëls’’ van 1 Desember 1961.

Regulasie 10 (1) (b) van die Deviesebeheerregulasies in Goewermentskennisgewing R1111 beoog om te
bepaal watter bedrag aan goedere (kapitaal) iemand uit die Republiek mag neem, afgesien van sy
bedoeling. Dit is aanvullend tot regulasie 10 (1) (a) wat spesifiek oor ‘‘uitvoer’’ handel. Die feit dat die
bedoeling van die uitnemer mag wees om die ‘‘kapitaal’’ weer terug te bring, affekteer geensins die wye
bevoegdheid van die Staatspresident om die uitneem van goedere (kapitaal) bo ’n sekere bedrag te beperk
of om dit onderhewig aan sekere voorwaardes te stel nie.

By die uitleg van ’n wetteregtelike misdaadomskrywing word vermoed, totdat die teendeel blyk, dat die
wetgewer nie ’n skuldlose wederregtelike handeling strafbaar wou stel nie. Hoewel in regulasie 22 van die
Deviesebeheerregulasies in Goewermentskennisgewing R1111 nie uitdruklik ’n oortreding met mens rea
vereis word nie, skyn dit duidelik te wees, indien die aard, doel en omvang van die regulasies oorweeg word,
dat die vermoede dat die Staatspresident nie ’n skuldlose wederregtelike handeling of versuim kragtens die
regulasies strafbaar wou stel nie, nie weerlê kan word nie. In so ’n saak moet aanvaar word dat, wanneer die
Staat getuienis voorgelê het dat die verbode handeling begaan is, ’n afleiding gedoen kan word, na gelang
van omstandighede, dat die beskuldigde willens en wetens (d.w.s. ook met onregmatigheidsbewussyn) die
handeling begaan het. Indien die beskuldigde op ’n verweer wil steun dat sy nie geweet het dat haar
handeling onregmatig was nie, kan haar verweer slaag indien van die getuienis as geheel afgelei kan word
dat daar ’n redelike moontlikheid bestaan dat sy nie geweet het dat haar handeling onregmatig was nie; en
verder, wanneer slegs culpa en nie dolus alleen as mens rea vereis word nie, daar ook ’n redelike
moontlikheid bestaan dat sy nie juridies geblameer kan word nie, d.w.s. dat, wat al die omstandighede
betref, dit redelik moontlik is dat sy met die nodige omsigtigheid te werk gegaan het om haar op hoogte te
stel van wat van haar verwag word in verband met die vraag om toestemming om geld uit te neem nodig is
of nie. Sou daar op die getuienis as geheel, d.w.s. insluitende die getuienis dat die handeling gepleeg is, ’n
redelike twyfel bestaan of daar wel mens rea, in die sin hierbo beskryf. by die beskuldigde bestaan het, sou
die Staat sy saak nie sonder redelike twyfel bewys het nie.

Flynote

Criminal law—Persons, liability of—Statutory offences—Requirement of mens rea—No ground for existence of
cliché that ‘‘every person is presumed to know the law’’—View that ‘‘ignorance of the law is no excuse’’ not legally
applicable—A person who involves himself in a particular sphere ought to keep himself informed of the legal
provisions applicable in that sphere.

Exchange Control—Exchange Control Regulations in G.N. R1111 of 1 December 1961 published in terms of sec. 9
of Act 9 of 1933, and ‘‘orders and Rules’’ published in terms of such regulations in G.N. R1112 of 1 December
1961—State President authorised by sec. 9 (5) (a) to designate by regulation a person with the authority to issue
orders and rules—Such person also has authority to nominate, by orders and rules, institutions and persons to
assist him in the exercise of his powers—Minister of Finance as the Treasury entitled so to appoint the SA Reserve
Bank with the powers mentioned in Rule 2 of the ‘‘orders and Rules’’.

Exchange Control—Exchange Control Regulations in G.N. R1111 of 1 December 1961, published in terms of sec. 9
of Act 9 of 1933—Taking American dollars out of the Republic in contravention of reg. 3 (1) (a)—Taking jewels
exceeding R600 in value out of the Republic in contravention of reg. 10 (1) (b)—Effect of reg. 10 (1) (b)—
Contravention of such regulations punishable under reg. 22—Innocent contravention of regulations not
punishable—Approach of Court when evidence that prohibited act has been committed is led—Onus.

Headnote

At this stage of our legal development it must be accepted that the cliché that ‘‘every person is presumed to
know the law’’ has no ground for its existence and that the view that ‘‘ignorance of the law is no excuse’’ is
not legally applicable in the light of the present day concept of mens rea in our law. But the approach that it
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can be expected of a person who, in a modern State, wherein many facets of the acts and omissions of the
legal subject are controlled by legal provisions, involves himself in a particular sphere, that he should keep
himself informed of the legal provisions which are applicable to that particular sphere, can be approved.

Where section 9 (5) (a) of the Currency and Exchanges Act, 9 of 1933, provides that the State President can,
by regulation, designate a person who has the authority to issue orders and rules for the same purposes as
those for which the State President is authorised to issue regulations, then it follows by necessary
implication that such a person also has the authority to nominate, by orders and rules, institutions and
persons to assist him in the proper exercise of his powers. According to the ‘‘Orders and Rules″, which were
published in Government Notice R1112 on 1 December 1961 in terms of the Exchange Control Regulations
which were published by the State President on 1 December 1961 in Government Notice R1111 in terms of
section 9 of Act 9 of 1933, the Minister of Finance has appointed the South African Reserve Bank to carry out
the powers or functions which have been assigned to the Treasury (which is the Minister of Finance) by
regulations 2, 3 (1), 4 (2), 5, 6 and 14 (1). The Minister of Finance was therefore fully entitled to appoint the
South African Reserve Bank with the powers mentioned in Rule 2 of the ‘‘Orders and Rules’’ of 1 December
1961.

Regulation 10 (1) (b) of the Exchange Control Regulations in Government Notice R1111 contemplates
determining the amount of goods (capital) which a person may take out of the Republic, irrespective of his
intention. It is complementary to regulation 10 (1) (a) which deals specifically with ‘‘export’’. The fact that the
intention of the person taking the goods out might be to bring the ‘‘capital’’ back again does not affect at all
the wide power of the State President to restrict the taking out of goods (capital) above a certain amount or
to make it subject to certain conditions.

In the interpretation of the definition of a statutory offence it is presumed, until the contrary appears, that
the Legislature did not wish to make an innocent illegal act punishable. Although mens rea is not expressly
required in regulation 22 of the Exchange Control Regulations in Government Notice R1111, it appears to be
clear, if the nature, purpose and scope of the regulations are considered, that the presumption that the State
President did not wish to make an innocent illegal act or omission punishable in terms of the regulations
cannot be rebutted. In such a case it must be accepted that, when the State has led evidence that the
prohibited act has been committed, an inference can be drawn, depending on the circumstances, that the
accused willingly and knowingly (i.e. with knowledge of the unlawfulness) committed the act. If the accused
wishes to rely on a defence that she did not know that her act was unlawful, her defence can succeed if it can
be inferred from the evidence as a whole that there is a reasonable possibility that she did not know that her
act was unlawful; and further, when culpa only, and not dolus alone, is required as mens rea, there is also a
reasonable possibility that juridically she could not be blamed, i.e. that, having regard to all the
circumstances, it is reasonably possible that she acted with the necessary circumspection in order to inform
herself of what was required of her in connection with the question of whether or not permission was
required to take money out (of the country). Should there be, on the evidence as a whole, i.e. including the
evidence that the act was committed, a reasonable doubt whether the accused did in fact have mens rea, in
the sense described above, the State would not have proved its case beyond a reasonable doubt.

JUDGMENT
RUMPFF HR

[1] ... In hierdie opsig is daar ook namens appellante aangevoer dat daar ’n bewyslas op die Staat rus om
te bewys dat appellante die nodige mens rea gehad het en dat die Staat hom nie daarvan gekwyt het
nie en, in die alternatief, indien daar ’n bewyslas op appellante rus dat sy wel haarself daarvan gekwyt
het.

[2] Dit is wenslik om in die eerste plek die vraagstuk van mens rea kortliks te bespreek. In ons reg word die
uitdrukking mens rea gebruik om dolus of culpa aan te dui, kyk o.a. S. v Qumbella, 1966 (4) SA 356 (AA),
en S. v Oberholzer, 1971 (4) SA 602 (AA). In laasgenoemde saak het hierdie Hof herbevestig dat in ons
reg die algemene reël geld dat actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea en dat by die uitleg van ’n
strafbepaling vermoed word dat die Wetgewer, by ontstentenis van duidelike aanduidings tot die
teendeel, nie bedoel het om skuldlose oortredings daarvan met straf te bedreig nie. ...
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[3] In hierdie stadium van ons regsontwikkeling moet dit aanvaar word dat die cliché dat ‘‘every person is
presumed to know the law’’ geen grond vir bestaan het nie en dat die opvatting ‘‘ignorance of the law
is no excuse’’ regtens nie van toepassing kan wees nie in die lig van die hedendaagse skuldbegrip in
ons reg ...

[4] Wat regsonkunde of regsdwaling betref, word daar in die Strafreg van De Wet en Swanepoel, 3de
uitg., op bl. 140, o.a. die volgende gesê:

‘‘Met die opvatting dat wederregtelikheidsbewussyn elementum essentiale van opset is, wil ek
saamstem. ’n Mens handel slegs dan dolo malo wanneer hy hom willens en wetens in stryd met
die regsorde stel. Dit wil nie sê dat die dader moet weet dat hy art. W van Wet X van 19YZ
oortree nie, of dat die dader moet weet dat wat hy voornemens is om te doen met hierdie of
daardie strawwe strafbaar is nie, maar slegs dat hy bewus daarvan moet wees dat wat hy wil
doen regtens ongeoorloof is. Dit wil ook nie sê dat die dader seker moet wees dat wat hy wil
doen wederregtelik is nie, maar slegs dat hy hom die voorstelling gemaak het dat wat hy wil
doen moontlik regtens ongeoorloof kan wees, en hy hom met hierdie moontlikheid versoen.’’

En verder:

‘‘Teen hierdie standpunt kan aangevoer word dat regsonkunde of regsdwaling steeds opset sal
uitsluit. Dit is ook waar. Die punt is egter dat mens die dader die verwyt dat hy opsetlik gehandel
het, nie kan maak nie, tensy hy ook bewus was van die ongeoorloofdheid van sy optrede. By
misdade waarby opset vereis word, moet regsonkunde en regsdwaling steeds verskonings-
grond wees, omdat dolus of opset ontbreek, mits die dwaling wesenlik is. Dit is ’n billiker en
suiwerder houding om in te neem as die groteske dat iedereen geag word die reg te ken.
Hierdie laasgenoemde fiksie was nog nooit ’n waarheid nie, en dit is dit vandag ook nie. Om te
gaan beweer dat regshandhawing onmoontlik is sonder die reeds gewraakte fiksie, is ook
verkeerd.’’

In ’n artikel getitel, ‘‘Wederregtelikheidsbewussyn by Strafregtelike Aanspreeklikheid″, op bl. 271 van
die T.K.R.K.R., band 30, 1967, kom prof. Van der Vyver tot die konklusie dat ten opsigte van
wederregtelikheidsbewussyn in die strafreg geen onderskeid tussen ’n regsdwaling en ’n feitedwal-
ing gemaak behoort te word nie ...

[5] In hierdie veband kan ook verwys word na ’n bespreking van die beslissing in S. v Ntuli 1975 (1) SA 429
(AA), deur dieselfde skrywer in die T.H.R.H.R., 1975, bl. 406. In ’n proefskrif getitel: ‘‘Wederregtelik-
heidsbewussyn in die Strafreg’’ (Universiteit van Pretoria, 1973) het D. A. Botha ’n historiese en
regsvergelykende ondersoek gedoen na wat in die titel genoem word. Op bl. 331 stel hy die posisie,
m.i. korrek, soos volg weer:

‘‘In die Suid-Afrikaanse regspraak is daar aanduidings van ’n toenemende besef dat ’n dader nie
van skuld verwyt kan word tensy wederregtelikheidsbewussyn op een van die volgende twee
wyses ’n rol gespeel het nie:

(a) vir dolus word verlang dat die dader met wederregtelikheidsbewussyn moes gehandel het;
as vrye, verantwoordelike lid van die samelewing verdien hy om verwyt te word omdat hy
bewus was van die wederregtelikheid van sy voorgenome optrede en hy gevolglik
daarvan kon afgesien het;

(b) vir culpa word verlang dat die dader van die wederregtelikheid van sy gedraging bewus
kon en moes gewees het; as vrye, verantwoordelike lid van die samelewing verdien hy om
verwyt te word omdat hy met die uitoefening van die vereiste sorg kon en moes voorsien
het dat sy gedraging wederregtelik sou wees, en hy dit gevolglik kon voorkom of vermy
het. Die bepaling van skuld deur die aanwending van hierdie maatstawwe weerspieël die
rol van wederregtelikheidsbewussyn in die strafreg.’’

In die T.H.R.H.R., band 38, 1975, op bl. 41, is daar ’n kort artikel deur dieselfde skrywer oor ‘‘Verwytbare
Regsonkunde en die Skuldsoort Culpa ‘‘. Die uitspraak van hierdie Hof in S. v Tsochlas, 1974 (1) SA 565,
word daarin bespreek en daar is ook ’n verwysing na S. v Wandrag, 1970 (3) SA 151 (O). In die
Tsochlas—saak het hierdie Hof o.a. gesê op bl. 573:
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‘‘The learned trial judge held that, although delivery and payments were to take place beyond
the borders, there was an agreement of sale of uncut diamonds in this country; that that was a
contravention of the statute; that mens rea had to be proved by the State; and that this existed
as culpa since the appellant knew that uncut diamonds could not be bought in this country
without a permit, and he had no permit, and he should have shown more circumspection
before entering into the agreement which he did.’’

Die skuldigbevinding is bekragtig. Op bl. 50 van die T.H.R.H.R., band 38, stel die skrywer die posisie
soos volg:

‘‘In ons regspraak is daar nou minstens twee riglyne vir die bepaling van culpa ten opsigte van
die regmatigheid van die dader se optrede. In Wandrag het die Hof bevind dat daar
redelikerwys van ’n werkgewer is die boubedryf verwag kan word om homself op hoogte te
hou van die regsvoorskrifte wat betrekking het op die indiensneming van werkers in die
boubedryf. Versuim hy om dit te doen, kan sy gevolglike regsonkunde tot die verwyt van
onagsaamheid lei. Dieselfde sal vermoedelik geld vir ’n persoon wat hom in ’n moderne staat,
waarin talle fasette van die regsonderdaan se doen en late deur regsvoorskrifte beheer word,
op ’n besondere gebied begeef. Van die motorhaweeienaar kan seker redelikerwys verwag
word dat hy vertroud moet wees met wetgewing wat op sy vak van toepassing is, en van die
hengelaar kan seker verwag word om vas te stel wat die hengelregulasies veroorloof en
verbied. Die persoon wat ’n transaksie in diamante wil aangaan, en wat weet dat die
diamantbedryf deur streng wetgewing gekontroleer word, kan tereg verwyt word as hy, soos in
Tsochlas, versuim om regsadvies in te win en dientengevolge wederregtelik handel.’’

Ek dink dat hierdie benadering onderskryf kan word. In die onderhawige saak is daar na my mening
geen aanduiding nie dat die klagtes teen appellante benader moet word vanuit die standpunt dat ’n
skuldlose aanspreeklikheid deur reg. 22 beoog word. By die uitleg van ’n wetteregtelike misdaadom-
skrywing word vermoed, totdat die teendeel blyk, dat die Wetgewer nie ’n skuldlose wederregtelike
handeling strafbaar wou stel nie ... .

[6] In ’n saak soos die onderhawige moet aanvaar word dat wanneer die Staat getuienis voorgelê het dat
die verbode handeling begaan is, ’n afleiding gedoen kan word, na gelang van omstandighede, dat
die beskuldigde willens en wetens (d.w.s. ook met onregmatigheidsbewussyn) die handeling begaan
het. Indien die beskuldigde op ’n verweer wil steun, soos in die onderhawige geval, dat sy nie geweet
het dat daar handeling onregmatig was nie, kan haar verweer slaag indien van die getuienis as geheel
afgelei kan word dat daar ’n redelike moontlikheid bestaan dat sy nie geweet het dat haar handeling
onregmatig was nie; en verder, wanneer slegs culpa en nie dolus alleen as mens rea vereis word nie,
daar ook ’n redelike moontlikheid bestaan dat sy nie juridies geblameer kan word nie, d.w.s. dat, wat al
die omstandighede betref, dit redelik moontlik is dat sy met die nodige omsigtigheid te werk gegaan
het om haar op hoogte te stel van wat van haar verwag word in verband met die vraag of
toestemming om geld uit te neem nodig is of nie. Sou daar op die getuienis as geheel, d.w.s.
insluitende die getuienis dat die handeling gepleeg is, ’n redelike twyfel bestaan of daar wel mens rea,
in die sin soos hierbo beskryf, by die beskuldigde bestaan het, soui die Staat sy saak nie sonder
redelike twyfel bewys het nie.

[7] Wat die feite van die onderhawige saak betref, is dit, myns insiens, duidelik dat, wat die geld betref,
appellante geweet het dat sy toestemming nodig gehad het om die geld uit die land te neem en dat
dit nie verkry is nie ...

[8] Die appèl slaag wat die klag luidens reg. 10 (1) (b) betref, en die skuldigbevinding en vonnis word
tersyde gestel. Die appèl word afgewys wat die skuldigbevinding luidens reg. 3 (1) (a) betref.

[9] JANSEN, A.R., RABIE, A.R., MULLER, A.R., en JOUBERT, WN. A.R., het saamgestem.
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Flynote

General principles of liability—Mens rea—Putative private defence—Test for—Accused’s honest but erroneous
belief that his life or property was in danger may exclude dolus—Accused, who lived in secure and burglar-
proofed house in dangerous area, awakened from afternoon sleep by presence of men outside house on
driveway—Accused picked up pistol, opened window and fired six shots—Two shots struck, one killing deceased,
the other injuring accused’s employee—No indication that any attack on the house imminent—Accused failed
to testify—Defence of putative private defence failing and accused convicted of murder and two counts of
attempted murder.

Headnote

The appellant was convicted in a Local Division of murder and two counts of attempted murder. The
evidence indicated that the appellant and his wife lived in a house in a dangerous area where robberies and
housebreakings were not uncommon. Their house however was secure and was burglar-proofed. One
Sunday afternoon whilst the appellant and his wife lay sleeping in their home, V, a longstanding employee
of the appellant, and two of his friends arrived at the appellant’s house. They wished to get into V’s room at
the back of the house. The steel door at the end of the driveway giving access to the back yard was locked
however and V knocked at the door in the hope that his female companion might be there to open it. The
appellant’s wife woke up and told the appellant: ’There are unknown black men outside’. The appellant told
his wife not to worry and that he would sort the matter out. The appellant picked up his pistol from where it
was lying on his bedside table and went to the window overlooking the driveway, opened the window and
fired six shots. One shot hit one of V’s companions, killing him. Another shot hit V, injuring him. At the trial
the appellant’s defence was one of putative self-defence. The appellant did not testify at the trial. The Court
rejected this defence and sentenced the appellant to an effective 12 years’ imprisonment. On appeal the
unlawfulness of the appellant’s conduct was not in issue: the only issue was whether the State had proved
beyond reasonable doubt that the appellant had subjectively had the necessary intent to commit the crimes
of which he was convicted.

Held, that the difference between private defence and putative private defence was significant: a person
who acted in private defence acted lawfully, provided his account satisfied the requirements laid down for
such defence and did not exceed its limits. In putative private defence it was not lawfulness which was in
issue but culpability: If an accused honestly believed his life or property to be in danger but objectively
viewed were not, the defensive steps he took could not constitute private defence. If in those circumstances
he killed someone his conduct was unlawful. His erroneous belief that his life or property was in danger may
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well exclude dolus in which case liability for the person’s death based on intention will also be excluded; at
worst for him he could then be convicted of culpable homicide.

Held, further, that in the instant case where the appellant had not testified as to his state of mind at the time
of the shooting, whether he had an honest belief that he was entitled to act as he did had to be determined
with regard to such other evidence as reflected upon his state of mind, and inferential reasoning.

Held, further, that there was no indication that any attack on the house or its occupants was imminent and
the appellant was in a state of comparative safety: in these circumstances it was inconceivable that a
reasonable man could have believed that he was entitled to fire at or in the direction of the persons outside
in defence of his life or property.

Held, further, that in the circumstances the trial Court had correctly rejected the appellant’s defence.

Held, further, that the appeal against the sentence had to be allowed: sentence on the count of murder
altered from one of 12 years’ imprisonment to one of nine years’ imprisonment and on the counts of
attempted murder from eight years’ imprisonment on each count to one of five years’ imprisonment on
each count. Ordered that the sentences were to run concurrently.

....

JUDGMENT
SMALBERGER JA

[1] ... The impression gained from the appellant’s plea explanation at the commencement of the trial, and
what was initially put to certain of the State witnesses under cross-examination, was that that he
sought to justify his conduct on the basis that he had acted in defence of his life and/or property, ie
private defence (or as it is still commonly, but less accurately, referred to, self-defence). (See as to the
use of the term ’private defence’, and the need to do so, Burchell and Hunt South African Criminal Law
and Procedure vol I at 322; Lawsa vol 6 at 36; Snyman Criminal Law 2nd ed at 97.) It subsequently
transpired that the defence was rather one of putative private defence (’putatiewe noodweer’). From
a juristic point of view the difference between these two defences is significant. A person who acts in
private defence acts lawfully, provided his conduct satisfies the requirements laid down for such a
defence and does not exceed its limits. The test for private defence is objective—would a reasonable
man in the position of the accused have acted in the same way (S v Ntuli 1975 (1) SA 429 (A) at 436E). In
putative private defence it is not lawfulness that is in issue but culpability (’skuld’). If an accused
honestly believes his life or property to be in danger, but objectively viewed they are not, the
defensive steps he takes cannot constitute private defence. If in those circumstances he kills someone
his conduct is unlawful. His erroneous belief that his life or property was in danger may well
(depending upon the precise circumstances) exclude dolus in which case liability for the person’s death
based on intention will also be excluded; at worst for him he can then be convicted of culpable
homicide.

[2] On appeal the unlawfulness of the appellant’s conduct was not in issue. Accordingly the only issue
was whether the State had proved beyond all reasonable doubt that the appellant subjectively had
the necessary intent to commit the crimes of which he was convicted, in other words, that he did not
entertain an honest belief that he was entitled to act in private defence. Any argument based on the
reasonableness of the appellant’s belief and conduct was not persisted in, and rightly so.

[3] The appellant did not testify as to his state of mind at the time of the shooting. Whether or not he held
an honest belief that he was entitled to act as he did must therefore be determined with regard to
such other evidence as reflects upon his state of mind, and inferential reasoning.

[4] One can commence with the premise that no reasonable man in the circumstances in which the
appellant found himself would have believed that his life or property was in imminent danger ... ...

[5] The reasonable man in the appellant’s position would therefore only have known that there were
strangers on the premises. He would also have been aware of the fact that the area in question was a
dangerous one where robberies and housebreaking were not uncommon. There was, however, no
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indication that any attack on the house or its occupants had commenced or was imminent. The
appellant was in a situation of comparative safety in his bedroom, in a secure and burglar-proofed
house and armed with a pistol. In those circumstances it is inconceivable that a reasonable man could
have believed that he was entitled to fire at or in the direction of the persons outside in defence of his
life or property (and that without even a warning shot).

[6] One would normally impute to a person in the position of the appellant (in the absence of any
evidence by such person as to his state of mind at the relevant time) a state of mind akin to that of a
reasonable man. In a given case, however, proved facts or circumstances may exist which would
justify a different conclusion. In the present instance there are none. This is so even if it is permissible
to have regard, when dealing with the convictions, to the evidence led on the appellant’s behalf in
mitigation of sentence (a matter on which I refrain from expressing any view), which led the learned
trial Judge to hold that the appellant has ’a marked dullness of intellect’ and ’has not been blessed
with more than a comparatively low level of intelligence’. Even from someone with the appellant’s
limited intellectual capacity one would prima facie not expect a reaction different from that of the
reasonable man, having regard to the particular circumstances of the present matter.

[7] In the circumstances there was prima facie proof that the appellant could not have entertained an
honest belief that he was entitled to act in private defence. The appellant failed to testify as to his state
of mind and to refute this prima facie proof. His silence must weigh heavily against him. As was said by
Schreiner J in R v Mohr 1944 TPD 105 at 108:

‘[I]t is not easy for a Court to come to a conclusion favourable to the accused as to his state of
mind unless he has himself given evidence on the subject.’

(See too R v Deetlefs 1953 (1) SA 418 (A) at 422G; S v Kola 1966 (4) SA 322 (A) at 327F; S v Theron 1968 (4)
SA 61 (T) at 63D-H.) The appellant’s failure to testify therefore resulted in the prima facie proof that he
did not entertain an honest belief that he was entitled to act in private defence becoming conclusive
proof of that fact. The appellant’s defence of putative private defence was therefore correctly rejected
by the trial Court.

[8] In his statement the appellant said, inter alia, ’I was not thinking of anything at the time as I was half
asleep when I shot these shots’. The appellant’s counsel sought to rely on this excerpt to establish a
defence. The nature of such defence is not clear. The defence of putative private defence implies
rational but mistaken thought. It is inconsistent with a lack of awareness of what you are doing. The
excerpt is therefore not relevant to that defence. Nor do the words per se establish an absence of
intent. At best they might point to a lack of criminal capacity or responsibility (’toerekeningsvatbaar-
heid’) but the appellant’s counsel, correctly in my view, specifically disavowed any reliance on such
defence.

[9] ... The evidence establishes that the appellant fired at least six shots in rapid succession into a confined
area (the driveway) while aware of the presence of people there. Two of them were struck and one
was narrowly missed. Even if one accepts in the appellant’s favour that he had not previously seen the
people he fired at, he knew they were in the driveway. He fired in the direction in which they would
have had to go if they had wanted to leave the driveway, which is the direction they could have been
expected to take. He did not fire into the air. The injuries to the deceased and Vusi, the result of direct
hits, bear testimony to the fact that at least some of the shots had a trajectory likely to strike a person.
In any event there was a substantial danger of bullets ricocheting off the walls adjacent to the
driveway and striking the persons on it. The only reasonable inference to be drawn from the evidence,
as well as the appellant’s failure to testify, is that he must have foreseen, and by necessary inference
did foresee, the possibility of death ensuing to the persons outside, but reconciled himself to that
event occurring. In the circumstances he was correctly held to have had the necessary intention to kill
in the form of dolus eventualis. His appeal against his convictions must accordingly fail.

[10] ... The following order is made:
(1) The appellant’s appeal against his convictions is dismissed.
(2) The appeal against the sentences is allowed, and the sentences are H altered to read as follows:

(i) Count 1 (Murder): nine years’ imprisonment;
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(ii) Counts 2 and 3 (Attempted murder): five years’ imprisonment on each count.
(iii) It is ordered that the sentences on all three counts are to run concurrently.

Nienaber JA and Harms AJA concurred.
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Flynote

Fundamental rights—Right to adduce and challenge evidence—Section 35(3)(i) of Constitution Act 108 of
1996—Right of accused to subpoena co-accused as witness, not overriding right of co-accused not to incriminate
himself or to remain silent at joint trial.

General principles of liability—Causation—Legal causation-Novus actus interveniens-What constitutes-Novus
actus interveniens being an event which in context of act committed, is abnormal and completely independent of
act of accused—Conduct of policeman in discharging firearm while intervening in armed robbery, and thereby
causing death of innocent party, not novus actus interveniens, breaking causal chain between acts of robbers
and death of deceased.

General principles of liability—Common purpose—Dissociation from common purpose-Semble: Where com-
mon purpose arises by prior agreement to commit crime, and accused has participated to substantial degree in
its execution, more required than mere withdrawal of accused from scene of crime to establish legally effective
dissociation from common purpose.

General principles of liability—Common purpose—Proof of—Flight of accused from scene of crime, upon arrival
of police—May create reasonable doubt whether accused was ever party to common purpose—However, no
such doubt existing where common purpose arose by prior agreement, and accused already participating in
execution of crime upon arrival of police.

General principles of liability—Mens rea—Dolus eventualis-Proof of—Caution to be exercised in proceeding too
readily from proposition that accused ‘ought to have foreseen’ to ‘must have foreseen’ and therefore ‘by
necessary inference in fact did foresee’ possible consequences of conduct enquired into—Question whether
accused in fact foresaw particular consequence depending on deductive reasoning, which can be misleading.

General principles of liability—Unlawfulness—Generally—Joint lawful and unlawful causes of proscribed
result—Whether lawful cause excludes criminal liability in respect of unlawful cause—Policeman discharging
firearm while intervening in armed robbery, and thereby causing death of innocent party—Robbers and
policeman jointly causing death of deceased, but conduct of policeman lawful while conduct of robbers
unlawful—Lawfulness of conduct of policeman not availing robbers—Death of deceased unlawfully caused by
robbers.

General principles of liability—Unlawfulness—Necessity—Requirements for defence of necessity—Threatened
harm imminent or commenced—Compulsion by co-perpetrator to participate in offence—Requirement not
satisfied merely by suggestion that accused scared of co-perpetrator of offence, but not threatened by him to
commit offence.
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General principles of liability—Unlawfulness—Necessity—Requirements for defence of necessity—Threatened
harm not created by accused— Voluntary submission to disciplinary code of criminal gang—Compulsion by
co-perpetrator to participate in offence—Defence of necessity not available to person who voluntarily joins
criminal gang, and is ordered, in course of execution of criminal enterprise, to perform act in furtherance of such
execution.

Trial—Separation of trials in terms of s 157(2) of Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977—When to be ordered—In
order to make co-accused a compellable witness for applicant—Co-accused not willing to testify at joint trial on
behalf of applicant trial—Co-accused entitled to adopt attitude, however, even after separation of trials, (a) that
he not wishing to testify about any matter connected with subject of own pending trial until same has been
disposed of, and (b) that he unable to determine which of his answers at applicant’s separate trial will detract
from or have adverse effect on his defence at his own trial—Accordingly unfair to compel co-accused to testify at
applicant’s trial after separation—Separation accordingly not to be ordered under such circumstances.

Headnote

An essential element of the defence of compulsion (ie, the defence that in participating in a crime the
accused was actuated by fear of another person) is that the accused was in fact threatened, or that
threatened harm was imminent or had commenced. That defence is not sustained by a suggestion that the
accused was merely scared of a co-perpetrator of the crime, but not actually threatened by him to
participate therein. In any event, a person who voluntarily joins a criminal gang, and participates in the
execution of a criminal offence, cannot successfully raise the defence of compulsion when, in the course of
such execution, he is ordered by one of the members of the gang to do an act in furtherance of such
execution: as a general proposition a man, who voluntarily and deliberately becomes a member of a
criminal gang with knowledge of its disciplinary code of vengeance, cannot rely on compulsion as a
defence.

Where it appears that an accused person, ostensibly a member of a gang committing a robbery, took flight
upon the arrival at the scene of an armed policeman, his flight may create doubt about whether he was ever
in fact associated with a criminal common purpose (and hence about whether he is criminally liable for the
death of someone during an exchange of gunfire after his departure). However, where it is proved that the
accused was party to a prior agreement to commit the robbery, and that he in fact participated in it until the
advent of the policeman, the fact that he left the scene before the shooting started does not create such
doubt.

Semble: It may be that where a common purpose arises on the basis of a prior agreement to commit a crime,
and the accused had participated to some substantial degree in its execution, something more than a mere
withdrawal by the accused is required to establish a legally effective dissociation from the common
purpose, eg, notification to the co-conspirators and a nullification or frustration of the further implementa-
tion of the enterprise. However, whether or not this requirement exists in our law, the departure per se of an
accused from the scene of a (planned and partly executed) crime is a neutral factor, which does not establish
a reasonable possibility that he dissociated himself from the planned enterprise and its sequelae.

When the question arises whether an accused person entertained the dolus necessary to sustain a
conviction of murder, one should not proceed too readily from the proposition that he ‘ought to have
foreseen’ to ‘must have foreseen’ and hence to ‘by necessary inference in fact did foresee’ the possible
consequences of the conduct enquired into. Dolus being a subjective state of mind, the several thought
processes attributed to an accused must be established beyond any reasonable doubt, having due regard to
the circumstances of the case. The question whether an accused in fact foresaw a particular consequence of
his acts can only be answered by way of deductive reasoning. Because such reasoning can be misleading,
one must be cautious. Where the enquiry is (as in casu) whether an accused in fact foresaw the death of a
person as a result of an armed robbery in which he participated, and it appears that the accused knew not
only that two of his co-conspirators were armed, but also that the robbery was to take place in broad
daylight at a shop in the main street of Port Elizabeth, immediately opposite a police station, the inference is
inescapable that the accused did foresee the possibility of the death of someone during the robbery. In that
event, if the accused nevertheless participated in the robbery, he entertained mens rea, in the form of dolus
eventualis, in respect of a resultant death.
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An accused who has a criminal case pending against him and refuses, by reason of that circumstance, to
testify in other proceedings on any matter connected with the subject of the pending case against him, until
the same has been disposed of, probably raises a lawful excuse for not testifying. Alternatively, he could
contend that he is not really in a position to say which of his answers, given in those other proceedings,
might prove to be incriminating, in the sense of detracting from or having an adverse bearing on the validity
of his defence in his own case. It would therefore be unfair to require him to testify until his own case has
been disposed of. Accordingly, where one of several co-accused wishes to call another to testify on his
behalf at their joint trial, but the latter invokes his right to remain silent at those proceedings, an application
by the former, in terms of s 157(2) of the Act, for a separation of their trials, so that the latter might become a
compellable witness at the former’s trial, should not be granted, because it would in any event be unfair to
compel the latter to testify at the separate trial.

The right of an accused to subpoena his co-accused as a witness (ie, the right of the former in terms of
s 35(3)(i) of the Constitution Act 108 of 1996 to adduce evidence) cannot override the right of the latter not
to incriminate himself or to remain silent at his trial.

When, during the course of police intervention in an armed robbery in progress, there is an exchange of
gunfire between a policeman and a robber, and a bullet discharged by the policeman kills an innocent
bystander (in casu an employee of the shop being robbed), the fact that the policeman was acting lawfully
when he discharged the fatal shot does not avail the robber. In such circumstances the death of the
deceased was factually caused by both the robber and the policeman, but whereas the acts of the
policeman were justified in law, those of the robber were not. Neither can it be said that the intervention of
the policeman was a novus actus interveniens, breaking the causal link between the acts of the robber and
the death of the deceased, where, as in casu, it was foreseeable that a policeman could enter upon the scene
of the robbery, that a gun battle could ensue, and that an innocent party might be injured in the cross-fire: In
our law, a novus actua interveniens is an event which is, in the context of the act that was committed,
abnormal and completely independent of the acts of the accused.

JUDGMENT

OLIVIER JA

[7] The defence of compulsion raised by first appellant

The crux of this defence was stated by Mr Bursey, who appeared for the first appellant at the trial, in the
latter’s plea explanation as follows:

‘He was given instructions by this one Toboshe (the robber who escaped) to collect various
items that were being robbed. Toboshe was in possession of a firearm and accused No 1 was
not in a position to refuse to carry out his instructions as he feared that Toboshe might then
shoot him for failing to obey.’

To Mrs Meavers, one of the State witnesses, it was put:

‘He says that he was told by Toboshe to collect the money and the jewellery whilst Toboshe was
holding the gun.’

[8] What was said in the plea explanation and what was put to the State witnesses do not amount to a
defence of compulsion. It was never put that first appellant was in fact threatened or that threatened
harm was imminent or had commenced. These are essential elements of the defence of compulsion
(see S v Kibi 1978 (4) SA 173 (EC) at 181B–H; Snyman Strafreg 3rd ed at 125 and authorities quoted in
footnote 29). Even if the State witnesses had agreed with what was put to them, (which they did not
do) the defence would have come to nought.

[9] In any event, it is clear from the evidence of the State witnesses that the first appellant was one of the
group of four would-be robbers that entered the premises of Scotts. Once inside the shop, he
associated himself with the acts of the other robbers by guarding some of the employees who were
lying on the floor, obviously having been ordered to lie down by either himself or one of the other
robbers. It was never part of the plea explanation or put to the State witnesses that in this conduct first
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appellant acted under duress. A person who voluntarily joins a criminal gang or group and
participates in the execution of a criminal offence cannot successfully raise the defence of compulsion
when, in the course of such execution, he is ordered by one of the members of the gang to do an act in
furtherance of such execution. As was said by Holmes JA in S v Bradbury 1967 (1) SA 387 (A) at 404H:

‘As a general proposition a man who voluntarily and deliberately becomes a member of a
criminal gang with knowledge of its disciplinary code of vengeance cannot rely on compulsion
as a defence or fear as an extenuation.’

[10] The defence of absence of common purpose

On behalf of the first appellant it was argued that there was no proof on the basis of common purpose
that first appellant was an accomplice to the robbery or to the murder.

[11] It is clear that the conviction of robbery was not based on the doctrine of common purpose, but on the
direct acts of the first appellant alluded to above: he was a member of the gang that entered Scotts,
obviously with the intention of committing a robbery; he actively participated in the robbery,
guarding some of the employees, taking money from a drawer and removing watches and jewellery
from the employees and trying to make off with the spoils.

[12] As far as the murder charge is concerned, the first appellant’s conviction was based on common
purpose. It was not proved that he was armed or that he fired any shot, but he was part of the gang of
four of which at least two were armed with firearms and he actively participated in the execution of
the robbery. According to his own plea explanation he was aware that Toboshe was in possession of a
firearm. Neither in his plea explanation nor in what was put to any witness was it suggested that he
was not aware that second appellant was armed. In fact, the State witnesses all say that second
appellant brandished his revolver from the outset of the robbery. The trial Court found that first
appellant knew that second appellant was armed.

[13] It could be argued that first appellant’s flight from the shop when he saw De Reuck enter with a
firearm demonstrated his lack of association with any criminal common purpose. This argument
would not be based on dissociation from a common purpose, but would be aimed at creating doubt
whether there had ever in fact been an association with a criminal common purpose. This distinction
is subtle, but real, and has been made by this Court before (see S v Singo 1993 (1) SACR 226 (A) at
232g-h per EM Grosskopf JA; S v Nomakhlala and Another 1990 (1) SACR 300 (A) at 303g).

[14] Had there in the present case not been a prior agreement to commit a crime this might have been a
valid argument (see S v Mgedezi and Others 1989 (1) SA 687 (A) at 705I-706C and S v Jama and Others
1989 (3) SA 427 (A) at 436D–I). But, in view of the prior agreement to commit a robbery and his
participation in the execution thereof as set out above, the fact that the first appellant left the scene
before the shooting started cannot avail him.

[15] The defence of absence of dolus on the part ofthe first appellant

On behalf of the first appellant it was argued that, even if he shared the common purpose of the gang
to commit the robbery, the State had not proved that he had the necessary dolus in respect of the
murder.

Counsel for the State, on the other hand, argued that in participating in the robbery the first appellant
could not but have foreseen the likelihood of resistance by the employees of Scotts, or by the security
guards, or the police, or by armed passers-by who became aware of the robbery. Well-knowing that at
least two of the gang members were armed with firearms, he must have foreseen that someone might
be injured or killed in a confrontation. Nevertheless, he persisted in associating himself with the
robbery. In such circumstances our Courts very often draw the inference that an accused foresaw the
possibility that a killing might ensue and, because he persisted, reckless of such consequences, he had
the necessary mens rea in the form of dolus eventualis (see inter alia Mkhwanazi v S [1998] 2 All SA 53 (A)
at 56b-d per FH Grosskopf JA; see also S v Maritz 1996 (1) SACR 405 (A) at 415a-f for the general
approach).

[16] But this Court has cautioned, on several occasions, that one should not too readily proceed from
’ought to have foreseen’ to ‘must have foreseen’ and hence to ‘by necessary inference in fact did
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foresee’ the possible consequences of the conduct inquired into. Dolus being a subjective state of
mind, the several thought processes attributed to an accused must be established beyond any
reasonable doubt, having due regard to the particular circumstances of the case (see S v Ngubane
1985 (3) SA 677 (A) at 685A–F; S v Stigling en ‘n Ander 1989 (3) SA 720 (A) at 723C–D; S v Bradshaw 1977
(1) PH H60 (A); S v Sigwahla 1967 (4) SA 566 (A) at 570A; S v Sephuti 1985 (1) SA 9 (A) at 12I; S v Maritz
(supra at 417b-e); S v Mamba 1990 (1) SACR 227 (A) at 236j-327e).

[17] In the present case, the crucial question therefore is whether the State proved beyond reasonable
doubt that the first appellant in fact did foresee (’inderdaad voorsien het’) that the death of a person
could result from the armed robbery in which he participated. In this case, as in many others, the
question whether an accused in fact foresaw a particular consequence of his acts can only be
answered by way of deductive reasoning. Because such reasoning can be misleading, one must be
cautious. Generally speaking, the fact that the first appellant had prior to the robbery made common
cause with his co-robbers to execute the crime, well-knowing that at least two of them were armed,
would set in motion a logical inferential process leading up to a finding that he did in fact foresee the
possibility of a killing during the robbery and that he was reckless as regards that result.

[18] In my view the inference is inescapable that the first appellant did foresee the possibility of the death
of an employee of Scotts: he knew that at least two of his co-conspirators were armed with firearms;
he knew that Scotts is in the main street of Port Elizabeth, and that it is immediately opposite a police
station; and he knew that the robbery would take place in broad daylight. He nevertheless
participated in the robbery, helping to subdue some of the victims. The State has consequently
proved the necessary mens rea in the form of dolus eventualis beyond reasonable doubt. ...

[25] On behalf of the second appellant

It was argued that if the fatal shot came from De Reuck’s revolver, the second appellant cannot be
held liable because De Reuck’s action was not unlawful. Alternatively it was argued that De Reuck’s
action was a novus actus interveniens, unforeseeable by the second appellant.

[26] The trial Court was unable to find from whose gun the fatal shot came. Second appellant had fired one
shot only; De Reuck five. On behalf of second appellant it was submitted that he must be given the
benefit of the doubt on this aspect. I will, in what follows, assume that in the cross-fire between
second appellant and De Reuck, the latter fired the fatal shot.

[27] It stands to reason that, in causing the death of the deceased, De Reuck acted neither unlawfully nor
intentionally. But it also follows that factually the second appellant, as well as De Reuck, caused the
deceased’s death.

[28] That De Reuck’s act was not unlawful, does not bring about that second appellant also acted lawfully.
De Reuck acted in necessity (’noodtoestand’), whereas second appellant acted in the execution of a
crime. The acts of the former are justified in law; not so the acts of the latter (see Snyman Strafreg 3rd
ed at 109–110).

[29] It follows that it does not avail second appellant to rely on the lawfulness of De Reuck’s acts: the death
of the deceased was brought about by an unlawful act or acts of the second appellant, viz the
implementation of the robbery, the physical assault on the deceased and the participation in the gun
battle.

[30] Neither can it be said that the intervention of De Reuck was a novus actus interveniens. In our law, a
novus actus interveniens is an event which is, in the context of the act that was committed, abnormal,
and completely independent of the acts of the accused (see Ex parte Die Minister van Justisie: In re S v
Grotjohn 1970 (2) SA 355 (A) at 364A; see also S v Mokgethi en Andere 1990 (1) SA 32 (A) at 40A).

[31] The death of the deceased caused by a gunshot fired in the course of a gun battle between the second
appellant and De Reuck was not abnormal, unforeseeable or independent of the acts of the robbers.
As indicated earlier, it was foreseeable that a policeman could enter upon the scene, that a gun battle
could ensue (why else did the robbers take firearms with them?) and that an innocent party might be
injured or killed in the crossfire, whoever fired the harmful shot or shots. The novus actus defence
cannot be upheld.
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[32] No other arguments having been put forward, the convictions of both the appellants must be upheld.

[34] In the result, the appeals of the appellants against their convictions and sentences are dismissed.

Hefer JA and Harms JA concurred.
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JUDGMENT
BOTHA JA

[1] On 3 September 1984 Mr Kuzwayo Jacob Dlamini, the deputy mayor of the town council of Lekoa, was
murdered outside his house in Sharpeville, near Vereeniging. A mob of people numbering about 100
had attacked his house, first by pelting it with stones, thus breaking the windows, and then by hurling
petrol bombs through the windows, thus setting the house alight. Mr Dlamini’s car was removed from
the garage, pushed into the street, turned on its side, and set on fire. As his house was burning down
Mr Dlamini fled from it and ran towards a neighbouring house. Before he could reach it he was caught
by some members of the mob, who disarmed him of a pistol that he had with him. He was then
assaulted. Stones were thrown at him and some members of the mob went up to him and battered his
head with stones. Thereafter he was dragged into the street, where petrol was poured over him and
he was set alight. He died there.

[2] These events led to eight persons—they are the eight appellants in this case—being charged in the
Transvaal Provincial Division before Human AJ and assessors on two counts. Count one was a charge
of murder, arising out of the killing of Mr Dlamini, to whom I shall henceforth refer as the deceased.
Count two was a charge of subversion, which was framed in terms of s 54(2) of Act 74 of 1982 (the
Internal Security Act), with reference to certain circumstances surrounding the killing of the deceased
which will be detailed later. ... For convenience I shall refer to the appellants collectively as the accused
and individually by means of the numbers allocated to each of them in the Court a quo. At the
conclusion of a lengthy trial the trial Court convicted the accused as follows:

[3] Count one: accused Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 convicted of murder; ....
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[4] I turn now to the first ground of appeal, referred to by the trial Judge as ’the question of causality’. For
the purpose of dealing with this question it is necessary to set out the relevant facts. For convenience
I shall first sketch the background to the events of 3 September 1984 and then describe the events
themselves without reference to the roles played therein by the individual accused; this will be dealt
with later. ...

[5] The town council of Lekoa, of which the deceased was a member and the deputy mayor, is a regional
Black local authority established under s 2 of the Black Local Authorities Act 102 of 1982. Its area of
jurisdiction includes Sharpeville. During June 1984 the council adopted a capital expenditure
programme with a view to improving and expanding the amenities of the inhabitants in its area. To
finance the programme it was decided to increase the service levies payable by the inhabitants by
R5,50 or R5,90 per house per month. The increases were planned to come into effect on 1 September
1984. The deceased was known to have favoured the plan and to have pressed for its implementation.
Many of the people of Lekoa were strongly opposed to the increases. Protest meetings were held and
it was decided that on 3 September 1984 (which was a Monday) the people of Lekoa would stay away
from work and march to the offices of the council to protest against the increases. On that day rioting
and violence on a massive scale erupted throughout the area of Lekoa. ... The deceased and two other
councillors were murdered on that day, and also a councillor of the neighbouring area of Evaton. ...

[6] ...The deceased lived in Nhlapo Street, Sharpeville. His house was one house removed from the
intersection of Nhlapo Street with Zwane Street. I shall refer to the house between the deceased’s
house and Zwane Street as the corner house. On the other side of the deceased’s house, in Nhlapo
Street, was the house of one Maile. In Zwane Street, near to the intersection with Nhlapo Street, was
the house of one Radebe. The yard of that house was used as a place for doing repair work on motor
cars. On the day in question a number of motor vehicles were parked there.

[7] At about 7 o’clock in the morning a large crowd gathered in Zwane Street. They were singing and
rowdy. They moved to the intersection with Nhlapo Street, then into Nhlapo Street and towards the
house of the deceased. They pelted the deceased’s house with stones. At that stage, members of the
police arrived on the scene in large vehicles. They dispersed the crowd by using teargas and firing
rubber bullets. After the crowd had scattered, the police spoke to the deceased in front of his house
and tried to persuade him to leave. He refused to do so. He was armed with a pistol. The police left the
scene.

[8] After the departure of the police, the crowd regrouped themselves. About 100 people, men and
women, gathered together in Zwane Street. They were singing ’freedom songs’. Some of them went
into the yard of Radebe’s house and siphoned off petrol from the vehicles parked there into
containers which they took along with them. The mob moved along Zwane Street and turned into
Nhlapo Street. The vanguard ran towards the deceased’s house and hurled stones at it, breaking the
windows. The deceased was in the house, together with Mrs Dlamini. Members of the crown shouted
repeatedly (I quote from the evidence on the record, as it was interpreted in Afrikaans): ’Laat ons
breek, laat ons breek, die huis breek en aan die brand steek.’ The deceased and Mrs Dlamini opened
the door of the house and went outside to confront the mob. Some of them shouted: ’Ons is op soek
na jou, Dlamini, die ‘‘sell-out″, wat met Blankes baie te doen het, of met hulle eet.’ The deceased and
Mrs Dlamini went back into the house and closed the door. The deceased fired a shot into the crowd,
hitting one of them. This angered the mob, which became extremely aggressive. A woman in the
crowd, who was standing in front of the house, shouted repeatedly: ’Hy skiet op ons, laat ons hom
doodmaak.’

[9] In the meantime some members of the crowed were busy making petrol bombs in the yard of the
corner house. They poured petrol from the containers they had brought along into bottles, some of
which also contained sand. The bottles, or bombs, were passed on to other members of the mob who
were told to throw them into the deceased’s house. This was done, and the house caught fire. Mrs
Dlamini fled and succeeded in reaching safety in the neighbouring house of Maile. The deceased’s
house was then surrounded by the rioters. Petrol was poured over the kitchen door and it was set
alight. The deceased tried to extinguish the flames. The deceased’s car was pushed out of its garage
and into Nhlapo Street, where it was turned on its side and set on fire. Petrol bombs were thrown into
the house from all sides.
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[10] The deceased emerged from the house holding his pistol. The crowd in his immediate vicinity
retreated. The deceased ran in the direction of Maile’s house. Just as he reached the fence between
the two yards, which consisted of a couple of slack strands of wire, he was set upon by a small group of
two or three or more members of the mob. A scuffle ensued, during which the deceased was
dispossessed of his weapon. As he was crossing the fence, he was felled by a stone which was thrown
by a man standing a couple of paces away and which struck him on the head. As he was lying on the
ground, stones thrown by the mob rained down on him. Some members of the mob went up to him
and struck his head with stones. When he was lying quite motionless, he was dragged into the street.
Attempts were made to place him on his burning motor car, but each time he slid off it. Petrol was
poured over him and he was set alight. A woman shouted that the people should not burn him.
Another woman slapped her in the face. As the deceased was left to burn, the crowd, which still
numbered 100 or more, sang loudly and gave the Black Power salute. ... When the police arrived on the
scene again at about 9 o’clock, they found the deceased’s house and motor car and his body still
smouldering. The deceased was dead. B

[11] A medical post-mortem examination revealed that the deceased was still alive when he was set
alight, but that he had sustained two sets of injuries, each of which was fatal by itself. The one set of
injuries consisted of severe wounds to the head caused by blows. The deceased would have died of
these injuries even if he had not been set alight. The other set of injuries consisted of burns all over his
body. He would have died as a result of these burns even if he had not sustained the head injuries.

[12] I turn now to the role played by each of the accused, as found by the trial Court,...

[13] Accused No 1. He was one of the persons who grabbed hold of the deceased near the fence between
the houses of the deceased and Maile, and who wrestled with the deceased for the possession of his
pistol. He was also the person who threw the first stone at the deceased as he was crossing the fence,
which struck him on the head and felled him. ...

[14] Accused No 2. He was one of the mob which stoned the deceased’s house before the first arrival of the
police on the scene. He himself threw a stone which struck a window on the right-hand side of the
house and broke it. ... After the crowd had re-assembled, he rejoined it in front of the deceased’s
house. ... He threw a stone at the deceased. It struck the deceased on his back. ...

[15] Accused No 3. He was one of the small group of men who caught hold of the deceased as he was
running in the direction of Maile’s house, and who wrestled with him for possession of his pistol. He
was the man who in fact succeeded in taking the deceased’s pistol away from him. ...

[16] ...Accused No 4. She was one of the crowd that converged on the deceased’s house before the first
arrival of the police. She was given a placard to carry aloft on which was written ’Arena Shelete’ (’Ons
het nie geld nie’). When the police dispersed the crowd, she was struck on the head by a rubber bullet
fired by the police. After the crowd had re-assembled, she was again part of it. She was standing in
front of the deceased’s house when he fired a shot, hitting someone in the crowd. It was accused No 4
who then shouted repeatedly: ’Hy skiet op ons, laat ons hom doodmaak.’ ...

[17] ... Accused No 7. He was part of the stone-throwing crowd. He was amongst the people who made
petrol bombs in the yard of the corner house. He was the man who poured petrol onto the kitchen
door of the deceased’s house and set it alight. He was one of those who pushed the deceased’s motor
car from the garage into the street.

[18] Accused No 8. When the crowd had re-assembled, he came across Manete and said to him: ’Hoekom is
jy nie saam met die mense nie? Hoekom baklei jy nie? Hoekom neem jy nie deel daaraan nie? Want ons
baklei vir die ‘‘community″?’ He was one of those who made petrol bombs in the yard of the corner
house. He handed out petrol bombs to the mob and commanded them to surround the deceased’s
house and set it on fire. He showed people how and where to throw petrol bombs into the deceased’s
house. The people obeyed his instructions. He assisted in pushing the deceased’s car into the street.
Before the deceased was assaulted in Maile’s yard, he (accused No 8) was in Maile’s yard, carrying
stones in his hand. After the deceased had been set on fire in the street, accused No 8 said: ’Kom julle,
nou gaan ons na die Munisipaliteit se jaart.’
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[19] I proceed to consider the basis upon which the trial Court convicted accused Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 of
murder. The trial Court found that the mob intended to kill the deceased, and that the intention to kill
had manifested itself at the time when his house was set alight. ... ...In the case of all the other accused,
however, ie Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8, the trial Court found that each of them had the intention to kill the
deceased. It found further that all these accused had actively associated themselves with the conduct
of the mob, which was directed at the killing of the deceased. On the evidence neither of these
findings can be faulted. In the case of each of these accused, the conduct described above plainly
proclaimed an active association with the purpose which the mob sought to and did achieve, viz the
killing of the deceased. And from the conduct of each of these accused, assessed in the light of the
surrounding circumstances, the inference is inescapable that the mens rea requisite for murder was
present.

[20] ... It is more usual and, in my view, with respect, more appropriate to deal with the liability of these
accused for murder on the basis of what is called in our practice ’common purpose’, and it is on that
basis that I proceed to discuss the matter. It is implicit in the findings of the trial Court, I think, but in
any event quite clear on the evidence, that each of these accused shared a common purpose to kill the
deceased with the mob as a whole, the members of which were intent upon killing the deceased and
in fact succeeded in doing so. And, as I have pointed out, all these accused by their conduct actively
associated themselves with the achievement of the common purpose and each of them had the
requisite mens rea for murder.

[21] This is the setting in which consideration must be given to the argument on behalf of these accused
that their convictions of murder were wrong because the State had failed to prove that their conduct
caused or contributed causally to the death of the deceased. In the case of some of these accused it is
perhaps debatable whether a causal connection between the conduct of each, individually, and the
death of the deceased had indeed not been proved, but in the case of others it must be accepted
without doubt, in my opinion, that no such causal connection can be found to have been proved. This
is particularly obvious in the case of accused Nos 2 and 4, as will appear from what has been said
earlier in regard to their conduct. I shall therefore assume for the purposes of my judgment, that it has
not been proved in the case of any of the six accused convicted of murder that their conduct had
contributed causally to the death of the deceased.

[22] Thus the question that must be faced squarely is this: in cases of the kind commonly referred to in our
practice as cases of ’common purpose’, in relation to murder, is it competent for a participant in the
common purpose to be found guilty of murder in the absence of proof that his conduct individually
caused or contributed causally to the death of the deceased? In recent years much uncertainty seems
to have arisen around this question. This is regrettable, since cases involving a common purpose, as
understood in our practice, are of such frequent occurrence that it would probably not be an
overstatement to say that they arise practically daily in the criminal courts of our country. There ought
not to be uncertainty in this area of the criminal law, and it seems to me to be imperative that a clear
answer be given to the question that I have posed. ...

[23] ...The best way to approach the problem, I consider, is to examine how the question of causation in
cases of common purpose has been dealt with in the decisions of this Court, and to divide the enquiry
into two stages, viz the period before the judgment in S v Thomo and Others 1969 (1) SA 385 (A) D , and
the period thereafter.

[24] Before 1969 this Court, in its judgments in cases of common purpose, did not pertinently address the
question of causation, speaking generally. An exception was the minority judgment of Schreiner JA in
R v Mgxwiti 1954 (1) SA 370 (A) at 381G–383B, which was concerned with a so-called case of ’joining in’.
That type of situation can be left out of consideration, for it does not arise on the facts of this case:
here, each of the accused (ie the six convicted of murder) became an active participant in the
pursuance of the common purpose prior to the first fatal wounds being inflicted on the deceased. In
the reported cases before 1969 clear instances can be found where this Court upheld the conviction
of an accused for murder, on the basis of common purpose, where no causal connection had been
proved between the conduct of the accused and the death of the deceased. I shall mention three such
cases. The first is the majority judgment in Mgxwiti’s case supra. I had occasion to analyse that
judgment in S v Khoza 1982 (3) SA 1019 (A) at 1051E–1052A, and there is no need to repeat what was
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said there. The second is R v Dladla and Others 1962 (1) SA 307 (A) at 311A–E, which was also referred to
in Khoza’s case supra at 1052B. In both Mgxwiti’s case and Dladla’s case supra, the Court was dealing
with an accused who had participated in a murderous mob attack on the deceased, but whose own
conduct was not shown to have contributed causally to the deceased’s death. There is a close
resemblance between the facts of those two cases and the facts of the present case. The third case to
which I would refer was of a somewhat different nature. It was of a kind which occurs more frequently
in practice, but in which the principle relating to causation in the context of common purpose must be
the same. The case is S v I Malinga and Others 1963 (1) SA 692 (A). Five accused had set out in a motor
car to commit the crime of housebreaking with intent to steal and theft. Accused No 4 was armed, to
the knowledge of the others. On leaving the scene, the car in which the accused were travelling was
overtaken by a police car which tried to stop the car of the accused. Accused No 4 fired a shot and
killed a policeman. An appeal against the convictions for murder of the other four accused was
dismissed. Holmes JA (with Steyn CJ and Williamson JA concurring) pointed out at 694F that

‘the liability of a socius criminis is not vicarious but is based on his own mens rea ’,

and went on to say at 695A–B:

‘In the present case all the accused knew that they were going on a housebreaking expedition
in the car, and that one of them was armed with a revolver which had been obtained and
loaded for the occasion. It is clear that their common purpose embraced not only housebreak-
ing with intent to steal and theft, but also what may be termed the get-away. And they must
have foreseen, and therefore by inference did foresee, the possibility that the loaded firearm
would be used against the contingency of resistance, pursuit or attempted capture. Hence, as
far as individual mens rea is concerned, the shot fired by accused No 4 was, in effect, also the shot of
each of the appellants.’ (My italics.)

In my view, on the facts of that case it was impossible to find any causal connection between any
conduct of the appellants and the death of the policeman. The concluding words in the passage of the
judgment of Holmes JA, quoted above, which I have emphasised, constitute a clear recognition, in my
opinion, of the principle that in cases of common purpose the act of one participant in causing the
death of the deceased is imputed, as a matter of law, to the other participants (provided, of course,
that the necessary mens rea is present).

[25] In Thomo’s case supra at 399 in fine it was stated in general terms, which included a reference to a
socius, that on a charge of murder it was necessary to prove that the accused was guilty of unlawful
conduct which caused or contributed causally to the death of the deceased. In Khoza’s case supra at
1056D–1057B I expressed the view that, insofar as the statement related to a socius, ie a participant in
a common purpose, it was obiter and in conflict with authority. This view is borne out, I consider, by
the cases to which I have referred above. In addition, there is a further case to which I would now refer,
which is most interesting. It is S v Madlala 1969 (2) SA 637 (A). Thomo’s case was reported before
Madlala’s case—in 1969 (1) SA 385—but in fact the judgment in Madlala’s case was delivered on 21
November 1968, before the judgment was delivered in Thomo’s case, on 3 December 1968. Steyn CJ
was a party to both judgments, and Wessels JA, who wrote the judgment in Thomo’s case, concurred
in the judgment in Madlala’s case. In the latter case Holmes JA said at 640F–H:

‘It is sometimes difficult to decide, when two accused are tried jointly on a charge of murder,
whether the crime was committed by one or the other or both of them, or by neither. Generally,
and leaving aside the position of an accessory after the fact, an accused may be convicted of
murder if the killing was unlawful and there is proof—

(a) that he individually killed the deceased, with the required dolus, eg by shooting him; or

(b) that he was a party to a common purpose to murder, and one or both of them did the deed;
or

(c) that he was a party to a common purpose to commit some other crime, and he foresaw the
possibility of one or both of them causing death to someone in the execution of the plan,
yet he persisted, reckless of such fatal consequence, and it occurred; see S v Malinga and J
Others 1963 (1) SA 692 (A) at 694F–H and 695; or
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(d) that the accused must fall within (a) or (b) or (c)—it does not matter which, for in each event
he would be guilty of murder.’

In this formulation of the legal position relating to common purpose it is quite clear, in my opinion,
that there is no room for requiring proof of causation on the part of the participant in the common
purpose who did not ’do the deed’ (ie the killing). This fortifies my view that it was not intended in
Thomo’s case to lay down that a causal connection had to be established between the acts of every
party to a common purpose and the death of the deceased before a conviction of murder could ensue
in respect of each of the participants.

[26] After 1969 this Court continued to deal with cases of common purpose without adverting to the
question of causation. Convictions of murder were upheld in cases where the accused’s own acts,
although showing an active association with the furtherance of common purpose, mostly to rob,
where not shown to have contributed causally to the death of the deceased. Two examples, following
closely upon Thomo’s case supra, are to be found in S v Williams en ’n Ander 1970 (2) SA 654 (A) at
658–9, and S v Kramer en Andere 1972 (3) SA 331 (A) at 334. Jumping some years, the same pattern
appears in more recent decisions of this Court: see eg S v Shaik and Others 1983 (4) SA 57 (A) - note
especially at 65A: ’ ... the act of one becomes the act of the other if that act is done in pursuit of a common
design ’ (my emphasis); S v Talane 1986 (3) SA 196 (A) E at 206E–207A; and S v Mbatha en Andere 1987
(2) SA 272 (A) at 282B–284C. Of particular interest is S v Nkwenja en ’n Ander 1985 (2) SA 560 (A), which
was a case of culpable homicide. ...

[27] In my opinion these remarks constitute once again a clear recognition of the principle that in cases of
common purpose the act of one participant in causing the death of the deceased is imputed, as a
matter of law, to the other participants. ... it is well established that a common purpose need not be
derived from an antecedent agreement, but can arise on the spur of the moment and can be inferred
from the facts surrounding the active association with the furtherance of the common design. ...

[28] ...That being the existing state of the law relating to common purpose, it would constitute a drastic
departure from a firmly established practice to hold now that a party to a common purpose cannot be
convicted of murder unless a causal connection is proved between his conduct and the death of the
deceased. I can see no good reason for warranting such a departure. Many of the authors who are
opposed to the practice of the Courts have criticised its origins, both in relation to its rationalisation
on the basis of implied mandate and in relation to the fact that it first came to us via the application of
English law. ...

[29] ...In the main the criticism is based on the argument that causation is a fundamental element in the
definition of the crime of murder which cannot be ignored; and it is said also that the concept of active
association with the act of killing by another is too vague to serve as a touchstone for liability. In my
view, however, in many cases where acceptable (and required) results are achieved by means of
imputing the act of killing by one person to another person by virtue of a common purpose, the
adherence to the requirement of a causal connection between the conduct of the latter person and
the death of the deceased would necessitate stretching the concept of causation, inter alia by
resorting to the device of ’psychological causation’, to such unrealistic limits as to border on
absurdity. In the process there would be present a greater measure of vagueness and uncertainty
than in regard to the application of the test of active association with the attainment of the common
purpose. In any event, I do not think that the application of the latter test presents unmanageable
problems. It simply involves an assessment of the facts of the particular case, and the factual issue to
be resolved is no more difficult to resolve than many other factual issues encountered in any criminal
case. The position of accused Nos 5 and 6 in the present case can be taken as an example. The trial
Court found that it had not been proved that they had had the intention to kill the deceased. On the
facts relating to their limited participation in the events, prior to the setting on fire of the deceased’s
house, it might as well have found that the evidence fell short of proving an active association on their
part with the purpose of the mob to kill the deceased. In regard to two cases mentioned earlier,
however, viz Mgxwiti’s case supra and Dladla’s case supra, some authors have criticised or queried the
result arrived at, as did counsel for the accused in the present case. I do not consider those cases to
have been wrongly decided, but for present purposes the point to be stressed is that if it is assumed
that the correctness of the result in those cases is debatable, that would be so, not because of doubt as
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to whether a causal connection had been proved between the acts of the accused and the death of
the deceased in each case, but because it would be arguable whether, as a matter of fact, the evidence
showed an active association by the accused with the acts of the mob which caused the death of the
deceased.

[30] In the present case, on the facts outlined earlier, there can be no doubt, in my judgment, that the
individual acts of each of the six accused convicted of murder manifested an active association with
the acts of the mob which caused the death of the deceased. These accused shared a common
purpose with the crowd to kill the deceased and each of them had the requisite dolus in respect of his
death. Consequently the acts of the mob which caused the deceased’s death must be imputed to
each of these accused.

[31] ...The order of the Court is as follows:

(1) The appeals of appellants Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 (accused Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 in the Court a quo)
against their convictions for murder and the death sentences imposed upon them are
dismissed. ...

Hefer JA, Smalberger JA, Boshoff AJA and M T Steyn AJA concurred.
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Flynote

Court—Powers of—Development of the common law—Need to develop common law under s 39(2) of Constitu-
tion of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996 can arise in at least two instances—First when rule of common
law inconsistent with constitutional provision—Repugnancy of that kind will compel adaptation of common
law to resolve inconsistency—Second possibility arises even when rule of common law not inconsistent with
specific constitutional provision but may fall short of its spirit, purport and objects—Then common law has to be
adapted so that it grows in harmony with objective normative value system found in Constitution—When it is
contended that rule of common law inconsistent with constitutional provision Court required to do threshold
analysis, being whether rule limits entrenched right—If limitation not reasonable and justifiable, Court itself is
obliged to adapt or develop common law in order to harmonise it with constitutional norm.

Court—Powers of—Development of the common law—Superior Courts protectors and expounders of common
law—Superior Courts always had inherent power to refashion and develop common law in order to reflect
changing social, moral and economic make-up of society—Power constitutionally authorised and has to be
exercised within prescripts and ethos of Constitution.

General principles of liability—Common purpose—Ordinarily, in consequence crime, causal nexus between
conduct of accused and criminal consequence a prerequisite for criminal liability—Doctrine of common purpose
dispenses with causation requirement—Provided accused actively associated with conduct of perpetrators in
group that causes death and has required intention in respect of unlawful consequence, accused will be guilty of
offence—Principal object of doctrine of common purpose to criminalise collective criminal conduct and thus to
satisfy social need to control crime committed in course of joint enterprises—In consequence crimes such as
murder, robbery, malicious damage to property and arson, it is often difficult to prove that act of each person or of
particular person in group contributes causally to criminal result—Such causal prerequisite for liability renders
nugatory and ineffectual object of criminal norm of common purpose and makes prosecution of collaborative
criminal enterprises intractable and ineffectual.

General principles of liability—Causation—Requirement of—Definitional elements or minimum requirements
necessary to constitute meaningful norm for common-law crime unique to that crime and useful to distinguish
and categorise crimes—Common minimum requirements of common-law crimes are proof of unlawful conduct,
criminal capacity and fault, all of which have to be present at time crime committed—Requirement of causal
nexus not a definitional element of every crime—Mere exclusion of causation as requirement of liability not fatal
to criminal norm.
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General principles of liability—Element of offence—No pre-ordained characteristics of criminal conduct,
outcome or condition—Conduct constitutes crime because law declares it so—Some crimes have common- law
and others legislative origin—Duly authorised legislative authority can create new, or repeal existing, criminal
proscription—Making conduct criminal intended to protect societal or public interest by criminal sanction—
Criminal norms vary from society to society and within society from time to time, relative to community
convictions of what is harmful and worthy of punishment in context of its social, economic, ethical, religious and
political influences—In South African constitutional setting, any crime, whether common-law or legislative in
origin, has to be constitutionally compliant—Criminal norm cannot deprive person of freedom arbitrarily or
without just cause—Just cause points to substantive protection against being deprived of freedom arbitrarily or
without adequate or acceptable reason and to procedural right to fair trial—Meaning of just cause has to be
grounded upon and be consonant with values expressed in s 1 of Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act
108 of 1996 and gathered from provisions of Constitution.

General principles of liability—Common purpose—Constitutionality of doctrine—Doctrine of common purpose
did not trench upon the rights to dignity and freedom—Doctrine of common purpose sets standard of criminal
culpability, defining minimum elements necessary for conviction in joint criminal enterprise—Doctrine ratio-
nally connected to legitimate objective of limiting and controlling joint criminal enterprise—Effective prosecu-
tion of crime is legitimate, pressing social need—In practice, joint criminal conduct often poses peculiar
difficulties of proof of result of conduct of each accused, problem which hardly arises in case of individual accused
person—Doctrine of common purpose not relating to reverse onus or presumption which relieves prosecution of
any part of burden—State required to prove beyond reasonable doubt all elements of crime charged under
common purpose—No reasonable possibility that accused person can be convicted despite existence of
reasonable doubt as to her or his guilt—Doctrine not trenching right to be presumed innocent—Criticisms
against doctrine that, in some cases, requirement of active association cast too widely or misapplied and that
there are less invasive forms of criminal liability short of convicting participant in common purpose as principal
not rendering unconstitutional liability requirement of active association—Common-law doctrine of common
purpose in murder passing constitutional muster and not requiring to be developed in terms of s 39(2) of
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996.

Headnote

The appellants had been convicted in a High Court on a count of murder and two of attempted murder. They
had appealed unsuccessfully to the Supreme Court of Appeal. In convicting the appellants the trial Court
had applied the doctrine of common purpose. The trial Court had also held the fact that the first appellant
had failed to disclose his alibi defence until the trial, some two years after he was arrested, against him in
rejecting his alibi. The appellants appealed further to the Constitutional Court, contending, firstly, that the
previous Courts had failed to develop and apply the common-law doctrine of common purpose so as to
bring it into line with the rights set out in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996;
and, secondly, that the fact that an inference had been drawn from the first appellant’s failure to disclose an
alibi defence prior to trial had violated his right to silence as contained in the Constitution.

Challenge to the doctrine of common purpose

Held (per Moseneke J; Chaskalson CJ, Langa DJP, Ackermann J, Goldstone J, Madala J, Mokgoro J, Ngcobo J,
O’Regan J and Yacoob J concurring), that the need to develop the common law under s 39(2) of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996 could arise in at least two instances. The first
would be when a rule of the common law was inconsistent with a constitutional provision. Repugnancy of
that kind would compel an adaptation of the common law to resolve the inconsistency. The second
possibility arose even when a rule of the common law was not inconsistent with a specific constitutional
provision but may have fallen short of its spirit, purport and objects. Then, the common law had to be
adapted so that it grew in harmony with the ’objective normative value system’ found in the Constitution.
(Paragraph [28] at 339e–g.)

Held, further, that the Superior Courts were protectors and expounders of the common law. The Superior
Courts had always had an inherent power to refashion and develop the common law in order to reflect the
changing social, moral and economic make-up of society. That power had been constitutionally authorised
and had to be exercised within the prescripts and ethos of the Constitution. (Paragraph [31] at 340f–g.)
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Held, further, that when it was contended that a rule of the common law was inconsistent with a
constitutional provision the Court was required to do a threshold analysis, being whether the rule limited an
entrenched right. If the limitation was not reasonable and justifiable, the Court itself was obliged to adapt or
develop the common law in order to harmonise it with the constitutional norm. (Paragraph [32] at
340g–341a.)

Held, further, that, ordinarily, in a consequence crime, a causal nexus between the conduct of an accused and
the criminal consequence was a prerequisite for criminal liability. The doctrine of common purpose
dispensed with the causation requirement. Provided the accused actively associated with the conduct of
the perpetrators in the group that caused the death and had the required intention in respect of the
unlawful consequence, the accused would be guilty of the offence. The principal object of the doctrine of
common purpose was to criminalise collective criminal conduct and thus to satisfy the social need to control
crime committed in the course of joint enterprises. The phenomenon of serious crimes committed by
collective individuals, acting in concert, remained a significant societal scourge. In consequence crimes such
as murder, robbery, malicious damage to property and arson, it was often difficult to prove that the act of
each person or of a particular person in the group contributed causally to the criminal result. Such a causal
prerequisite for liability would have rendered nugatory and ineffectual the object of the criminal norm of
common purpose and made prosecution of collaborative criminal enterprises intractable and ineffectual.
(Paragraph [35] at 341e–g.)

Held, further, that the doctrine of common purpose did not trench upon the rights to dignity and freedom. It
was fallacious to argue that the prosecution and conviction of a person de-humanised her or him and thus
invaded the claimed rights. The entire scheme of ss 35 and 12(1) of the Bill of Rights authorised and
anticipated prosecution, conviction and punishment of individuals, provided it occurred within the context
of a procedurally and substantively fair trial and a permissible level of criminal culpability. The essence of the
complaint had to be against the criminal norm in issue. The doctrine of common purpose set a standard of
criminal culpability. It defined the minimum elements necessary for a conviction in a joint criminal
enterprise. The standard had to be constitutionally permissible. It could not unjustifiably invade rights or
principles of the Constitution. Put differently, the norm could only impose a form of culpability sufficient to
justify the deprivation of freedom without giving rise to a constitutional complaint. However, once the
culpability norm passed constitutional muster, an appropriate deprivation of freedom was permissible.
(Paragraph [36] at 342d–f.)

Held, further, that the definitional elements or the minimum requirements necessary to constitute a
meaningful norm for a common-law crime were unique to that crime and were useful to distinguish and
categorise crimes. Common minimum requirements of common-law crimes were proof of unlawful
conduct, criminal capacity and fault, all of which had to be present at the time the crime was committed.
Notably, the requirement of causal nexus was not a definitional element of every crime. Thus, under the
common law, the mere exclusion of causation as a requirement of liability was not fatal to the criminal norm.
(Paragraphs [37] and [38] at 342g–343a.)

Held, further, that there were no pre-ordained characteristics of criminal conduct, outcome or condition.
Conduct constituted a crime because the law declared it so. Some crimes had a common law and others a
legislative origin. In a constitutional democracy, a duly authorised legislative authority could create a new,
or repeal an existing, criminal proscription. Ordinarily, making conduct criminal was intended to protect a
societal or public interest by criminal sanction. It followed that criminal norms varied from society to society
and within a society from time to time, relative to community convictions of what was harmful and worthy of
punishment in the context of its social, economic, ethical, religious and political influences. In the South
African constitutional setting, any crime, whether common law or legislative in origin, had to be
constitutionally compliant. It could not unjustifiably limit any of the protected rights or offend constitu-
tional principles. Thus, the criminal norm could not deprive a person of her or his freedom arbitrarily or
without just cause. The just cause pointed to substantive protection against being deprived of freedom
arbitrarily or without an adequate or acceptable reason and to the procedural right to a fair trial. The
meaning of just cause had to be grounded upon and be consonant with the values expressed in s 1 of the
Constitution and gathered from the provisions of the Constitution. (Paragraphs [38] and [39] at 343a–e.)

Held, further, that common purpose did not amount to an arbitrary deprivation of freedom. The doctrine
was rationally connected to the legitimate objective of limiting and controlling joint criminal enterprise. It
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served vital purposes in the criminal justice system. Absent the rule of common purpose, all but actual
perpetrators of a crime and their accomplices would be beyond the reach of the criminal justice system,
despite their unlawful and intentional participation in the commission of the crime. Such an outcome would
not have accorded with the considerable societal distaste for crimes by common design. Group, organised
or collaborative misdeeds struck more harshly at the fabric of society and the rights of victims than crimes
perpetrated by individuals. Effective prosecution of crime was a legitimate, pressing social need. In practice,
joint criminal conduct often posed peculiar difficulties of proof of the result of the conduct of each accused,
a problem which hardly arose in the case of an individual accused person. Thus there was no objection to
this norm of culpability even though it bypassed the requirement of causation. (Paragraph [40] at
343f–344b.)

Held, further, that the doctrine of common purpose did not relate to a reverse onus or presumption which
relieved the prosecution of any part of the burden. The doctrine of common purposes set a norm that
passed constitutional scrutiny. The doctrine neither placed an onus upon the accused, nor did it presume
her or his guilt. The State was required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt all the elements of the crime
charged under common purpose. When the doctrine of common purpose was properly applied, there was
no reasonable possibility that an accused person could be convicted despite the existence of a reasonable
doubt as to her or his guilt. The common purpose doctrine does not trench the right to be presumed
innocent. (Paragraph [43] at 344g–345a.)

Held, further, that the two principal criticisms against the doctrine of common purpose, namely that, in some
cases, the requirement of active association had been cast too widely or misapplied and that there were less
invasive forms of criminal liability short of convicting a participant in common purpose as a principal, did not
render unconstitutional the liability requirement of active association. (Paragraphs [44] and [45] at 345b–c.)

Held, accordingly, that despite the evocative history of the application of the doctrine of common purpose
in political and other group prosecutions, the common-law doctrine of common purpose in murder did pass
constitutional muster and did not, in the context of the present case, require to be developed as
commanded by s 39(2) of the Constitution. (Paragraph [50] at 346i–347a.)....

JUDGMENT

MOSENEKE J

[1] This is an appeal against the judgment and orders of the Supreme Court of Appeal (the SCA) handed
down on 30 August 2002, confirming the convictions of both appellants in the Cape High Court on 14
September 2000 on one count of murder and two counts of attempted murder.

Factual background
[2] On 14 November 1998, a group of protesting residents in Ocean View, Cape Town, gathered and

approached the houses of several reputed drug dealers in the area, including the house of one Grant
Cronje. They allegedly caused damage to the property of Cronje before moving on. The protestors
drove through the area in a motorcade of about five to six vehicles. As the motorcade approached a
road intersection Cronje opened fire on the group. In response, some members of the group alighted
from their vehicles and returned fire. In the resulting crossfire, a seven-year-old girl, Crystal Abrahams,
was fatally shot and two others, Riaan van Rooyen and Lester September, were wounded.

[3] Thereafter, the two appellants were arrested on suspicion of having been part of the group involved
in the shooting incident....

[7] The trial Court sentenced each of the two appellants to eight years’ imprisonment, suspended for a
period of five years on certain conditions. Both appellants were granted leave to appeal against their
conviction and the State leave to appeal against the sentences.

[8] In May 2002, the SCA heard both appeals. The majority of the SCA (per Lewis AJA and Olivier JA
concurring) dismissed the appeal against the convictions and upheld the appeal of the State against
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the sentences. The SCA ordered that each of the sentences imposed by the High Court be replaced by
a sentence of 15 years’ imprisonment. In a separate judgment, Navsa JA concurred in some respects
with and dissented in others from the majority judgment.

[9] Thereafter, the appellants made an application in terms of Rule 20 for special leave to appeal to this
Court against the judgment and order of the SCA. This Court granted leave to appeal and issued
directions calling for argument on two constitutional issues. Firstly, in the case of both appellants,
whether the SCA failed to comply with its duty in terms of s 39(2) of the Constitution to develop and
apply the common-law doctrine of common purpose so as to bring it in line with the constitutional
rights to dignity, freedom and security of the person and the right to be presumed innocent.
Secondly, whether the SCA erred in drawing a negative inference from the first appellant’s failure to
disclose an alibi defence prior to trial, in violation of his right to silence as contained in the
Constitution.

The High Court
[10] The trial Court was persuaded that the State had made out a proper case to warrant a conviction of

both appellants based on the common-law doctrine of common purpose as laid down in S v Mgedezi
and Others. In that regard the trial Court held that:

‘(T)he events of that afternoon took place in a sequence which commenced with the gathering
at the Raven’s home. The evidence shows that some of those persons were armed and that
there was no apparent attempt to conceal this from others in the group. The intent was to
confront and intimidate persons alleged to be drug dealers. In these circumstances it can hardly
be said that any member of the group did not appreciate the possibility that violence could
erupt and persons could be killed by the use of the group’s armaments. By participating in the
further activities of the group, each member signified his acceptance of that possibility. Such
possibility became a reality when the shooting took place. There is no doubt . . . that the shots
which killed Crystal and wounded Riaan and Mr September came from . . . the group of which
(the first appellant) and (the second appellant) were part.’

Later in the judgment the trial Court observed that:

‘They were present on the scene; they were aware that the shooting was taking place; they were
throughout making common cause with the group, including the gunman, and they acted in
association with him—(the first appellant) by standing guard and [the second appellant] by
collecting the cartridge cases ... they had the requisite intention, albeit by way of dolus
eventualis, to commit murder ...’ ...

...Common purpose
[18] The doctrine of common purpose is a set of rules of the common law that regulates the attribution of

criminal liability to a person who undertakes jointly with another person or persons the commission
of a crime. Burchell and Milton define the doctrine of common purpose in the following terms:

‘Where two or more people agree to commit a crime or actively associate in a joint unlawful
enterprise, each will be responsible for specific criminal conduct committed by one of their
number which falls within their common design. Liability arises from their ’’common purpose’’
to commit the crime.’

Snyman points out that ’the essence of the doctrine is that if two or more people, having a common
purpose to commit a crime, act together in order to achieve that purpose, the conduct of each of them
in the execution of that purpose is imputed to the others’. These requirements are often couched in
terms which relate to consequence crimes such as murder.

[19] The liability requirements of a joint criminal enterprise fall into two categories. The first arises where
there is a prior agreement, express or implied, to commit a common offence. In the second category,
no such prior agreement exists or is proved. The liability arises from an active association and
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participation in a common criminal design with the requisite blameworthy state of mind. In the
present matter, the evidence does not prove any such prior pact.

[20] The trial Court found that the first appellant was a party to an unlawful common enterprise during
which the child was murdered. In convicting the accused the Court relied on the decision of S v
Mgedezi, in which it was held that for the doctrine to be invoked:

‘In the first place, he must have been present at the scene where the violence was being
committed. Secondly, he must have been aware of the assault on the inmates of room 12.
Thirdly, he must have intended to make common cause with those who were actually
perpetrating the assault. Fourthly, he must have manifested his sharing of a common purpose
with the perpetrators of the assault by himself performing some act of association with the
conduct of the others. Fifthly, he must have had the requisite mens rea; so, in respect of the
killing of the deceased, he must have intended them to be killed, or he must have foreseen the
possibility of their being killed and performed his own act of association with recklessness as to
whether or not death was to ensue.’

The appellants contended that the principles enunciated in S v Mgedezi should have been developed
in accordance with the requirements of s 39(2) of the Constitution, and if this had been done, they
would have been entitled to be acquitted.

[21] The rules which make up the doctrine of common purpose deal with a number of different situations
in which an accused person might be held liable for a crime committed in the course of a common
enterprise. Since S v Mgedezi, the application of these rules have been refined and developed by
various decisions of the SCA. In the present case it is not necessary to consider all of these
developments. We are concerned here with a case in which the accused were present at the scene of
the crime. What needs to be decided is whether the principles applicable to such a case, as stated in S
v Mgedezi and developed by the SCA in later cases, calls for further development. It is neither
necessary nor desirable to consider other situations. This judgment therefore deals only with the
existing law insofar as it is relevant to the facts of the present case.

[22] After S v Mgedezi there remains no doubt that where the prosecution relies on common purpose as a
basis for criminal liability in a consequence crime such as murder, a causal connection between the
conduct of each participant in the crime and the unlawful consequence caused by one or more in the
group, is not a requirement. Rules of criminal liability similar or comparable to common purpose are
found in many common-law jurisdictions, including England, Canada, Australia, Scotland and the
USA. In all these legal systems, a causal nexus is not a prerequisite for criminal liability. In civil legal
systems, such as France and Germany there appear to be no rules which, in substance, approximate
our rule of common purpose.

Did the SCA fail to develop the doctrine of common purpose in accordance with s 39(2) of the
Constitution?
[23] The main thrust of the appellants’ contention is that the pre-constitutional requirements of common

purpose unjustifiably limit the appellants’ rights to dignity, freedom and security of the person and a
fair trial including the right to be presumed innocent. However, the appellants stopped short of
asserting that the doctrine of common purpose is unconstitutional in its entirety. They submitted that
the High Court and the SCA erred in failing to develop, apply and elucidate the following
requirements that:

‘(a) there must be a causal connection between the actions of the appellants and the crime for
which they were convicted;

(b) the appellants must have actively associated themselves with the unlawful conduct of
those who actually committed the crime; and

(c) the appellants must have had the subjective foresight that others in the group would
commit the crimes.’

[24] Since the advent of constitutional democracy, all law must conform to the command of the supreme
law, the Constitution, from which all law derives its legitimacy, force and validity. Thus, any law which
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precedes the coming into force of the Constitution remains binding and valid only to the extent of its
constitutional consistency. The Bill of Rights enshrines fundamental rights which are to be enjoyed by
all people in our country. Subject to the limitations envisaged in s 36, the State must respect, protect,
promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights. The protected rights therein apply to all law and bind
all organs of State, including the Judiciary.

[25] It is in this context that courts are enjoined to apply and, if necessary, to develop the common law in
order to give effect to a protected right, provided that any limitation is in accordance with s 36.
Section 39(2) makes it plain that when a court embarks upon a course of developing the common law
it is obliged to ’promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights’. In the Pharmaceutical D
Manufacturers case, Chaskalson P observes that:

‘The common law supplements the provisions of the written Constitution but derives its force
from it. It must be developed to fulfil the purposes of the Constitution and the legal order that it
proclaims–thus, the command that law be developed and interpreted by the courts to promote
the ’’spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights’’. This ensures that the common law will
evolve within the framework of the Constitution consistently with the basic norms of the legal
order that it establishes. There is, however, only one system of law and within that system the
Constitution is the supreme law with which all other law must comply.’

[26] The appellants have urged this Court to develop the common-law doctrine of common purpose
beyond the existing precedent. In Carmichele this Court decided that, faced with such a task, a court is
obliged to undertake a two stage enquiry. The first enquiry is whether, given the objectives of s 39(2)
of the Constitution, the existing common law should be developed beyond existing precedent. If it
leads to a negative answer, that would be the end of the enquiry. If it leads to apositive answer, the
next enquiry would be how the development should occur and whether this Court or the SCA should
embark on that exercise.

[27] Section 39(2) requires that ’when’ every court develops the common law it must promote the spirit,
purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. This section does not specify what triggers the need to
develop the common law or in which circumstances the development of the common law is justified.
In Carmichele this Court recognised that there are notionally different ways to develop the common
law under s 39(2), all of which might be consistent with these provisions. It was also held that the
Constitution embodies an ’objective normative value system’ and that the influence of the funda-
mental constitutional values on the common law is authorised by s 39(2). It is within the matrix of this
objective normative value system that the common law must be developed. Thus under s 39(2),
concepts which are reflective of, or premised upon, a given value system ’might well have to be
replaced, or supplemented and enriched by the appropriate norms of the objective value system
embodied in the Constitution’.

[28] It seems to me that the need to develop the common law under s 39(2) could arise in at least two
instances. The first would be when a rule of the common law is inconsistent with a constitutional
provision. Repugnancy of this kind would compel an adaptation of the common law to resolve the
inconsistency. The second possibility arises even when a rule of the common law is not inconsistent
with a specific constitutional provision but may fall short of its spirit, purport and objects. Then, the
common law must be adapted so that it grows in harmony with the ’objective normative value
system’ found in the Constitution.

[29] When there is a constitutional challenge to legislation the test for its constitutional validity is in two
parts. Kriegler J, in In Re S v Walters delineates the process thus:

(a) ‘First, there is the threshold enquiry aimed at determining whether or not the enactment in
question constitutes a limitation on one or other guaranteed right. This entails examining
(a) the content and scope of the relevant protected right(s) and (b) the meaning and effect
of the impugned enactment to see whether there is any limitation of (a) by (b).
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Subsections (1) and (2) of s 39 of the Constitution give guidance as to the interpretation of both
the rights and the enactment, essentially requiring them to be interpreted so as to promote the
value system of an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and
freedom. If upon such analysis no limitation is found, that is the end of the matter. The
constitutional challenge is dismissed there and then.’
(b) ’If there is indeed a limitation, however, the second stage ensues. This is ordinarily called

the limitations exercise. In essence this requires a weighing-up of the nature and
importance of the right(s) that are limited together with the extent of the limitation as
against the importance and purpose of the limiting enactment. Section 36(1) of the
Constitution spells out these factors that have to be put into the scales in making a
proportional evaluation of all the counterpoised rights and interests involved.’ (Footnotes
omitted.)

[30] Thus, if the impugned legislation indeed limits a guaranteed right, the next question is whether the
limitation is reasonable and justifiable, regard being had to the considerations stipulated in s 36. If the
impugned legislation does not satisfy the justification standard and a remedial option, through
reading in, notional or actual severance is not competent, it must be declared unconstitutional and
invalid. In that event the responsibility and power to address the consequences of the declaration of
invalidity resides, not with the Courts, but pre-eminently with the legislative authority.

[31] A different approach is required when a Court deals with a constitutional challenge to a rule of the
common law. The common law is its law. Superior Courts are protectors and expounders of the
common law. The Superior Courts have always had an inherent power to refashion and develop the
common law in order to reflect the changing social, moral and economic make-up of society. That
power is now constitutionally authorised and must be exercised within the prescripts and ethos of the
Constitution.

[32] In a constitutional challenge of the first type, referred to in para [28], to a common-law rule, the Court
is again required to do a threshold analysis, being whether the rule limits an entrenched right. If the
limitation is not reasonable and justifiable, the Court itself is obliged to adapt or develop the common
law in order to harmonise it with the constitutional norm.

Causation
[33] The appellants have criticised the doctrine of common purpose principally on the ground that it does

not require a causal connection between their actions and the crimes of which they were convicted.
During argument, the appellants correctly conceded that in a joint criminal activity, the action of an
accused need not contribute to the criminal result in the sense that but for it the result would not have
ensued. What was urged on us is to develop the common law by requiring that the action of the
accused must be shown to facilitate the offence on some level. Such facilitation would occur when the
act of the accused is a contributing element to the criminal result. This argument does not constitute a
direct challenge to the principles set out in S v Mgedezi.

[34] In our law, ordinarily, in a consequence crime, a causal nexus between the conduct of an accused and
the criminal consequence is a prerequisite for criminal liability. The doctrine of common purpose
dispenses with the causation requirement. Provided the accused actively associated with the conduct
of the perpetrators in the group that caused the death and had the required intention in respect of the
unlawful consequence, the accused would be guilty of the offence. The principal object of the
doctrine of common purpose is to criminalise collective criminal conduct and thus to satisfy the social
’need to control crime committed in the course of joint enterprises’. The phenomenon of serious
crimes committed by collective individuals, acting in concert, remains a significant societal scourge.
In consequence crimes such as murder, robbery, malicious damage to property and arson, it is often
difficult to prove that the act of each person or of a particular person in the group contributed causally
to the criminal result. Such a causal prerequisite for liability would render nugatory and ineffectual the
object of the criminal norm of common purpose and make prosecution of collaborative criminal
enterprises intractable and ineffectual.

[35] The appellants argue that the doctrine of common purpose undermines the fundamental dignity of
each person convicted of the same crime with others because it de-individualises him or her. It
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de-humanises people by treating them ’in a general manner as nameless, faceless parts of a group’.
On this contention, a crime like murder carries a stigma greater than a conviction on an alternative
charge or competent verdict such as public violence, conspiracy, incitement, attempt and accomplice
liability. The appellants claim that the doctrine of common purpose violates their right not to be
deprived of freedom arbitrarily, because this mode of criminal liability countenances the most
tenuous link between individual conduct and the resultant liability. The appellants further argue that
the doctrine of common purpose violates the presumption of innocence by dispensing with or
lowering the threshold of proof for certain elements of a crime. That, the appellants contend, is at
odds with the rule that the State must prove all the elements of a crime beyond a reasonable doubt. In
the last instance, the appellants submit that the violation of any of their constitutionally protected
rights is not justifiable as the primary rationale for the doctrine of common purpose is convenience of
proof in favour of the prosecution.

[36] I am unable to agree that the doctrine of common purpose trenches upon the rights to dignity and
freedom. It is fallacious to argue that the prosecution and conviction of a person de-humanises him or
her and thus invades the claimed rights. The entire scheme of ss 35 and 12(1) of the Bill of Rights
authorises and anticipates prosecution, conviction and punishment of individuals, provided it occurs
within the context of a procedurally and substantively fair trial and a permissible level of criminal
culpability. The essence of the complaint must be against the criminal norm in issue. The doctrine of
common purpose sets a standard of criminal culpability. It defines the minimum elements necessary
for a conviction in a joint criminal enterprise. The standard must be constitutionally permissible. It
may not unjustifiably invade rights or principles of the Constitution. Put differently, the norm may
only ’impose a form of culpability sufficient to justify the deprivation of freedom without giving rise to
a constitutional complaint’. However, once the culpability norm passes constitutional muster, an
appropriate deprivation of freedom is permissible.

[37] The definitional elements or ’the minimum requirements necessary to constitute a meaningful norm’
for a common-law crime are unique to that crime and are useful to distinguish and categorise crimes.
Common minimum requirements of common-law crimes are proof of unlawful conduct, criminal
capacity and fault, all of which must be present at the time the crime is committed. Notably, the
requirement of causal nexus is not a definitional element of every crime.

[38] Thus, under the common law, the mere exclusion of causation as a requirement of liability is not fatal
to the criminal norm. There are no pre-ordained characteristics of criminal conduct, outcome or
condition. Conduct constitutes a crime because the law declares it so. Some crimes have a
common-law and others a legislative origin. In a constitutional democracy, such as ours, a duly
authorised legislative authority may create a new, or repeal an existing, criminal proscription.
Ordinarily, making conduct criminal is intended to protect a societal or public interest by criminal
sanction. It follows that criminal norms vary from society to society and within a society from time to
time, relative to community convictions of what is harmful and worthy of punishment in the context
of its social, economic, ethical, religious and political influences.

[39] In our constitutional setting, any crime, whether common law or legislative in origin, must be
constitutionally compliant. It may not unjustifiably limit any of the protected rights or offend
constitutional principles. Thus, the criminal norm may not deprive a person of his or her freedom
arbitrarily or without just cause. The ’just cause’ points to substantive protection against being
deprived of freedom arbitrarily or without an adequate or acceptable reason and to the procedural
right to a fair trial. The meaning of ’just cause’ must be grounded upon and (be) consonant with the
values expressed in s 1 of the Constitution and gathered from the provisions of the Constitution’.

[40] Common purpose does not amount to an arbitrary deprivation of freedom. The doctrine is rationally
connected to the legitimate objective of limiting and controlling joint criminal enterprise. It serves
vital purposes in our criminal justice system. Absent the rule of common purpose, all but actual
perpetrators of a crime and their accomplices will be beyond the reach of our criminal justice system,
despite their unlawful and intentional participation in the commission of the crime. Such an outcome
would not accord with the considerable societal distaste for crimes by common design. Group,
organised or collaborative misdeeds strike more harshly at the fabric of society and the rights of
victims than crimes perpetrated by individuals. Effective prosecution of crime is a legitimate, ’pressing
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social need’. The need for ’a strong deterrent to violent crime’ is well acknowledged because
’widespread violent crime is deeply destructive of the fabric of our society’. There is a real and pressing
social concern about the high levels of crime. In practice, joint criminal conduct often poses peculiar
difficulties of proof of the result of the conduct of each accused, a problem which hardly arises in the
case of an individual accused person. Thus there is no objection to this norm of culpability even
though it bypasses the requirement of causation.

[41] At a substantive level, the conduct of the appellants, as found by the trial Court, answers beyond a
reasonable doubt to the prerequisites of the criminal liability norm set by the rule. Moreover, their
complaint is not against the procedural fairness of their trial but against the substantive constitu-
tional compatibility of the rule. It may be added that a person who knowingly, and bearing the
requisite intention, participates in the achievement of a criminal outcome cannot, upon conviction in
a fair trial, validly claim that his or her rights to dignity and freedom have been invaded.

Presumption of innocence
[42] I now turn to the appellants’ claim that their conviction under the doctrine of common purpose

denied them the right to be presumed innocent. Section 35(3)(h) accords to every accused person the
right to a fair trial, which includes the right to be presumed innocent. In S v Bhulwana; S v Gwadiso,
O’Regan J speaking for the Court, held that:

‘(T)he presumption of innocence is an established principle of South African law which places
the burden of proof squarely on the prosecution. The entrenchment of the presumption of
innocence in s 25(3)(c) must be interpreted in this context. It requires that the prosecution bear
the burden of proving all the elements of a criminal charge. A presumption which relieves the
prosecution of part of that burden could result in the conviction of an accused person despite
the existence of a reasonable doubt as to his or her guilt. Such a presumption is in breach of the
presumption of innocence and therefore offends s 25(3)(c).’

[43] Of course, the doctrine of common purpose does not relate to a reverse onus or presumption which
relieves the prosecution of any part of the burden. The appellants argued that the substantive effect
of the doctrine of common purpose is to dispense with the requirement of a causal nexus between the
conduct of the accused and the criminal result. As found earlier, the doctrine of common purpose sets
a norm that passes constitutional scrutiny. The doctrine neither places an onus upon the accused, nor
does it presume his or her guilt. The State is required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt all the
elements of the crime charged under common purpose. In my view, when the doctrine of common
purpose is properly applied, there is no reasonable possibility that an accused person could be
convicted despite the existence of a reasonable doubt as to his or her guilt. In my view, the common
purpose doctrine does not trench the right to be presumed innocent.

Active association
[44] Some text writers have raised two principal criticisms against the doctrine of common purpose. The

first is that, in some cases, the requirement of active association has been cast too widely or
misapplied. The second criticism is that there are less invasive forms of criminal liability short of
convicting a participant in common purpose as a principal. The appellants echoed these complaints.

[45] In my view, these criticisms do not render unconstitutional the liability requirement of active
association. If anything, they bring home the duty of every trial court, when applying the doctrine of
common purpose, to exercise the utmost circumspection in evaluating the evidence against each
accused person. A collective approach to determining the actual conduct or active association of an
individual accused has many evidentiary pitfalls. The trial court must seek to determine, in respect of
each accused person, the location, timing, sequence, duration, frequency and nature of the conduct
alleged to constitute sufficient participation or active association and its relationship, if any, to the
criminal result and to all other prerequisites of guilt. Whether or not active association has been
appropriately established will depend upon the factual context of each case.

[46] It was submitted that the findings of the trial Court and the SCA were, on the facts, wrong. The
appellants did not actively associate themselves with the crimes for which they were convicted. Both
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Courts, it was argued, ought to have found that the appellants took no action to support the members
of the group who actually fired their weapons and that the first appellant was merely a bystander and
the second appellant was not even present at the time of the fatal shooting. To the extent that these
submissions deal only with the factual findings of the SCA, they have no merit. Where there is no other
constitutional issue involved, a challenge to a decision of the SCA on the basis only that it is wrong on
the facts is not a constitutional matter.

[47] The appellants also submitted that the SCA misapplied the liability requirement of active association
as formulated in S v Mgedezi and applied in subsequent case law. On this argument, both Courts
adopted too wide a concept of active association and failed to satisfy themselves that the first
appellant was a party to the common purpose prior to the infliction of the fatal shot. There is no merit
in this criticism. The trial Court and the SCA held that throughout the shooting both appellants were
present on the scene and made common cause with the group, including the gunman. The appellants
also complained that the legal requirements of active association were misapplied. The application of
a rule by the SCA may constitute a constitutional matter if it is at variance with some constitutional
right or precept. No such case has been made out. There is no constitutional ground in the present
case to justify interference by this Court with the credibility findings or application of the requirement
of active association by the trial Court or the SCA.

[48] The argument on the relative degree of the invasiveness of common purpose in comparison to other
forms of liability such as accomplice liability and competent verdicts is, in essence, a proportionality
argument. It rests on the assumption that common purpose invades a constitutionally protected
right to a degree disproportionate to the need and objective of crime control. In the light of the
finding in this judgment that the doctrine of common purpose does not limit any of the rights
asserted by the appellants, this contention need not detain us.

Subjective fault
[49] The appellants contend that the trial Court and the SCA omitted to apply the existing requirement

that the State must prove that the appellants had the subjective foresight that others in the group
would commit the crimes of which they were convicted. This complaint rests on the assertion that the
evidence does not even prove that they were present and that neither Court made any attempt to
determine the individual intention of the two appellants. I can find no merit in any of these
submissions. This criticism of the factual findings of the trial Court and of the SCA is not borne out by
the record. Moreover, the appellants have not advanced any need, nor could I find any, to adapt or
elucidate the existing requirement of subjective fault. The common-law precedent is, in this regard,
clear and consistent with the Constitution. It appears that that was the approach adopted by both the
trial Court and the SCA. If the prosecution relies on common purpose, it must prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that each accused had the requisite mens rea concerning the unlawful outcome at
the time the offence was committed. That means that he or she must have intended that criminal
result or must have foreseen the possibility of the criminal result ensuing and nonetheless actively
associated himself or herself reckless as to whether the result was to ensue.

[50] Despite the evocative history of the application of the doctrine of common purpose in political and
other group prosecutions, I am of the view that the common-law doctrine of common purpose in
murder as set out in S v Mgedezi and cases considered in this judgment, does pass constitutional
muster and does not, in the context of this case, require to be developed as commanded by s 39(2)...

[126] For these reasons, the conviction of the first appellant must stand.

Langa DCJ concurred in the judgment of Ngcobo J.
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Flynote

Evidence—Admissibility—Hearsay evidence—Admissibility of in terms of s 3 of Law of Evidence Amendment Act
45 of 1988—Act creating more supple standards than those of common law and allowing admission of hearsay if
in interests of justice—However, reception of such evidence must not surprise accused or come at stage in trial
when accused unable to deal with it—Court determining whether, in circumstances of case, reception of hearsay
evidence unfair to appellants and therefore not in interests of justice—Having regard to factors enumerated in
s 3(1)(c) of Act, no doubt that admission of hearsay evidence contained in co-accused’s extra-curial statement
being in interests of justice.

Evidence—Admissibility—Hearsay evidence—Admissibility of in terms of s 3 of Law of Evidence Amendment Act
45 of 1988—Court a quo admitting hearsay evidence provisionally—Act allowing provisional admission of
hearsay evidence where person upon whose credibility probative value of evidence depended expected to
testify—No such requirement if admission in interests of justice—Prosecutor should expressly seek, and trial
Judge should make clear ruling on, admission of hearsay statements to enable accused to appreciate full
evidentiary ambit faced—However, in casu, failure to do so not rendering trial unfair.

General principles of liability—Mens rea—Common purpose—Foreseeability—Co-accused’s unlawful act of
taking a hostage, and subsequent intervention by a bystander, leading to death of third party—These acts so
unusual and so far removed from what foreseeable in execution of common purpose that could not be imputed
to appellants—Accordingly, convictions relating to kidnapping and murder of hostage set aside.

Arms and ammunition—Unlawful possession of arms and ammunition—Proof of—Common cause that
appellants at no stage having physical possession of firearms or ammunition—Not proved that, firstly,
appellants intending to exercise possession through actual detentors and, secondly, that actual detentors
intending to exercise possession on behalf of appellants—Accordingly, convictions on these counts set aside.

Headnote

The two appellants were convicted on seven charges, including two counts of murder and the unlawful
possession of firearms and ammunition, arising from an armed robbery carried out at a retail store. Their
convictions were based, in part, on the contents of a statement made by a co-accused and, in the case of the
first appellant, on the statement of the second appellant. It was contended on their behalf that the
admission of these statements into evidence violated the rule against hearsay. In addition, the second
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accused argued that his statement was untrue and had not been made voluntarily. In the alternative, the
appellants contended that if a case based on common purpose to rob the store was established, certain
actions by the erstwhile first accused (who was not an appellant) and by a bystander, which had resulted in
death and injury, could not have been foreseeable by them as part of the common purpose. It was also
contended that, as there had been no evidence that they had possessed firearms and ammunition, their
conviction on these counts on the basis of the common purpose doctrine was wrong.

Held, that the trial Court had not been asked to rule on the admissibility of the extra-curial statements
against the appellants. Neither had the prosecutor expressly signalled her intention to invoke the provisions
of s 3 of the Law of Evidence Amendment Act 45 of 1988. However, while the common-law rule against
hearsay was rigid and inflexible, the Act had created more supple standards which allowed the admission of
hearsay if it was in the interests of justice, provided that the reception of such evidence did not surprise the
accused or come at a stage in the trial when the accused was unable to deal with it. (Paragraphs [12]–[13] at
14c–15a.)

Held, further, that the Court had to ask itself whether, in the circumstances of the case, the reception of the
hearsay evidence was unfair to the appellants and therefore not in the interests of justice. Having regard to
the factors enumerated in s 3(1)(c) of the Act, there was no doubt that the admission of the hearsay evidence
contained in the first accused’s extra-curial statement was in the interests of justice: the statement had been
made soon after the accused was arrested, in circumstances where he was caught red-handed; his
subsequent disavowal of the statement was correctly found to have been untruthful; evidence of the
contents of the statement had been tendered by the State for purposes of explaining cellphone records also
placed in evidence; these records had confirmed the probative value of the statement; and the tendering of
this evidence had come as no surprise to the appellants–they had been able to deal with it, inter alia, by
cross-examining the first accused. There had been no prejudice to them and the fairness of the trial had not
been compromised. This statement being admissible, there was no basis upon which to challenge the
convictions on the first two counts (robbery and murder), and it was accordingly unnecessary to deal with
the admissibility of the statement made by the second appellant. (Paragraphs [14] and [24]–[25] at 15b–c
and 17e–h.)
Held, further, that the prosecutor, despite being aware of relevant authority, had inexplicably failed to
indicate expressly to the trial Judge her intention to invoke the provisions of the Act. Neither had the trial
Judge, who was also aware of the authority, ruled on the admissibility of the statements. The admission of
the statements ’provisionally’ was regrettable. While the Act allowed the provisional admission of hearsay
evidence when the person upon whose credibility the probative value of the evidence depended was
expected to testify, there was no such requirement if the admission was in the interests of justice. The
prosecutor should expressly have sought, and the trial Judge should have made a clear ruling on, the
admission of the statements, to enable the accused to appreciate the full evidentiary ambit they faced.
However, in the circumstances of the present case, their failure to do so had not rendered the trial of either
appellant unfair. (Paragraphs [26]–[28] at 18a–f.)
Held, further, regarding the unforeseeability of certain events involving the first accused and a bystander,
that the first accused’s unlawful act of taking a hostage was, in the circumstances of the case, so unusual and
so far removed from what was foreseeable in the execution of the common purpose that it could not be
imputed to the appellants. Accordingly, the convictions relating to the kidnapping and murder of the
hostage could not stand. (Paragraph [36] at 20g–21a.)
Held, further, that it was common cause that the appellants at no stage had had physical possession of the
firearms or ammunition. However, it had not been proved that, firstly, the appellants had intended to
exercise possession through the actual detentors and, secondly, that the actual detentors had intended to
exercise possession on behalf of the appellants. Accordingly, their convictions on these counts had to be set
aside. (Paragraphs [37]–[38] at 21b–g.) ....

JUDGMENT

CACHALIA AJA:
[1] On 30 October 2000 a robbery took place at the Clicks store at Southgate Mall, Johannesburg. Arising

therefrom the two appellants were indicted with one other accused (accused 1) in the Johannesburg
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High Court before Makhoba AJ on charges of robbery, attempted murder, the unlawful possession of
firearms and ammunition, kidnapping and two counts of murder–seven charges in all.

[2] The undisputed facts are that at approximately 11:00 on the day of the incident, a security officer in
the employ of Fidelity Guards arrived at Clicks to collect money in accordance with his usual routine.
He entered the cash office where the store manager (the first appellant) and a female employee of
Clicks were present. They handed to him an amount of money, which he transferred into a container.
As he was leaving the store in possession of the container, four armed men entered. Two of them
confronted him and ordered him back into the cash office where they instructed him to empty the
contents of the container into a black bag, which he did. The intruders then ordered him into a safe in
the store together with the first appellant. The female employee had in the meantime fainted.

[3] As the robbers fled with their loot there was an exchange of gunfire between one of the robbers and a
Clicks security guard. The robber and the security guard were fatally wounded in the exchange. The
robber died on the scene; the security guard later in hospital. The death of the security guard formed
the basis of the second count (murder), the first count being robbery.

[4] The gunfire attracted the attention of a bystander in the shopping mall. As the three other robbers ran
in his direction towards the exit, they pointed their firearms at him, but did not shoot. He then drew his
firearm and shouted at them to drop theirs. They ignored his warning as they ran towards the exit of
the mall. He pursued accused 1 who dropped the bag he was carrying and attempted to take refuge in
a store near the exit. Once in the store, accused 1 turned around to face his pursuer, pointing a firearm
at him at the same time. The man reacted by discharging one shot from his firearm in the direction of
accused 1. It missed accused 1, but struck an employee in the store instead. In response, accused 1
retreated further into the store, this time taking a young man as hostage with him. While holding the
hostage with a firearm pointed at the hostage’s head, he ordered the bystander to surrender his
firearm. Instead the bystander fired at him. This time the bullet struck the hostage instead, fatally
wounding him. Accused 1 then eventually laid down his firearm and surrendered. The taking of the
hostage and his subsequent accidental fatal shooting formed the basis of the murder and kidnapping
charges in counts 3 and 7. The attempted murder charge (count 4) arose from the injury to the
employee who had also accidentally been shot by the bystander.

[5] In the Court a quo the appellants and accused 1 pleaded not guilty to all seven counts. They obtained
legal aid and were each separately represented, but were convicted and sentenced to the following
terms of imprisonment on each of the seven counts: count 1 (robbery)—15 years; count 2 (murder of
the Clicks security guard)—life imprisonment; count 3 (murder of the hostage)—15 years; count 4
(attempted murder of the injured employee)—3 years; count 5 (unlawful possession of firearms)—4
years; count 6 (unlawful possession of ammunition)—1 year, and count 7 (kidnapping of the
hostage)—3 years. They each received effective sentences of life imprisonment. Only the two
appellants applied for and were granted leave to appeal against their convictions.

[6] On convicting the appellants the Court a quo accepted that the State had proved that the first
appellant, who, as I mentioned earlier, was the Clicks store manager at the time of the incident, had
initiated and planned the robbery with the assistance of the second appellant. As an ex-employee of
Fidelity Guards, the second appellant used to accompany the security officer (referred to in para [2]) to
collect money from Clicks. He had been familiar with this routine; a fact that was known to the first
appellant when he enlisted the second appellant’s assistance for the operation. For his part, the
second appellant recruited accused 1 and three others to carry out the robbery.

[7] The evidence disclosed that accused 1 had made a statement to the police on the day of his arrest
implicating himself and both appellants. In it he stated that the second appellant had contacted him
on his cellphone six days before the robbery. They arranged a meeting with three others where the
second appellant informed them that the first appellant had given him a tip-off about money that
could be ’taken’ from Clicks. Two days later, the statement continued, he met with the first appellant
to discuss the detail of the operation. The first appellant told him that when the Fidelity Guards guard
arrived to collect the money, he would alert him on his (accused 1’s) cellphone, first to inform him that
the guard had arrived, and again when the guard was leaving. The details were finalised at a
subsequent meeting with the first appellant the day before the robbery. The rest of the statement
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contains details of the cellphone contact between accused 1 and the appellants on the day of the
robbery. It also describes how the robbery occurred, which accorded with the eyewitness accounts of
the incident.

[8] The first appellant was arrested a day after the robbery; the second appellant two months later. The
second appellant also made a statement to the police implicating the first appellant and himself in the
robbery. The statement describes how the first appellant contacted him a week before the robbery;
the subsequent meeting between them and accused 1; the second appellant’s communication, by
cellphone, with accused 1 on the morning of the robbery, and the cellphone call from the first
appellant to him after the robbery, when the first appellant had expressed his displeasure at the
failure of the robbery. ...[10] The appellants challenge their convictions on the following basis. Firstly,
it is contended on behalf of the first appellant that the statements made by accused 1 and the second
appellant were inadmissible against him, because of their hearsay character. Similarly, the second
appellant takes issue with admissibility of the statement by accused 1 against him. In addition he
insists that the statement which he made to the police was untrue and not made voluntarily. It should,
so it is contended, have therefore been disallowed. Secondly, and in the alternative, the appellants
contend that, if the statements were admissible, thereby establishing against them a case based on
common purpose to rob the Clicks store, the actions of accused 1 in taking a hostage, and the actions
of the bystander which resulted in the death of the hostage and injury to an employee (counts 3, 4 and
7) were not foreseeable by them as part of the execution of the common purpose. Finally, the
appellants contend that, as there had been no evidence that they had possessed firearms and
ammunition (counts 5 and 6), their conviction on those counts on the basis of the common purpose
doctrine was wrong.

[25] Counsel for the appellants conceded, quite properly, that if the statement by accused 1 was
admissible against their clients, there would be no basis for challenging their convictions on the first
two counts (robbery and murder of the security guard). It is therefore not necessary to deal with
whether the statement that was made by the second appellant was properly admitted. Even without
this statement his conviction on these counts must stand.

[29] I turn to deal with counts 3, 4 and 7. The appellants submit that the sequence of events commencing
with accused 1 taking a hostage and culminating in the death of the hostage and injury to the
employee from the bystander’s gunshots was not foreseeably part of the common purpose. They
should, accordingly, have been acquitted on these counts.

[30] In support of their contention they rely on two cases that were decided in this Court. The first is S v
Talane where the facts briefly were that three robbers, two of whom had firearms, entered a shop, tied
up a shopkeeper and his friend and then helped themselves to whatever they were able to take with
them. As they left, the shopkeeper and his friend managed to free themselves. The shopkeeper
pursued one of the robbers, firing at him. The other robbers fled in another direction. Just as the
shopkeeper had stopped firing, having run out of ammunition, his friend called him back. As he
turned back, responding to his friend’s call, the robber he had been pursuing fired two shots, fatally
wounding him. The question on appeal was whether one of the other robbers who had fled in a
different direction should have been convicted, on the basis of common purpose, for the murder. It
was found, on the facts, that once the shopkeeper had emptied his firearm and turned his back on the
robber, he had no longer been endeavouring to prevent the robbers from escaping. Accordingly the
Court held that it would be unfair to hold that the other robber, who was probably far out of danger
when the shopkeeper had been shot, could be said to have fallen within the limits of what he would
have foreseen and reconciled himself therewith.

[31] The second case relied on is S v Munonjo en ’n Ander. The appellants, who were unarmed, had broken
into a house intending to steal. They were aware that the occupants were probably armed. One of
them had a ligature in case it became necessary to tie them up. One of the two occupants produced a
firearm but was disarmed by one of the appellants who then shot both the occupants. Both
appellants were convicted of murder. On appeal the appellants blamed each other for what had
happened. It had therefore not been possible to determine which of them had fired the fatal shots.
The Court found that the facts had established that the common purpose extended only to a possible
assault of the occupants as they would have had to have tied them up if necessary. They could not,
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reasoned the Court, have subjectively foreseen the extraordinary turn of events and the possibility of
death. Their appeals on the murder count were accordingly upheld.

[32] The facts in the two cases relied upon are very different from this instance. In Talane the shopkeeper
had ended the pursuit of the robbers before he had been shot, and in Munonjo the use of firearms had
not been contemplated as the housebreakers were unarmed. In the present matter the robbers were
still in the process of fleeing, having exchanged gunfire with, inter alia, the deceased security guard
when the bystander intervened. Nevertheless, the principle sought to be extracted from these cases
by counsel for the appellants is that if, in the execution of a common purpose, one of the participants
to the common purpose commits an unlawful act, which is so unusual or extraordinary that it falls
outside what was foreseeably contemplated by the other participants, they cannot be held liable for
that act. On this basis it is submitted that the occurrence that led to the commission of these offences
(the bystander’s intervention and the hostage-taking by accused 1), was so far removed from the
actual common purpose, ie robbery with the use of firearms, that it could not have been foreseeable
by the appellants.

[33] The submission is not novel. It has long been accepted that the operation of the common purpose
doctrine does not require each participant to know or foresee in detail the exact manner in which the
unlawful consequence occurs. Were it otherwise, it would not be possible to secure a conviction
simply on the basis that some event had happened during the execution of the common purpose,
that all the participants in the common purpose had not more or less planned for. All that is required
for the State to secure a conviction on the basis of common purpose is that an accused must foresee
the possibility that the acts of the participants may have a particular consequence, such as the death
of a person, and reconciles himself to that possibility.

[34] The evidence shows that the first appellant initiated and then planned the robbery in collaboration
with the second appellant and accused 1. It was foreseeable that, in the execution of the robbery and
during the flight of accused 1 and his fellow robbers, firearms might be used to overcome any
resistance that they encountered. They reconciled themselves to this possibility. Their conviction for
the murder of the security guard on this basis is therefore uncontroversial.

[35] As uncontentious, in my view, is the conviction for the attempted murder of the employee (count 4).
The fact that resistance to the escape arose from the actions of a private citizen is not, as counsel tried
to persuade us otherwise, of any consequence. Nor is the fact that, at the time the bystander fired his
first shot injuring the employee, he was under no legal duty to stop the fleeing robbers. Once all the
participants in the common purpose foresaw the possibility that anybody in the immediate vicinity of
the scene could be killed by cross-fire, whether from a law-enforcement official or a private citizen,
which in the circumstances of this case they must have done, dolus eventualis was proved.

[36] But the taking of the hostage by accused 1 falls into a different category. It is probable that at the time
he took the hostage, his co-robbers had escaped through the exit of the shopping complex. He was
therefore on his own when he took the hostage while seeking refuge from the man who was pursuing
him. By taking a hostage he had, in my view, embarked on a frolic of his own. These actions could
hardly have been foreseeable by the other participants in the common purpose. To hold otherwise, as
the Court a quo did, would render the concept of foreseeability so dangerously elastic as to deprive it
of any utility. To put it another way, the common purpose doctrine does not require each participant
to know or foresee every detail of the way in which the unlawful result is brought about. But neither
does it require each participant to anticipate every unlawful act in which each of the participants may
conceivably engage in pursuit of the objectives of the common purpose. It is apparent that the
unlawful act of hostage- taking by accused 1, in the circumstances of this case, was so unusual and so
far removed from what was foreseeable in the execution of the common purpose that it cannot be
imputed to the appellants. The convictions relating to the kidnapping and murder of the hostage
(counts 7 and 3) can therefore not stand. ...

[39] In the result the following order is made:

1. The appeal by the appellants against their convictions on counts 1, 2 and 4 is dismissed;
2. The appeal by the appellants against their convictions on counts 3, 5, 6 and 7 is upheld. Their

convictions and sentences on these counts are set aside.
Zulman JA and Van Heerden JA concurred.
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Flynote

Criminal Law—Attempt to commit a crime.—What constitutes an attempt.—Arson.—Whether attempt or mere
acts of preparation proved.

Headnote

On an indictment for attempted arson it was proved that the accused had gone by car to a shop in the early
hours of the morning, taking with him petrol and a tin containing inflammable material; that he had placed
the tin against the door of the shop and poured petrol into and around it in such a way that the petrol ran
under the door into the shop and that he was at this stage interrupted by the arrival of a native constable.
The accused having been convicted.

Held, upon a question of law reserved, that since petrol which has been poured out spreads and evaporates
quickly it could legitimately be inferred that the accused was on the point of igniting it at the moment he
was interrupted; that consequently the placing of the tin and the pouring of the petrol were acts which
could properly be regarded as forming part of one continuous operation of setting the building on fire and
not as mere acts of preparation for a subsequent setting on fire and that therefore there was evidence upon
which the trial Judge was entitled to convict.

The principles to be applied in deciding whether the actions of an accused person are mere acts of
preparation or amount to an attempt to commit a crime discussed.

JUDGMENT
WATERMEYER CJ

[1] The appellant was convicted by SCHREINER, J., in the Transvaal Provincial Division on an indictment
containing two counts. No question arises as to the conviction on the first count. The second count
was one of attempted arson, and, in respect of it., the Crown evidence wag summarised by SCHREINER
J., as follows:—

‘‘The evidence of Elias, the native constable, is to the effect that at about 2 a.m. on the 15th July,
that was a Saturday, he was on patrol duty in Pretoria; West, riding a bicycle, and as he
approached the shop of the complainant, which is in Church Street on the north side, he saw a
car standing there and he saw a European come from the shop and get into the car. The car
drove off and before it had driven off he had taken the number and he then wrote the number
down on a piece of paper against the window of the shop. That number is the number of the
accused’s car. When he came to the shop he found a splashed pool of petrol some two yards in
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diameter, and looking through the window of the shop with his torch he saw that there was a
further patch of petrol inside the shop. Similar evidence was given by Constable Pohl, who went
out to the place shortly afterwards, and the complainant has also described what he saw there.
In addition to the petrol pool or petrol mark, there was a small flat tin with candle grease in it
and a candle–a shortened candle apparently–stuck up in the candle grease. And round the
candle, standing out above the edge of the tin, was a rag, and the tin had about half an inch of
petrol in it. About 7 feet from the door there lay an envelope addressed to the accused (Exhibit
B)—and inside was a document relating to some physical exercises which the accused was
taking as a course. Elias was questioned closely as to his ability to read the numbers and he said
that the numbers, which were raised white on a black background, were clear white. On
examination it appeared that the numbers were substantially rusted, particularly the last
number and the later numbers, and he was then asked whether the numbers when he saw
them were in the same condition as they are now on the car, and he said they were. He gave
about 10 yards as the distance at which he read the numbers and he also said that when he saw
the man get into the car, the distance, which he indicated, had been something up to 40 yards.
He said that the nearest he got to the car was about 8 or 9 feet.’’

There were also a number of other relevant facts proved in evidence, of which the more important are:

(1) Elias had known the accused well since his boyhood.

(2) The appellant was interviewed at 9 o’clock in the morning of 15th July by the police, and he
stated that he had gone to bed the previous evening at 11.30 and had not been out thereafter;
that before going to bed he had left his car standing under a tree in the back yard of the
premises where he lived and that he had removed and retained possession of the ignition key;
that he had found the car in the morning where he had left it on the previous evening; that he
had last seen the letter, which was picked up in front of the shop in Church Street, in the
cubby-hole of his car.

(3) here was nothing to indicate that the ignition wires of his ear had in any way been tampered
with during the night.

After conviction SCHREINER, J., at the request of the accused, reserved two points for the consider-
ation of this Court: (1) Whether there was legal evidence upon which the Court could convict? (2)
Whether the facts proved established the commission of an attempt, as opposed to mere prepara-
tion?

[2] The first point reserved is intended to raise the question whether there was any evidence upon which
the Court could reasonably have come to the conclusion either that the accused was the person seen
by Elias in front of the shop or that he was assisting that person. Elias did not recognise that person,
and it was suggested that if that person was the accused, then Elias must have recognised him. But
Elias only saw the man by artificial light momentarily, while he was walking from the shop to the car, at
a distance of about 40 yards, and he did not see the man’s face but only the right side of his neck and
shoulder, so that recognition was a matter of great difficulty. Besides that, the accused in evidence did
not suggest that he had lent his car to anyone that night and there was nothing in the evidence
indicating that the car might have been taken that night from the accused’s premises without his
permission. His own evidence was against such a possibility because he had been in possession of the
ignition key and there was no sign the next morning of the ignition system having been tampered
with during the night.

[3] In these circumstances, inasmuch as appellant’s car was seen by Elias in front of the shop and that a
letter addressed to him, which he had placed in the cubby-hole of his car, was picked up in front of the
shop and that there was no reasonable possibility on the evidence that someone without the
appellant’s permission had used his car during the night, there was ample evidence on which the
Court could reasonably have come to the conclusion, as it did, that accused was concerned in the
unlawful acts which were interrupted by Elias, being either the person seen by Elias or the person who
was driving the car, if there was a second person driving the car, whom Elias could not see.

[4] With regard to the second point reserved it was contended on behalf of the accused that the evidence
merely showed that preparations had been made for committing the crime of arson but that such
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preparations had not gone so far that they could be regarded, in law, as an attempt to commit arson. It
was urged that arson was committed by setting fire to property and until the preparations reached
the stage of doing something to start combustion, such as striking a match or possibly opening a box
of matches for that purpose, no attempt, in the legal sense of that word, had yet been made.

[5] Now in discussions of the subject of attempts, the difficulty of deciding when preparation ends and
perpetration begins is almost invariably pointed out, and our Courts have deliberately declined to lay
down a test whereby the dividing line can be determined in all kinds of crimes. It may be that it is
impossible to find such a test which will prove satisfactory for all crimes. (See Kenny, Criminal-Law, ch.
5.) The matter was discussed in the judgments in Rex v Nlhovo (1921 AD 485) and it was there pointed
out (in particular by MAASDORP, T.A.) how much wider was the view held by the Roman-Dutch
authorities as to what constituted an attempt than is the view held by modern authorities. Attempts
seem to fall naturally into two classes: (a) Those in which the wrongdoer, intending to commit a crime,
has done everything which he set out to do but has failed in his purpose either through lack of skill, or
of foresight, or through the existence of some unexpected obstacle, or otherwise, (b) those in which
the wrongdoer has not completed all that he set out to do, because the completion of his unlawful
acts has been prevented by the intervention of some outside agency. We are here concerned with an
attempt of the latter class and, with regard to these, some writers on criminal law say that an attempt,
in the legal sense, is constituted by an act, done with intent to complete the commission of a crime,
forming part of a series of acts which would constitute its commission if they were not interrupted.
Stephen in his Digest of the Criminal Law, para. 50, gives that definition in substance, with the addition
of the words ‘‘the point at which such a series of acts begins cannot be defined, but depends on the
circumstances of each particular case’’.

[6] This definition is criticised by Salmond (Jurisprudence, para. 137) as affording no sufficient guidance
and as laying down no principle by means of which preparations can be distinguished from attempts.
Salmond suggests that when such acts have reached the stage that they are evidence of the criminal
intent with which they are done, then they constitute an attempt. I take the words ‘‘evidence of’’ to
mean ‘‘proof of″, and it follows that if no evidence aliunde is required to prove the criminal intent–if, in
fact, the act charged as an attempt bears the criminal intent upon its face–then an attempt has been
established. Stephen’s definition was also criticised by SOLOMON, J.A., in the case of Rex v Nlhovo
(supra) on grounds similar to those upon which Salmond’s criticism is based. He said that Stephen’s
definition does not sufficiently distinguish between an act immediately connected with the
contemplated crime and one remotely connected with it. He suggested that the act charged as an
attempt must ‘‘reach far enough to wards the accomplishment of the desired result as to amount to a
commencement of the consummation.’’ MAASDORP, J.A., also came to the conclusion that an
attempt must be ‘‘the commencement of the consummation but it need not be the last proximate act
prior to its consummation″

[7] The expression ‘‘commencement of the consummation’’ occurs in the American case Hicks v
Commonwealth (19 Am. State Rep. 892), quoted by INNES, C.J., in the case of Rex v Sharpe (1903, T.S.
868) and means the beginning of this final series of acts which complete the crime. Another definition
given in Hicks’ case is that the act charged as an attempt ‘‘must approach sufficiently near to the crime
intended to be committed to stand either as the first or some subsequent step in a direct movement
towards the commission of the offence after the preparations are made’’. It seems, therefore, that in
the case of interrupted crimes an attempt to commit such crime is proved when the Court is satisfied
from all the circumstances of the case that the wrongdoer, at the time when he was interrupted,
intended to complete the crime and that he had at least carried his purpose through to the stage at
which he was ‘‘commencing the consummation’’.

[8] The determination of the precise moment at which the consummation can be said to commence may
often present difficulties because of the impossibility of drawing a definite line between the end of
the beginning and the beginning of the end of a crime or of defining in exact terms what is meant by
its consummation. The time when the consummation begins must necessarily vary with the particular
crime and depend upon the circumstances of the particular case. There are, however, certain general
considerations which may legitimately be regarded as of assistance in the solution of the problem.
One of these is that the question whether or not a man’s wrongful conduct should, in law, be regarded
as criminal or innocent should not depend entirely upon the time at which an event happens, when
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such time may be largely determined by chance. Consequently, if a wrongdoer has finally made up his
mind to commit a crime and has taken steps to carry out his resolution, the exact moment at which he
is interrupted and prevented from fulfilling his intention should not be the sole determining factor in
deciding whether or not his morally wrongful act should be regarded as a crime. Provided always that
his acts have reached such a stage that it can properly be inferred that his mind was finally made up to
carry through his evil purpose he deserves to be punished because, from a moral point of view, the
evil character of his acts and from a social point of view the potentiality of harm in them are the same,
whether such interruption takes place soon thereafter or later. Consequently the Court should lean
towards giving a wide interpretation to the phrase ‘‘commencement of the consummation’’ by
including in such consummation all the last series of acts which would constitute a continuous
operation, unbroken by intervals of time which might give an opportunity for reconsideration. In our
law this inclination towards a wide interpretation is all the more justified because, as was pointed out
in Nlhovo’s case (supra), the Roman-Dutch authorities took a much wider view of the criminality of acts
which in English and American law would be regarded as mere preparation.

[9] The crime of arson is completed at the moment when the property has been set on fire, but the
beginning of that setting on fire may be constituted by acts which immediately precede combustion,
if such acts are so closely connected, in time and in space and in the wrongdoer’s intention, with the
combustion that they can properly be regarded as one continuous unbroken operation of setting the
property on fire. If the structure which the wrongdoer intends to burn is constructed of materials
difficult to set on fire, then the process of setting it on fire must consist of something more than the
mere application to it of a flame. It is clear, therefore, in such a case, that, though the crime of arson is
not committed until the building begins to burn, certain immediately preceding acts, done in order to
facilitate the ignition of the building may, in reality, be part of the final process of setting the building
on fire, and thus constitute attempted arson.

[10] In the present case the appellant went by car to the building in the early hours of the morning and
took with him petrol and a tin containing inflammable material. He placed the tin against the door of
the shop and poured petrol into and around it in such a way that the petrol ran under the door into the
shop. The obvious purpose of this proceeding was to render the door more inflammable and to
spread the flame to the interior of the shop. Since petrol, which has been poured out in this way,
spreads and evaporates quickly, it can legitimately be inferred that he was on the point of igniting the
petrol at the moment when he was interrupted and, consequently, that the placing of the tin and the
pouring of the petrol were acts which can properly be regarded as forming part of one continuous
operation of setting the building on fire, and not as mere acts of preparation for a subsequent setting
on fire.

[11] In these circumstances there was, in my judgment, evidence before the Court upon which the learned
Judge was entitled to find that the accused was guilty of attempted arson.

[12] The questions reserved will, therefore, be answered in favour of the Crown.

TINDALL, J.A., GREENBERG, J.A., and DAVIS, A.J.A., concurred.

Appeal accordingly dismissed.
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Per SCHREINER, J.A., REYNOLDS, J.A., HALL, J.A., and BEYERS, J.A., concurring, STEYN, J.A., dissenting: The fact
that an accused’s criminal purpose cannot be achieved, whether because the means are, in the existing or in
all conceivable circumstances, inadequate, or because the object is, in the existing or in all conceivable
circumstances, unattainable, does not prevent his endeavour from amounting to an attempt. This principle
is, however, subject to two cautionary observations. (1) If what the accused was aiming to achieve was not a
crime, an endeavour to achieve it could not, because by a mistake of law he thought that his act was criminal,
constitute an attempt to commit a crime. (2) Statutory crimes may require special consideration, for the
language of statutes may convey a wide variety of legislative intentions. In general there is no reason why
endeavours to commit statutory crimes should not amount to criminal attempts though such endeavours
are fundamentally or absolutely unable to succeed. But the language of a particular statute may conceivably
require a modification of the general principle.

All cases of procuring abortion are treated as attempts where an endeavour, going beyond preparation, has
been made to procure abortion, whether or not the woman was pregnant, the foetus alive or the means
capable of achieving the purpose aimed at.

Appellants had been convicted on two charges of abortion before a Judge and jury. At the trial objection
had been taken on their behalf to certain questions relating to record cards on which the appellants claimed
to have noted the treatments given to the two women concerned. The second appellant had stated in
evidence that there must be cards dealing with the patients and subsequently, in cross-examiner had then
propounded the suggestion that there had been no cards for these persons and that the evidence that there
had been was untrue. There had followed further cross-examination directed towards pinning the witness
down to the statement that their attorney had been given or had seen the cards while at the same time
suggesting that in fact this had not happened and that there had been no cards for these particular patients.
The first appellant had also been asked about the cards, which he said were kept by the second appellant.
The objection had been taken to questions to these witnesses asking them whether they had given or
shown the cards to their attorney, the argument for the appellants being that the questions put to each of
them amounted to asking them to disclose confidential communications that had passed between them
and their legal advisers.

Held, as the cards themselves were not privileged, that the appellants could not claim privilege in respect of
their delivery to the attorney unless it appeared that the cards existed and that they had been handed over
to the attorney under confidence.
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Held, further, if so, that that could have been made the subject of an issue, to be tried out in the absence of
the jury, but that it could not be dealt with by way of a simple objection to what was on its face a legitimate
question or series of questions.

Held, therefore, that the objection had rightly been overruled.

JUDGMENT
SCHREINER, JA

[1] The appellants were charged on one count of culpable homicide, with an alternative of procuring
abortion, and on two counts of procuring abortion. After a trial before VAN WYK, J., and a jury they
were found guilty on the first count of attempting to procure abortion, they were acquitted on the
second count and they were found guilty of procuring abortion on the third count. The first appellant
was sentenced to six months’ imprisonment plus a fine of £50 on each count; the second appellant
was sentenced to six months’ imprisonment, suspended, on the first count and to a fine of £25 on the
third count. ...

[2] ...The facts on the two counts (1 and 3) may now be briefly summarised. The first appellant practises as
a doctor at Springbok, Namaqualand, and the second appellant was an unqualified nurse who at all
relevant times was living in the house of the first appellant, and who assisted him in whatever he did in
relation to the subject matter of the several charges. The first count relates to the death of Engela de
Waal, a young woman aged 19, who on Sunday the 10th July, 1955, died in the first appellant’s house
of septicaemia caused by a septic foetus, which had probably been dead a week or more before the
10th July. The pregnancy had existed for about four months and the man responsible for it was one
Olivier who, about the end of June, arranged with the first appellant to treat Miss de Waal. What that
treatment was to be was the subject of sharply conflicting evidence but it is sufficient for present
purposes to say that, according to Olivier and as the jury found, the first appellant was, in return for a
fee of £50, to bring about an abortion. Miss de Waal visited the first appellant two or three times at the
beginning of July and was given certain injections. On Friday the 8th July she was brought by Olivier
to the first appellant’s house where she remained until her death. The post mortem examination
revealed the presence in the deceased’s vagina of a broken off stick 21/2 to 3 inches long. On the
alternative charge of abortion, of attempting which they were found guilty, the indictment alleged
that the abortion was brought about either by injections or by the insertion of instruments.

[3] Count 3 related to the treatment by the first appellant, assisted by the second appellant, of a Miss van
Wyk, a young woman aged 20, who had missed her periods after intercourse with one Bierman. The
first appellant examined Miss van Wyk internally and treatment by medicines and injections was
given to her over a period of two or three weeks at the end of May and the beginning of June 1955.
Miss van Wyk more than once spent several days at the first appellant’s house; she lost consciousness
after receiving the injections and on recovering her senses found that she was bleeding from her
private parts. Her periods thereafter returned. The evidence of Bierman was to the Effect that he paid
the first appellant £50 for bringing about an abortion and this evidence was apparently accepted by
the jury. ....

[4] ... I come now to the one point on which VAN WYK, J., held, with ample justification, that the appellants
had a reasonable prospect of success on appeal. It relates to the first count only and arises from the
fact that the post-mortem examination, as I have indicated, revealed that the foetus had probably
been dead a week or more before Miss de Waal’s death on the 10th July. She had been receiving
treatment of one sort of another at the hands of the appellants over a period of about 10 days before
her death, so that it is not impossible, so far as the dates are concerned, that by this treatment the
appellants caused the death of the foetus. But VAN WYK, J., instructed the jury that,

‘Where an attempt is made to commit an abortion and that attempt does not succeed merely
because there is no foetus to remove or the foetus is dead, the crime committed is attempted
abortion; attempted abortion is accordingly a competent verdict in this case.’

The jury were thus told that it is no defence to a charge of attempted abortion that the foetus is already
dead when the accused tries to bring about the abortion; and the verdict of attempt which was
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returned was presumably based on a finding that the Crown had not proved that the appellants
caused the death of the foetus. If, therefore, the direction to the jury was wrong, and if there cannot be
an attempt to procure an abortion where the foetus is already dead, the convictions on the first count
would have to be set aside.

[5] For the completed common law crime of procuring abortion the foetus must have been alive at the
time of the act. The question whether there can in law be an attempt to procure abortion where the
foetus is already dead is similar to, if it is not identical with, the question whether there can be an
attempt to murder a corpse; the two questions illustrate the problem whether an endeavour to
achieve what turns out to have been impossible can be a criminal attempt at common law.

[6] My Brother STEYN has found passages in certain of the old authorities which in his view support the
conclusion that those writers thought that there could be no attempt where an essential element of
the crime was absent. I do not propose to discuss the passages in detail. If I understand Menochius de
Arb. Judic, 2.4.18, aright he is dealing with cases where a man tries to put something false into a
document which either never had any legal trustworthiness (whatever that may mean) or which has
had its trustworthiness taken away by law. It does not appear what precisely the man must be
supposed to have been accused of. If the document was such that it could never be a crime to falsify it,
it is not clear what one must assume that the hypothetical accused had in mind. Did he mistakenly
think that he was committing an offence? Such a mistake of law could not made him guilty of an
attempt. If on the other hand he thought that it was document A, which it is a crime to forge, when it
was really document B, which it is not a crime to forge, the position might conceivably be different. In
regard to the case of the change in the law, if what he had already done when the law was changed
amounted to an attempt to commit a crime, the change in the law could hardly relieve him of liability.
From the reasoning of Menochius I find it difficult to infer more than that there must in law be a
punishable offence before there can be a punishable attempt to commit it. This seems reasonable
enough, but I do not find it helpful in the solution of the present problem. Then there is the case of the
owner who has no objection to his property being taken by one who wants to steal it. If the owner is
trying to trap the would-be thief there is at least an attempted, if not a completed, theft (Ex parte
Minister of Justice: In re Rex v Maserow and Another, 1942 AD 164 at p. 173). If the owner is not trying to
set a trap for a wrongdoer but is simply content that his property should be taken from him, without
apparently abandoning it so as to make it a res nullius, we have to deal with one of those farfetched
cases, unrelated to normality in the modern world, to which I shall refer later, and which seem to me to
be unsuitable as a basis for a practical rule of law. Finally there is the case of the man who has
connection with a woman whom he believes to be another’s wife but who in fact is a spinster. Huber,
Mattheaus and Voet, who mention this case, do not analyse it very closely, nor is it at all clear to me that
any of them had in mind the question whether the stuprum would in those circumstances also be
attempted adultery. It seems to me that it might be necessary to distinguish. If during B’s absence
from home A decides to injure him by debauching his wife, and if he goes to B’s house with that intent
and there debauches a woman whom he believes to be B’s wife but who in fact is a spinster,
pretending to be the wife, it is not clear to me that the writers in question would have held that this
was not an attempted adultery. If on the other hand A, for reasons of lust, debauches a woman
regardless of her marital status his act might very well not have been held by those writers to be an
attempt at adultery merely because the man mistakenly believed that the woman was married. The
three writers do not examine the question from the angle with which we are concerned and I am left
in serious doubt whether they had in mind our problem or anything very close to it.

[7] During the last century and a half the problem has been widely discussed in the legal literature of
various western countries whose Courts, too, have from time to dealt with it. Our own Courts have
upon occasion considered the matter, but so far as this Court is concerned there is only the obiter
dictum in Rex v Parker and Allen, 1917 AD 552 at p. 555, which, according to the interpretation given to
it in Rex v Seane A and Another, 1924 T.P.D. 668 at p. 679, supports the decision in that case. I shall
return to Sean’s case later.

[8] Although there is little that can be described as authoritative material for the decision of the present
appeal, there are three modern expositions of the principles which furnish, in convenient form, the
views of legal writers and the effect of the decisions. The treatment of the Problem in the United States
of America appears from an article on Criminal Attempts by Professor F. B. Sayre in 41 Harvard Law
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Review, 821, at pp. 848 et seq. Where the matter is discussed under the heading of ’Mistake of Fact’.
The position in England is reviewed in Criminal Law by Professor Glanville Williams, secs. 148–150. The
views of juristic writers and the decisions of the Courts in the Netherlands, France and Germany
respectively are reviewed in Part I Chap. 4 of a recent treatise entitled ’Die Pogingsprobleem in die
Moderne Strafreg’ by Dr. H. P. van Dyk, the South African decisions being considered in Part II Chap. 2.

[9] As appears from these discussions of the history and the present day treatment of the subject in the
different countries it is possible to draw a broad distinction between what have been called the
objective and the subjective approaches, the former being concerned principally with the danger to
the interests of the community involved in different kinds of conduct, while the latter has regard
mainly to the moral guilt of the accused person. There have been developments of the law in the
several countries, according as the one line of approach or the other has accorded more with current
legal thought, and intermediate variants have also from time to appeared. It would be interesting but
is unnecessary to enter upon a discussion of the various points of view that have emerged; for present
purposes it is sufficient to say that the consistently objective point of view, which would exclude from
criminal attempts all endeavours to achieve what turns out to be impossible, because hopeless
endeavours to commit crimes can do no harm, must be rejected. In none of the countries referred to
does the weight of juristic opinion or the current of judicial decisions support the view that no
endeavour to achieve something that turns out to have been impossible is punishable as a criminal
attempt. There are good reasons, which need not be enlarged upon, why this general agreement
should have been reached; the reported cases in South Africa substantially accord with it.

[10] But on a narrower basis the objective approach raises the problem, most important for the decision of
the present case, whether a distinction is to be drawn between cases of ’absolute’ impossibility, where
there can be no criminal attempt, and cases of ’relative’ impossibility, where there may properly be a
conviction for an attempt. This distinction is apparently as old as the appreciation that there is a legal
problem of attempting the impossible.

[11] Impossibility, it is said, may relate to the means of achieving the object, such as using an empty firearm
or one that cannot shoot far enough to hit the proposed victim, or it may relate to the object sought to
be achieved, as in the case of shooting at a stump or a shadow thought to be a person or at a corpse
thought to be alive. Some writers, it seems, recognise a third class of case, impossibility of subject (cf. A
van Dyk, op cit. p. 102). Absolute and relative impossibility may be illustrated both by ineffective
means and by unattainable objects. Trying to shoot someone with a firearm that happens to be
empty is said to be a case of relative impossibility, while trying to do so with a toy pistol would
illustrate absolute impossibility. In these examples the impossibility arises from the nature of the
means employed. On the other hand shooting at a bed where a man was mistakenly believed to be
sleeping would be a case of relative impossibility, while shooting at a stump wrongly believed to be a
man would be a case of absolute impossibility. These are examples of impossibility arising from the
nature of the object.

[12] But whether the source of impossibility is to be found in the means or in the object the distinction
between absolute and relative impossibility appears to be logically unsatisfactory. It is difficult to
draw a distinction on logical grounds between the circumstances creating the impossibility,
according as they are lasting and fundamental or temporary and a matter of chance. It is said that it is
only relatively impossible to pick an empty pocket, for the pocket might have had money in it; but
what would the position be if the pocket had a large hole in it, so that nothing could be carried in it? Is
guilt to depend on the reason why the pocket was empty? Again, is a distinction to be drawn between
an efficient firearm, in which poor ammunition is used, and a firearm the mechanism of which is so
defective that the firing pin never strikes the cap of the cartridge? Sugar, believed to be arsenic, can
hardly kill a healthy person, but it may kill a diabetic. Even salt or water may presumably be deadly to
certain persons in special concatenations of circumstances. Such illustrations may be multiplied
indefinitely and they seems to establish the unsatisfactoriness of the distinction in question from a
logical point of view.

[13] It is true that gold is not brass and a living person is not a corpse, and completion of the crime of
dealing in gold or of killing a human being is not nearly approached by dealing in brass or shooting at
a corpse. But the problem of impossibility is not a branch of the problem of proximity; it is not part of
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the question when preparation ceases and attempt begins. There is no logical incongruity in
endeavouring to achieve what in fact is impossible. If the actor knew it to be impossible his mental
processes would be abnormal, but if he did not know he would behave perfectly rationally in making
the effort. His purpose is not merely to make certain bodily movements but also thereby to bring
about certain results. Whether the, to him, unknown nullifying factor is fundamental to the situation
or merely fortuitous cannot affect the only essential fact, namely, that he thought that he could
achieve his purpose but was mistaken; for reasons outside his control he could not do what he wanted
to. He has done all he could and but for his mistake would have been able to complete the ultimate
crime; his action having proceeded far enough on the road to completion, only his mistake could
prevent his conduct’s amounting to an attempt. But whether he was wrong in one particular, rather
than in another, of the totality of assumptions on which he was working to achieve his purpose would
hardly seem to be relevant to his guilt (cf. van Dyk, op. cit. p. 98).

[14] That the distinction between absolute and relative impossibility cannot be justified on grounds of
logic is, however, no decisive obstacle to those who favour the objective approach, which stresses
utilitarian considerations. They say, in effect, that shooting at someone with a toy pistol, putting sugar
in a man’s coffee, shooting at a tree stump and trying to kill or injure another by incantations are
harmless futilities which need not, and therefore should not, be punished as attempts. Professor
Glanville Williams (op, cit. para. 150) puts the question ’Whether it is a defence to show that the
accused’s efforts were widely irrelevant to success’, and comments critically upon the proposition of
ROWLATT, J., in Rex v Osborn that for an attempt the accused must have been ’on the job’. Both
Professor Williams and Professor Sayre express disagreement with the majority decision in People v
Jaffe, a New York case in which it was held that there could be no attempt to receive stolen property
where the property had been recovered by the owner from the thief and was then used to bait a trap
for the receiver, the reason for the decision being that the property had ceased to be ’stolen property’.
This case was strongly relied upon by CURLEWIS, J.P., in Rex v Seane and Another, supra, and the cases
were certainly similar in type, since the impossibility arose out of the absence of a quality of the thing
in question which was vital to the completed offence.

[15] I understand Professor Sayre to hold, in general, the same view as that apparently held by Professor
Williams and Dr. van Dyk, namely, that the distinction between absolute and relative impossibility,
though it is observed in the Netherlands (but not in France and Germany), is theoretically unsound
and practically undesirable; but he makes a certain concession to those who would exclude ’widely
irrelevant ’endeavours from the class of criminal attempts. He introduces, as a limiting factor, the
expectations of a reasonable man, and asks whether such a man would expect the intended criminal
consequence to result from the accused’s acts. This concession to the objective approach appears to
be similar to that discussed by Dr. van Dyk at p. 100 of his treatise, where he criticises a view that there
is an attempt when, but only when, an objective observer would consider that the accused’s conduct
was dangerous to the common good. I find it difficult to see the advantage of introducing the limiting
factor of the expectations of the reasonable man or the judgment of the objective observer. If a toy
pistol has been pointed at a man, apparently with a view to shooting him, it is probable that either
there was no idea of doing more than frightening the victim, or the pointer was not mentally
responsible. An attempt to kill by incantations would in a civilized community be similarly explain-
able, but among primitive persons there might be a real danger to life. Fear of the effect of the
incantation might itself cause death to the victim or, if an endeavour to kill by incantations failed,
further efforts might be made along more orthodox lines. It is apparently to-meet these somewhat
extreme cases that the test of the reasonable man or the objective observer has been introduced; the
device seems to me to complicate the statement of the legal position unnecessarily.

[16] To sum up, then, it seems that on principle the fact that an accused’s criminal purpose cannot be
achieved, whether because the means are, in the existing or in all conceivable circumstances,
inadequate, or because the object is, in the existing or in all conceivable circumstances, unattainable,
does not prevent his endeavour from amounting to an attempt.

[17] Two cautionary observations must be made. If what the accused was aiming to achieve was not a
crime an endeavour to achieve it could not, because by a mistake of law he thought that his act was
criminal, constitute an attempt to commit a crime.’
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[18] Again, statutory crimes may require special consideration, for the language of statutes may convey a
wide variety of legislative intentions. In general there is no reason why endeavours to commit
statutory crimes should not amount to criminal attempts though such endeavours are fundamentally
or absolutely unable to succeed. But the language of a particular statute may conceivably require a
modification of the general principle. This point is touched on by Professor Williams (op. cit. p. 490),
where, by way of illustration, the author refers to decisions that the statutory offence of attempting to
discharge a loaded firearm requires that the gun should in fact be loaded. Such decisions would not,
however, support the decision in Rex v Seane and Another, supra, where no statutory crime of
attempting was in question. As I read that case it was decided, not on any special wording of the
statute, but on an acceptance of the distinction between cases of absolute and relative impossibility.
The question whether there might, within the meaning of sec. 114 of Act 35 of 1908, be a sale of
unwrought precious metal by description was not, apparently, investigated, and in fact the sale in
that case was of a specific piece of metal. Conformably with what has been said above it must be held
that Rex v Seane and Another was wrongly decided. So far as the reference to Rex v Parker and Allen,
supra, is concerned it may be that INNES, C.J., did not have in mind an attempt to infringe the Gold Law
at all. In any event, however, the observation in question was not necessary for the decision of the
application before the Court; if it meant what CURLEWIS, J.P., held it to mean it was not, in the light of
the material now available, a correct statement of the law.

[19] It is unnecessary deal in detail with the special case of procuring abortion, though it may be remarked
that, in view of the practical considerations relating to proof, it would obviously be reasonable to treat
as attempts all cases where an endeavour, going beyond preparation, has been made to procure an
abortion, whether or not the woman was pregnant, the foetus alive or the means capable of achieving
the purpose aimed at. And such, it seems, has been the tendency of the decisions in the
above-mentioned countries and in our own. But though in the case of abortion the practical
considerations are particularly impressive the appeal should, in my view, be decided upon the
general principle which has been stated. It follows that the direction of VAN WYK, J., to the jury was
correct, and that this ground of appeal must also fail.

[20] The appeals of both the appellants on both counts are dismissed.
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